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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Goal of the thesis.
In this thesis we propose to provide a detailed and 

systematic description of the tonal system of Bari, 
examining not only the tonal shapes of lexical roots 
(nominal, verbal, adjectival, adverbial) and many of the 
grammatical morphemes (demonstratives, prepositions, verbal 
particles), but also examining the interaction between tone 
and word formation (particularly with reference to the 
complex verbal morphology and the rather rich set of 
number-marking affixes in the nominal system). In addition 
to detailing the tonal pronunciation of Bari words as they 
are pronounced in isolation, we will also study the tonal 
changes that most words in the language undergo in the 
process of forming phrases and sentences. Such phrasal 
changes are extremely pervasive in Bari and the greater 
part of the thesis is concerned with their description.

The following study is a very detailed one, examining 
as it does the tonal patterning of a wide range of 
morphological constructions as well as many syntactic 
sequences. The body of data amassed and discussed is 
extensive, given that we have aimed for both breadth and 
depth in our coverage of the tonal facts of the Bari 
language. Nevertheless, this study is certainly not 
exhaustive. There is doubtless much that has escaped our 
notice. We can only plead that there is no previous 
description of tone in Bari and little in the way of modern 
linguistic description of Bari grammatical structure, thus 
our understanding of Bari has had to evolve step by step. 
There was no previous collection of tonal data against
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which we could check our results, or which could serve to 
direct our research in particular directions. Thus we may 
have erred in various ways —  e.g. we may have failed to 
recognize the existence of alternative pronunciations in 
certain cases or, in the cases where we have observed 
variation, what the precise role of such variations is in 
the language; we may have failed to notice corners of the 
grammar where there are interesting tonal phenomena that 
are not covered by our account; we may have been, in some 
cases, unable to see the pattern underlying the facts that 
Wtt httv* unaovsred. But auah shortcomings are the inevitable 
burden of the linguist who attempts to work in a previously 
uncultivated field. We feel, '.however, that we have laid a 
foundation that will make the work of subsequent 
researchers much easier. A large body of data has been 
assembled, preliminary generalizations about these data 
have been made, and the initial steps in an anlysis have 
been taken. Future researchers will not have as many 
excuses for their shortcomings as we have been able to 
invoke!

1.2. Previous linguistic research.
Bari is an Eastern Nilotic language spoken in the 

southern Sudan. Previous studies on the Bari language date 
back as early as the 1850’s. Much of the published material 
on Bari is the work of Verona missionaries —  particularly 
Father Spagnolo, who published an extensive Bari Grammar 
(1933) and a substantial Bari-English-Italian Dictionary 
(1960). This missionary work was conducted along 
traditional lines, and the linguistic focus was largely on 
the morphological structure of the language. It was work 
that was largely uninfluenced by modern methods of 
linguistic description. The essential sounds of Bari were 
described, but there was little in the way of an attempt to 
state the principles governing the alternation of these
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sounds in the course of word-formation. The tonal contrasts 
in the languages, the tonal changes that occur in 
connection with the complex morphology of the language, and 
the tonal sandhi that operates at the sentence level, all 
of these are largely ignored. In the entire 452 pages of 
Spagnolo's Bari Grammar, for example, the discussion of 
"intonation" is largely limited to a single paragraph:

Bari is a tone language, and in a phonetic 
transcription, every syllable should be tone-marked.
In this work, however, only the diacritic for high 
tone ( ) is used, and that only for such cases as would 
otherwise lead to ambiguity.
e.g.
Ti po? ! (Do come!) and Nye ti pp. (He does not come) 
Nve a ko pp. (He did not come) and Nye a ko pp. (He

does come).
(Spagnolo, 1933:9)

We have made constant use of Spagnolo’s research in our own 
study of Bari tonology, not because he mentions tone but 
because he provides a good (if traditional) coverage of 
Bari morphological structures as well as a rich body of 
lexical data.

The first work on Bari based on modern linguistic 
principles was part of a survey of the non-Bantu languages 
of North-eastern Africa carried out by Tucker and Bryan 
(1966). Given the broad scope of their study, it is not 
surprising that the authors were unable to provide an in 
depth description or analysis of Bari. Tucker and Bryan 
recognize, of course, that Bari is a tone language, but are 
forced to acknowledge that the "rules for tonal change [in 
Bari] are not yet understood" and that "it has not been 
possible to tone-mark all the [Bari] examples." Tucker and 
Bryan recognize, for example, that although Bari verbs do 
not fall into two morphological classes (the way, for 
example, verbs in other Eastern Nilotic languages such as
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Masaai do), there are two tonal "classes". They exemplify 
these two tonal classes by comparing the verb t6k ’cut with 
an axe’ with ying’ ’listen’ in the following examples:

T[one] C[lass]l. n&n lo tot6k I cut (it) tok6 cut (it)!
T[one] C[lass]2. n&n lo yiying’ I hear (it) ying’e listen

(to it)!
(Tucker and Bryan, p. 449)

The tonal transcriptions provided above by Tucker and Bryan 
are quite accurate and the verbs cited do in fact represent 
two distinct tonal patterns. There is, however, no effort 
on Tucker and Bryan’s part to analyze the precise nature of 
these tonal "classes" or to provide a theoretically-based 
analysis of the classes (the goals of Tucker and Bryan were 
obviously quite different). In Chapter 2 we will establish 
in detail what the tonal facts about these two tonal 
classes are and we will provide an analysis in terms of two 
distinct tonal "melodies" that operate in the Bari verbal 
system.

In not every case does the tonal-marking of Bari 
examples provided by Tucker and Bryan match our own, nor do 
we agree with Tucker and Bryan’s recognition of a system of 
shifting "stress" in addition to tone. Given the
preliminary nature of Tucker and Bryan’s work on Bari in 
their 1966 publication, it is not necessary to provide a 
point by point commentary on the data they cite or the 
statements they make. We have not made any direct use of 
their work in the course of our examination of the Bari 
tonal system.

The next substantive modern work on the Bari language 
was the present writer’s master’s thesis (Yokwe, 1978). 
While this work provided a somewhat detailed examination 
of Bari phonology and morphology, only five pages (pp. 48- 
53) were allotted to the discussion of Bari tone. In
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5
retrospect, it is clear that this discussion provides 
nothing more than a handful of examples to demonstrate that

Tone in Bari serves ... to distinguish lexical items 
from one another, to mark morphological categories, 
and to signal grammatical function.

(Yokwe, 1978)

As a matter of fact, much of the tone marking throughout 
the thesis is incorrect. While the author was preparing his 
M.A. thesis on Bari in Khartoum, he neither had any 
training in tonal analysis nor anyone with such training to 
assist him in his work. The result was a failure to provide 
a satisfactory tonal recording of Bari words, let alone an 
analysis. The present thesis not only serves to correct the 
mistaken transcriptions of that earlier work, but also 
seeks to go beyond a listing of the tonal shapes of a few 
individual lexical items to explore the functioning of tone 
throughout the Bari grammatical system.

1.3. Motivations for thesis research.
The reasons for devoting a thesis of considerable 

length to Bari tonology are several. First of all, Bari is 
one of the major Nilotic languages of the Sudan. These 
languages are currently receiving a good deal of attention 
as result of the educational policy of the Southern Sudan 
Regional Government which has laid emphasis on the re- 
introduction of the vernacular languages as the media of 
instruction in the early years of primary schooling.
The successful implementation of this policy requires that 
the "vernacular" languages of the Sudan be identified, that 
preliminary research on these languages be conducted 
leading to the development of orthographies, teaching 
materials, etc. While Bari is one of the best studied 
languages of the Sudan, nothing substantial is known about 
its tonal system, and thus it has not been possible to even
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address the issue of whether tone should be incorporated 
into a practical orthography. Our research in Bari tonology 
will provide a firm basis for discussion of this issue 
—  an issue that will be a persistent one, since the 
languages of the southern Sudan are tonal languages.

Secondly, the international academic communuity has 
become increasingly interested in the Nilotic languages in 
the past few years, and for the first time the tonal 
structure of these langua'ges is coming under systematic 
exploration. As more and more languages are investigated 
tonally (not only in terms of their surface tonal shapes 
but in terms of their deeper tonal representations and 
their system of rules), we will be in a position to 
undertake comparative and diachronic studies of tone in the 
Nilotic langauges. As we sketched above, up until this 
point Bari has not received anything but a cursory 
examination from the tonal point of view. The present 
thesis offers a detailed account of Bari tone that can 
serve as the basis for future comparative and diachronic 
studies of tone in the Nilotic languages.

Thirdly, in recent years there has been an explosion 
of studies on tonal systems —  particularly, the tonal 
systems of Africa -- due to the development of the 
autosegmental theory of phonology (cf. Goldsmith (1976) and 
many subsequent works building on this seminal thesis). 
This theory formed the basis for many insightful 
explorations of (particularly Bantu) tonal systems, and the 
complexities of the tonal systems being looked at have 
raised many questions concerning the formulation of that 
theory. The tonal complexity of Bari is rather different 
from the complexities of the Bantu tonal systems that have 
played such a major role in the evolution of autosegmental 
phonology, nevertheless we believe that our analysis of 
Bari reflects the insightfulness of many of the concepts of 
autosegmental phonology. For example, we will show that
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Bari makes extensive use of tonal "melodies" —  i.e. the 
assignment of a tonal sequence to a lexical item or 
morphological structure independently of the number of 
syllables that make up that lexical item or morphological
structure. At the same time, we show that there are
phenomena in Bari —  particularly, the way that High tones 
at the end of one word affect a "sequence" of High tones at 
the beginning of a following word —  that are not yet 
resolved in a fully satisfying manner.

1.4. Theoretical framework.
This thesis is extremely rich in the area of 

description (a not unimportant goal given that there is no 
previous description of the tonal facts of Bari). 
Description cannot be made in the absence of analysis, and 
analysis cannot be made in the absence of theory. We 
attempt to provide an analysis for the tonal facts 
presented (though at times we have been forced to simply 
list the facts) utilizing the autosegmental theory of 
phonology.

The theory of autosegmental phonology hypothesizes 
that the tonal structure of a word (or larger unit) is
represented as a sequence of tones that exist on a "tier"
that is independent of the tier that consists of the “tone- 
bearing units" (in Bari, the syllable). These two tiers are 
connected via "association lines", and this association is 
a (potentially) many-one relationship —  that is, a single 
tone may be associated to one or more tone-bearing unit, 
and a single tone-bearing unit may be associated to one or 
more tones. For example, we claim that in Bari certain 
verbal roots have a High tone in their underlying structure 
which is associated (in phonetic representation) with all 
the syllables that make up the word in which that root 
appears: e.g. ’buvut-A-kin 'sharpens for’ represents a case 
where there is one High tone multiply-linked. We also
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8
claim, that the Falling tone on the last syllable of the 
verb 3&pfik represents a case where two tones, a High and a 
Low, are both associated with the same syllable.

The tonal tier and the tier consisting of the tone- 
bearing units are independent not only in the sense that 
there association is one-many, many-one relationship, but 
also in the sense that the two tiers may be affected 
independently of one another. For example, we claim that in 
Bari resyllabification may occur without affecting the 
tonal shape of a word. Thus when a noun such as kidi ’well’ 
(which has a H tone associated to its final syllable) 
combines with the plural suffix (which is Low-toned), 
the result is kidv-A. Notice that the final syllable of 
kidvA has a Falling tone associated with it. We claim that 
even though the High-toned syllable and the Low-toned 
syllable form a single syllable in kidy_-a, the underlying 
tones are unaffected by this syllable merger (the H of di 
and the L of -J, now both being associated with the same 
syllable dv& as a HL sequence; in other words, a Falling 
tone). Another example of the independence of the two tiers 
is provided by our claim that in certain word formation 
processes in Bari, the underlying tonal melody of the 
lexical root is replaced by a different tonal melody. This 
replacement of the lexical tonal melody by a different 
tonal melody involves no change whatsoever in the syllabic 
structure of the item.

It is the one-many, many-one relationship between the 
two tiers, and the ability of one tier to be altered 
without changing the other tier, that provides the basic 
hypotheses that we draw upon in this work. Other aspects of 
the autosegmental framework will be discussed at the point 
where we have occasion to make reference to them.

In certain areas, we have been able to provide 
analyses of the Bari tonal grammar that seem to us 
reasonably well-motivated and insightful. In other areas,
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9
the success of the analysis is only partial —  that is, we 
believe that we have achieved a certain amount of insight, 
but there are aspects of the solution that we are not fully 
satisfied with. In yet other areas, no we11-motivated 
solution has been arrived at, and we have been content to 
simply spell out in detail the nature of the tonal 
patterning observed and the nature of the intractability of 
the data. Nothing will be swept under the rug; we will 
simply lay out on the table the facts as we know them.

1.5. Pata sowrw .
The data described in this thesis are drawn (a) from 

our native speaker’s knowledge of the Bari languages (in 
particular, all of the tonal facts reflect our speech) and
(b) Father Spagnolo’s Bari Grammar and Bari-English-Italtan 
Dictionary mentioned above. The dialect described is that 
spoken around Juba town on both banks of the river Nile. 
Although the writer comes orginally from the southern part 
of the Bari-speaking area, he has lived most of his life in 
Juba; a.‘i a consequence, his dialect is closer to the Juba 
dialect as recorded by Spagnolo than to the dialect of the 
southern Bari. There may, however, be some dialectal 
inconsistencies that have crept into our account of Bari 
tone.

At the present time we cannot speak in an 
authoritative way with respect to the extent or nature of 
any dialectal variation that may exist in Bari with respect 
to tone. We will have occasion in the chapter on nominal 
tonology to cite the existence of variation in the tonal 
shapes of certain (affixed) nominals, but we do not know 
whether these variations are dialectal in origin or not. 
The whole matter of tone and Bari dialectology will have to 
await future research.
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1.6. Outline of thesis.
In Chapter 2, we provide an in-depth examination of 

the tonal facts pertaining to the complex verbal morphology 
of Bari. In particular, we look at the tonal shapes of 
verbal roots and then examine the behavior of these roots 
as they participate in the productive patterns of verbal 
derivation (e.g. the formation of "benefactive", "direction 
toward", "direction away", "instrumental", "causative/ 
reciprocal", and reduplicated stems in both a "definite" 
and an "indefinite" form) as well as the formation of 
passive and imperative verbs.

Chapter 3 sketches the morphology of the noun, 
adjective, and adverb. It demonstrates the tonal shapes 
that nominal, adjectival, and adverbial roots have in 
isolation, and examines the tonal modications that result 
(especially in the nominal number-marking system) from 
word-formation processes. The material in this chapter is 
—  of all the material in the thesis —  the least 
susceptible to analysis in terms of a system of rules.

In Chapter 4, we begin our examination of the phrasal 
tonology of Bari. This chapter deals with the noun phrase 
in great detail, both in terms of the changes that occur 
within the noun phrase and also in terms of the changes 
that the noun phrase undergoes in the sentence. In 
particular, we examine such noun phrase elements as 
demonstratives, possessives, adjectives, the so-called 
"associative" particles, prepositions, and relative 
markers.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we continue our examination of 
Bari phrasal tonology by examining the verbal word, both in 
terms of the changes it undergoes and the changes that it 
triggers. The phrasal tonology of the verb is considered 
particularly in terms of the interaction of the verb word 
with a variety of particles that precede it. This chapter 
also provides a survey of the tonal behavior of adverbs.
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CHAPTER 2

THE TONAL STRUCTURE OF THE BARI VERB

2.0. The tonal shape of verb roots.
In a thorough examination of the Bari verbal roots 

contained in Spagnolo’s dictionary, we found that 
monosyllabic roots are by far the most common type, that 
bisyllabic roots are fairly well represented, that 
trisyllabic roots occur only marginally, and that 
quadrisyllable and longer roots do not seem to exist at 
all. While Spagnolo’s dictionary doubtless does not provide 
an exhaustive account of the Bari lexicon, but it is 
substantial and the above observations do appear to be 
reflective of the facts. As we will see below, Bari does 
have a rich system of derivational morphology which makes 
it possible to productively derive trisyllabic and longer 
verb stems.

In the discussion that follows, our tonal observations 
concerning unreduplicated verbs will be based on what we 
refer to as the "isolation form" of the verb (though this 
term is perhaps somewhat misleading). It is this form that 
occurs, for example, after the past tense particle k- This 
isolation form is replaced (in some cases) by a tonally 
different form in certain contexts. We will refer to these 
forms as "context forms" (though admittedly this is a 
misleading term), and they are discussed in detail in 
Chapters 4 and 5.

Every monosyllabic verb root in the language is 
pronounced in its isolation form with a High tone (we are 
setting aside a handful of "defective" verbs which do not 
participate fully in the general morphological pattern of 
the language and have some special tonal properties). We 
will demonstrate below that these surface forms mask a
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basic dichotomy in the tonal patterning of monosyllabic 
roots. For that reason we exemplify monosyllabic roots in
(1) by organizing them into two types, even though the 
evidence for these two types is not apparent from the 
surface forms. These two types are labelled H and LHL for 
reasons that will become clearer later.

(1) (a.) H type
ki 'climb'
nin 'twist'
der ’cook’
r6m 'spear'
t6k 'cut with an axe’
’d6p 'to hold’
ktir 'to borrow’
kam 'to paddle’

(b.) LHL ..teBa
ng’i ’raise’ 
bd ’ignore, belittle’ 
mok 'catch' 
dok 'to fetch’ 
kur ’to dig’
’b6k ’to unearth’ 
tor ’to tie’

Bisyllabic verb roots, on the other hand, exhibit two 
(and only two) tonal shapes. These shapes are shown in (2) 
and (3). We will again use the labels H and LHL to identify 
the two types.

(2) H type
’boro ’smear’
’buytit ’whittle, sharpen’ 
ny&’ddt 'stick to’ 
budyen ’turn inside out’ 
ltisfik ’melt’ 
w&l&k ’till with a hoe’
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(3) LHL type

k&bur ’agitate *
s&puk ’overturn’
dddfing’ ’shake'
kapdk ’slap’
nyAbur ’grind flour’
y&ki ’send s.b. to do s.t.’

Both syllables in the bisyllabic verbs in (2) are 
pronounced with a High tone. The bisyllabic verbs in (3), 
on the other hand, have a Low tone on the first syllable 
and a Falling tone on the second syllable.

As we noted above, monosyllabic and bisyllabic verb 
roots represent the norm in Bari. Non-derived trisyllabic 
roots do occur in Bari, but they are relatively infrequent. 
Those that do occur all exhibit the same tonal shape —  
that which we are labelling LHL. (4) lists the examples 
known to us.

(4) LHL type
’d&lili ’float’ 
kuku’di ’tickle’ 
dilili ’winnow grain’

In the trisyllabic verb roots in (4) we find that the first 
syllable is Low-toned, the second is High-toned, and the 
last is Low-toned.

The data in (l)-(4) are representative of the tonal 
shapes of all regular, non-derived verbal roots in Bari. In 
a separate section we will examine the few items that do 
not fit clearly into the above account.

On the basis of (2)-(4), we propose that all Bari 
verbal roots can be considered to exhibit one of two tone 
shapes, independently of the number of tone-bearing units 
(syllables) in the root. One of these shapes consists of a 
High tone. The other shape consists of a sequence of 
tones: Low-High-Low. The verbs in (2) exhibit the H shape
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(or "melody") while the verbs in (3) and (4) exhibit the 
LHL melody. One cannot predict which melody a verbal root 
will exhibit; this is a matter of the lexical representa
tion of the root.

We propose to account for the data in (2)-(4) in terms 
of the theory of autosegmental phonology where morphemes 
may be specified on the tonal tier independently of the 
number of tone-bearing units in the morpheme. In this 
theory, the tones on the tonal tier are associated with the 
tone-bearing units by a combination of universal and 
language-specific association principles. Adopting the 
autosegmental framework, we would say that verbs like 
*buvut have a single High tone on the tonal tier and that 
their segments are organized into two syllables. The High 
tone and the syllables are unassociated in underlying 
structure. Verbs like dodong’ and dilili other
hand, have a Low-High-Low sequence on the tonal tier. Their 
segments are also organized into two syllables and three 
syllables respectively.

Following Pulleyblank (1983), we will make the 
following assumptions:

(a) The only Universal Tone Association Principle is 
one whereby free (i.e. unassociated) tones and free tone- 
bearing units are associated one-to-one, left-to-right.

(b) There is a universal well-formedness condition on 
phonological representations that bars the crossing of 
association lines.

(c) There is no well-formedness condition requiring 
every tone to be associated to a tone-bearing unit.

(d) There is no well-formedness condition requiring 
every tone-bearing unit to associate to a tone.

The Universal Tone Association Principle will 
constitute the first step in the association of the tonal
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melodies to the syllables that make up a Bari root (as 
shown in (5)):

(5) H H L H L  L H L
I ) 1’buyut —> ’buyut dodong’ —> dodong’

L H L  L H L
I I ikuku’di — » kuku’di

This Universal Tone Association Principle will achieve the 
correct phonetic shapes for the items in (4), since it will 
correctly associate the three tones of the LHL melody with 
the appropriate syllables in the trisyllabic root
(cf. kftkti*di in (5)).

In order to achieve the correct phonetic output for 
the examples in (2) and (3), we will need two additional 
language-particular rules for Bari. The first rule is:

(6) Free Syllable Association
A free syllable must associate to a tone.

Free Syllable Association follows the Universal Tone.
Association Principle and will correctly complete the 
association process in the case of * buyut:

(7) H H
’ buyut->■ ’buyut (via Free Syllable Association)

It should be noted that in Goldsmith’s original 
presentation of the autosegmental framework, he proposed 
certain universal well-formedness conditions on 
phonological representations. These universal conditions 
had the effect of forcing the addition of association lines
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in order to bring a representation into compliance with the 
conditions. One of his proposed conditions was that every 
tone-bearing unit must be associated with a tone. This 
condition would have the same effect as (6) above, forcing 
the free syllable of ’bftyfrt to associate with the High 
tone. We have followed Pulleyblank (1983) in rejecting the 
proposal that there is a universal principle that requires 
a free tone-bearing unit to associate. We do not claim, 
however, that Bari provides crucial evidence against 
Goldsmith’s original proposal.

On the basis of the data so far considered there is no 
reason to include in (6) a statement as to which tone the
free syllable associates. In (7), there is only one 
possible tone for the free syllable to associate to. As the 
data examined expands, we will have to consider whether (6) 
must be modified so as to pick out a tone for the free 
syllable to associate to.

The second language-specific association rule that we 
will need is:

(8) Free Tone Association
A free tone must associate to a tone-bearing unit.

Free Tone Association also follows the Universal Tone 
Association Principle and will correctly complete the 
association process in the case of dddong*:

(9) L H L L H L
II M /dodong* -> dodong’

(The free Low tone must associate to the second syllable of 
the verb root in (9); it cannot associate to the first 
syllable without crossing an association line, which is 
barred by a universal well-formedness condition.)
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Again, in Goldsmith’s original presentation of 

autosegmental phonology, he proposed that there is a 
universal well-formedness condition that requires that 
every tone must be associated to a tone-bearing unit. This 
universal well-formedness condition would achieve the same 
results as the language-particular rule we are proposing 
for Bari in (8). As we proceed in the analysis, we will 
show that (8) must be modified in such a way that is 
incompatible with the universal well-formedness condition 
suggested by Goldsmith. Consequently, Bari does provide 
some support for Pulleyblank*s rejection of the universal 
well-formedness condition requiring that every tone 
associate to some vowel.

We have now shown how the data in (2)-(4) will be 
accounted for under the assumption that they involve cases 
where there are two different tonal melodies available for 
a given verb root. What is the evidence, however, that the 
verbal forms in (2)-(4) reflect two tonal melodies? One 
argument is simply that all bisyllabic verb roots fall into 
one or the other of these two types; they are the only 
types possible. If the tonal structure of Bari verbal roots 
were non-melodic, and if the language were regarded as 
having two possible tones (High and Low), we would expect 
that a bisyllabic root could have the tone patterns HH, HL, 
LH, LL. In fact, as we will see in Chapter 3, Bari noun 
roots do exhibit all of these tonal sequences (as well as 
two other sequences: High-Fall, Low-Fall). The fact that 
bisyllabic verbal roots have only two possible tonal 
shapes, rather than the six shapes that bisyllabic nominal 
roots can have, suggests that verbal roots may have melodic 
tone.,

There is even stronger evidence, however. Consider the 
pronunciation of the benefactive form of the verbs in
(2)-(4). The benefactive construction involves the addition 
of a linking vowel /A/ (after consonant-final roots) plus
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the benefactive suffix /kin/. (Capital letters in our 
representations represent a vowel that is either [+ATR] or 
[-ATR] in accordance with the vowel harmony principles of 
the language. We transcribe the set of [+ATR] vowels with 
the symbols /i, e, a, o, u/ in boldface, while the [-ATR] 
vowels are transcribed by the same letters unbolded.)

(10) H roots
’buyut-a-kin ’to sharpen for’
’bor6-kin ’to smear for’ 
nyd’ddt-d-kin ’to stick for’
LHL roots
kAbiir-A-kin ’to agitate for’ 
sAptik-A-kln ’to overturn for’ 
dddong’-A-kin ’to shake for’
dilili-kin ’to winnow grain for’
’dAlili-kin ’to float for’ 
kukd’di-kin ’to tickle for’

Notice that the linking vowel and the benefactive suffix 
are realized as High when they follow a High root such as 
’buvut but as Low when they follow a LHL root such as
dddong’ or dilili. (Notice also that dodong’ ceases to have
a Falling tone on its second syllable when the benefactive 
suffix is added.) It would be possible to postulate that 
the linking vowel and the benefactive suffix have an 
underlying tonal shape and that this shape changes (by some 
rule) depending on the tonal shape of the preceding verb 
root. But if we accept the view that verbal roots have one
of two tonal melodies, then the benefactive forms in (10)
can be predicted simply by assuming that (a) the linking 
vowel and the benefactive suffix have no tonal 
specification on the tonal tier and (b) the domain of the 
association principles is the word, not the root. (11) 
illustrates how the forms ’buyut-a-kin. dodong'-a-kin and 
kuku’di-kin will be derived.
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(11) H L H L

’buyut-a-kin dodong’-a-kin
H L H L

n  ' X’buyut-a-kin dodong’-a-kin Universal Tone Assoc.
Principle

H L H L
’buyut-a-kin dodong’-a-kin Free Syllable

Association
inapplicable inapplicable Free Tone Association

L H L  
kuku’di-kin 
L H L
i I ikuku’di-kin 
L H L
j Ikuku’di-kin 

inapplicable

underlying representation

Universal Tone Assoc. Principle

Free Syllable Association 
Free Tone Association

As we noted earlier, monosyllabic roots are by far the 
most frequent type of verbal root in Bari. If we can 
demonstrate that they too exhibit two tonal types, we will 
have lent considerable support to the preceding analysis of 
Bari. As we have pointed out, Bari monosyllabic verb roots 
are all realized with a High tone phonetically. 
Nevertheless, monosyllabic roots can still be shown to be 
specified for one of two tonal melodies: H or LHL. The
behavior of monosyllabic roots in the benefactive 
construction clearly brings out the dual classification of 
Bari monosyllabic verbal roots.

The roots in (12) are High in their isolation form, 
and the benefactive form derived from them also manifests
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(12) ’ d6p ’to hold’ ’d6p-a-kin
t6k ’ to cut with an axe’ tuk-u-kin
kfcr ’ to borrow’ ktir-a-kin
rAm ’ to spear’ rim-i-kin
k&m ’to paddle’ k&m-a-kin

The roots in (13), on the other hand, are High when 
pronounced in isolation, but the benefactive form derived 
from them displays the LHL melody.

(13) mok
dok
kur
’b6k
t6r

’ to 
’to 
’ to 
’to 
’ to

catch’
fetch’
dig’
unearth’
tie’

mok-a-kin 
dok-A-kin 
kur-ti-kin 
’bdk-a-kin 
tor-a-kin

We propose that the monosyllabic roots in (12) are 
specified on the tonal tier with the H melody, whereas the 
monosyllabic roots in (13) are specified with the LHL 
melody. When these roots occur in the benefactive 
construction, these melodies are correctly associated with 
the derived verbs by the principles already formulated.

(14) H
’dep-a-kin
H 
1

L H L  
mok-a-kin 
L H L
i i I’dep-a-kin mok-a-kin

/ V .’dep-a-kin 

inapplic.

inapplic. 

inapplic.

Univ. Tone 
Assoc. Prin.

Free Syllable 
Association
Free Tone Association
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The tonological system of Bari must, however, be set 

up in such a way that when a LHL melody tries to associate 
to a monosyllabic form, only the H part of the melody is 
realized on that monosyllabic form. One possible way to 
achieve this result is sketched below.

The association principles that we have so far 
discussed predict that all three tones of the LHL melody 
will associate to the monosyllabic root, producing a 
Rising-Falling sequence. What we propose to do is to state 
the Free Tone Association rule so that it does not in fact 
make this incorrect prediction. We will reformulate Free 
Tone Association so that a free tone associates to the 
bound tone-bearing unit to its left, with the stipulation 
that this rule does not apply iteratively. (15) is our 
formulation of the rule:

(15) Free Tone Association (revised)
T< Tj
K ' '<r

Given a representation such as that in (16),

(16) L H L
\mok

where the initial L of the melody has associated with the 
first (and only) syllable of the word by the Universal Tone 
Association Principle, rule (15) will associate the High of 
the melody to the same syllable that the L is associated 
to. Because (15) is not iterative, the third tone of the 
melody will remain unassociated (since it does not satisfy 
the structural description of (15) until after (15) applies 
to the H of the melody).

The result of applying (15) to (16) is the 
representation shown in (17):
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Vmok
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(17) predicts that m6k will be pronounced with a Rising 
tone on the root. (The unassociated Low following the root 
will have no overt phonetic manifestation.) Since Bari has 
no surface Rising tones, it would be possible to invoke a 
rule of Rising Tone Simplification to disassociate the L 
part of a LH sequence associated with a single syllable. 
This rule is stated in (18):

(18) Rising Tone Simplification 
L H L H

(T — ) (T

This rule, if applied after Free Tone Association, will
correct1y complete the derivation of mok:

(19) LH L LHL
mok mok

We have now shown how our tone association principles, 
together with a rule of Rising Tone Simplification, could 
have the effect that a monosyllabic root with a LHL melody 
will manifest only the High part of this melody (when the 
monosyllabic root appears in isolation). There is one 
important point, however, that needs to be made, even 
though it is not possible for us to demonstrate its 
correctness here. There are phrasal tone rules in Bari 
whose operation depends upon whether a given tone (High or 
Low) is immediately next to a High tone. The monosyllabic 
verb roots in (15) behave, phrasally, just like the H 
monosyllabic verb roots in (14). In other words, these
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roots do not behave as though they still have a Low tone 
before and after their High tone. This suggests that we 
must assume that, after the tone association principles and 
the rule of Rising Tone Association operate, any 
unassociated tones are deleted from the phonological 
representation. This point will be examined in detail 
later.

Up until this point, we have only given two arguments 
that the monosyllabic roots exhibit two distinct tonal 
melodies —  namely, the argument based on the fact that 
there are only two tonal patterns for bisyllabic verb roots 
(not six, as is the case with bisyllabic noun roots) and 
the argument based on the pronunciation of the benefactive 
forms in (12) and (13). As we examine the entire range of 
derived verb stems in Bari, we will see that other 
constructions also support this same conclusion that Bari 
verbs have two tonal melodies.

At this point, let us make some general comments on 
the analysis of Bari verbal tonology that has evolved so 
far. First, it seems uncontroversial to say that Bari verb 
belong to one of two classes. We have suggested that these 
two classes are to be represented in terms of two tonal 
melodies: H and LHL. The account of how the tones in these 
melodies are associated with the syllables that make up a 
verb root (or a benefactive verb stem) appears 
straightforward, with the exception of the monosyllabic LHL 
roots. The analysis we propose for these items is perhaps 
not entirely obvious, but it does not involve any 
particularly far-fetched moves.

There is, however, one fairly problematic aspect to 
the entire analysis. If a language were to employ two tonal 
melodies, why would one of them be a LHL melody and the 
other a H melody? Why so complex a structure as LHL?

We suggest, then, that another line of study would be 
to see whether the LHL pattern can be explained without
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postulating three tones in the underlying representation of 
the verbs in (3) and (4). We hope to explore this line of 
study at a later time. We hope that the detailed and 
comprehensive study of Bari tonology presented in this 
thesis will permit many hypotheses to be formulated, 
tested, and then either accepted or rejected.

2.1. The benefactive suffix.
We noted in 2.0. that Bari has a number of 

derivational suffixes that can be productively appended to 
the verb root. One such suffix is the benefactive. In 
2.0. we argued that the segmental form of the benefactive 
suffix is /kin/, where -kin/-kin (the choice of these two 
shapes being determined by the system of vowel harmony 
operative in the language). This suffix is appended 
directly to the root when the root ends in a vowel:

(20) H type verb root
’b6ro-kin (from: bor6 ’smear’) 
btidu-kin (from: biidti. ’reach the peak of’) 
budu-kin (from: budu ’hasten’) 
ki-kin (from: ki ’climb’)
lo-kin (from: lo ’spread in the sun to dry’) 
’bo-kin (from: 'bo ’weed’)
’bi-kin (from ’bi ’suck’)

LHL type verb root
tdkfi-kin (from: tdku ’preach’) 
y&ki-kin (from: y&kl ’send s.b. to do s.t.’) 
kuku’di-kin (from: kuku’di ’tickle’) 
dilili-kin (from: dilili ’winnow grain’) 
mo-kin (from: mo ’smell’) 
ng’i-kin (from: ng’i ’raise’)

but is joined to a consonant-final root by a vowel. This 
vowel is typically /A/, as shown in (21):
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(21) H verb root type

der-£-kin (from: der ’cook’)
d6m-£-kin (from: d6m ’stalk’)
lak-d-kin (from: l£k ’untie’)
ber6ny-£-kin (from: bAren ’spoil’)
biding’-A-kin (from: biding’ ’twist’)
duyAm-A-kin (from: dtiyAm ’cause to collapse’)
LHL verb root type
bAl-A-kin (from: bA? ’reprimand’) 
sftt-A-kin (from: sfrt ’bet’) 
dwany-A-kin (from: dwAn ’undo’) 
tAb6k-A-kin (from: t&bok ’fold up’) 
liling’-A-kin (from: liling’ ’smoothen’) 
kAdir-A-kin (from: kadir ’look at carefully’)

There are certain phonological rules that affect the 
low vowel that serves as a link between the root and the 
benefactive suffix /kin/. There is, for example, a rule 
that raises low [+ATR] suffixal vowels in Bari to the mid 
[+ATR] vowel /o/ after mid [+ATR] root vowels. This rule 
can be seen in the following nominal data where /An/ is a 
pluralizing suffix.

(21a) gdgok ’Grant’z zebra’ gogok-an (pi.)
pirit ’place’ pirit-An (pi.)
bibi? ’kind of basket’ bibil-An (pi.)
tSng’ ’herd’ t6ng-6n (pi.)
k6ng’ ’eyebrow’ k6ng’-dn (pi.)

A second rule raises mid [+ATR] vowels in roots (and 
suffixes) to high [+ATR] vowels before certain suffixes 
containing a high vowel. The operation of this rule can be 
seen in the data in (21b) involving the "direction toward" 
suffix /(Jn/ (see below for an analysis of the direction 
toward form of the verb):
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(21b) mok ’catch’ 

der ’cook’ 
g£? ’look for’

mok-un (dir. toward)

r6m ’spear’ 
d6k ’wrap’

der-un
gdl-un
rim-ftn
duk-un

A third rule seems to be at work which fronts a high 
[+ATR] vowel located between two front [+ATR] high vowels. 
Evidence for such a rule can be found in (21c):

(21c) tArd ’mat’
tiri-ki? ’mats’
kirw-fi ’baboon’ (from: /kirti-A/) 
kiri-ti ’a single baboon’
vs.
w6t6r6t ’beehive’ wutftrCi-ki? (pi.) 
k616rd ’soldier ants’ kfiliirft-ti (sg. )

The low vowel that links the benefactive suffix to a 
verb root is subject to alternation as a result of the 
above principles. When the linking vowel is preceded by a 
[+ATR] mid vowel, we would expect it to be raised to /o/. 
But since this /o/ will stand before the suffix /kin/, 
which has a high vowel, the /o/ changes to /u/. Not only 
does the linking vowel change but also any preceding mid 
[+ATR] vowel in the root will change to a high vowel as 
well. If the /u/ form of the linking vowel now stands 
between two front vowels, it will change to a front vowel.

The results of the application of these processes are 
seen in (22), where the linking vowel sometimes has the 
form /u/ and sometimes the form /i/ in addition to its 
usual shapes /a/ and /a/. We have organized the data in 
(22) into two sets: the first set shows the shape of the
linking vowel after [+ATR] vowels and the second set shows 
the shape of the linking vowel after [-ATR] vowels. Within 
each set all the possible vowels are illustrated.
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(22) f+ATRI verb roots

s6n ’send away’ sCiny-d-kin
’d6k ’carry’ ’ dfik-A-kin
t6k ’cut with an axe’ tiik-Ci-kin
rAm ’spear’ rim-i-kin
dA? ’bend’ dil-i-kin
d6k ’wrap’ dCik-£-kin

k6r ’borrow’ kur-A-kin
s6t ’bet’ sCtt-A-kin
liling’ ’smoothen’ liling’-A-kin
tdplr ’make fat’ tdpir-A-kin
ltisAk ’melt’ lAsAk-A-kin
tfclyAng’ ’frighten’ tAlyAng’-A-kin

f-ATR1 verb roots
mok ’catch’ mdk-A-kin
der ’cook’ der-A-kin
tun ’gather’ tun-A-kin
dip ’support’ dip-A-kin
gA? ’look for’ gAl-A-kin

Examination of these data show that the low linking 
vowel remains low after verb roots that end in a high or a 
low vowel (regardless of the specification that these 
vowels bear with respect to the feature [ATR]). Thus we 
have kftr-A-kin as well as tun-A-kin. liling*.-.AzXifl as well 
as dio-a-kin. and lftsAk-A-kin as well as gAl-A-kin. If, on 
the other hand, the root has an underlying mid [+ATR] vowel 
then the linking vowel will undergo a raising. This is due 
to the fact that a low suffixal vowel is raised to mid when 
preceded by a mid [+ATR] vowel. In other words, given an 
underlying form like /t6k-A-kin/, the low vowel will be 
raised to mid, yielding /t6k-6-kin/. Now the rule that 
raises mid [+ATR] vowels to high in front of a high vowel 
will operate, raising both the root vowel (which is 
underlyingly mid) and the linking vowel (which is
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underlyingly low, but has been raised to mid) to high. The 
result is tuk-u-kin. In the case of underlying /r6m-A-kin/, 
the raising of the low vowel suffix will yield /r£m-6-kin/, 
and then the raising of mid vowels will produce /rim-d- 
kin/. But then the fronting of /u/ to /i/ between two front 
vowels will derive the form rim-i-kln.

We have now accounted for all the phono logically 
predictable variations of the low linking vowel. There are 
a number of roots which idiosyncratically govern a high 
vowel /U/ as their linking vowel. Some examples are given 
in (23).

(23) kur-u-kin (from: ktir ’dig’)
’barin-u-kin (from: ’bdrin ’shave’) 
gir-u-kin (from: gir ’tattoo’) 
ruk-u-kin (from: ruk ’dress’) 
put-u-kin (from: put ’hand over’)
’yut-u-kin (from: ’yut ’plant’) 
yuk-u-kin (from: yuk ’herd cattle’)

All of the stems that have this property have a high [-ATR] 
vowel as their last vowel. (It is not the case, however, 
that high [-ATR] vowels regularly trigger the appearance of 
u as the linking vowel.) This group of lexically marked 
verb roots are of some importance in sorting out certain 
aspects of the morphological structure of Bari verbs.

Let us now turn to the tonal structure of these two 
morphological elements —  i.e. the linking vowel and the 
benefactive suffix? In the preceding section we suggested 
that they should be regarded as toneless. By "toneless" we 
mean simply that they have no inherent specication for 
tone. The motivation for this analysis is straight
forward. First, these morphological elements do not reveal 
any invariant tonal shape that persists independently of 
the context in which they appear. Second, the variable tone 
shape that they manifest can in every case be regarded as 
an extension of the tonal melody of the root that
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precedes. Consequently, the tonal patterning of these 
morphological elements is predictable and requires no 
underlying specification.

The linking vowel and the benefactive suffix vowel 
both appear High-toned when they are attached to verb roots 
with a H melody —  cf. buyut-a-kin and numerous other 
examples in the preceding data. The linking vowel appears 
High-toned while the benefactive suffix vowel appears Low- 
toned in benefactive forms based on monosyllabic, 
consonant-final LHL roots —  cf. mdk-A-kin and numerous 
other examples above. Both the linking vowel and the 
benefactive suffix vowel appear Low-toned when they are 
appended to a polysyllabic, consonant-final LHL root —  cf. 
sAptik-A-kin. The benefactive suffix vowel appears High- 
toned in cases where it is appended directly to a 
monosyllabic, vowel-final LHL root —  cf. ng’i-kin. 
Clearly, these variations in the pronunciation of the 
linking vowel and the benefactive suffix vowel establish 
that there is no obvious tonal shape invariantly attached 
to either of these suffixal vowels. Their tonal shape 
varies according to the context. If we can show that these 
various shapes can be derived directly from the tonal 
melody of the root, without assuming any tones associated 
with the suffixes, then we will have a convincing argument 
that these suffixes are toneless.

In section 2.0. we used the benefactive construction 
to support the analysis of verbal roots in terms of two 
tone melodies. In that discussion we showed how the various 
tonal shapes of the linking vowel and the benefactive 
suffix vowel can be accounted for in terms of the root 
tonal melody. There is no need to repeat this demonstration 
in detail here. Suffice it to say that (a) in buyut-a-kin 
the two suffixes get their High tones from the root H by 
means of the Free Syllable Association rule; (b) in mok-a- 
kin. the linking vowel gets its High tone and the
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benefactive suffix vowel gets its Low tone via the 
Universal Tone Association Principle; and (c) in s&ptik-&- 
kin the linking vowel gets its Low via the Universal Tone 
Association Principle and the benefactive suffix vowel gets 
its Low through the Free Syllable Association rule.

There is, however, one clas3 of benefactive items that 
is not properly accounted for by our analysis -- ng* i-kin. 
The pronounciation that we predict is *ng* i-k£n. This is 
shown in (24):

Universal Tone Assoc. Principle 
Free Syllable Association

Free Tone Association

We can summarize the problem as follows. Free Tone 
Association only associates a free tone to a syllable whose 
nucleus is in the root, not to a syllable whose nucleus is 
in a suffix. Thus we get s&puk but not *ng* i~kin. We will 
assume that this morphological restriction must be built 
into the Free Tone Association rule. Given that assumption,
then in (24) the free Low tone will be blocked from
associating to the word (and subsequently will be deleted 
-- we will show later that words like ng* i-kin behave in 
the phrasal tonology as though they end in a H with no 
unassociated L following them).

2.2. The indefinite verb.
In this section we will examine the tonology of the

"indefinite” form of the verb. We will not attempt to deal

(24) L H L  
ng’i-kin 

L H L
I \ng’i-kin 

inapplicable 
L H L\ Vng’i-kin
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here with the syntax or semantics of this particular verb 
form, but rather to explore its segmental and tonal shape.

Examination of the indefinite verb form shows
immediately that it typically involves the appearance of 
either a low vowel /A/ or a high vowel /U/ at the end. 
This final vowel alternates, of course, according to the 
vowel harmony principle, appearing as [-ATR] /a/ or /u/
after [-ATR] roots and as [+ATR] /a/ or /u/ after [+ATR]
roots.

The low vowel form of the indefinite appears regularly 
after roots ending in a [-ATR] mid vowel, as shown in (25):

(25) mdj§ (from: mo ’smell’)
ddddngA (from: dddong’ ’shake’)
’bd’yfi (from: ’b6? ’caress’) 
sdjA (from: so ’boil’) 
d6rjA (from: d6r ’cook’) 
dAngk (from: deng’ ’cut open’) 
geja (from: ge ’cut into strips’) 
seddya (from: set ’winnow grain’)

The vowel at the end of the indefinite, however, is 
regularly raised to a high vowel when it is preceded by a 
mid [+ATR] vowel.

(26) ’ddggCi (from: ’ d6k ’carry’
sdndCi (from: s6n ’send away’
t6gg& (from: t6k ’cut with an axe’)
’bd’ydi (from: b6? ’touch’
r6mb£i (from: r6m ’spear’)
d6’yil (from: d6? ’bend’)
m6’y€i (from: m6? ’lick’)
P^’yCi (from: pA? ’roast’)

Verb roots that end in a low vowel regularly trigger 
the high vowel form of the indefinite:

(27) ga’yu (from: g&? ’look for’) 
’d&ngu (from: ’dang’ ’lick’) 
laggu (from: 16k ’untie’) 
jilangii (from: jilang’ ’elongate’)
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’yA’yii (from: ’y6? ’visit’)
wlil&ggu (from: wulfik ’till with a hoe’)
bfirdggu (from: bdrAk ’cause confusion’)
tCmdggCi (from: tOin&k ’suckle’)

If the root ends in a high [+ATR] vowel, the final 
vowel of the indefinite is regularly low:

(28) ktirjA (from: kCir ’borrow’
nyAbtirjA (from: nyAbur ’grind flour’) 
kfiddyA (from: kfit ’dig up, out’ 
jurjA (from: j&r ’wade’)
dirjfi (from: dir ’carry by two people’)
yAlingA (from: yAling’ ’perform carefully and

slowly’)
miggfi (from: mik ’pull, stretch’
kibbfi (from: kip ’beat’)

If the root ends in a high [-ATR] vowel, the final 
vowel of the indefinite generally appears as the low vowel.

(29) dibbA (from: dip ’support’)
dirjfi (from: dir ’watch’)
pigga (from: pik ’conceive’)
nindya (from: nin ’twist’)
wuddya (from: wut ’transfer’) 
sCirjfi (from: sur ’pulverize’) 
tundya (from: tun ’gather’)
’diyuggA (from: ’diyuk ’make a click of

disgust’)

There are however a goodly number of roots (especially 
roots with the back vowel /u/) that must be lexically 
marked as governing the appearance of the high vowel in the 
indefinite form. Some examples are given in (30).

(30) kurju (from: ktir ’dig’)
tojubbu (from: tojup ’dress’) 
'yuddu (from: ’ytit ’plant’)
wurju (from: wur ’court, woo’)
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kindu (from: kin ’shut, close’)
’barindu (from: bdrin ’shave’)
’bi’yCi (from: ’bi? ’tilt, raise one end of’ ) 
girju (from: gir ’tattoo’ ) 
tiju (from: ti ’look after’)

Recall that the benefactive suffix is generally linked 
to a consonant-final root by a linking vowel /A/. At first 
glance one might think that the linking vowel of the 
benefactive construction and the final vowel of the 
indefinite are unrelated morphological entities. While the 
final vowel of the indefinite is often /A/ just like the 
benefactive, there are phonologically defined situations in 
which the indefinite vowel is /U/ —  e.g. after roots
ending in low vowels and after roots ending in mid [+ATR] 
vowels. The linking vowel of the benefactive remains /A/ in 
these same environments. Nevertheless, there is evidence 
that the final vowel of the indefinite is morphologically 
related to the linking vowel of the benefactive 
construction. Recall that there are some roots ending in a 
[-ATR] high vowel that idiosyncratically govern the /U/ 
variant of the linking vowel. These same roots also take 
the /U/ variant of the final vowel in the indefinite form. 
Thus we have kflr ’dig’, k&r-u-kin (benefactive), kur-.i-u 
(indefinite); *bdrin ’shave’, barin-u-kin (benefactive), 
barin-d-u (indefinite). If these vowels are in fact 
morphologically the same vowel, then we need only mark such 
roots once for taking the /U/ variant.

We have so far confined our attention to the vowel at 
the end of the indefinite form. But there are other aspects 
of the segmental shape of this construction that must be 
explored. In order to explore the remaining segmental 
aspects of Bari indefinite formation, we must begin by 
examining certain limitations on the consonants that may 
appear at the end of a Bari root (when that root is word- 
finally). The only consonants that are allowed to appear in
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this position are listed below in (31):

(31) voiceless stops: p, t, k 
nasal stops: m, n, ng’ 
r
? (glottal stop)

It should be pointed out that the consonant that 
appears at the end of a root in word-final position does 
not necessarily represent the underlying structure of the 
root. Below we list those consonants that may be the 
surface realization of some different underlying consonant.

A root-final (word-final) t may represent either an 
underlying 1 or an underlying §. that changes to £ in 
syllable-final position:

(32) pet ’put in order’ cf. peta (passive form) 
git ’tear with the teeth’ cf. gita 
’b£t ’skin off’ cf. bAt&
tut ’cause to protrude’ cf. tus-a (passive form) 
wit ’sling’ cf. wis<a 
lat ’lengthen’ cf. lAsa

Similarly, a root-final (word-final) a may represent either 
an underlying a or an underlying az that changes to a in 
syllable-final position.

(33) man ’hate’ cf. mdnS (passive form) 
t&n ’gather’ tuna
yun ’heap up’ yuna
mun ’catch by surprise’ cf. munya (passive

form)
tAn ’touch’ tanya
w§n ’scatter’ wenya

A root-final (word-final) ffi may represent either an 
underlying nj or an underlying £ that has changed to m in 
syllable-final position:
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(34) turn ’surround’ cf. tuma (passive form)
y£m ’strike, beat’ yAma
rAm 'knock down’ rama
gum ’throw s.t. at’ cf. guba (passive form) 

A root-final ?. generally represents an underlying 1:
(35) w6? ’rub with oil’ cf. wela (passive form)

wi? ’curse’ wilA
y6? ’sing’ y616

But ? can also derive from an underlying d:

(36) ru? ’press down’ cf. rtida (passive form) 
lelS? ’cause nausea’ lAledA 
ro? ’ scratch' rodA
lo? ’cause vomiting’ loda

Let us now examine how the various consonant-final 
verb roots are affected by the suffixation of the
indefinite marker. If a stem ends in a voiceless stop in 
the definite form, it will reveal a voiced, geminate stop 
in the indefinite. This is shown in (37) below.

(37) labial stop: p
dibba (from: dip ’support’) 
tojubbu (from: tojup ’dress’)
’debba (from: ’dep ’hold’) 
nabbu (from nap ’put aside’) 
ydbbi (from yup ’believe’)

alveolar stop: t
suddyA (from: s&t ’bet’) 
peddya (from: pet ’put in order’) 
geddya (from: get ’scratch’) 
kAruddya (from: karut 'exchange’) 
leuddya (from: leut ’substitute’) 
b&tiddyA (from: baut ’detract’)
waddu (from: wat ’answer’)
raddu (from: rat 'spread, scatter’)
’ ddddCl (from: ’ d6t ’ extract ’ ) 
rAddu (from: rdt ’win a race, match’)
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velar stop: k
16gga (from: 16k ’entrap’)
l&ggCi (from: l&k ’untie’ )
t6gg& (from: t6k ’cut with an axe’)
teggA (from: tek ’strike mildly’) 
s&p&gg& (from: s&puk ’turn upside down’)

These data are interesting in two respects. The fact 
that the juxtaposition of the indefinite suffix and a verb 
root causes gemination (and voicing) of a final stop 
suggests strongly that the indefinite suffix must begin 
with a consonant. As we proceed through the verbal 
morphology, we will see that suffixes that start with a 
vowel do not induce gemination in front of them.
Let us for the moment represent the consonant at the 
beginning of the indefinite suffix with the symbol X. X 
plus a voiceless stop produces a voiced geminate stop in 
the phonetic output. This suggests that X is itself a 
voiced consonant that assimilates the point of articulation 
of a preceding stop (and if X is not itself a stop, then X 
must be presumed to also assimilate the [-continuant] 
nature of the root-final consonant).

The second observation to be made about the data in
(37) is that when the root ends in the stop t, we do get
gemination but we also find a glide y between the geminate 
and a final low vowel. We do not see this glide y in front 
of a final high vowel. We suggest that this y is reflective 
of an underlying high front vowel that is part of the 
indefinite suffix; that is, we suggest that the 
construction has the following shape: Root + XI + A/U (the 
capital letters indicate a vowel that alternates between 
[+ATR] and [-ATR] according to the vowel harmony principle 
of the language). The vowel of the suffix /XI/ becomes a 
glide in position before a low vowel (and presumably simply 
elides before a high vowel), and the resulting glide y
deletes after the non-coronal geminate stops. Later in our
examination of Bari morphology we will see ample additional
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evidence for the vowel /I/ in the indefinite suffix.

Consider next the indefinite form of roots that end in 
nasal consonant:

(38) hUahial: m
domba (from: dom ’stalk’) 
r6mbir (from: r6m ’spear’) 
tdtfimbA (from: tdtum ’cause to burn’)
dtiyfimbu (from: d&y&m ’cause to collapse’)
didimba (from: didim ’notch’)
alveolar: n
kindu (from: kin ’shut, close’) 
dwandu (from: dwan ’undo’) 
sdndCi (from: s6n ’send away’)
’bdrindu (from: ’barin ’shave’) 
bfiryendyfi (from: buryen ’open wide’) 
tundya (from: tun ’gather’) 
ber^ndyd (from: b6r6n ’spoil’)
velar: ng’
wCijingi. (from: wujing’ ’float’) 
ringa (from: ring’ ’punish’)
’d&ngu (from: ’dang’ ’lick’)
denga (from: deng’ ’cut open’)
b&ring& (from: b&ring’ ’get a glimpse of’)

The data in (38) show that the X consonant at the 
beginning of the indefinite changes to a voiced stop that 
is homorganic with a preceding nasal consonant. Clearly, 
this process and the gemination that occurs in (37) can be 
seen as essentially the same process: X changes to a voiced 
stop that is homorganic with the preceding stop (oral or 
nasal). The stop, if voiceless, acquires the voicing of 
X.Thus /mX/ becomes /mb/ and /pX/ becomes /bb/.

The case of stems ending in /n/ confirm the previous 
observation that the high vowel of /XI/ glides to a y in 
pre-vocalic position and deletes. We must amend the rule 
deleting the y so that y deletes not just after non-coronal 
geminates but rather after non-coronal geminates and nasal 
plus stop sequences.
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We have so far shown that the X consonant of the 

indefinite suffix /XI/ must be assumed to be voiced and 
that it assimilates to a stop that is homorganic to a 
preceding stop (oral or nasal). Let us now examine the form 
that X assumes after a root ending in a glottal stop:

(39) /?/ from an underlying /!/
dd’yfli (from: d6? ’bend s.t. over’)
w6’yfr (from: w6? ’incite to fight’)
wl’yd. (from: wi? ’swallow’)
’yti’yi (from: ’yfi? ’dilute with water’)

/?/ from an underlying /d/
ru’ya (from: ru? ’press down’)
lo'y& (from: lo? ’cause to vomit’)
ro’ya (from: ro? ’scratch’)

From (39) we see that a glottal stop plus X produces a
palatal implosive JLy. (Bari has a series of three implosive 
stops, JJ2, and JLy, which may appear in syllable-initial
possible but not syllable-finally.) Notice that it appears 
most plausible to say that it is a glottal stop that
combines with X to form an implosive palatal stop. If the 1 
or <i (that underlies the glottal stop) were to combine with 
X, we would hardly expect a palatal implosive to result. 
Rather, in the case of the roots ending in we would 
expect X to assimilate to In the case of roots ending in 
1, it is not clear what 1 would produce when combining with 
X -- but a palatal implosive seems unlikely.

If we assume that the root-final consonant first
changes to 2, then the combination of ? and X to produce a 
palatal implosive is not so surprising: there are other
languages where a connection between glottal stops and
implosives clearly exists.

Notice that in (39) there is no trace of the z that 
results from the gliding of the high vowel in /XI/ before
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the final vowel. This raises the question of what the 
precise rule is for deleting the z- So far we have seen 
that the z that derives from /XI/ via gliding deletes (a) 
after a non-coronal "complex" stop (i.e. geminate or pre
nasalized stop), and, now, (b) after a palatal implosive.

Let us briefly consider to what extent the y-deletion 
can be considered a more general rule in Bari phonology. 
There is evidence in the noun morphology that non-low 
vowels glide when they stand in front of a low vowel 
suffix. In (4u) we illustrate this process with noun stems 
that end in a front vowel, and in (41) we illustrate it 
with noun stems that end in a back vowel. Notice that in 
all of the examples in (40), the resulting glide z is 
retained.

(40) biki ’kind of leather girdle’ 
biky-fi (pi.)
dupi ’fight between rams’ 
dfipy-fi (pi.)
gdli ’digging stick’ 
gtily-fi. (pi.)
kole ’hoe’ 
koly-a (pi.)
ture ’walking stick’ 
tury-a (pi.)
tome ’elephant’ 
tomy-a (pi.)
kidi ’well’ 
kidy-a (pi.)
ng’ebi ’cheek’ 
ng’eby-a (pi.)
lati ’good behavior’ 
laty-fit (pi.)
wadi ’rumor’ 
wady-at (pi.)
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k&gi ’den, cave’ 
kfcgy-at (pi. )

(41) gwdtd ’with amputated limb’ 
gwdtw-a (pi.)
ttilti ’axe’ 
tulw-fi (pi.)
munu ’snake’ 
mfinw-a (pi.)
dAru ’grass’ 
darwa (pi.)
gfigCi ’granary’ 
gugwa (pi.)
juju ’a fetid rat’ 
jujw-a (pi.)
bddd ’expert’ 
bddw-At (pi.)
dipo ’dancing yard’ 
dipw-at (pi.)
kopAngo ’a kind of sack’ 
kdp^ngw-at (pi.)

In the examples in (40), the front vowel at the end of 
a stem is preceded by non-palatal single consonants. We see 
that in each case the y is retained. After palatal 
consonants, however, no y is manifested. This is shown in 
(42).

(42) K&nyi (a masculine proper name)
KAny-&t (pi.)
KAji (a feminine proper name)
KAj-At (pi.)
bini ’maize tassel’ 
biny-at (pi.)
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The data in (40) and (42) suggest that it may be a 
general fact of Bari phonology that a y deletes when it 
stands after a palatal consonant (thus accounting for the 
absence of a y  in the indefinite forms like r&’ya). The 
nominal data, on the other hand, suggests that it is not 
the case that it is a general rule that y deletes after 
geminates or sequences of nasal plus stop. The data in (43) 
illustrate that in nominals a y is retained in these 
environments (though the data for position after a geminate 
is decidedly sparse).

(43) tCilCiggi ’small club of hard wood’ 
t&lftggy-At (pi.)
16k£mb6 ’harp’ 
l£k6mby-&t (pi.)
sandi ’poor’ 
sdndy-at (pi.)
k&ngl ’central point, kernel of a question’ 
k&ngy-dt (pi.)

The deletion of the y in the indefinite verb form must 
therefore be regarded as not due to an entirely 
phonologically-conditioned process.

At this point, let us return to a consideration of
(39). The fact that /?/ and X produces a palatal implosive 
suggests that perhaps X is a palatal sound. If X is not a 
palatal sound, then we need an explanation for why X plus 
/?/ yields a palatal. The data in (44), which illustrate 
the indefinite form of stems ending in /r/, lead in the 
same direction.

(44) turja (from: tur ’fill a bottle’)
’yurji (from: ’yur ’set on fire’) 
karju (from: kar ’start thatching a roof’)
pArjd (from: p£r ’peel’)
korja (from: kor ’divide’)
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In (44) we see that X surfaces as the voiced palatal 
affricate j. in position after a root-final £. 
(Interestingly, there is no voiceless palatal affricate in 
the language, and there are no roots that end in the voiced 
palatal affricate.) This gives some support to the idea 
that X may in fact be j. underlyingly. If X is underlyingly 
/j/, then in (44) nothing happens to /j/ in position after 
/r/. That is, whereas /j/ assimilates to a stop or to a 
nasal, and whereas /j/ combines with /?/ to form a palatal 
implosive, nothing happens to /j/ after a liquid. Of 
course, the glide y will delete after /j/ since /j/ is a 
palatal consonant.

There are roots that end in a vowel. The indefinite 
form of these roots is illustrated by (45):

(45) gaju (from: gi ’protect’) 
rSja (from: re ’sweep’)
’d&ju (from: ’d& ’pay no respect’) 
kija (from: ki ’climb’) 
sdjii (from: s<5 ’pierce’ )

We see that after a vowel, X surfaces as j. and the y that 
we expect from the gliding of the high vowel of /XI/ in 
position before a low vowel does not manifest itself on the 
surface.

We have now argued that the indefinite form of the 
verb has the following segmental structure: Verb Root + jl
+ A/U. Let us now consider the tonal analysis of this
verbal form. In (46) we show the indefinite form of a
monosyllabic H verb and in (47) the indefinite form of a
monosyllabic LHL verb.

(46) H verb roots
pe-j-A ’shoot’ 
gin-dy-A ’snap, break’ 
jog-g-A ’slap, clap 
der-j-a ’cook’
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l£g-g-ti. ’untie’ 
r6m-b-Ci ’ spear ’
’deb-b-a ’hold’

(47) LHL verb roots
re-j-a ’sweep’ 
dwan-d-u ’undo’
’dan-g-u ’lick’ 
dog-g-a ’fetch’ 
rin-g-a ’punish’ 
bd-j-u ’insult’ 
ri’y-S. ’pull, drag’

The data in (45) are clearly inconsistent with an analysis 
where both of the vowels of the suffixal combination ~.i I- 
A/U are toneless. If these vowels were both toneless, then 
we would expect the forms in (45) to be all High (as a 
result of the Free Syllable Association rule). They are 
not. In order to derive an example such as ’dAbba. where 
there is a Low tone on the final vowel, we must assume that 
the suffixal combination somehow contributes a Low tone to 
the tonal tier and that this Low tone appears on the 
surface associated with the final vowel.

The data in (46), on the other hand, can be argued to 
be consistent with the claim that the suffixal combination 
in the indefinite form is toneless; after all, dwandu, re- 
■i-a. dog-g-A. etc. , do appear to reflect just a LHL melody. 
There is a possible complication with assuming that these 
pronunciations reflect .lust the LHL melody of the verb 
root. Recall that we have shown in our discussion of 
examples such as ng’i-kin that the Free Tone Association 
rule is not permitted to associate the final tone of the 
LHL melody to a suffixal vowel. Thus the question arises as
to whether we would in fact expect the final Low of the
melody to be associated with the final vowel in examples
like re-.i-a. After all, isn’t the final vowel a suffixal
vowel?
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But in fact there is a way to explain why the final L 
of the LHL melody is associated with a suffixal vowel. 
Recall that in underlying structure re-.i-a has three tone- 
bearing units (/re-ji-a/). Assuming that the Universal Tone 
Association Principle applies to the underlying structure, 
the three tones of the LHL melody would be paired up one- 
to-one with the three tone-bearing units. Thus the final L 
of the melody would get associated to the final syllable 
not by the Free Tone Association rule but by the UTAP. (And 
we know that the UTAP associates tones and vowels 
regardless of whether the vowel is in a root or a suffix.) 
Eventually, as a result of glide formation, etc., the final 
two tone-bearing units in re-.i-a would be merged into a 
single tone-bearing unit associated with two tones, a H and 
a L.

We have shown that it is possible to regard the data 
in (46) as reflecting just the LHL melody of the root. We 
have seen, however, that when the root melody is High, 
there must be a Low associated with the final syllable of 
the indefinite. At this point we have a choice. One 
approach is: we can assume that there is also a Low
associated with the last syllable of the indefinite when 
the root has a LHL melody. In other words, we assume the 
same representation for the final syllable regardless of 
the tonal structure of the root. The second approach is to 
assume that there is a kind of "rule of allomorphy" that 
says: the indefinite has a Low associated with the final 
syllable when the root is H, but no tone when the root is 
LHL.

Either solution will work for (46). We have already 
discussed how the correct results will be obtained if there 
is no Low tone associated with the final syllable (as a 
consequence of the rule of allomorphy). If the final 
syllable does have a Low associated with it, then we will 
have a representation such as (47) prior to the application
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of the tone association rules.

(47) LHL L 
re-ji-a

The UTAP will associate the first L of the melody to the 
first vowel and the H to the second vowel. The final L of 
the melody will be left unassociated. (It will not 
associate to /ji/ by the Free Tone Association rule since 
that rule does not link a free tone to a suffixal vowel.) 
Eventually, /ji/ and /a/ will merge into a single syllable 
with both a H and a L tone associated to it.

Assuming that the indefinite form has a Low tone 
associated with the last syllable (at least when the verb 
root has a High melody) does not entirely explain the data 
in (45). Given a representation such as (48) prior to tone 
association,

(48) H L 
’dep-ji-a

we would expect that the H would associate the root 
syllable via the UTAP and that the Free Vowel Association 
rule would then link the H to /ji/. Ultimately, the merger 
of /ji/ and /a/ would yield a single syllable with both a H 
and a L. But the correct surface form is * deb-b-a and not 
*’deb-b-A.

Before considering this problem any further, let us 
present the indefinite forms of polysyllabic H and LHL 
verbs.

(49) H verb roots
’buyud-dy-a ’sharpen’ 
sirid-dy-a ’twist, wind’
16sCig-g-u ’melt’
ku’dy6d-dy-& ’pinch a little of’
’b6r6-j-£ ’smear’ 
bidin-g-a ’twist’
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(50) LHL verb roots

t£bog-g-a ’fold up’ 
karud-dy-A ’exchange’
’yAko’y-u ’miss the target’ 
kCi’dl’y-A ’peep’ 
kap6g-g-Ci ’slap’ 
kAbfir-j-A ’agitate’
dilili-j-A ’winnow grain’ 
kuku’di-j-a ’tickle’
’dalili-j-a ’float’

The data in (50) are again consistent with the 
assumption that there is a Low tone associated to the final 
syllable as well as with the assumption that the rule of 
allomorphy fails to assign a Low after a stem with a LHL 
melody. The data in (49) present an obvious problem. Our 
analysis must somehow predict that in the case of a 
monosyllabic H root, the final vowel of the indefinite is 
realized simply as Low, whereas in the case of polysyllabic 
H roots, there is a Falling tone on the final vowel; of.
* debba versus ’buyuddva.

If we assume that there is a Low associated with the 
final syllable in underlying structure, then we will 
correctly derive ’buyuddya, as shown in (51).

(51) H L
’buyut-ji-a
H L
\ \’buyut-ji-a UTAP\

H L
Free Vowel Association

H L
segmental rules
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Notice that this derivation requires the formulation of 
Free Vowel Association which says that a free vowel 
associates to the bound tone to the left.

The problem with (51) is, as we noted above, that we
also predict *deb-b-a. which is incorrect. What would be
required in order to derive ’d6b-b-A is a rule that
simplifies the contour tone in *deb-b-a but not in ’buyud- 
dy-A. This rule will have a form something like that given 
in (52):

We might plausibly ask why the H part of a HL contour tone 
on a syllable should disassociate only if it is linked with 
just one other syllable. In any case, this rule would have 
to be restricted in its scope of application, since words 
with the shape High-Fail are well-attested in Bari. It is 
only indefinite forms that do not have this particular 
shape. We do not feel that we presently have any real 
understanding of why ’deb-b-a occurs rather than *’deb-b-a. 
and thus for the time being we will simply assume the 
existence of an ad hoc rule such as (52) applying only to 
indefinite verbs.

An indefinite form can be constructed on the basis of 
a benefactive verb stem. Some examples appear in (53) for 
both H and LHL verb roots.

(53) indefinite benefactive form of a H verb root
’dep-A-kin-dy-a (’dAp ’hold’)
’buyut-A-kin-dy-a (’buyut ’sharpen’) 
buryAny-A-kin-dy-a (buryen ’open wide’)
indefinite benefactive form of a LHL verb root
mok-A-kin-dy-a (mok ’catch’) 
sApdk-A-kin-dy-A (sApuk ’overturn’) 
dddong’-A-kin-dy-a (dodong’ ’shake’) 
dilili-kin-dy-a (dilili ’winnow grain’)
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If we assume that there is a Low tone associated with 

the final vowel of indefinite forms (which may, by a rule 
of allomorphy, be deleted after a LHL root melody), then 
these data can be readily derived.

The LHL verb roots require no comment. The derivation 
of a High verb root is shown in (54):

OTAP

Free Vowel Association

segmental rules

crucial that the Free Vowel 
Association rule links a free vowel to the bound tone to 
the left.

2.3. The direction toward verbal form.
There is in Bari a verbal suffix that indicates, 

roughly, an action directed towards the speaker. We will 
refer to this as the "direction toward" form of the verb. 
Segmentally, this suffix has the shape -un/-un, and there 
are no particular phonological complications involved with 
this suffix.

The tonal shape of the direction toward form for H 
verb stems is illustrated in (55):

(55) ’d6p-un (from: ’dep ’hold’)
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(54) H L
i’buyut-a-kin-ji-a 

H L
’buyut-a-kin-ji-a 
H ^ ^ ^  L 

’buyut-a-kin-ji-a

buyut-a-kin-dy-a

Notice that in (54) it is
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dil-un (from: d6? ’bend’) 
d6m-dn (from: d6m ’stalk’)
’bdydt-dn (from: ’buyut ’sharpen’) 
biding’-un (from: biding’ ’twist’) 
wuldk-un (from: wul6k ’till with a hoe’)

On the basis of (55), it „ is possible to regard the 
direction toward suffix as toneless. If so, then in (55) it 
would simply acquire its (High) tone from the H root tone.

Such an analysis of the direction toward suffix is 
clearly supported by the bisyllabic and trisyllabic LHL 
stems shown in (56).

(56) sAp6k-Cm (from: s&puk ’overturn’)
’yAktil-iin (from: ’yAk6? ’miss the mark’) 
t&b6k-un (from: t6b6k ’fold up’) 
didim-un (from: didim ’notch’) 
’dalili-yun (from: ’d&lili ’float’) 
dilili-yCin (from: dilili ’winnow grain’ )

If we assume that the direction toward suffix is toneless, 
then a LHL root melody will (in direction toward forms with 
three or more syllables) necessarily associate the last 
syllable of the word with the last L of the melody. Thus we 
predict the data in (56).

The direction toward form of monosyllabic LHL roots is 
shown in (57):

(57) mok-un (from: mok ’catch’) 
kur-un (from: kur ’dig’) 
ring’-un (from: ring’ ’punish’)
’d&ng’-un (from: ’dang’ ’lick’) 
dok-un (from: dok ’fetch’)

These bisyllabic words have the tonal shape LH rather than 
the LHL pattern that we might expect if the suffix is 
toneless. Actually, we have already encountered a parallel 
case in the discussion of the benefactive form of the verb. 
Recall that when a vowel-final LHL monosyllabic root 
combines with the suffix
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-kin, the result is a LH word: r6-kin (benefactive form of 
r£ ’sweep’). When we discussed these forms, we suggested 
that they might be accounted for by restricting Free Tone 
Association so that it cannot associate a free tone to a 
non-root syllable. Given such a constraint, the final L of 
the LHL melody of the root will fail to associate to the 
syllable containing the suffix -un/-un. The derivation of 
mok-un is shown in (58) below:

(58) L H L
mok-un (underlying structure)
L H L  
mok-un UTAP
inapplicable Free Vowel Association
inapplicable Free Tone Association

(free tone is barred from 
associating to a suffixal 
sy1lable)

The indefinite suffix(es) can be appended to the 
direction toward form of the verb. We illustrate this 
construction in (59):

(59) H verbs
’dep-un-dy-a 
’buyut-un-dy-a
LHL verbs
mok-un-dy-a
sApuk-Cm-dy-&
dilili-yun-dy-a

Clearly, the tonal pattern exhibited by the direction 
toward stem in (59) is precisely parallel to the 
benefactive stem in the indefinite. This parallelism
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between the benefactive stem and the direction toward stem 
suggests that they are both toneless.

2.4. The direction away verbal form.
A Bari verbal root may be marked to indicate that the 

action of the verb is performed in a direction leading away 
from the speaker. The direction away suffix appears to have 
the shape -ara?/-ara? in examples like those in (60).

(60) dAng’-ArA? (from: deng’ ’cut open’) 
lAk-ArA? (from: lak ’untie’) 
dir-ArA? (from: dir ’carry (by two people)’ 
dodong’-ara? (from: ddddng’ ’shake’) 
liling’-ArA (from: liling’ ’smoothen’)

Although the vowel that appears immediately after the root 
in the direction away form appears to be similar to what we 
have termed the linking vowel in the benefactive 
construction, it behaves differently after vowel-final 
roots. The linking vowel is not present after a vowel-final 
verb root. The vowel after the root in the direction away 
form remains after a vowel-final root:

(61) lo ’spread in the sun’ 
lo-kin (benefactive) 
lo-Ara? (direction away)
mo ’smell’
m6-kin (benefactive) 
md-ArA? (direction away)

yAki? ’send s.o. to do s.t.’ 
yAki-kin (benefactive) 
yAki-ArA? (direction away)
tdku ’preach’ 
tdkA-kin (benefactive) 
tdkti-ArA? (direction away)
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While the data in (61) suggest that the direction away 
suffix should be regarded simply as -ara?/-ara?_, with the 
first vowel having no direct connection to the linking 
vowel in the benefactive construction or the final vowel in 
the indefinite construction, verbs such as those in (62) 
are suggestive of a somewhat different analysis:

(62) ng’i ’raise’
ng’i-j-u (indefinite) 
ng’i-kin (benefactive) 
ng’i-yuru? (direction away)
tdjup ’dress’ 
tdjub-b-u (indefinite) 
tdjup-Ci-kin (benefactive) 
t6jup-uru? (direction away)
yuk ’herd cattle’ 
yug-g-u (indefinite) 
yCik-ti-kin (benefactive) 
yuk-urCi? (direction away)
’ytit ’plant’
’yud-d-u (indefinite)
’yut-u-kin (benefactive)
’yut-uru? (direction away)
ruk ’dress’ 
rug-g-u (indefinite) 
ruk-u-kin (benefactive) 
ruk-uru? (direction away)
put ’hand over’ 
p&d-d-u (indefinite) 
pCit-u-kin (benefactive) 
put-uru? (direction away)
kin ’shut, close’ 
kin-d-u (indefinite) 
kin-i-kin (benefactive) 
kin-uru? (direction away)
’barin ’share’
’barin-d-u (indefinite)
’bdrin-u-kin (benefactive)
’barin-uru? (direction away)
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The data in (62) involve verb roots which have a high 
[-ATR] final vowel and which are idiosyncratically marked 
to take a high vowel variant /U/ for the linking vowel and 
for the final vowel of the indefinite construction. Recall 
that we concluded that there must be some morphological 
unity to the linking vowel and the final vowel of the 
indefinite since an item that is marked lexically for a 
high vowel variant uses that variant in both cases. Now in 
(62) we see that these same lexically marked items use a 
high vowel variant for the direction away construction—  
that is, the post root element(s) show up as /UrU?/ after 
lexically marked verbs, and not as /ArA?/, the shape after 
regular roots. What this means is that both of the vowels 
in /ArA?/ and /UrU?/ must be the same morphological unit as 
appears in the benefactive and indefinite constructions.

The repetition of the same morphological element twice 
in the sequence /ArA?/ (or /UrU?/) suggests that this 
sequence might properly be regarded as morphhologically 
complex. There will be further evidence for this below. 
Thus we will return to an examination of the internal 
structure of this sequence later.

Let us turn now to an examination of the tonal 
structure of the direction away verbal form. Examine the 
cases below where a High verb root appears in the direction 
away construction:

(63) 'dep-A-rA? (from: 'dep ’hold’)
s6ny-6-r6? (from: s6n ’send away’) 
kdr-A-rA? (from: kur ’borrow’) 
t6k-6-rd? (from: t,6k 'cut with an axe’ ) 
’buyut-A-ra? (from: ’buyut ’sharpen’)
’bArin-u-ru? (from: bArin ’shave’) 
biding’-A-ra? (from: biding’ ’twist’)

Tonally, it is clear that these forms are entirely parallel 
to the indefinite forms based on High verb roots —  i.e. 
the H of the verb root melody spreads all the way to the
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final syllable, and that final syllable bears a Falling 
tone. It seems then that one would give essentially the
same analysis here as for the indefinite form —  i.e. that
there is a Low tone associated with the final syllable of
the direction away verb form.

The LHL roots shown in (64) do not contradict such an
analysis.

(64) mdk-d-rd? (from: m6k ’catch’)
sdptik-d-rd? (from: s&puk ’overturn’) 
dilili-ya-rd? (from: dilili ’winnow grain’)

Just as was the case with the benefactive construction, the 
tonal shapes of LHL verbs in the direction away form could 
be accounted for either by assuming that there is a Low 
associated with the final syllable or by assuming that a 
rule of allomorphy has eliminated this Low after a LHL root 
melody.

The indefinite form of direction away verbs is 
illustrated in (65) below.

(65) ’dep-dd-d-u (cf. ’ddp-ara?)
mdk-ad-d-u (cf. mdk-drd?)
’buyut-ad-d-u (from: ’buyut-dra?) 
sdptik-dd-d-Ci (from: sdptik-drd?) 
dilili-ydd-d-u (from: dilili-yara?)

Let us consider first the segmental aspect of the forms in
(65).

Notice, first, that the final vowel of the indefinite 
form is always /U/. In the case of the indefinite form of a 
simple root, the choice of the final vowel of the 
indefinite form is a function of the last vowel of the verb 
root. In (65) we see that the choice of the final vowel is 
independent of the root. In other words, it is the low 
vowel of the direction away suffix that appears to govern 
the choice of /U/ as the last vowel of the indefinite verb.
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The second point to observe is that formation of the 

indefinite direction away verb does not simply involve
affixation of /jI/+/U/ to the direction away stem. If it
did, we would expect /’d6p-ara?-ji-u/ to yield something 
like * * dep&ra *vu (recall that in all the examples 
available, a ?-final verb root, combines with /ji/ to yield 
the palatal implosive /’y/). Rather it appears that only a 
part of the sequence /ArA?/ is manifested in the direction 
away indefinite form. This fact suggests that it is perhaps 
best to regard /ArA?/ as morphologically complex.

What, then, are the two parts of /ArA?/ and which part 
is manifested in the indefinite form? Examining an example 
such as * dep-ad-d-u. it seems clear that the portion of 
this word that indicates direction away is -ad-. This 
suggests that /Ara?/ might be broken down into /Ar/ and
/A?/. (Further divisions are possible —  e.g. on formal
grounds /Ar/ might be viewed as consisting of /A/ as one 
morphological element and /r/ another. This matter is 
beyond the scope of the present thesis.) If so, which of 
these is the unit that appears in the indefinite form?

Suppose it were the second part, /A?/. Then we would 
have a direction away stem /’dep-ar/. But we would expect 
that /’dep-ar/ should form its indefinite like other jr- 
final stems (cf. kur-.1-u. indefinite of kur). But *’ depar.iu 
is incorrect. Thus it seems that it must be the first part, 
/A?/. The direction away stem then would be /’dep-a?/. 
However, now we predict that this stem should, in 
indefinite formation, behave like other 2~final stems (cf. 
ru’ya. indefinite form of ru? ’press down’). But *'depa’yu 
is incorrect.

We know that the glottal stop sometimes has its source 
in an underlying /d/ --cf. ru? versus rud-a and the like in 
(35) above. The indefinite direction away forms like ’dep- 
ad-d-u suggest that the glottal stop in /A?/ might in fact 
be /d/. Our problem then is to explain why underlying
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/’dep-ad-ji-u/ ends up *d£p&ddu whereas /rud-ji-a/ ends up 
ru*y&. We must leave this problem of segmental phonology to 
another occasion and, instead, concentrate on the 
tonological aspects of the verbal morphology.

Turning to the tonal structure of the indefinite 
direction away forms, it is clear that we do not want a Low 
tone associated with the /Ad/ extension (cf. *dep-Ad-d-u. 
where the H of the verb root is able to extend all the way 
to the last syllable). But this then tells us something 
about the tonal analysis of the definite direction away 
forms. In examples like ’dep-ar-d?. we argued that there 
must be a Low tone associated with the final syllable. If 
this Low tone were somehow an inherent part of the suffix 
/Ad/, we would expect it to be manifested in *dep-ad-d-u. 
But it is not. It appears that what is going on is as 
follows: in a direction away form, and in an indefinite
form as well, there is a Low tone that is assigned to the 
last syllable of the construction. In a form that is both 
direction away and indefinite, there is still just a Low 
tone assigned to the final syllable. This Low tone, then, 
is not actually part of the representation of the suffixes 
as such. (Furthermore, remember that under one approach, 
this Low tone is not assigned at all when the verb root has 
a LHL melody.)

Given that in * d<§p-ad-d-u there is a H root melody and 
a Low tone assigned to the last syllable, the derivation of 
this form is perfectly analagous to the derivation of 
examples such as * dep-ar-A?. The derivation is given in 
(66).

(66) H L
I’dep-ad-ji-u 

H L
•dep-ad-ji-u UTAP
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’dep-ad-ji- Free Vowel Association
H L
dep-ad-d-u segmental rules

(The only point that requires note is our assumption that
when the vowel i of /jl/ elides in front of a non-low 
vowel, its High tone associates to the following syllable. 
In a fully worked out segmental phonology of Bari, we 
expect that this retention of the tone of i on the 
"following" syllable will in fact be automatically 
predicted.)

The derivation for LHL roots —  cf. dilili-yAd-d-u—  
requires no discussion. The root LHL melody alone will 
account for the tonal shape of such words. If there is a
Low tone assigned to the final syllable (i.e. if we do not 
adopt the allomorphy approach that says that a Low is not 
assigned when the root melody ends in L), it will not in 
any way interefere with the generation of the correct 
surface shapes. In order to simplify our discussion from 
here on, we will assume —  both for the indefinite and the 
direction away forms —  that a Low tone is assigned to the 
last syllable only when the root melody is H. But nothing 
will ultimately depend on this assumption.

2.5. Instrumental verbal form.
That an action is performed using some instrument is 

expressed in Bari by the "instrumental" verb. In the. active 
voice, there is just an indefinite form of the
instrumental. The "definite" instrumental form is expressed 
by a passive construction which we cite here for
convenience (other passive forms are dealt with separately 
later in this chapter).
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In (67) we provide an example of both the passive 
instrumental and the active (indefinite) instrumental verb.

(67) High verb roots
passive
ldk-d-ri 
’d6p-a-ri
’bdyut-a-rx 
nya’d6t-6-ri

active
lag-gx-rx
’d6b-bi-ri
’buyud-di-ri 
nya’d6d-di-ri

’untie’
’hold’
’sharpen’
’stick to’

LHL verb roots
passive
mdk-6-ri
kwe-y&-ri
sApdk-A-ri
dilili-y&-ri

active
mog-gi-ri 
kwe-jx-ri 
s&ptig-gi-ri 
dilxli-ji-ri

’hold’
’show’
’overturn’ 
’winnow’

It seems clear that the instrumental suffix is /rl/. 
In the passive, /rl/ is separated from the verb root by the 
morphological element /A/. (We will see below that this 
element is sometimes the marker of a passive construction, 
in addition to all the other duties that we have so far 
seen it perform.) In the active form, it appears that the 
instrumental suffix is appended to the indefinite suffix 
/ji/. Notice that in non-instrumental forms, the indefinite 
suffix /ji/ is always followed by the final vowel /A/ or 
/U/. We only saw its /I/ vowel in the form of /y/ after /t/ 
and /d/. But in the instrumental form, the indefinite 
suffix is followed immediately by the instrumental suffix 
and we actually see the /I/ directly on the phonetic 
surface. This, then, is an extremely strong argument that 
the indefinite suffix /ji/ has a high vowel in it.

Tonally the data in (67) is entirely parallel to the 
case of the indefinite forms and the direction away forms, 
and thus no detailed discussion is required. We assume that
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these forms are to be analyzed as containing (a) the 
lexical melody of the root and (b) a Low tone associated to 
the final syllable. The details of the derivation will be 
as discussed above.

The instrumental active forms cited above have a 
variant shape —  namely, one lacking the suffix /rl/. Thus 
we find forms such as the following:

(68) High verb roots
t6g-g£
’deb-bi 
lag-gi 
5 buyCid-di
LHL verb roots
mdg-gi 
kur-ji 
s&pfig-gi

Let us call these forms "truncated instrumentals". The 
truncated instrumentals do require a little discussion from 
the tonal point of view. If we analyze the instrumental 
form in the same fashion as the indefinite (and direction 
away), then it is necessary to observe that the indefinite 
form of ’den and other monosyllabic roots ends in a Low 
(cf. ’debba.) rather than a Fall (as is the case with 
bisyllabic stems —  cf. ’buyuddya). Thus one might have 
expected that the truncated instrumental form * debbi would 
also end in a Low rather than a Fall. The explanation for 
this presumably involves in some way the fact that ’debbi 
is a contracted form of * debbiri whereas 1debba is not a 
similarly contracted form.

It should be noted that there is also a variant form 
of the passive instrumental which adds the suffix /kin/ 
(cf. the benefactive suffix /kin/) after the instrumental 
suffix /rl/:
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(69) High verb roots
der-d-ri-kin 
’buyut-d-ri-kin
LHL verb roots
mdk-d-ri-kin 
sdpCik-&-ri-kin

The instrumental suffix can be appended to an 
indefinite stem incorporating the direction toward suffix.

(70) High verb roots
Idk-un-di-ri 
’d6p-un-di-ri 
’buyut-un-dx-ri 
nya’dftt-tin-di-ri

LHL verb roots
mok-un-di-ri
kwe-yun-di-ri
sdpuk-Cm-di-ri
dililxy-un-di-ri

These items display the expected tone patterns.
There is also an instrumental form of the indefinite 

direction away stem.

(71) High verb roots
lak-ad-di-ri 
’dep-ad-di-ri 
’buyut-^d-di-ri 
nya ’ d&t-Ctd-di-ri
LHL verb roots
mdk-ad-di-ri 
sApuk-Ad-di-ri 
dx1i1x-yad-di-ri
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induces the assignment of a LHL melody in place of the root 
melody, and (b) it is added after constituents that are 
ordinarily word final (particularly, the indefinite suffix 
/ji/), and (c) it can combine with the direction toward and 
direction away suffixes.

2.6. Passive verbs.
The passive form of the verb in Bari is formed 

(segmentally) by appending the vowel /A/ to the verb stem. 
This /A/ is clearly morphologically linked to the /A/ that 
appears as linking vowel in the benefactive structure and 
to the /A/ that appears in the direction away verbal form, 
etc. In particular, those verb stems ending in a high [- 
ATR] vowel which must be marked as taking the /U/ variant 
of the linking vowel, etc., also use the /U/ variant in 
forming the passive. This correlation between the linking 
vowel of the benefactive and the passive vowel is shown in
(72) below.

(72) verbs governing regular linking vowel
root passive benefactive
’ dep ’dep-S ’dep-a-kin ’hold’
ga? gal-a gAl-A-kin ’look for’
ttir tur-A tCir-A-kin ’fill a bottle

verbs marked to govern /P/ linking vowel
root passive benefactive
’ yut ’yut-u ’yut-u-kin ’plant’
tur tur-u tur-u-kin ’cut stone’
wur wur-u wur-u-kin ’court, woo’
kin kin-u kin-u-kin ’shut, close
’bi? ’bil-u ’bil-u-kin ’raise’

The vowel of the passive, whether the regular /A/ or 
the irregular /U/, is subject to the usual vowel harmony
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rule. When it is /A/, it is also subject to the rule that 
will raise it to a mid vowel after a mid [+ATR] vowel. This 
is shown in (73).

(73) ’y6r6t ’squeeze dry’ ’y6r6t-6 (pass.) 
w6r ’scrape’ w6r-6 (pass.)
t6k ’cut with an axe’ t6k-d (pass.)
m6? ’lick’ m61-6 (pass.)
p6? ’roast’ p61-d (pass.)
tdng’ ’restrain’ t6ng’-d (pass.)

Let us turn now to the tonal shape of the passive 
verb. In (74) we illustrate H verb stems:

monosyllabic H roots
16k ’entrap’ lok-a (pass.)
kuk ’respect’ kuk-a (pass.)
ktir ’borrow’ kdr-fi (pass.)
der ’cook’ der-a (pass.)
t6k ’cut’ t6k-6 (pass.)
lu ’mount’ lu-wa (pass.)
gwu ’enlarge’ gwu-a (pass.)
bisyllabic H roots
’buyut ’sharpen’ 
sirit 'twist, wind’ 
ldsdk ’melt’ 
nya’ddt ’stick to’ 
budyen ’turn inside

’buyut-a (pass.) 
sirit-a (pass.) 
ltisAk-A (pass.) 
nya’ddt-6 (pass.)
.’ budyeny-a (pass.)

The data in (74) are somewhat contradictory. For 
monosyllabic H roots, we must somehow obtain a Falling tone 
on the passive vowel. This suggests that perhaps a Low tone 
is assigned to the final syllable. But if so, we must 
guarantee that the High of the root melody is also 
associated with that same syllable. For a polysyllabic High 
verb root, the passive vowel is realized as High. This 
could be a reflection of the root melody, or it could 
reflect that a High tone is associated with the final 
syllable.
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Before considering the data in (74) any further, let 
us consider the passive form of a LHL verb root.

(75) LHL monosyllabic roots
mok ’catch’ mdk-§. (pass.)
kin ’shut’ kin-u (pass.)
kur ’dig’ kur-u (pass.)
dwan ’undo’ dwany-a (pass.)
r&? ’scorch’ r&l-fi (pass.)
LHL bisyllabic roots
s&puk ’turn s.t. over’ 
tebok ’fold up’ 
kapdk 'slap’

s&puk-a (pass.) 
tebok-a (pass.) 
k&p6k-6 (pass.)

LHL trisyllabic roots
dilili ’winnow’ 
kuku’di ’tickle’ 
’d&lili ’float’

dilili-ya (pass.) 
khku’di-ya (pass.) 
’dalili-ya (pass.)

The data in (75) are again somewhat contradictory. The 
passives based on a monosyllabic LHL root suggest that the 
final vowel is either toneless or has a Low associated with 
it. The passives based on bisyllabic or longer LHL verbs
suggest that there is a High .tone associated with the final
vowel.

Taking the data both from (74) and (75) into account, 
let us try to deal with polysyllabic stems first. It seems 
that for such stems there is a High tone assigned to the 
final syllable (the morphological element /A/ or /U/). This 
H is clearly manifested in the case of a LHL stem —  cf. 
dililiry.a.

In the case of a root with a High melody —  cf. 
’buyut-a. there is a High tone associated with the final
syllable, but it is not clear whether this is the H
assigned as part of passive stem formation or whether it is 
the H of the root melody. In other words, we could assume
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that *buyut-a has two High tones in its structure, the root 
H and the H assigned to the last vowel of the passive. 
Alternatively, we could assume that the rule that assigns a 
High to the final syllable of polysyllabic passive stems 
does so only after a LHL root melody, not after a H melody. 
(Compare our discussion of the final Low tone of indefinite 
and direction away verb forms, where we suggested that this 
Low may appear just after H verb roots and not after LHL 
verb roots.) There is one possible reason for assuming that 
the final H of the passive is not assigned after a H verb
root. We will see much evidence throughout this thesis for
a rule that would lower a H in one morpheme when it stands 
immediately after a H in another morpheme. If ’bftyut-A has 
both a H contributed by the verb root and a H assigned to 
the last syllable, one might reasonably expect the H of the 
last syllable to lower. Since there is no such lowering, 
there is some reason to think that perhaps there is just a
single H in the representation of '.buyut-a that has
associated with all the syllables of this word.

We will illustrate the derivation of s&puk-A under our 
analysis in (76):

(76) LHL H
sapuk-a
L H LH

s ' p U

L HL H
I I \ isapuk-a
L H LH
1 L  1sapuk-a

input to tone association rules

UTAP

Free Tone Association

Contour Simplification

The passive stems of polysyllabic roots can thus be 
treated in a rather straightforward fashion. The passives
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based on monosyllabic roots are more problematic. Let us 
take the case of a High monosyllabic root first —  cf.
’deo-a. Forms such as this clearly show that we are dealing 
with something more than just the root melody (the root 
melody alone would predict the passive form *’dep-a). There 
must be some tonal change associated with the passive stem 
formation. It is also clear that it can not be the same 
tonal change that we motivated for polysyllabic roots in 
the passive —  namely, the assignment of a High tone to the 
final syllable. Rather, it seems that we must assign a Low 
tone to the last syllable.

Let us now consider the question of when this 
assignment of a final Low takes place. In our earlier 
discussion of the assignment of a final Low tone to 
indefinite and to direction away forms, we simply assumed 
that this Low tone was associated with the final syllable 
prior to the application of tone association principles 
(UTAP, Free Tone Association, Free Vowel Association). But 
actually this assignment of a Low .tone could have been 
carried out after the tone association principles had 
operated. For example, ’buvud-dv-a and 1dep-ar-a? could be 
derived as follows:
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(77) H H
’buyut-ji-a ’dep-ar-a?
H H

’buyut-ji-a dep-ar-a? UTAP

’buyut-ji-a Free Vowel Assoc.
H L

’buyut-ji-a ’dep-ar-a? Final syllable L-
insertion



(In the case of LHL verb roots in the indefinite (m6g-g-a) 
or in the direction away form fm6k-£r-a?), the stem always 
has three syllables underlyingly and thus the last syllable
will always be associated with a Low tone. As a
consequence, the assignment of a L tone to such forms could 
not have any effect. As noted earlier, we might just as
well assume that no Low is assigned in such cases.)

In the present case there is a problem if we assume 
that the final Low tone is assigned prior to the tone
association principles. (78) shows the incorrect derivation 
that would result.

(78) H L 
i

’dep-a 
H L

J  1’dep-a
inapplicable

UTAP
all other rules

But * deo-A is incorrect —  we require ’dep-a.
The correct surface forms can be obtained if we allow 

the insertion of a final Low tone to follow the tone 
association processes. (79) illustrates.

(79) H
’dep-a
H
p-a UTAP’ d ip-

H
p-a Free Vowel Association

H L
rsi’dep-a Low-insertion
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On the basis of the passive data, then, we assume that 
the insertion of a final Low tone is to be accomplished -- 
not just for the passives of monosyllabic roots, but also 
for the indefinite and the direction away —  after the tone 
association rules have applied.

Consider next the passive of a monosyllabic LHL root 
—  cf. m6k-&. If we adopt the assumption that a Low tone is 
not assigned to the final syllable when a LHL melody is 
located on the root, then we would have to derive m6k~a as 
in (80).

UTAP

Free Tone Association

derivation assumes that Free Tone 
Association can link a free tone to the morphological 
element /A/. Earlier we argued that Free Tone Association 
associates a free tone only to the root (since it must not 
link a free tone to /kin/ or /Un/). If we are to maintain
(80), it would be necessary to revise the claim that only 
root vowels can be linked by Free Tone Association. Since 
/A/ is an entirely "formal" morpheme, without any unitary 
"meaning" (in contrast to /kin/ and /Un/), it would perhaps 
not be unmotivated to consider it somehow formally more 
closely linked to the root than /kin/ or /Un/ and thus 
accessible to Free Tone Association.

If we allow the insertion of a Low on final syllables 
to apply after LHL roots, that rule will correctly assign a 
L tone to the final syllable of mok-A (and thus we will not

(80) LHL
mok-a 
L HL
Omok-a 
L HL 

mok-a

Notice that this
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have to appeal to the Free Tone Association rule to get a 
Low on the vowel /A/). This is shown in (81).

(81) LHL
mok-a
L HL
mok-a UTAP
inapplicable Free Tone Association

mok-a
L HLL 
' 1/ Final syllable L-insertion

At the present time we do not have a way to choose 
between the derivations in (80) and (81) and we thus must 
leave the matter unresolved.

We have now given an analysis where monosyllabic verb 
roots are assigned a Low tone to the final syllable of the 
passive stem. This assignment of a Low tone takes place 
after the tone association rules and is in effect the same 
as the rule that assigns a final Low to indefinite and 
direction away verbal forms (regardless of the number of 
syllables in the root). Let us at this point return to the 
polysyllabic roots. We have suggested that for these roots 
a High tone is assigned to the last syllable. In our 
earlier discussion, we assumed that this High is linked to 
the last syllable before tone association occurs. Suppose 
that instead the High is assigned after tone association. 
We would have derivations then like that in (82).

(82) L H L
sapuk-a
L H L

UTAPsapuk-a
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Final-syllable H-insertion

Rising Tone Simplification

(82) shows that it is possible to consider the H to be 
assigned after the tone association rules. But we do not 
have any really crucial evidence in this connection, and 
assigning the H before tone association means that we do 
not have to appeal to Rising Tone Simplification to explain 
why there is a level High tone on the last syllable of 
s&p6k-&.

The preceding account of the tonology of the passive 
construction is by no means well-established. But given the 
nature of the data, there is not much more we can do with 
it at the present time. We turn now to an examination of 
the passive form of derived verb stems.

The passive benefactive is shown in (83):

(83) High verb roots
’dep-a-ki-?
’bdyut-a-ki-?
LHL verb roots
mok-a-ki-?
sapuk-a-ki-?

Morphologically, these forms consist of the root followed 
by the linking vowel /A/ followed by /kl/,a truncated form 
of the benefactive suffix /kin/, followed by a glottal 
stop. Tonally, these data suggest that there is a Low tone 
associated with the final syllable of all forms. But notice 
that this Low must be associated with the final syllable 
before tone association takes place —  otherwise we would

sUx-'i
L H LH
,u*-i
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have a Falling tone on the last syllable of 8 dep-£-ki~?. 
(84) shows the incorrect derivation, while (85) shows the 
correct derivation.

(84) H
’dep-a-ki-?
H

’dep-a-ki-? UTAP

’dep^a-ki-? Free Vowel Association
H L

’dlp-a-ki-? Final-syllable L-insertion

(85) H
’dep-a-ki-?
H L

I'dep-a-ki-? Final-syllable L-insertion 
H L

’dep-a-ki-? UTAP 
H L

I’dep-a-ki-? Free Vowel Association

The fact that the data in (83) require a final Low 
tone to be inserted before tone association naturally casts 
seme doubt on our analysis of ’d£p-a. which required a 
final Low tone to be inserted after tone association. We 
are not certain as to what the proper interpretation of 
these data is.

The passive form of the direction toward stem is 
presented in (86):
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(86) High verb roots

’dep-w-e-?
’buytit-w-e-?
LHL verb roots
mok-w-e-?
s&ptik-w-d?
dilili-w-e-?

Morphologically, these forms consist of the verb root 
followed by /w/, apparently derived from /U/ via pre
vocalic gliding, where /U/ is itself a truncated form of 
the direction toward suffix /Un/, followed by the vowel /E/ 
and a glottal stop. We have separated the glottal stop as a 
possible "passive" suffix, since the glottal stop also 
shows up in the passive benefactive, as we have seen. The 
morphological status of the vowel /E/ is unclear.

Looking at the data in (86) from a tonal point of 
view, we see that each of the forms ends in either a Low 
tone or a Falling tone. This clearly suggests that again we 
are dealing with a situation where there is a Low tone 
associated with the final syllable. The fact that there is 
no Falling tone in an example such as ’b&yut-w-e-? suggests 
that this Low is associated before the tone association 
rules operate.

But matters are not really quite so straightforward. 
Consider first the example ’buvut-w-d-?. If /w/ is really
derived from /U/, a truncated form of /Un/, then we might
assume that it would be associated by the Free Vowel 
Association rule with the root H tone. But then when it 
glides and forms a syllable with the Low-toned /E/, we 
would expect a Falling tone to appear. (The evidence that
the tone of a glided vowel is retained on the "following" 
syllable —  i.e. the syllable that the glide becomes a part 
of -- is not very obvious at present; however, when we 
examine the nominal tonology this point becomes very
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clear.) This problem could be avoided if we do not derive w 
from /U/ by a phonological rule, but rather simply regard 
/w/ as being an allomorph of the direction toward suffix. 
If phonologically w is never a vowel, it will never be able 
to form the nucleus of a syllable that can be associated 
with a tone. Consequently, we will be able to derive 
’bflvfrt-w-&-? as follows:

(87) H
’buyut-w-e-?
H L

’buyut-w-e-?
H L

’buyut-w-e-?

’buyut-w-e-?

Final-syllable L-insertion

UTAP

Free Syllable Association

The passive direction toward verb based on a LHL root 
is problematic to some degree. If we assume that there is 
no L assigned to the last syllable (after a LHL melody), 
then we would have to derive an example such as mok-w-e-? 
from just the LHL root melody. But that means that to 
derive the Falling tone on the last syllable, we would have 
to allow the Free Tone Association rule to associate the 
final L of the melody to the syllable that has /E/ as its 
nucleus. But /E/ is clearly a suffixal vowel, and we have 
seen from examples such as mok-un and ng’i-kin that a free 
tone does not associate to suffixes such as /Un/ and /kin/. 
Perhaps this is the direction in which to go. Maybe /Un/ 
and /kin/ are odd in not accepting association to a free 
tone.

On the other hand, if we allow the final syllable L- 
insertion process to add a Low to the final syllable even
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after a LHL root melody, then we predict a derivation such 
as the following:

(88) LHL
mok-w-e-?
LHL L 

1mok-w-e-? Final-syllable L-insertion 
L HL L 
mok-w-e-? UTAP 
L H L
V \mok-w-e-? Free Tone Association 
LH L
/ Imok-w-e-? Rising Tone Simplification

But *m6k-w-A~? is incorrect. To get mok-w-e-?. it would be 
necessary to let the UTAP associate the H of the root 
melody with the syllable that has /E/ as its nucleus. But 
in order to do that it would be necessary that /E/ not have 
a Low tone assigned to it. But in order for /E/ not to have 
a Low tone assigned to it, it would be necessary that a 
final L not be assigned until after UTAP. The evidence from 
*buyut-w-e-?. however, is that the L is assigned before 
tone association takes place.

It seems then simplest to assume that mok-w-e-? has no 
Low tone assigned to its last syllable, and that therefore
Free Tone Association is able to associate a free tone with
some suffixal vowels. We would readily admit, however, that
the data from the passive construction are highly
problematic.

The direction away stem forms the passive as in (89):
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(89) High verb roots

’dep-a-ji~?
’btiy&t-a-ji-?
LHL verb roots
mdk-A-ji-? 
sApfik-A-ji-? 
dilili-yA-ji-?

These data are morphologically rather bizarre. They consist 
of the verb root followed by the morphological element /A/ 
followed by /ji/ plus a glottal stop. We have seen the 
glottal stop marking a passive in the preceding examples of 
the benefactive and the direction away forms. But the 
appearance of an element /ji/ here is inexplicable, /ji/ 
is, of course, the form that we have posited as the 
indefinite suffix, but passive forms do not permit a
contrast between definite and indefinite forms. (In effect, 
all passive verbs can perhaps be regarded as "definite".) 
Thus the occurrence of /ji/ here does not seem to have
anything to do with indefiniteness. Notice also that the
direction away elements that we identified in the active
direction away verb —  namely, /Ar/ and /Ad/ —  do not 
appear at all in the passive.

Tonally, the data in (89) do not present any new 
problems. They are parallel to the benefactive passive in 
that they require a Low tone to be assigned (at least after 
H verb roots) to the last syllable before tone association 
rules apply. Sample derivations should not be necessary.

We have already discussed the passive of instrumental 
verbs in the section on the instrumental stem. Recall that 
the structure of the instrumental passive is: verb root
plus /A/ plus /rl/. The tonal pattern for the instrumental 
passive is presented again in (90) for the sake of
convenience:
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(90) H verb roots
’dep-a-ri 
*buyut-&-ri
LHL verb roots
mok-a-ri
s&pdk-A-ri

We should note that it is possible to form a passive 
of an instrumental direction toward form and a passive of 
an instrumental direction away form. These constructions 
are illustrated in (91) and (92).

(91) High verb roots
k&r-w-6-?-i (use for borrowing this way)
’buyut-w-e-?-i (use for sharpening this way)
LHL verb roots
kur-w-e-?-i (use for digging this way) 
s&p£k-w-£-?-i (use for overturning this way)

(92) High verb roots
’dep-a-ji-?-i 
’buyut-a-ji-?-i
LHL verb roots
mok-a-ji-?-i 
s&pOik- k- i i - ? - i

The tonal patterning of these extended forms is parallel to 
the tonal pattern of the simple passive instrumental and no 
discussion is required.

2.7. The causative/reciprocal stem.
Up until this point we have, in our examination of 

verbal extensions in Bari, encountered only suffixes. The 
causative/ reciprocal form of the verb is expressed through
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the prefixation of /tO/. The addition of /tO/ can be used 
to indicate that an action was performed reciprocally, or 
it can be used to derive a transitive (causative) verb from 
a corresponding intransitive verbal root.
Causative/reciprocal stems may be extended by means of the 
various affixes discussed above.

The prefix /tO/ alternates according to the usual 
principle of vowel harmony. In addition, however, it shows 
another phonological alternation: namely, if the first
vowel of the stem is low, then /0/ changes to /U/. This 
alternation is illustrated in (93).

(93) before non-low vowel roots
td-’ddk (from: ’d6k ’carry’)
td-dok (from: dok ’wrap’)
td-kur (from: ktir ’borrow’ )
td-kur (from: kur ’dig’)
td-rdm (from: rdm ’spear’)
td-’dep (from: ’ ddp ’hold’)
td-dir (from: dir ’carry by two people’)
td-rlng’ (from: ring’ ’punish’)

before low vowel roots
td-kfibCir (from: k&bur ’agitate’) 
tCi-s6pCik (from: s&puk ’overturn’) 
td-y&ki (from: y&ki ’send s.o.’) 
tu-g&? (from: g&? ’look for’) 
tCi-ldk (from: iak ’untie’) 
tu-ba? (from: ba? ’reprimand’)

In this section we will examine the tonal properties 
of the causative/reciprocal formation. We consider first 
the prefixation of /tO/ to simple roots. Examine the data 
in (94):

(94) High verb roots
to-’dep ’sit on each other’ 
to-’buyut ’hold each other’
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LHL verb roots
td-mok ’hold each other’
tii-sdpCtk ’cause to turn upside down’
td-dilili ’cause to winnow’

We see that both underlying High roots and underlying LHL 
roots exhibit a LHL melody in the causative/reciprocal 
formation. If the root is monosyllabic, then the prefix
will be realized with a Low tone and their will be a
Falling tone on the second syllable. If the root is 
bisyllabic, then the prefix will be realized with a Low 
tone, there will be a High on the first syllable of the 
root, and the second syllable of the root will be Low. If 
the root is trisyllabic, then the prefix will be Low, the 
first root syllable will be High, and all the remaining 
stem syllables will be Low. Clearly, these patterns reflect 
the association of a LHL melody to the causative/reciprocal 
stem according to the tone association principles that we 
have already motivated in this chapter. The derivation of
to-dilili is provided just as a reminder:

(95) L H L  
to-dilili 
L H L
) 1 ito-dilili

inapplicable
L H L
i Ito-dilili

UTAP
Free Tone Association 

Free Syllable Association

We assume, therefore, that -- as part of the word- 
formation component of Bari —  the lexical root melody is 
replaced by a LHL melody when /tO/ is prefixed to a root.
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The indefinite form of a causative/reciprocal verb 
stem is illustrated in (96).

(96) High verb roots
to- ’ deb-b-d 
td-’btiyud-dy-a
LHL verb roots
td-mog-g-& 
tCi-s6pCig-g-& 
td-dilili-j-a

Clearly, these verbal forms continue to reflect a LHL 
melody supplied by the causative/reciprocal formation, and 
the tonal shape of the whole word is exactly that of any 
LHL verb stem in the indefinite.

The benefactive form of a causative/reciprocal verb 
stem is shown in (97), both in the definite and the 
indefinite.

(97) High verb roots
to-’dep-d-kin 
td- ’buyut-a-kin
LHL verb roots
td-mok-d-kin
tCi-sdpCik-d-kin
to-dilili-kin

td-’dep-a-kin-dy-a 
td-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a

to-mdk-d-kin-dy-a
tCi-sdpCik-d-kin-dy-A
td-dilili-kin-dy-a

These data are tonally entirely straightforward. The tone 
shape is exactly that of any LHL stem in the benefactive 
definite or indefinite. No discussion is required.

The causative/reciprocal stem may also function as the 
base to which a direction toward suffix may be appended:
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(98) High verb roots

td-’dep-un 
to-’buy&t-un

to- ’ dep-un-dy-a 
to- ’ btiyut-An-dy-A

LHL verb roots
td-m6k-un
tii-s&piik-Cm
td-dilili-yCin

td-mok-un -dy-a
tA-sApCik-Cin-dy-A
to-dilili-y&n-dy-A

Again, these items are tonally entirely straightforward. 
The causative/reciprocal formation assigns a LHL melody in 
place of the root melody, and from there on out these verbs 
behave just like any other LHL verb stem in the direction 
toward (definite and indefinite).

The causative/reciprocal stem can also serve as the 
basis for constructing a direction away verbal form. (99) 
illustrates.

Again, tonally these forms are indistinguishable from the 
direction away forms based on an underlying LHL verb root. 
In other words, the LHL tone melody supplied by the word- 
formation process that constructs the causative/reciprocal 
stem behaves exactly like a LHL root melody in the 
direction away forms.

The causative form of an (active indefinite) 
instrumental verb is shown in (100):
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(99) High verb roots
to-’ddp-A-rA? to-’dep-ad-di
to-’buyut-a-ra? to-’buyut-ad-di

LHL verb roots
td-mok-a-ra? 
tii- s Apiik-A-r A? 
td-dilili-ya-ra?

to-mok-ad-di
tii-sApCik-Ad-di
to-dilili-yad-di
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(100) High verb roots

td-’deb-bi-ri (variant: td-’deb-bi) 
td-’buyud-di-ri
LHL verb roots
td-mog-gi-ri 
td-s&pCig-gi - r i

These items reflect a LHL melody. The instrumental suffix 
/rl/ induces the assignment of this melody, as does the 
causative/ reciprocal word-formation process. The result of 
applying both of these word-formation processes is just one 
LHL melody. This represents the general pattern in Bari. 
The assignment of a tone melody supplants an existingh 
melody.

We can now turn to a consideration of the causative 
verb in the passive.

(101) High verb roots
to-’dep-a 
to-’buyut-a
LHL verb roots
td-mok-a 
* td-sdpCik-& 
td-dilili-ya

The tonal pattern here is just that of the passive of any 
LHL verb root (e.g. a&ptik-fil.

In (102) we illustrate the causative/reciprocal form 
of the passive benefactive, the passive direction toward, 
the passive direction away, and the passive instrumental:

(102) passive benefactive
td-’dep-d-ki-? 
td-mok-a-ki-? 
td-’buyut-d-ki-?
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passive direction toward
to-’dep-w-e-? 
td-kur-w-e-? 
tCt-sdpiik-w-d-? 
td-dilili-y-d-?
passive direction away
tCi-g&l-lir-a?
td-’bdyCit-dr-d?
td-’dep-&r-a?
ttl-s6pilk-&r-&?
passive instrumental
td-’dep-a-ri 
to-mdk-d-ri 
to- ’ buyut-li-ri 
to-dilili-ya-ri

The reader will be able to readily verify that all of these 
forms reflect the tone pattern that any LHL verb stem would 
have in the passive of derived stems (benefactive, 
direction toward, etc.)- In other words, at every point, a 
LHL melody supplied by the causative/reciprocal formation 
behaves identically to an underlying LHL root melody.

2.8.. The imperative.
The imperative form based on simple (i.e. non-derived) 

monosyllabic verb roots is shown in (103) below.

(103) H verb roots
’dep-e (from: ’ dep ’hold’)
’ddk-d (from: ’d6k ’carry’ 
sdny-e (from: s6n ’send away’) 
’bo-ne (from: ’bo ’weed’) 
’bi-ne (from: ’bi ’suck’)
LHL verb roots
mdk-e (from: mok ’catch’) 
kur-e (from: kur ’dig’) 
sCit-e (from: sut ’bet’ ) 
bo-ne (from: bo ’belittle’)
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From these data, we see that the imperative is marked by a 
suffix /E/ (which alternates, as expected, by the vowel 
harmony principle) after consonant-final roots and by /nE/ 
after vowel-final roots. We assume that the suffix is 
basically /nE/ and that a phonological rule elides the n 
after a consonant.

The tonal facts in (103) have no very obvious 
explanation. We will postpone discussing the contrast 
between * d&p-e and mok-e until more data has been 
presented. In (104) we show the imperative shapes for 
bisyllabic and longer simple roots.

(104) High verb roots
biding’-e (from: biding’ ’twist’) 
bSr6ny-§ (from: b6ren ’spoil’) 
l&s&k-S (from: ltis&k ’melt’)
’bdrd-n£ (from: ’bor6 ’smear’) 
bhdyeny-e (from: budyen 'turn inside out’)
LHL verb roots
ddddng’-e (from: dodong’ ’shake’) 
s&pifck-§ (from: sdpuk ’overturn’) 
k&dir-e (from: kadir ’look at carefully’)
’diyuk-e (from:’diyuk ’make a click of disgust’) 
dilili-ne (from: dilili ’winnow’)

The data in (104) demonstrate that when we are dealing 
with a polysyllabic verb root, the imperative tonal pattern
is the same for both H and LHL roots: namely, all the
vowels of the root are Low in tone whereas the imperative
suffix has a Falling tone. Notice that the tonal pattern
for a LHL monosyllabic verb is consistent with this 
pattern. The one form that diverges is the imperative form 
of a monosyllabic H verb root: ’dep-e.

The imperative form of indefinite verb stems is shown 
in (105):
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(105) High verb r^ots

’d6b-bi-? (from: 'deb-b-A, indef. form of ’dep) 
tun-di-? (from: tiin-dy-a, indef. form of tun

’gather’)
rAm-bi-? (from: r6m-b-Ci, indef. form of rAm

’spear’)
’bCiyud-di-? (from: ’btiyud-dy-S, indef. form of

’buyut ’sharpen’) 
sirid-di-? (from: sirid-dy-&, indef. form of

sirit ’twist, wind’) 
nya’ddd-di-? (from: ny£’d6d-d-u, indef. form of

nya’ddt ’stick to’)

LHL verb roots
mdg-gi-? (from: mdg-g-a, indef. form of mok) 
sfld-di-? (from: s&d-dy-A, indef. form of stit

’bet’)
rin-gi-? (from: rin-g-a, indef. form of ring’

’punish’)
tebdg-gi-? (from: tebog-g-a, indef. form of tebok

’fold up’)
tomer-ji-? (from: tomer-j-a, indef. form of tomer

’make drunk’) 
wujin-gi-? (from: wujin-g-a, indef. form of

wujing’ ’float’) 
dilili-ji-? (from: dilili-j-a, indef. form of

dilili ’winnow’)

The imperative forms in (105) are interesting. Recall 
from our analysis of the indefinite verb that we have 
postulated that a morpheme /ji/ occurs between the verb 
root and the final vowel /A/. The only direct evidence for 
the vowel /I/ in the suffix /ji/ so far is (a) the 
appearance of a y glide after ^ in examples such as tun-dy- 
_§ and (b) the appearance of the /I/ vowel when the 
indefinite suffix is followed by the instrumental suffix 
/rl/. Notice that the imperative built on an indefinite 
stem does not employ the vowel /A/, and when /A/ is not 
present, we actually do see the vowel of the suffix /ji/ 
manifest itself on the phonetic surface. The only special 
segmental fact to note about the forms in (105) is that the 
imperative suffix /nE/ is not used in conjunction with the
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indefinite stem —  we find just a glottal stop at the end 
of the verb form.

Turning to the tonal aspect of (105), we see that the 
derived indefinite stem always manifests a tonal shape 
similar to the monosyllabic H verb roots in the imperative 
—  L on the stem and H on the final vowel.

The imperative form based on the benefactive stem is 
illustrated in (106), both in the definite and the 
indefinite:

(106) High verb roots

The morphological structure of these forms is simple. 
The definite form consists of the verb root followed by the 
morphological element /A/ followed by /kl/, a truncated 
form of the benefactive suffix /kin/. The indefinite form 
consists of the verb root followed by /A/ followed by /kin/ 
followed by the indefinite suffix /ji/ followed by a 
glottal stop. From a tonal point of view, notice that the 
definite forms exhibit the same tonal shape as we find for 
polysyllabic simple verb roots (cf. (104)) and for 
monosyllabic LHL verb roots (cf. (103)) —  namely, all Low 
tones until a final Falling tone. The indefinite forms in
(106) exhibit the same tonal shape as monosyllabic High 
verbs (cf. (103)) and all indefinites of simple verb roots 
(cf. (105)) —  namely, all Low tones until a final H tone.

The imperative form based on the direction toward 
stem, both in the definite and the indefinite, is shown in

der-a-ki 
’buyut-A-ki

der-a-kin-di-?
’buyut-A-kin-di-?

LHL verb roots
mdk-A-ki
sApCik-A-kl

mdk-A-kin-di-?
sApCdc-A-kin-di-?

(107):
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(107) High verb roots

’dep-u 
’buyut-u
LHL verb roots
mdk-u
sAp£ik-u
dilili-yu

’ddp-un-di-? 
’bCiyiit-un-di-?

mdk-un-di-?
sApCik-Cui-di-?
dilili-yun-di-?

Morphologically, the definite form consists of the verb 
root plus /U/, a truncated form of the direction toward 
suffix /Un/. The indefinite form consists of the verb root 
plus /Un/ plus the indefinite suffix /ji/ plus a glottal 
stop. These forms show a tone pattern exactly analagous to 
those seen in the benefactive forms cited above.

The imperative form of the direction away stem shows 
the pattern where the non-final syllables are Low and the 
final syllable is High. We cite examples both in the 
definite and the indefinite.

(108) High verb roots
’dep-ar-a? ’ddp-ad-di-?
’buyut-ar-a? ’buyut-ad-di-?

LHL verb roots
mdk-Ar-a?
sAp€ik-Ar-&?
dilili-yar-a?

mok-Ad-di-?
sApCik-Ad-di-?
dilili-yad-di-?

Morphologically, the definite forms in (108) consist of the 
verb root plus the direction away elements /Ar/ and /Ad/. 
The indefinite form consists of the verb root pluys /Ad/ 
plus the indefinite suffix /ji/ plus a glottal stop. 
Tonally, these forms are interesting because the definite 
form shows the tone pattern with a final High, whereas the
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other derived definite forms (the benefactive, the 
direction toward) show the pattern with a final Falling 
tone.

The imperative form of the (active) instrumental is 
illustrated below. (Recall that there is no definite/ 
indefinite contrast for the instrumental verb in the active 
voice.)

(109) High verb roots
’d3b-bi ’d6b-bi 
’buyud-di ’buyud-di
LHL verb roots
mdg-gi mog-gi 
s&piig-gi s6pdg-gl

From a morphological point of view, these forms just 
consist of the verb root plus the indefinite suffix (the 
instrumental suffix /rl/ being optionally elided —  see our 
earlier discussion of the possible variants of the 
instrumental verb). Tonally, the first occurrence of the 
word is on an all Low tone, while the second occurrence is 
all High except for the last syllable, which is Falling.

We have now surveyed the imperative forms of the major 
active verb types (both simple and derived). Next let us 
look at the imperative forms based on passive verbal 
structures.

The imperative of a passive based on a simple root is 
illustrated in (110) below.

(110) High verb roots
’dep-a-ni-?
’buyut-a-ni-?
LHL verb roots
mdk-&-ni-?
s&pCik-A-ni-?
dilili-ya-ni-?
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The morphological structure of these forms appears to be: a 
verb root followed by the morphological element /A/ 
followed by /nl/ (which is possibly a variant of the 
imperative suffix /nE/) followed by a glottal stop.
Tonally, these forms exhibit the pattern where all the 
syllables are Low until the final syllable, which is High.

We turn in (111) to a consideration of the imperative 
form of a passive verb based on the benefactive stem.

(111) High verb roots
’dAp-A-ki-ni-? (variant: ’ddp-a-ki-ne-?)
’buyut-a-ki-ni-?
LHL verb roots
mdk-A-ki-ni-? (variant: mdk-A-ki-ne~?)
sdpCik-A-ki-ni-?
dilili-ya-ki-ni-?

Recall that the simple passive benefactive consists of a 
verb root plus /A/ plus /kl/ plus a glottal stop (cf. •dep- 
a-ki-? 1. The forms in (111) appear to simply insert the 
imperative suffix /nl/ (alternatively, /nE/) between the 
benefactive suffix and the glottal stop. Tonally, these 
forms display the pattern where all the syllables are Low, 
except the last, which is High.

The imperative based on the passive of a direction 
toward stem is displayed in (112).

(112) High verb roots
’dep-w-e-ni-? (variant: ’dep-w-e-ne-?)
’buyut-w-e-ni-?
LHL verb roots
mok-w-A-ni-? (variant: mok-w-e-ne-?)
s&p£ik-w-£-ni-?
dilili-ye-ni-?
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Recall that the passive form of a direction toward stem 
consists of a verb root plus /w/ plus /E/ plus a glottal 
stop (cf. ’ddn-w-e-?). The items in (112) simply have the 
imperative element /nl/ (alternatively, /nE/) inserted 
between the /E/ and the glottal stop. Tonally, we see that 
again we have the tone pattern where all the syllables are 
Low, except the last one, which is High.

The imperative of a passive form of the direction away
stem is presented in (113).

(113) H jgh.. .yssb—gtsmg
’ dAp-A- ji-ni-? (variant: 1 dep-a- ji-n£?) 
'buyut-A-ji-ni-?
LHL verb stems
mdk-A-ji-ni-? (variant: mdk-A-ji-n£?) 
s ApCik-A- ji-ni-? 
dilili-yA-ji-ni-?

Recall that the passive form of a direction away verb 
consists of the verb root plus /A/ plus /ji/ plus a glottal 
stop. The imperative forms in (113) simply insert the 
imperative suffix /nl/ (alternatively, /nE/) between /ji/ 
and the glottal stop. Tonally, these forms display the same 
pattern as all the other imperatives of passive verbs: all 
Low until a final High tone.

The imperative of a passive form of the instrumental 
stem requires that the passive instrumental verb be 
doubled:

(114) High verb roots
der-A-ri der-a-ri/ der-A-ri-kin der-a-ri-kin 
’buyut-A-ri ’buytit-A-rl/ etc.
LHL verb roots
mok-A-ri mok-a-ri/ mok-A-ri-kin mok-a-ri-kin 
sApCik-A-ri sApuk-A-r£/ etc.
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There is no imperative suffix such as /nl/ or /nE/ in these 
forms. Segmentally, these expressions just consist of the 
passive instrumental verb repeated twice. Tonally, the 
first occurrence of the verb is all Low-toned; the second 
occurrence is all High-toned until the last syllable, which 
is Falling in the case of ddr-&-ri ddr-a-rl, but Low in the 
case of der-&-ri-kin der-a-rl-kin. We have already seen 
that the imperative formation of an active instrumental 
verb involves a similar repetition of the verb form, 
without imperative suffix but with a special tone pattern. 
Since this pattern is unique to the instrumental verb in 
the imperative, there is not much that can be said about 
it.

The imperative form of a causative verb is illustrated 
in (115) below:

(115) High verb roots
td-’dep-e 
to-’buyut-e
LHL verb roots
to-mdk-e
tCi-s&p(lk-§
to-dilili-ne

These tonal shapes are, of course, just the tonal shapes 
that any simple LHL verb root would display in the 
imperative.

The imperative form of an indefinite causative verb is 
shown in (116).

(116) High verb roots
to-’deb-bi-? 
to-’buyud-di-?
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LHL verb roots
td-mog-gi-? 
tCt-s&pCig-gi-? 
to-dilili-ji-?

Recall that for the indefinite form of a LHL verb root, the 
imperative form has a High on the final syllable and all 
Low-toned syllables in front of it. The tone pattern in
(116) is, of course, just that pattern.

In fact, in imperative formation, causative/reciprocal 
verbs behave just like underlying LHL verb roots. For the 
sake of completeness, we will document this fact in (117), 
but without discussion of the examples:

(117) imperative caus./rec. benefactive
td-’dep-a-ki 
tu-nya ’ dCit-ft-ki 
to-’buyut-a-ki

imperative caus./rec. direction toward
to-’dep-u 
td-’mdk-u 
to-dilili-yu 
tfi-s&puk-u

imperative caus./rec. direction away
to-’dep-ar-a?
td-mok-ar-a?
to-dilili-yar-a?

imperative caus./rec. instrumental
to-’ddb-bi to-’deb-bi 
td-kur-ji to-kur-ji 
to-’buyud-di to-’buyud-di 
td-dilili-ji to-dilili-ji
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imperative passive caus./rec.
to-’dep-a-ni-? 
td-mdk-a-ni-? 
td-’buyut-&-ni-? 
tii-s&pCtk-&-ni-?
imperative pass, caus./rec. _benefactive
to-’ddp-&-ki-nd-? (var. to-’dep-a-ki-ni-?)
tu-ny&’ d£rt-it-ki-n6-?
to-’buyut-a-ki-nd-?
imperative pass, caus./rec,..direction toward
to-’ddp-w-e-ni-? (var. td-’ddp-w-e-ne-?)
to-kur-w-d-ni-?
tii-s&pCtk-w-d-ni-?
td-dilili-y-d-ni-?
imperative pass, caus./rec. direction away
tft-g&l-d-ji-ni-? 
td-’buyut-d-ji-ni-? 
t€L-s &pCtk-4- j i-ni- ?
imperative pass, caus./rec. instrumental
to-’dep-d-ri to-’dep-a-ri 
td-dilili-ya-ri td-dilili-ya-ri

The only point that needs to be made about (117) is that in 
the case of the instrumental verbs, a LHL pattern occurs on 
the second occurrence of the passive instrumental verb 
rather than the pattern encountered earlier: " dep-d-ri 
’dep-a-ri.

We have now presented a survey of the imperative 
construction in Bari. There are essentially two tonal 
patterns employed (setting aside the case of the 
instrumental verb, which is clearly a separate case). Both 
patterns have all the syllables except the last Low. One of 
the patterns has a final Fall, the other a final High. The 
forms that have the final High include: all passives, 
monosyllabic High roots (cf. ’dep-e). all indefinite forms,
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the direction away form (cf. * ddp-&r-6?). The forms that 
have a final Fall are: monosyllabic Low roots (cf. mok-e), 
all polysyllabic roots (cf. biding*-e. dodong’ -e), 
benefactives (cf. der-&-ki). and direction toward forms 
(cf. *deo-u) We have no explanation for this particular 
array of facts. We simply conclude that imperative 
formation (a) overrides the lexical tone of the root, (b) 
assigns a Low tone melody in its place and (c) there is 
either a H or a Falling tone associated with the final 
syllable of the construction.

2.9. fod n p l . . Bari.
In this section we will examine in detail a somewhat 

complicated aspect of the tonal structure of Bari—  
namely, the verbal forms that involve the reduplication of 
the initial syllable of the verb root. We shall distinguish 
two (tonally distinct) stems involving reduplication—  
what we will refer to as the reduplicative stem and the 
repetitive stem. The repetitive stem, however, is somewhat 
complex, since it sometimes exhibits two versions, which we 
have labelled the continuative stem and the frequentative 
stem. If all of this is not confusing enough, there are 
also a number of verb roots that are lexically reduplicated 
and display some special properties.

2.9.1. The reduplicative stem.
In Bari the present and future tenses of a verb are 

formed by using a verbal particle (1£ for the present 
tense, m£, M> dls, and £& for the future tense) plus 
reduplication of the initial syllable of the verb root. We 
will refer to this form of the verb as the reduplicative 
stem. The reduplicative stem is ordinarily 
used with one of the verb particles cited above; but it can 
be used without a particle, as shown below:
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(118) (a.) Jad& ’de-'dep ’Jada holds it’ (H root)
(b. ) Poni la-lak ’Poni unties it’ (H root)
(c. ) Poni 'bu-’buyut 'Poni sharpens it’ (H root)
(d.) Jada kfi-kCiritp ’Jada roasts it’ (H root)
(e.) Jadi me-met ’Jada sees it’ (LHL root)
(f.) Poni ny6-nyer ’Poni cuts it’ (LHL root)
(g.) J&da sd-s&puk ’Jada overturns it’ (LHL

root)
(h.) Poni ny6-ny&’bur ’Jada grinds it’ (LHL

root)
(i.) Poni dl-dilili ’Poni winnows it’ (LHL root)

The data in (118) show that the reduplicative stem has 
the shape LH (for a monosyllabic H root), HHL (for a 
bisyllabic H root), HH (for a monosyllabic LHL root), HLF 
(for a bisyllabic LHL root), and HLHL (for a trisyllabic 
LHL root). In Chapter 5, we will show that in conjunction 
with some verb phrase particles, a monosyllabic H verb root 
will surface with a HL pattern rather than the LH pattern 
illustrated above. This point will be ignored for the 
present.

These same stem shapes appear in the data in (119) 
below where the verb stem is preceded by a particle.

(119) H roots
(a.) Jada lo ta-tan ’Jada is touching it’
(b. ) Wani tCi kCi-kiirfiip ’Wani will roast them’

LHL roots
(c.) Jad6 16 ru-rung’ ’Jada is rolling it’ 
(d. ) Jada tCi to-tojup 'Jada will dress him’ 
(e.) Poni mo di-dilili ’Poni will winnow it’

We will not at this point explore the tonal shape of 
the reduplicative stem since its proper understanding 
depends upon the analysis of the phrasal tonology of Bari, 
which we undertake in Chapters 4 and Chapter 5. We will 
therefore postpone an examination of the tonology of the
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reduplicative stem in detail until Chapter 5. For our 
present purposes, just notice that in the reduplicative 
stem, the reduplicative prefix is ordinarily High-toned. 
This is in obvious contrast to the repetitive stem dealt 
with in the next section.

2.9.2. The repetitive stem.
The reduplicative form of the stem is used to mark the 

action of the verb as taking place in the non-past (i.e. 
the present or the future). There is another morphological 
structure that also involves reduplication but indicates 
that the action of the verb is one that is repeated. Let us 
label this the repetitive stem. The repetitive stem is 
tonologically distinct from what we have labelled the 
reduplicative stem, though in many cases there is no 
segmental contrast. Recall that we have postponed 
discussion of the tone of the reduplicative stem until 
Chapter 5, since the tonal characteristics of this stem 
require understanding of Bari phrasal tonology.

Actually, our use of the term "repetitive stem" 
represents an oversimplification. Semantically, there is a 
difference between whether the repetition of the action is 
concentrated in a certain restricted time frame or whether 
the repetition is one that occurs, now and then, over some 
less restricted time frame. The difference can be compared 
to the difference between an English sentence such as "John 
kept raising his hand (trying to attract the teacher’s 
attention" and one such as "John is always raising his hand 
(to answer the teacher’s questions)". This semantic 
contrast is sometimes linked to a morphological contrast as 
well. We will use the term "continuative stem" to refer to 
the reduplication that conveys the sense of an action 
repeated over a restricted time frame, and the term 
"frequentative stem" to refer to an action that is repeated 
over some less restricted time frame. The term "repetitive
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stem" will then refer to both the continuative and the 
frequentative stems indifferently.

Let us begin our study of the repetitive stem by 
considering consonant-final monosyllabic verb roots.

(120) High verb roots
’d£-’dep ’hold’ 
de-der ’cook’ 
r6-rSm 'spear’ 
td-tok ’cut’ 
kft-kur ’borrow’
LHL verb roots
md-mok ’hold, catch’ 
ku-kur ’dig’ 
me-met ’see’
’bd-’bok ’dig’ 
td-tor ’tie’

Examination of the items in (120) reveals that both in 
the case of H verb roots and in the case of LHL verb roots, 
the reduplicative prefix is pronounced on a Low tone and 
the verb root itself is pronounced on a Falling tone. The 
underlying contrast between H and LHL roots is neutralized 
on the surface in these data.

It is immediately clear that the items in (120) cannot 
be regarded tonally as simply the combination of a toneless 
reduplicative prefix plus the root melody. If this were 
what is going on, then we would expect *’de’dep rather than 
the correct ’de’dep. While it is true that the 
reduplicative prefix is Low-toned, it would likewise yield 
incorrect results if we viewed the items in (120) as simply 
the combination of a L (from the reduplicative prefix) plus 
the root melody. If this were what is going on, we would 
expect *’de*dep.

The most obvious generalization to be made about the 
data in (120) is that both underlyingly H and underlyingly 
LHL roots exhibit a LHL melody in the frequentative. That
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this is not accidentally so will become clear as we 
proceed.

The situation with respect to monosyllabic verb roots 
is not without some complications. Consider the examples in 
(121).

(121) High verb roots
(a.) J&d& k ’ b&-’ blik-Ci pidng’ i k&tvir&n

’Jada poured water frequently on the flowers’ 
(cf. 'bCik ’pour’)

(b.) ligdtdt k ’de-’dep-d kipiya
’the hunter held the gun frequently’
(cf. ’ddp ’hold’)

(c.) Pdni k ’yu-’y&r-u bdng’o?
’Poni burned the cloth frequently’
(cf. ’yur ’burn’)

also: dd-der-d (cook), rd-rdm-d (spear), td-t6k-6 
(cut), kCt-ktir-Ct (borrow)

LHL verb roots
(d. ) polisi k md-mok-d kolak

’the policemen caught thieves frequently’ 
(cf. mok ’catch’)

(e.) Jada a ti-tip-i 'Jada freq. threshed it’
(cf. tip ’thresh’)

(f.) Jada a me-met-e kisuk
’Jada frequently looked after the cattle’ 
(cf. met ’see, look after’)

also: ku-kur-u (dig), ’bd-’bok-d (dig), td-toro
(tie)

The segmental structure of these verbal forms is 
fairly obvious. They consist of a prefixal reduplication of 
the initial CV of the verb root plus the suffixation of a 
vowel that is identical to the root vowel. We will refer to 
this suffixal vowel as the "echo" vowel. The tonal shape of
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the verbs in (121) likewise appears to be straightforward. 
Notice that there is no difference between the H and the 
LHL roots. The verb word in every case exhibits a LHL 
pattern, and the LHL pattern is associated with the three 
vowels of the frequentative stem in a one-to-one left-to- 
right fashion (i.e. in accord with the Universal Tone 
Association Principle). This tonal shape is, of course, 
perfectly analagous 'to that found in (120). The only 
difference is that the items in (120) —  e.g. * de-* dep—  
lack the echo vowel, thus the last L of the LHL melody has 
no (free) vowel to associate to and therefore associates to 
the last stem vowel by virtue of the Free Tone Association 
rule.

What is the difference in usage between the forms with 
the echo vowel, as in (121), and the forms without the echo 
vowel, as in (120)? It seems that the verb forms in (120) 
represent what we have labelled the continuative stem, 
while the forms in (121) represent what we have labelled 
the frequentative stem. In other word, for consonant-final 
monosyllabic verb roots, the semantic contrast between the 
continuative and the frequentative stem is correlated with 
a morphological difference between the absence of the echo 
vowel and its presence.

For consonant-final, monosyllabic verbs, then, both a 
form with and a form without the echo vowel is available. 
The tonal shape is the same in either case —  there is a 
LHL melody associated with the entire construction. In 
(120) and (121) we illustrated just consonant-final 
monosyllabic roots. Vowel-final monosyllabic roots, shown 
in (122) below, do not occur with an echo vowel.

(122) High verb roots
p&-pe ’shoot’ 
ki-ki ’climb’
’di-’di ’stop, plug’ 
wb-wo ’soak in water’
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LHL verb roots
r6-re ’sweep’ 
ng’I-ng’i ’raise up’ 
bd-bo ’neglect’ 
kwe-kwe ’show’

In other words, the continuative and the frequentative 
stems are not differentiated morphologically for vowel- 
final monosyllabic stems, and forms such as those in (122) 
are ambiguous between a continuative and a frequentative 
interpretation.

Let us turn our attention now to polysyllabic, 
consonant-final verb roots in the repetitive stem. Examples 
appear in (123).

(123) High verb roots
’bu-’buyut ’sharpen’ 
nya-nya’ddt ’stick to’ 
bi-biding’ ’twist’ 
bu-budy&n ’turn inside out’
LHL verb roots
s&-s£pCik ’overturn’ 
ka-kdpdk ’slap’ 
te-tebok ’fold up’ 
ny&-nyd’bCtr ’grind flour’

Once again we see that both underlyingly H and underlyingly 
LHL verb roots exhibit the same tonal shape in the 
repetitive stem, and this tonal shape is one that is 
characterizable in terms of the LHL melody. We can safely 
conclude, therefore, that the attachment of the 
reduplicative prefix to a verb stem triggers the 
supplanting of the underlying root melody by the LHL melody 
in the formation of the repetitive stem. This LHL melody is 
then associated to the stem (which includes the 
reduplicative prefix as well as the verbal root) according 
to the general principles of tone association in Bari that
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we have already reviewed in detail.

Let us now turn to the question of whether there is a 
distinction between the continuative and the frequentative 
stem in the case of polysyllabic consonant-final verb 
stems. It appears that the norm is for there to be no 
distinction when the verb root is used without any 
derivational suffix being appended. In other words, ’bu- 
*buvut and s&-s&pftk are normally used ambiguously to convey 
both the continuative and the frequentative meanings. It 
seems to be much less common for an echo vowel to be 
appended to mark the frequentative stem. In (124) we 
illustrate the possibility of an echo vowel with bisyllabic 
verb roots by placing the echo vowel in parentheses.

(124) High verb roots
(a.) Poni a kh-kurCip-(ft) kftmftrfi

’Poni frequently roasted the oil seeds’
(b.) Jada a ’bft-’buyftt-(ft) bidi

’Jada frequently sharpened the iron rod’
(c. ) nan a sft-s6pftk-(ft) ki’bd

’I frequently turned the canoe upside down’
(d.) Jada a tft-tftgw&r-(ft) kisuk

’Jada frequently sold the cows’

We will see below that in some of the derived forms of the 
verb, polysyllabic consonant-final verb roots do display a 
regular contrast between the continuative stem (without 
echo vowel) and the frequentative stem (with echo vowel).

Polysyllabic verb roots that end in a vowel are like 
monosyllabic vowel-final verb roots in that there is just a 
single form of the repetitive stem which conveys both the 
continuative and the frequentative meanings. These forms 
are illustrated in (125) below.
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(125) High verb roots

’bd-’bord ’smear’ 
bCHatidCt ’reach the peak of’ 
bCi-budCi ’ hasten ’
LHL verb roots
yA-ydki 'send s.o. to do s.t. for one’ 
td-tdkfi. ’preach’ 
td-to’dti. ’make tired’

We have now surveyed the shapes of the repetitive stem 
based on unsuffixed verb roots. We can now turn to the 
various derived verbal forms. The repetitive stem can be 
formed on the basis of an indefinite verb stem. For 
example, we have'repetitive stems of the following type:

(126) High verb roots
’de-’deb-b-a ’hold’ 
de-der-j-a ’cook’ 
rd-rdm-b-Ci ’spear’
’bu-’buyud-dy-& ’sharpen’ 
nya-nyd’ddd-d-fli ’stick to’
LHL verb roots
md-mog-g-a ’hold, catch’ 
ki-kin-d-u ’shut’ 
sd-sdpCtg-g-d ’overturn’ 
te-tebdg-g-a ’fold up’ 
di-dilili-j-a ’winnow’

Tonally these stems are unproblematic —  they have the same 
tonal shape as any LHL polysyllabic verb (cf. s&pflg-g-&).

The forms shown in (126) actually represent the 
continuative stem. The frequentative stem based on an 
indefinite verb stem is shown in (127). It is of interest 
to note that the echo vowel appears after all consonant- 
final stems, whether monosyllabic or polysyllabic.
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(127) High verb roots

(a. ) Jad& k ’bit-’btik-Ci-j-& pidng’ i kdtdrAn 
’Jada poured water on the flowers freq.’

(b. ) Poni k kCi-kdrCip-Ci-j-& kCunCirfi
’Poni frequently roasted oil seeds’

other examples:
wi-wil-i-j-S. (from: wi? ’curse’) 
kCl-kdr-Ci-j-a (from: kftr ’borrow’ ) 
be-b6r6ny-a-j-i (from: beren ’spoil’) 
ku-ku’dydt-e-j-a (from: ku’dy^t 'pinch a

little of’)

LHL verb roots
(c.) pdlisi k mo-m6k-6-j-a kolak

’the police caught thieves frequently’
(d.) jada a tci-tugwar-a-j-Ci ambata 

’Jada frequently sold bread’
other examples:
ki-kin-i-j-u (from: kin ’shut’) 
ra-rap-a-j-u (from: rap ’cover’) 
te-tebok-6-j-a (from: ta-bok ’fold up’) 
nyA-nyA’bfiir-Ci-j-a (from: nya’bur ’grind flour’)

It should be noted that the forms based on polysyllabic 
roots permit two tone patterns: either ta-tebdk-o-j-a, as 
cited above, or ta-tebak-o-.i-a. Forms based on monosyllabic 
roots permit just the tone pattern given in (127): mo-mok- 
d-.i-a. The tonal shape ta-tebdk-d-.1-a is, of course, the 
tonal pattern that we expect given that the repetitive stem 
assigns a LHL tone melody and the indefinite form does not 
interefere with this melody in any way (since it is 
interpreted as contributing a final Low tone, which has no 
effect in the presence of a LHL melody). The forms with a 
Falling tone —  mo-mok-a-.i-a. te-tebdk-d-.)-& -- are 
idiosnycratic to the present construction and will require 
a special statement.
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It is only vowel-final verb roots that allow the 

contrast between the continuative and the frequentative 
stem based on an indefinite verbal form. Vowel-final stems 
do not allow the echo vowel, thus there is just a single 
form available that is ambiguous between a continuative and 
a frequentative interpretation. Examples:

(128) High verb roots
si-si-j-& (from: si ’sweep off’) 
ru-rii-j-u (from: ru ’sprinkle water’) 
’bd-'bord-j-a (from: ’bord ’smear’)
LHL verb roots
ri-ri-j-u (from: ri ’set straight’) 
pi-pi-j-a (from: pi ’ask’)
wi-wi-j-A (from: wi ’cool food by stirring’) 
yA-y&ki-j-d (from: ydki ’send s.o. for s.t.) 
di-dilili-j-a (from: dilili ’winnow’)

It should be noted that the forms in (128) based on 
monosyllabic vowel-final roots permit only the tone pattern 
cited —  namely, ri-ri-.i-u (LHL), while forms based on 
polysyllabic vowel-final roots permit either the pattern 
cited, di-dilili-.i-a, or an alternative pattern with a 
final Falling tone: di-dilili-.i-S.

In (129) below we exemplify the benefactive form of 
the repetitive stem (in both the definite and indefinite). 
There is no contrast available between the continuative and 
the frequentative stem for consonant-final verb roots. The 
reason for this may be that in the benefactive there is a 
linking vowel between the verb root and the benefactive 
suffix /kin/. It appears that the echo vowel only appears 
when the verb root ends in a consonant and the next suffix 
begins with a consonant.
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(129) High verb roots

’de-’d6p-A-kin 
’bu-’buyut-A-kin 
tCi-tdk-Ct-kin

’de-’dep-a-kin-dy-A 
’bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a 
th-tuk-il-kin-dy-A

LHL verb roots
md-mok-A-kin
sA-sApilk-A-kin
di-dilili-kin
kwA-kwe-kin

md-mok-A-kin-dy-A
sA-s&pCik-A-kin-dy-A
di-dilili-kin-dy-A
kwe-kwe-kin-dy-A

Tonally these data are unproblematic. They have 
exactly the tone shape that any polysyllabic LHL verb would 
have in the benefactive (cf. sApftk-A-kin, sApftk-A-kin-dy- 
1).

In (130) we illustrate the direction toward form of a 
repetitive stem (in both the definite and the indefinite). 
Again, there is no distinction between the continuative and 
the frequentative stem here. The addition of an echo vowel 
does not seem to be possible in front of a vowel-initial 
suffix like /Un/ —  just as no linking vowel appears in 
front of this suffix. Given that there is no morphological 
contrast available, we would expect the repetitive stem of 
a direction towards verb to be ambiguous between the 
continuative and the frequentative meanings. But in fact it 
seems that only the continuative meaning is allowed for 
these forms.

(130) High verb roots
’de-’dep-un 
’bu-’buyut-un 
tCi-tdk-Cui 
pe-pe-yun

’de-’dep-un-dy-a 
’bu-’buyut-un-dy-a 
tCi-tuk-un-dy-a 
pe-pe-yun-dy-a

LHL verb roots
md-mok-un
sA-sApCik-ikn
di-dilili-yun
kwe-kwe-yun
ku-kur-un

mo-mok-un-dy-a
sA-sApCik-Cib-dy-A
di-dilili-yun-dy-a
kwe-kwe-yun-dy-a
ku-kur-un-dy-a
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Again, these items present no tonal difficulties—  

they have exactly the tone shape that a polysyllabic LHL 
verb would have in the direction toward form (cf. sAptik-ftn. 
sApuk-frn-dv-af.

In (131) we illustrate the direction away form of the 
repetitive stem in both the definite and indefinite.
Again, there is no contrast possible between a continuative 
and a frequentative stem, since the echo vowel is not 
allowed to appear between the verb root and the direction 
away elements /Ar-A?/. The repetitive stem of the direction 
away form does not seem to be ambiguous between the 
continuative and the frequentative meanings —  only the 
continuative interpretation of these forms seems to be 
possible.

(131) H verb roots
’de-’dep-Ar-A?
: bCi- ’ btiy&t-Ar-A? 
td-t6k-dr-d?
LHL verb roots
mo-mok-Ar-A?
sA-s6pilk-Ar-A?
di-dilili-yar-a?
’bo-’bok-ar-a?
td-tor-Ar-A?
kwe-kwd-yar-a?
ng’ i-ng’ i-yCir-u?

’de-’dep-ad-d-u 
’bu-’buyut-ad-d-u 
td-t6k-dd-d&

md-mok-Ad-d-u 
sA-sfipCik-Ad-dCi 
di-dilili-yAd-d-u 
’bo-’bok-Ad-du 
to-tor-Ad-du 
kwe-kwe-yAd-du 
ng’i-ng’i-yud-du

As in the previous cases, the repetitive stem LHL 
behaves tonally just like an underlying LHL (cf. sApuk-Ar-
A2).

The instrumental passive form of the repetitive stem 
is shown in (132). There is no morphological contrast 
between a continuative and a frequentative stem available 
for this construction, and the forms in (132) are ambiguous 
between the two senses.
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(132) High verb roots
’de-’dep-A-ri (from: ’dep ’hold’)
td-tdk-d-ri (from: t6k ’cut with an axe’)
lA-lak-A-ri (from: l&k ’untie’)
dd-ddr-A-ri (from: der ’cook’)
’bft-’btiyAt-A-ri (from: ’buyut ’sharpen’)
LflL._YS.Eh foot?
md-mdk-A-ri (from: mok ’hold, catch’)
ti-tip-A-ri (from: tip ’thresh’)
kwe-kwe-yA-ri (from: kwd ’show’)
sA-sApAk-A-ri (from: sApuk ’overturn’)
di-dilili-yA-ri (from: dilili ’winnow’)

Tonally, of course, there is no problem —  these items show 
the same pattern as an underlyingly LHL polysyllabic root 
in the instrumental (cf. sApflk-A-ri).

The repetitive stem of an instrumental active form 
(which is always used in the indefinite) is illustrated in 
(133).

(133) High verb roots
’de-’deb-bi-ri (from: ’dep ’hold’) 
lA-lag-gi-ri (from: l&k ’untie’) 
'bu-’buyud-di-ri (from: ’buyut ’sharpen’)
LHL verb roots
mo-mog-gi-ri (from: mok ’hold, catch’) 
kwe-kwe-ji-ri (from: kwe ’show’) 
sA-s£pAg-gi-ri (from: s&puk ’overturn’) 
di-dilili-ji-ri (from: didili ’winnow’)

Actually, there is a commonly used variant of this 
construction where the -ri suffix is omitted: t6-t6g-gi 
’use s.t. to chop’, ’bo-’boro-.ii ’use s.t. to smear’. In 
effect, this structure seems to involve just the verb root 
plus the indefinite suffix /ji/, without any overt suffix 
marking the instrument. That it is an instrumental form 
rather than a simple indefinite verb is shown by the 
absence of the final vowel —  i.e. the repetitive form of 
the simple indefinite verb is td-tdg-g-fl.
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The tone pattern of the data in (133) is as usual 

unproblematic, reflecting just the usual shape for a 
polysyllabic LHL stem in the indefinite instrumental 
(cf. mdg-gi-ri or mdg-gi).

In the case of the consonant-final verb roots in 
(133), these forms actually represent just the continuative 
stem. There is a distinct frequentative stem available, 
which is shown in (134). (This contrast is not available 
for vowel-final roots, thus an example like kwd-kwe-.ii-ri 
is ambiguous between a continuative and a frequentative 
sense.)

(134) High verb roots
td-t6k-d-ji-ri 
de-der-e-ji-ri 
’bu-’buyut-d-ji-ri
LHL v<?rb m o t ?
mo-mok-o-ji-ri 
ti-tip-i-ji-ri 
s&-s6pCik-Ci- ji-ri

but there is actually another more common variant of this 
construction where the suffix -ri is omitted: de-der-d-.ii 
’use s.t. to cook’, r&-r6m-d-.ii ’use s.t. to spear’, ku- 
kur-u-ii ’use s.t. to dig’, ’bu-’buyut-u-.ii ’use s.t. to 
sharpen’, etc.

It should perhaps be explicitly noted that the 
indefinite forms in (133) and (134) do not permit a variant 
pronunciation where there is a final Falling tone. That is, 
only pronunciations with a final Low tone are available for 
td-tdg-gi. td-tdg-gi-ri, td-tdk-d-.ii-ri, and td~tdkid~ji ■ 
The variation shown in examples like td-tebok-6-.i-a/ 
te-tebdk-o-.i-a does not occur.

The repetitive stem can, of course, co-occur with 
passive morphology. In this section we will illustrate this 
combination. Consider, first, the repetitive form of a
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passive based on. a simple root. There are in fact two 
constructions available. Consider (135), which represents a 
continuative stem.

(135) High verb roots

’d e - ’d£p-A 
’ bd- ’ buyCit-a

LHL verb roots

md-mok-a
md-met-a
sA-sfipCik-6
di-dilili-yA
n g ’i-ng’i-yu
pi-pi-ya

It is clear in (135) that tonally these forms behave just 
the same as any passive based on a LHL root melody (cf. 
sApfik-A). In this case, it just happens that the LHL melody 
is one that is assigned as part of the formation of the 
repetitive stem rather than being a lexical specification 
of individual roots.

There is, however, a second passive formation, this 
one representing the frequentative stem. It is illustrated 
in (136):

(136) High verb roots
(a.) pidng’ A ’b d - ’btik-A-tu i kAtdrAn

’water has been poured freq. on the flowers’

(b. ) ktunCirfi A kii-ktirdp-A-tu
’oil seeds were roasted frequently’

other examples:

td~tdk-d-tu 
'd e - ’dep-A-tu 
de-der-A-tu 
’ bCi- ’ buyut-A-tu
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LHL verb roots
(c. ) ’bSing’ a rd-re-ya-tu

’the courtyard has been swept frequently’

(d.) k i ’bd a sd-sapftk-a-tu
’the canoe was overturned frequently’

other examples:

ku-kur-u-tu 
kwe-kwe-ya-tu 
n g ’i-ng’i-(y)u-tu
ti-tip-a-tu
md-mok-a-tu
’b d - ’bok-a-tu
td-tor-a-tu
ta-tugwar-a-ta
di-dilili-ya-tu

There appears to be a dialectal variant of this 
construction: de-ddr-a-(y)i . md-mdk-a-(y)i.

Notice that the passive frequentative stem displays 
the usual LHL melody up until the final syllable; the 
suffix /tU/ is always pronounced with a Falling tone.

The repetitive stem of a benefactive passive is 
ambiguous between a continuative and a frequentative 
interpretation.

(137) High verb roots
ta.-tuk-0.-ki-?
’d e - ’dep-a-ki-?
’b u - ’buyut-a-ki-?

LHL verb roots

ku-kur-u-ki-? 
kwe-kwe-ki-? 
n g ’i-ng’i-ki-? 
bo-bo-ki-?
mo-mok-a-ki-?
’b d - ’bok-a-ki-?
to-tdr-a-ki-?

The tonal facts of (137) are simple —  the repetitive 
stem shows the same tonal shape in the passive benefactive
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as a LHL polysyllabic stem (cf. s&ptik-A-ki-?).

The repetitive stem of a direction toward passive form

does not show a morphological contrast between the

continuative and the frequentative stems. Only the form

without the echo vowel is used, and it conveys the

continuative sense.

(138) High verb roots

t&-tuk-w-d-?
’d e - ’dep-w-e-?

LHL verb roots
kCi-kur-w-d-?
md-mok-w-d-?
’b d - ’bdk-w-d-? 
td-tor-w-d-? 
kwd-kwe-y-e-? 
n g ’i-ng’i-y-e-? 
bd-bo-w-e-?

The tonal facts here are again exactly parallel to the 
passive of an underlyingly LHL polysyllabic verb root (cf. 
s&puk-w-d-?).

The repetitive stem form of a direction away passive 

verb is shown in (139).

(139) High verb stems

tfc-ttik-h-ji-?
’d e - ’dep-a-ji-?

LHL verb roots

ku-kur-u-ji-? 
md-mok-a-ji-?
’b o - ’bok-a-ji-? 
to-tor-a-ji-? 
kwd-kwe-ya-ji-? 
n g ’i-ng’i-yu-ji-? 
bo-bo-(w)a-ji-?
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Tonally these items are parallel to the passive 

direction away forms of a LHL polysyllabic verb stem (cf. 
s&pftk-&-.ii-?). There is no contrast here between the 
continuative and frequentative stems. Only the form without 
the echo vowel is used in (139), and the sense conveyed is 
a continuative one.

What we have seen so far, is that the LHL tonal melody 
assigned in conjunction with the repetitive stem is 
indistinguishable from a LHL melody associated with a 
polysyllabic verb root. This is true in both simple and 
derived verb forms both in the active and in the passive.

Let us now move onto the repetitive stem in the 
imperative construction. In (140) we show the imperative 
of a simple repetitive stem.

(140) Hjgh yej’b-ggotg
’d e - ’dep-e 
’b u - ’buyut-e

LHL verb roots

mo-mok-e
s&-s&pilk-§
di-dilili-ne

These forms can be glossed roughly as "keep on Verbing 
(over some restricted time period)" and as such are 
semantically to be identified with the continuative stem. 
Tonally (140) is indistinguishable from the imperative of a 
simple LHL polysyllabic root (cf. sApCtk-6).

There is also an imperative form based on the 
frequentative stem:

(141) High verb roots

de-der-e-ne de-der-e 
’b u - ’buyut-u-ne ’b u - ’buyut

LHL verb roots

md-mdk-6-ne mo-mok-o 
sa-sapuk-Ci-ne sA-sdpuk
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The imperative form of the frequentative stem (e.g. de- 
ddr-e-ne) is used only in the construction cited above—  
i.e. a construction where the imperative form of the verb 
is immediately followed by the non-imperative form of the 
verb. This construction is a common one in the language. 
For example, ddr-6 ddr is used to mean ’cook it, d o n ’t x 
i t!’ It should be noted, however, that the forms in (141) 
are not given a similar interpretation, de-der-e-ne dd-der- 
£  means ’go on cooking it from time to time' not ’cook it
from time to time, d o n ’t x it!’ The tonal pattern of de-
ddr-d-n§ is, of course, just the tonal pattern of all
polysyllabic LHL verb stems in the imperative (cf. dilili- 
J1S) •

The indefinite form of an imperative based on the
repetitive stem is shown in (142).

(142) High .YSJT.b. .r.QQ.t.g
’d e-’deb-bi-?
’b u - ’buyud-di-?

LHL verb roots
md-mdg-gi-? 
sd-s&pCig-gi-? 
di-dilili-ji-?

These forms show that the imperative forms of the 
repetitive stem follow the same tonal generalization that 
we have seen for the non-imperative repetitive stem—  
namely, the repetitive stem assigns a LHL that then 
functions tonally like any underlying LHL melody. Thus md- 
mdg-gi-? is tonally exactly parallel' to 
s&pCtg-gi— ? .

We list below —  for the sake of completeness -- the 
imperative forms of repetitive stems based on the various 
derived verb stems (benefactive, direction toward, etc.).
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(143) benefactive definite

(a.) de-der-d-ki 
(b. ) ’bCi-’buyut-a-ki

benefactive indefinite
(c.) dd-der-d-kin-di-?
(d .) ’ bCi- ’ bCiyut-d-kin-di-?

direction toward definite

(e.) md-mdk-u 
(f. ) sd-sdpCik-u

direction toward indefinite

(g.) mo-mdk-un-di-?
(h.) sd-sdpilk-Cin-di-?

direction awav definite

(i .) kCt-kCir-drd?
(j . ) nyd-nyd’ ddt-drd?

direction away indefinite

(k. ) kCi-kdr-dd-di-?
(1.) nyd-nya'ddt-dd-di-?

There is no contrast between the continuative and the 
frequentative stems for any of the above forms. Tonally, 
these constructions are straightforward: they have the same 
pattern that any polysyllabic LHL verb stem would have.

It is also possible to form an imperative of the 
repetitive stem based on an (active indefinite) 
instrumental verbal form. For this construction there is a 
contrast between the continuative stem (given in (144)) and 
the frequentative stem (given in (145)).

(144) de-der-ji de-der-ji (from: der ’cook’ , a H root) 
do-dog-gi do-dog-gi (from: dok ’fetch’, a LHL

root)
’b u - ’buyud-di ’b u - ’buyud-di (from: ’buyut

’sharpen’)

(145) de-ddr-e-ji de-der-e-ji (or: ...de-der-d-ji) 
dd-dok-o-ji dd-dok-o-ji (or: ...dd-dok-o-ji)
’b u - ’buyut-u-ji ’b u - ’buyut-u-ji
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The constructions in (144) and (145), from a segmental 

perspective, simply involves repeating the continuative or 
frequentative stem of an instrumental (active indefinite) 
verb form. Tonally, the first occurrence of the form is 
entirely Low-toned, while the second occurrence is more 
complicated. In the case of the continuative stem, the 
second occurrence of the word just exhibits the LHL 
pattern. In the case of the frequentative stem, the second 
occurrence exhibits a LHLF (alternating with a LHL) shape 
for a monosyllabic root but just a LHL pattern for a 
polysyllabic root. It should be noted that this tone 
pattern is not one that simply follows from the repetitive 
stem formation assigning a LHL melody to the stem. An 
underlyingly LHL root forms an imperative instrumental as 
follows: mdg-gi m6g-gl and s&pfrg-gi s&pug-gi.

Next let us turn to imperative forms of repetitive 
stems based on passive verbs. We begin with the simple 
passive.

(146) High verb roots

’d e - ’dep-a-ni-?
’b d - ’bok-a-ni-?
’b u - ’buyut-a-ni-?

LHL verb roots

md-mok-a-ni-?
sA-sApftk-A-ni-?
di-dilili-ya-ni?

Recall that in the imperative of (non-reduplicated) passive 
verbs, the tone pattern is for all the syllables to be Low 
except for the last, which is High. We see in (146) and 
below that the repetitive stem follows this pattern.

In (147) below we illustrate the imperative form of a 
repetitive stem based on passive derived verbs:
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(147) passive benefactive

(a.) kii-kitr-d-kin-i-?
(b.) sd-sdpiik-d-kin-i-?

passive direction toward

(c.) ’b o - ’bdk-w-d-ni-?
(d.) nyd-nyd’ddt-w-d-ni-?

passive direction away

(e.) gd-gdl-a-ji-ni-?
(f.) ’b d - ’bdrd-wa-ji-ni-?

passive instrumental

(g.) dd-ddr-d-ri dd-der-a-ri
(h.) ’b u - ’bCiyut-d-ri ’b u - ’buyut-a-ri

passive instrumental (another version)

(i.) dd-ddr-d-ri-kin dd-der-d-ri-kin 
(j . ) sd-sdpCik-a-ri-kin sd-s&pdk-d-ri-kin

These data require no discussion, since they follow tonally 
the generalization that the repetitive stem is 
indistinguishable from a LHL polysyllabic verb stem in the 
way that it behaves tonally in the verbal morphology.

Recall that the causative/reciprocal word-formation 
process assigns the stem a LHL tonal melody, just as the 
repetitive word-formation process does. It should be noted 
that these two word-formation processes can be combined. 
The repetitive stem based on a causative/reciprocal of a 
simple verb root is illustrated in (148).

(148) High verb roots

to-to-’dep 
to-to-’b&yut

LHL verb roots

td-to-mdk
tCi-tu-sdp£ik
to-to-dillli
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(Throughout this discussion, we will illustrate just the 
continuative form of the repetitive stem.)

Examination of (148) shows clearly that there is just 
a single occurrence of a LHL melody in these forms, not two 
occurrences. If there were two occurrences of the melody, 
then in an example like t6-t6-dilili we would expect the 
tone shape *td-t6-dililt. Thus we must assume that the LHL 
melody supplied by the repetitive word-formation process 
supplants the LHL melody supplied by the causative/ 
reciprocal word-formation process, which previously had 
supplanted the underlying melody of the root.

The indefinite forms are unremarkable:
(149) High verb roots

td-to-’ddb-b-h 
td-td-’buyftd-dy-a

LHL verb roots

td-td-mog-g-a 
tdt-tft-sdpCtg-g-d 
td-to-dilili-j-d

In (150) we show the repetitive form of a causative/
reciprocal benefactive stem 
indefinite forms).

(150) High verb roots
td-t6-’ddp-d-kin 
td-to-’buyht-a-kin

LHL verb roots
td-to-mdk-a-kin
th-tu-sdphk-d-kin
td-td-dilili-ya-kin

That there is a single LHL 
verbal forms is very obvious, 
called for.

(in both the definite and

td-to-’ddp-d-kin-dy-d 
td-to-’bhyut-d-kin-dy-a

to-to-mdk-a-kin-dy-a
th-tu-sdpCik-d-kin-dy-d
td-to-dilili-ya-kin-dy-a

melody associated with these 
and no further comment is
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The repetitive stem of a causative/reciprocal form of 

a direction toward verb (both in the definite and the 
indefinite) is shown in (151).

(151) High verb roots
td-t6- ’ d&p-ftn td-t6- ’ ddp-un-dy-a
td-t6- ’ bftyiit-un to-t6- ’ bCiyCit-un-dy-a

LHL verb roots
td-to-mdk-un td-to-mdk-Cin-dy-a
th-tu-shphk-Cm th-tu-s Aphk-Cin-dy-6.
td-to-dilili-yCin td-t6-dilili-yun-dy-a

These data show clearly that the tonal pattern of this 
morphologically complex form is exactly the same as that of 
a morphologically simple polysyllabic verb stem (cf. s&pftk- 
M  and dilili-yun).

The repetitive stem of a causative direction away verb 
(both in the definite and the indefinite) is presented in 
(152).

(152) High verb roots
to-t6-’ddp-ard? td-to-’dep-ad-d-u
td-to-'buyut-ara? to-to-’buyut-ad-d-u

LHL verb roots
to-to-mok-ara? t6-t6-mok-ad-d-u
ta-td-s&pCik-Ar&? ta-tu-sAp(ik-Ad-dCi
td-to-dilili-yara? to-t6-dilili-yad-d-u

Tonally, of course, these items parallel a simple LHL verb 
in the direction away (cf. s&puk-&r~&?).

The repetitive stem based on the causative/reciprocal 
of an instrumental (active indefinite) verb is illustrated 
in (153).
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(153) High verb roots

td-to-’ddb-bi(- ri) 
td-to-’buyud-di(-ri)

LHL verb roots

td-to-mdg-gi(-ri) 
tii-tCi-s&pCig-gi (-ri)

By now no comment should be necessary with respect to the 
tonology of these forms.

We can, of course, have passive forms of repetitive 
stems based on causative/reciprocal stems. We will not go 
through all of the forms. It will be sufficient to 
illustrate with the repetitive causative/reciprocal of a 
simple verb root:

(154) High verb roots

td-to-’ddp-a 
td-to- ’ buyCit-6

LHL verb roots

td-to-mdk-a 
tCi-td- sdpCik-d 
td-to-dilili-ya

It seems clear from these data that (a) there is a 
High tone associated with the last vowel of the passive and 
that the LHL melody assigned by the repetitive stem 
formation process associates with all of the preceding 
syllables in accordance with the usual tone association 
principles. This is, of course, just the analysis that we 
provided for the passive of morphologically simple 
polysyllabic LHL verb stems (cf. dilili-yd).

We will forego illustrating the derived passive stems 
(i.e. the passive benefactive, passive direction toward, 
etc.) in the repetitive causative/reciprocal form. They can 
be readily deduced from the unreduplicated forms given in 
(102) above.
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A  repetitive stem based on a casuative/reciprocal stem 

can of course be used in the imperative. We illustrate this 
just briefly, citing the definite and indefinite forms of a 
repetitive stem based on a simple causative/reciprocal 
stem.

(155) High verb roots
td-to-’dep-e 
td-td- ’ buyiat-e

td-td-’ddb-bi-? 
td-td-'buyud-di-?

to-to-mdk-e 
t Cl-1 d-s ApCik-S 
to-td-dilili-ne

td-td-mog-gi-? 
t Ci-th-s ApCig-gi - ? 
td-to-dilili-ji-?

It is clear from these examples that the imperative tonal 
pattern overrides the LHL melody supplied by the repetitive 
stem formation process (just as it overrides a lexical tone 
melody).

We will not show the imperative forms of reduplicated 
causative/reciprocal forms based on the various derived 
verb stems (benefactive, direction toward, passive, passive 
benefactive, etc.). They can be derived readily from the 
unreduplicated forms cited in (117) above. In each case 
(except for the instrumental forms, which are distinct), 
the tonal shape of the imperative construction overrides 
the LHL pattern assigned by the repetitive stem formation.

2.10. Lexically reduplicated verb stems.
There are a number of Bari verbs which appear to be 

lexically reduplicated —  i.e. the verb is always used with 
reduplication, the root that forms the basis of the 
reduplication never being used alone. For example, the verb 
bo-bot ’soil’ seems to be a reduplication of a hypothetical 
root *b o t . but *bot in fact never occurs while bo-bot is 
used in environments where reduplication is not the norm.
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For example, the past tense particle a normally takes a 
non-reduplicated verb stem, as seen in (156) below.

(156) (a.) Jad& a ’bok ’Jada dug it’

(b.) Poni a ’dep ’Poni held i t ’

The lexically reduplicated verb stems manifest 
reduplication in this environment:

(157) (a.) Jada a bo-bot ’Jada soiled i t ’
(b.) Poni a te-ten ’Poni fixed i t ’

and there is no corresponding unreduplicated stem that can 
be used in this context. Notice that in this context the 
verb does not convey the notion that the action was 
performed repeatedly (either in the continuative or the 
frequentative sense), but rather that the action was 
carried out (in the past) on one occasion.

Some of the lexically reduplicated verb stems are 
listed in (158) below:

(158) li-ling’ ’smoothen’
’di-’dik ’te s t ’ 
se-sem ’fence’
lfc-lum ’choose the best from different places’
’dl-’dlk ’test’
ld-lSng’ ’notch’
li-lim ’drizzle’
ri-rik ’m e n d ’
dd-d6ng’ ’shake’
n g ’d-ng’d ’winnow’
pe-pen ’gather’
md-ma ’fry in a p a n ’
ku-ku’di ’tickle’
ma-marang’ ’threaten’

Notice that in every case a lexically reduplicated verb 
stem has the tonal shape LHL. Recall that the repetitive 
stem also involves the assignment of a LHL melody in place 
of the lexical root melody.
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The lexically reduplicated forms listed above form

their indefinite form like all LHL roots.
(159) (a.) J&d& a bd-bdd-dy-a bongd?

'Jada soiled a dress’

(b.) Poni a se-sem-b-a kadi
’Poni put a fence around a house'

(c.) J&d& a li-lin-g-A k&di
’Jada smoothened (the floor of) the house’

(d.) n£n a ’d i - ’dig-g-A n g ’utu?
’I tested somebody’

The lexically reduplicated verbs derive the 
benefactive, direction toward, direction away, and 
instrumental forms just like any LHL root. We illustrate 
just the benefactive.

(160) benefactive definite
(a.) ... d. te-tdn-a-kin ’...fixed for h i m ’
(b.) ...a se-sem-d-kin ’...fenced for h i m ’
(c.) ...a li-ling’-&-kin ’...smoothened for h i m ’

benefactive indefinite
(d.) ...a bd-bot-a-kin-dy-&

’...soiled s.t. for h i m ’

(e.) ...a se-sem-a-kin-dy-d 
’...fenced s.t. for h i m ’

(f.) ...& li-ling’-&-kin-dy-&
’...smoothened s.t. for h i m ’

The lexically reduplicated verbs form the passive in a 
fashion that is identical to that of any LHL verb root.

(161) simple passive
(a.) ...a ’d i-’dik-d ’...was tested’ 
(b.) ...a sd-sem-a ’...was fenced’ 
(c.) ...a bd-bot-a ’...was soiled’
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passive benefactive

(d.) ...a ’d i - ’dik-A-ki-? ’...was tested for
h i m ’

(e.) ...a s6-s6m-&-ki-? ’...was fenced for h i m ’ 
(f.) ...& bd-b6t-&-ki-? ’...was soiled for h i m ’

Up until this point, the lexically reduplicated verbs 
were structurally indistinguishable from non-reduplicated 
LHL verb roots. It is not the case that these items are 
always indistinguishable however.

Recall that in the present and future tenses, the 
reduplicative stem is used rather than the simple verb 
root. The first thing that is striking about the lexically 
reduplicated verbs under discussion is that they do not 
undergo further reduplication in the present and future 
tenses. Thus from bo-bot one cannot form a reduplicative 
stem *b6-bo-bot. The reduplicative stem of lexically 
reduplicated verbs is segmentally the same as the simple 
stem —  the only difference is a tonal one.

We illustrate the reduplicated stem of lexically 
reduplicated verbs in (162) below.

(162) definite form
(a.) ...m6 li-ling’ ’...will smoothen i t ’
(b.) ...ko bo-bot ’...will soil i t ’

indefinite form
(c.) ...lo t6-ten-dy-a ’...is fixing s.t.’
(d.) ...mo ’di-’dig-g-& ’...will test s.t.’

Recall that we will be examining the tonal pattern of the 
reduplicative stem in Chapter 5. Until then, it is 
sufficient to note that tonally li-ling’ and te-ten-dy-a 
are not identical to the reduplicative stems of non
reduplicated LHL roots —  cf. me-met. not *me~met. We will 
examine this difference in Chapter 5 both for simple 
lexically reduplicated roots as well as for derived forms 
of such roots.
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CHAPTER 3

NON-VERBAL TONOLOGY

3.1.0. An introduction to the Bari n oun.
A Bari noun may consist minimally of a root. Noun 

roots (like verb roots) are, in their simplest form, CV(C) 
in structure. Monosyllabic noun roots may be either High- 
toned, Low-toned, or Falling-toned. Examples are given in 
(1):

(1) High-toned monosyllabic noun roots

ki ’heaven’
lut ’dirt’
kin ’human faeces’
16 ’m i l k ’
ttiur ’village, clan’
do ’y o u ’
td ’you p i .’
se ’the y ’
nye ’h e ’
kwd ’h e a d ’
g6r ’spear’
gor ’collarbone’
bar ’flood’
kfik ’charcoal’
’bet ’carefree person’ 
gdng’ ’group of people’ 
jok ’groin’
kdr ’place marked for new cultivation’ 
rut ’penis’
kak ’earth, ground, world’
tdr 'marsh, swamp’
bor ’foot (of a mountain); hernia’
mer ’crown of the h e a d ’
rdt ’tear, wound, hurting part of the b o d y ’
bap ’abdomen’
k6ng’ ’eyebrow ridge’
bun ’coffee’
ddng’ ’b o w ’
nan ’which?’
t6m ’native guitar’
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dung’ ’c lan’ 
b6r ’age-group’ 
n g ’6r ’hip-bone’ 
bam ’careless person’ 
lum ’thatching grass’

Low-toned monosyllabic noun roots

kak ’earth’
dak ’pipe’
mdk ’antbear’
gdp ’skin back cloth’
gwAng’ ’wild c a t ’
tdr ’long pole for paddling canoe’

Falling-toned monosyllabic noun roots

tdng’ ’group, h e r d ’ 
n g ’un ’G o d ’
tir ’cultivation area’ 
swfit ’e a r ’ 
buk ’b o o k ’ 
nin ’I ’ 
y 1? ’w e ’
’b ang’ ’h o m e ’
’bet ’small hoe used for weeding’

The picture that we have presented above of the 
monosyllabic noun roots is misleadingly simple. Although 
there are indeed just three tonal shapes for monosyllabic 
roots, there are actually five patterns of tonological 
behavior when we consider the phrasal phonology of Bari.

As we indicated in Chapter 1, and as we will develop 
in detail in Chapter 4, Bari words are affected by a 
preceding word that ends in a High tone. The nouns that we 
have listed in (1) as being High-toned actually display two 
distinct types of behavior in the event that they are 
preceded by a word ending in a High tone. One type of H 
noun (which we label Hi ) alternates with Low in the post- 
High environment:

(2) ...a ryak t£ir ’...robbed the village’ 
(cf. tur ’village’)
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The second type of H monosyllabic noun (which we label H2 ) 
alternates with a Falling tone in the post-High 
environment:

(3) ...k mat le ’ . ..drank the m i l k ’
(cf. 16 ’m i l k ’)

The nouns that we listed in (1) as Low also fall into 
two different types in terms of their behavior in the post- 
High context. One type (which we label L i ) remains Low when 
preceded by a word that ends in a High tone.

(4) ...k lok mok ’...entrapped the antbear’
(cf. mdk ’antbear’)

The second type of Low monosyllable (which we label L2 ) 
changes to a Falling tone in the post-High environment:

(5) ...k m6t dak ’...saw the pipe’
(c f . dAk ’p i p e ’)

The nouns that we listed in (1) as having a Falling tone 
all alternate with Low in the post-High environment:

(6) ...a mo? n g ’Cin ’ . . .beseeched G o d ’
(cf. n g ’un ’G o d ’)

We will consider the problems posed by the above data in 
some detail in Chapter 4. It turns out that the fact that 
High monosyllabic nouns show two distinct patterns of 
behavior and that Low monosyllabic nouns also show two 
distinct patterns of behavior does not necessarily lead to 
the conclusion that there are four distinct tonal shapes 
underlying these four classes of nouns.

Although monosyllabic noun roots pose some problems 
(since they exhibit, at the phrasal level, more tonal 
patterns than the expected three), bisyllabic and longer
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roots are rather more straightforward. In each case, we 
find that non-final syllables can be either H or L (with no 
constraints on the sequencing of these tones) and the last 
syllable can be either H, L, or Falling. Again, there are 
no constraints on the sequencing of the final tone vis a 
vis the preceding tones. In other words, Bari nominal roots 
display non-melodic tone —  i.e. the tonal shape of a Bari 
nominal root is dependent on how many syllables there are. 
This contrasts with the melodic tone exhibited by Bari verb 
roots, where there are just two tonal shapes no matter how 
many syllables there may be in the root.

For disyllabic noun roots there are six possible tonal 
shapes: HH, HL, HF, LH, LL, LF. These six shapes are 
illustrated in (7) below:

(7) HH noun roots
wuri ’wild p i g ’ 
kare ’river’ 
kidi ’w e l l ’ 
k i ’b6 ’canoe’ 
pApA ’trench’ 
kimang’ ’fire’ 
kinyd ’food’ 
koka ’leopard’ 
kupA ’basket’ 
kutuk ’mouth’ 
kiyuk ’t u r n ’
kudtik ’club for threshing’ 
kakit, yAkit ’grass head-pad’ 
rAgong’ ’sp. f ish’ 
k616? ’hatchet’
’buku ’shield’ 
dudu ’fish harpoon’
?Apd ’crime, misdemeanor’
’dik6? ’cloud’
’dildng’ ’meat, meat sauce’
gdbAr ’hide, leather’
kidi ’shoulder’
s d ’bi ’tree g u m ’
gworo? ’voice’
gwdld? ’knob of a tree’
k i ’dem ’evil e y e ’
g 6 ’b6r ’shell of the Nile turtle’
kinydng’ ’crocodile’
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misa? ’slap1 
miji? ’red ochre’ 
s&ri ’sp. fish’ 
piti? ’string, rope’ 
n g ’idip ’tongue’ 
miri ’ mountain ’ 
kdli ’h o e ’

HL noun roots

dulur ’castor oil plant’
k6pd ’c u p ’
tibi ’tobacco’
miji ’table’
lemd? ’new grass’
bibi? ’small basket’
j&jftk ’chest’
kildng’ ’rock rabbit’
gu'dCi? ’h u m p ’
birdt 'sp. fish’
bad? ’board, plank’
biggd? ’crops just sprouting’
bangi? ’marijuana’
bibi ’buzzing f ly’
wuri ’cork’
nyuti ’t high’
dimi ’sp. tree with hard white w o o d ’ 
kiti ’chair’
tiryd ’a tree whose bark is used for making r ope’ 

H5L_nQ.un., raots.: 
kotet ’t a i l ’
j6gi ’necklace of ostrich egg shell’
yiwi ’b e e r ’
k i n g ’a ’y e a r ’
rin g ’d ’honey badger’
m u ’da ’p o t ’
luba ’long handle of a h o e ’
ji’be ’rainy season’
kiko? ’way, road’
miring’ ’fence’
meling’ ’dry season’
m i ’d i n g ’ ’forest’
nyirit ’reed r at’
lip6? ’earth, m u d ’
yipa? ’m o o n ’
gulfim ’grave’
pele? ’b elly’
mdken ’mother-in-law’
mekor ’buffalo’
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kipy& ’gun, thunderbolt’ 
tigi ’spotted wild c a t ’
dting’i ’thorny shrub used in making fences’

LH noun roots:

n g ’Cuni ’needle’ 
bdngd? ’cloth’ 
m&nyfi ’stepchild’ 
khm6 ’nose’ 
bil&? ’small whistle’ 
gCtwd ’jackal’ 
k&yd ’first-born’ 
bisd? ’target game’ 
b&dd? ’wedding dance’ 
kdng’e ’e y e ’ 
kitdn ’python’

EL goats •
diipd? ’ cradle ’
tdrd ’mat *
bdjd ’September’
gw&kli ’forked pole’
kdsd ’tiny basket for tobacco’
r&ba ’platform, bottom’
ka ’ b& ’ large spear blade ’
kdylt ’riddle’
surdeng’ ’spotted field m o u s e ’ 
ldw£ ’arrow’ 
bCiti ’ s p . tree ’
gw&ri ’an oath to fight until the e n d ’
bini 'maize tassel’
bddd ’expert, craftsman’
dipd ’dancing yard'
kdrd ’dance’
timi ’a brass cylindrical bead worn by girls’ 
widi ’noose for trapping m i c e ’

LF noun roots:

wini ’medicine’
kita ’job’
laka ’wild grain’
kisSr ’first rain’
k&td ’the inside, internal’
pirit 'place’
kdr§k ’spear’
’bhnit ’woman’s wear ’ 
gogok ’Grant’s zebra’
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n g ’Ciru? ’stunted, undersized’ 
ki jd? ’grind-stone’ 
k&me? ’spoon’ 
b&b&r ’steamer’ 
bdnjin ’petrol, ga s ’ 
k i ’bi ’wild fig tr e e ’ 
k&ll ’whip, song’ 
kCuni ’sp. fruit tr e e ’

Trisyllabic noun roots would be expected to have any 
of the following tonal shapes: HHH, HHL, HHF, HLH, HLL,
HLF, LLH, LLL, LLF, LHL, LHH, LHF. We have found examples 
of most of these patterns:

(8) HHH noun r<?<rts:
pilili ’small knife’
kdbudu ’reaped and discarded heads of grain’
ldkiling’ ’elbow’
gwdkisik ’playing shells’
gwdli1ing’ ’cheek’
kulCilung’ ’ skull ’
kasuluk ’umbilical hernia’
kw6r6k6? ’ankle’
kipita? ’string, rope’
gw6r6k6? ’haughty person’

HHL noun roots:

likitd ’rabbit’
nydngild ’sp. tree whose wood is used for h o e s ’
kandrd ’glass beads’
kiribCi ’civet c a t ’
gw&ltikbk ’ground hornbill’
kirikdk ’chameleon’
kisdak ’d u c k ’
k i t d ’bdk ’land tortoise’
’yulukut ’small gourd ladle’
m u ’ddkdt ’placenta’
kdpdy&k ’a kind of stork’
kundurdk ’handle of a small hatchet’
tererd ’arid place’
nydli’be ’sp. tree’
taping’! ’guinea-fowl’
kumbiri ’Uganda k o b ’
diriri ’cricket’
tdkdyCi ’piece of charred w o o d ’
ki r i ’di ’passage between mountains’
tdwili ’heart, soul, concience’
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HHF noun roots:
m&rate ’kinsman’ 
tdmdndng’ ’side of head’ 
ndkdnet ’r ope, c ord’ 
mdidsdn ’garden’

HLH noun roots: 

tiribi ’pipe stem’
gwdrgw&ld? ’pennant-winged Nightjar’ 
kukuli? ’black and white wagtail’ 
tingili? ’smallest drum’ 
kagdr6 ’cra b ’
HLL noun roots:

birisi ’m a t ’ 
b&sal& ’o n ion’ 
n g ’unumi ’whiskers’

HLF noun roots:
(no examples in our data for unanalysable roots)

LLH noun roots:
jdgwdri ’c omb’ 
k&bidd ’pumpkin leaves’ 
sili’bd ’flute’ 
g&l&’b& ’depression’ 
ny&lama ’g a p ’ 
k&l&ba ’b o w l ’
k i ’dird ’ash, rubbish heap’ 
k&puldt ’nave1 ’ 
k&dti’bfi? ’dropsy’
sCikh’be? ’upper part of the breast b one’
k&tCikti 'crown of the skull’
k & ’b&lu ’large pool in a river’
l&kembe ’Zande h a r p ’
maruru ’hard c lod’
m asu’du ’big abcess’
kdnddrd ’a high shelter overlooking a garden’

LLL noun roots:

ambata ’b r e a d ’ 
sulhkwak ’h o o f ’
kal&ngw&ng’ ’trap for big g ame’
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gidrd ’trap for big game’
kiliwi ’a skipping game’
kilikwdk ’red-fronted Barbet'
wd jdgd ’ baboon ’
nyikwiri ’grandchild’
rdngdli ’a kind of shield’
rdngdli ’large o w l ’
imbild ’edible white pumpkin’
gwdnkdrd ’puff adder’
ldb&gd ’hy e n a ’
tigigi ’rhinoceros’
tdngCirli ’spur of cock or fish f i n ’
tigili ’spur of cock or fish fi n ’
tdldggi ’small club of hard w o o d ’
kiri’bit ’sp. grass’
kdpingd ’sack, usu. made of goatskin or bark’

LLF noun roots:
k&kdri ’wild vegetable’
kitirut ’cold’
bdrimit ’barre1 ’
k&bdng’fit ’a i r , wind’
kitdmit ’door’
k i ’bile ’gourd potshard’
n g ’e l e ’be ’broken gourd-dish’
ldpddi ’child’
kimirfi ’lion’

LHL noun rootS-i
birigo? ’blood-tapping horn’ 
kdrdmbd ’large new h o e ’ 
yik&nyd ? ’grandmother' 
sdrkali ’local police’ 
mirinyi ’grandfather’ 
gimbdyd ’stomach’
g&mbdri ’shell of Nile turtle used for washing’
kilindi ’sp. tree good for making canoes’
swiliki ’black-billed lesser hornbill'
kimiti ’mud fish’
m&ngile? ’scaly anteater’
mikungd ’subchief’
kdrnini ’sp. poisionous snake’

LHH noun roots:
(no examples in our data for unanalysable roots) 

LHF noun roots:
(no examples in our data)
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The above data for trisyllabic noun roots confirm our 
observation that tone in Bari noun roots is non-melodic. 
There is not a small, fixed number of tonal shapes assigned 
to a root independently of the number of syllables in the 
root. Rather, each syllable of a noun root selects a tone 
independently of the tone selected by other root syllables 
(the only limitation being that a Falling tone can be 
selected only by the last syllable-).

There are some quadrisyllable (or longer) noun roots 
in Bari, and they likewise suggest that tone in Bari nouns 
is non-melodic. The following examples can be cited. While 
we have not found instances of all the logically possible 
tone patterns for a quadrisyllable noun roots, the reason 
for this seems clearly to be the paucity of quadrisyllable 
noun roots. Those that do occur clearly suggest that any 
tone sequence is possible.

(9) HHHH noun rootsl

temenend? ’yellow ants’

HHHL noun root g-i

s&r&mdndi ’groundnut’ 
kftlungCiyCi ’small winged white ants’ 
keldkdmut ’a kind of shrub’ 
kilingiyd? ’see-saw’
kiligiryd? ’black-beaked weaver sparrow’ 
k&bdkdyd ’ small passerine b i r d ’

HLHL noun roots:

gwdng’kdrokok ’puff adder’ 
sisiliwa ’mushrooms’

LLHL noun roots:

bataniya ’blanket’ 
arabiya 'car, lorry’ 
k a ’bureleng' ’dirt in the eyes’
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LHLL noun roots:
jambfilCikCik ’large vulture’ 
ddminikli ’ Sunday ’ 
k&likisCtk ’yellow wagtail’ 
amulerS ’whistle-pipe’ 
b Jit i s imo ’ bapt i sm. ’ 
k&lilikwdk ’wall window’

x\om  ..rg.Qt.s
subesubek ’red-collared white stork’ 
kdr6kdr6k ’blackboard’ 
ghrukghruk ’sp. fish’ 
k&p&pCtrti. ’tiny flowery grass’ 
k&l&k&l&k ’tiny winged ants’

LHLF noun roots:

likikiri? ’folklore fable’
klibAbAl&ng’ ’the lower part of the ear lobe’ 
k & ’b i ’binyfi? ’foreskin’ 
k & j e ’bdlydk ’gecko’

IiLLH noun roots:

ped£d6et ’tiny b i r d ’ 
k&reketo ’rag’

LLLF noun roots:

kerfeketo ’rags’

LLLL noun roots:

muting’muting’ ’rhinoceros’
k&dy&dy&ri ’an evergreen shrub good for fences’ 
k&ldngw6r6 ’the trigger of a mousetrap’
kirimiji ’a procumbent h e r b ’

HHSHL..n.o.ua .r.optg
kulunguguyii ’small winged white ants’

LLLLH noun roots: 

t6b£d6dd6t ’sp. b i r d ’
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The data listed above suggest that in the underlying 

structure of Bari nouns we must specify for each syllable
in the noun what its tonal shape is. The possible tonal
shapes in a Bari noun cannot be reduced to a small set of 
"tonal melodies", such that the tonal realization of any
given syllable of a noun can be derived by rule from the
overall melody of the noun. Rather, the tonal realization 
of any given syllable in a noun seems to be determined by 
that syllable and that syllable alone.

It is not obvious, however, in an autosegmental 
treatment, whether a sequence of syllables in a Bari noun 
that have the same tonal realization should be regarded as 
a series of tones, e.g.

H H H
I I 1

ir <r <r
I I i

pi li li

or as a single tone multiply-linked, as in:

H
/i'-v

<r (T O’

‘ i ipi li li

In verbs, of course, there was evidence in favor of the 
multiple-linking analysis. Evidence with respect to nouns 
will be examined later in Chapter 4. We will simply assume, 
for the present, the sort of representation where there is 
a single, multiply-linked tone.

It should be noted that we are assuming that Falling 
tones are represented as a sequence of a High and a Low 
tone associated with the same syllable:
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fr $
i J

The evidence fob this representation in Bari is strong in 
Bari verbal tonology, as we have seen. The nominal tonology 
supports the analysis as well, as will be seen in Chapter 
4.

3.1.1. Bari noun morphology.
Although a Bari noun may consist of just a root and no 

other morphological element, there are several nominal 
affixes that may co-occur with a root. These include a few 
prefixes, but mostly suffixes. The most significant
morphological feature of the Bari noun is the number 
marking. Bari nouns may be marked either for singularity or 
for plurality.

For the purposes of this discussion, we will classify 
Bari noun roots into two types: (A) and (B), according to
their behavior with respect to number marking. Type (A) 
noun roots are inherently singular, and they are marked for 
plurality by the addition of a suffix. Some examples of
such noun roots:

(7) k6pd ’cup’ k6pd-jin ’c ups’
wuri ’wild p i g ’ wdry-& ’wild pigs’
tAr ’lake’ tAr-An 'lakes’

Type (B) noun roots are inherently plural (generally, 
collective nouns) and they are marked for singularity by 
the addition of a suffix. Examples:

(8) kwen ’b i rds’ kwAn-ti ’a b i r d ’
sdmdt ’fis h ’ stimti-ti ’a fish’
dtimAt ’copper, brass’ dumAt-ti ’a piece of

copper’
sisiliwa ’mushrooms’ sisiliwa-ti ’a mushroom’
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There are also some noun roots which co-occur with a suffix 
in both the singular and the plural. We refer to these as 
type (A/B) noun roots. (The situation is, however, somewhat 
more complicated, since in some cases the unsuffixed root 
may also function by itself as either a singular or plural 
form.) Examples:

(9) kijAkw-A ’wild animals’ kijAku-tAt (sg.)
~kijAku

murw-at ’r a t s ’ m&rCi-tAt (sg.)
~mvlrd
lArw-At ’small hills’ lurCi-tAt (sg.)

"lCiru

lArw-At ’male hermit animals’ lArA-tAt (sg.)

Next to number marking, the most important dimension 
of Bari nominal morphology is the system of deverbal 
nominalizations. There is an instrumental formation, 
illustrated below:

(10) ’b6k ’dig’ ’bok-et ’an instrument for digging’
’bok-es-i? (pi.)

der ’cook’ der-et ’an instrument for cooking’ 
dAr-es-i? (pi.)

sApuk ’overturn’ sApuk-At ’instrument for
overturning’ 

sAptik-As-i? (pi.)
’buyut ’sharpen’ 'buyut-At 'an instrument for

sharpening’ 
’buyut-es-i? (pi.)

Notice that this nominalization process involves the 
addition of a suffix that forms an instrumental noun. The 
resulting nominal stem is of the (A) type —  i.e. it is 
inherently singular and requires the addition of another 
suffix to indicate plurality.
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There is also an agentive formation illustrated in

(U).
(11) ka-kur-u-nit 'a farmer’ ka-kur-u-k (pi.) 

cf. kur ’d i g ’

kA-der-A-nit 'a cook’ kA-der-A-k (pi.) 
cf. der ’coo k ’

kA-ny6-A-nit ’a glutton’ kA-ny6-A-k (pi.) 
c f . ny£ ’e a t ’

kA-tdk-d-nit ’a wood cutter’ kA-tdk-d-k (p i .) 
cf. tdk ’cut with an a x e ’

This construction involves the attachment of a prefix, the 
insertion of a ’linking’ vowel (see the discussion of the 
verbal morphology in Chapter 2), and either a suffix /nit/ 
(indicating singular) or -Jj (indicating plural).

3.1.2.0. aspects of number marking in Bari.
In this section we will examine the tonal alternations 

associated with the number marking system in Bari. We will 
examine first the suffixation of plural-marking suffixes to 
type (A) verb roots. We should perhaps note that a number 
of lexical items may co-occur with more than one 
pluralizing suffix (e.g. a suffixed form with /jln/ is 
often an available option for nouns that take other
suffixes).

3.1.2.1. The Pluralizing suffix / A/.
The pluralizing suffix /A/ undergoes two major

segmental alternations: vowel harmony and the rule that
raises a low vowel to mid after a [+ATR] mid vowel. As a
result of these rules, this suffix appears in the three
shapes: and Examples:
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rAt rAt-6
gAr g6r-6
bor b6r-A
gwAlA? gwAlAl-A
kere kAry-a
lele lAly-a
kidi kidy-A
gAldm gAlAm-A
yApA yApAl-A
gwArAkd? gw6rAk61-6
kipiyA? kipiyAl-A
mAlAsAn mAlAsAn-6

’a tear, wound’
’spear’
’foot (of a mountain’) 
’snail’
’gourd’
’flat rock’
’w e l l ’
’grave’
’moon, month’
’haughty person’
’g u n ’
’garden’

If a noun root ends in a vowel (always, a non-low 
vowel), that non-low vowel will be manifested as the 
corresponding glide in position before the suffix /A/ —  in 
other words, the final syllable of the noun root and the 
/A/ will merge into a single syllable. Many examples of 
this phenomenon will be seen in the course of our 
presentation of the tonal facts about /A/ and thus we do 
not need to give examples at this point.

The suffix /A/ is generally manifested on a Low tone. 
This is the only possible shape for this suffix in the 
environment after a H-final noun root:

(13) mer mer-a ’crown of the h e a d ’
ri? rin-A ’large tree for nice shade’
kAhg’ k 6 n g ’-d ’eyebrow ridge’
kiyA? kiyAl-6 ’small red tumor in the vulva’ 
k616? k6161-d ’hatchet’
k6p6r k6p6r-d ’gunwale, edge of a wound’
nyAkAm nyAkAm-A ’chin’
n g ’AdAp n g ’AdAp-A ’tongue’
modong’ modong’-A ’ol d ’
pAtA? pAtAl-A ’string, r o p e ’
pAtAk pAtAk-d ’long spear for fish’
tikAn tikAny-A ’large island in the Ni l e ’
r6r6? r6r61-6 ’voice, larynx’
t A ’dok t A ’dok-A ’earthenware p o t ’
mArAt mArAt-A ’neck’
mukAk mAkAk-A ’bottom, base, root’
mAgAn mAgAny-a ’b o d y ’
kisum kisum-A ’poison’
gwdr6k6? gw6r6k61-6 ’haughty’
kipitA? kipitAl-a ’string, rope’
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If, however, the noun root is vowel-final and ends in 

a H tone, there will be a Falling tone on the suffix /A/. 
The explanation for this is, of course, fairly obvious. The 
H tone of the last syllable of the noun stem is retained 
when that syllable merges with the /A/ suffix into a single 
syllable.

biki biky-A ’leather girdle of the 
kauira’

dupi dupy-A ’fight between rams’ 
'digging stick’gA li guly-A

kidi kidy-a ’well’
lori lory-a ’iron b a r ’
n g ’Abi n g ’eby-a ’cheek’
wuri wury-d ’wild p i g ’
ttili tuly-a ’small p o t ’
lAri l&ry-a ’ drum’
kAbi k6by-& ’flat basket’
pilili pilily-a 'small knife'

gwutu gwutw-fi ’with amputated limb’
’bdkA ’bukw-fi ’shield’
dudu dudw-a ’fish harpoon’
?Apu ?Apw-fi ‘crime, misdemeanor’
tulA tulw-fi ’axe’
munu munw-fi ’snake’
dAru dArw-a ’grass’
gugu gugw-a ’granary’

kole koly-a ’ h oe’
ture tury-a ’walking stick’
tome tomy-a ’elephant’
mAre mery-a ’mountain’
kare kAry-a ’river’
sapA sapy-a ’large p o t ’
kere kery-A ’gourd’
1A1A lely-a ’flat rock’
gwagwA gwAgwy-A 'wild c a t ’

For some reason the suffix /A/ appears to be assigned 
predominantly to nouns that are all High, as above. There 
are a few examples, however, of this suffix attached to 
noun roots of other tonological shapes.
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(15) 11 npuQ ropt

16w6 ldy-A ’arrow’ (apparently from:
*ldwy-a)

HF noun root

yfipfi?
gfil &m
k i ’dd?
pSIS?
muri
m6ken
mdkdr

y&p£l-a
gul6m-&
k i ’d61-d
P6161-A
mdry-fi
m6k6ny-A
mekor-a

HI npun,r.p_at 
bibi biby-fi

’m oon’
’grave’
’filter’
’belly’
’fever’
’mother-in-law’ 
’buffalo’

’buzzing f ly’

LLF noun root

k & ’bSIS k A ’bdly-A ’gourd potshard’
n g ’e l e ’be n g ’3 1 e ’by-S. ’broken gourd-dish’

HHF noun root

m616sSn m616s6n-d ’garden’

These data clearly support the view that the /A/ suffix is 
inherently Low-toned. The data in (15) do require some 
comment on the behavior of Fall-final nouns. We see clearly 
from these data that the final Falling tone simplifies to 
High when the suffix /A/ is appended. We refer to this rule 
as Contour Simplification. Thus m614s6n becomes m416s6n-d. 
This change is, of course, due to the fact that a Falling 
tone is not allowed except on a word-final syllable. Notice 
that in the case of a noun such as n g ’^ l e ’b e . the final 
syllable is vowel-final and has a Falling tone. When the 
Low-toned suffix /A/ is appended, the final syllable of 
n g ’e lA’be (with a HL sequence) and the /A/, with a Low 
tone, will be merged into a single syllable. A Falling tone 
on the last syllable is a straightforward result
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(regardless of whether Contour Simplification is ordered 
before this merger of syllables or afterwards). We will not 
bother to demonstrate that the correct results can be 
obtained under any ordering of the rules.

3.1.2.2. The Pluralizing suffix /At/.
Phonologically, the pluralizing suffix /At/ is exactly 

parallel to /A/, except that it has a consonant after the 
vowel /A/. /At/ is Low-toned. The vowel of /At/ is subject 
to vowel harmony. In addition, it is raised to the mid 
vowel q  after a [+ATR] mid vowel. A vowel-final root in 
front of /At/ will convert its final vowel into a glide, so 
that the final syllable of the noun root and the /At/ 
suffix will form a single syllable. Both the tone of the 
final syllable of the root and the tone of the suffix /At/, 
if different, remain associated with the resulting single 
syllable.

(16) HH noun roots

?Apd ?Apw-at
biki biky-at

’bdkti ’bukw-at
dudu dudw-at

HL noun roots

wuri wury-at
dimi dimy-at

nyuti nyuty-at
k e ’di k e ’dy-at

kiti kity-at
mdli maly-at
tirye tary-at

’unintentional crime’
’leather girdle of the 

kanira*
’shield’
’fish harpoon’

’cork’
’s p . tree with hard white

w o o d ’
’thigh’
'twig used in roof- 

making’
’chair’
’insane, mad’
’slender tree whose bark 
is used for making rope’
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HF noun roots
tigi tigy-at ’spotted wild c at’
tdkwe takw-at* ’a tree with wood good :
d u n g ’£ ddng’-at**

making b e d s , chairs’ 
’thorny shrub used for

fences’

[♦apparently from ♦tdkwy-at]
[♦★apparently from ♦ddng’y-at]

..root?
wadi w^dy-at ’rumor’
n g ’ ami n g ’umy-£t ’needle’
kabd kabw-at ’best m a n ’
rCidu rCldw-at ’thick shrub’
kCidu kCidw-at ’rain’
k&lu kaiw-at ’oath’
kutu katw-at ’beer strainer’
tdrd tdry-at ’flute’
lambd? ldmby-dt ’jaw’
Kdnyi Kany-at (proper male name)
kdpu kapw-at ’h o e ’
mari mdry-at ’d e b t ’
lati laty-at ’good behavior’
k a ’di k a ’dy-at ’pumpkin’ 

’speech, w o r d ’jam6 jamy-at
pdri pary-at ’wall framework’
gwdkd gwdky-dt ’animal path in jungle
gwdld gwdly-6t ’ebony c lub’
kCigi kCigy-at ’den, c a v e ’
bidi bidy-at ’spear b u t t ’
k C m g ’u kung’w-at ’k n e e ’
gdr6 gdrw-at ’sheepfold’

LF noun roots

k&li kaiy-at ’song, w h i p ’
k i ’bi k i ’by-at ’fig tree'
kfuni kCimy-at ’fruit t r e e ’

LL noun roots

widi widy-at ’mouse t r a p ’
bCiti bdty-at ’cloth t r e e ’
k e ’di k d ’dy-at ’twig used in roof

-making’
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sAndi sAndy-At ’poor, miserable, sad’
bini biny-At ’maize tassel’
bddd b6dw-At ’expert’
dipd dipw-At ’dancing yard’
kAndi kAndy-At ’wealthy person’
kdrA kdry-dt ’dance’

HHLl. n<?un roots

tArArA tArAry-At ’arid place’
taping’i tApAng’-dt ’guinea fowl’
kumbiri kumbiry-At ’Uganda k o b ’
titirA titiry-At ’long flat iron tool’
nyAli’bA nyali’by-At ’sp. tree’
tAmpAri tAmpAry-At ’potshard’
tAwili tAwily-At ’heart, soul, mind ’
k iri’di k iri’dy-At ’passage between

mountains’
pAyiti pAylty-At ’ebony tree’
ltis&ri lusury-At ’climbing shrub’
tukdyA tukuy-At* ’piece of charred woo

(*from *t6ktiyw-At by phonological rule)

HLH noun roots
tiribi tiriby-at ’pipe stem’

HLL noun roots

n g ’unumi 
birisi

n g ’unumy-At
birisy-At

’whiskers’
’mat of palm fibre’

LHL noun roots
mAkungil
mAngAlA?
swAliki

kornini
kAmiti
n g ’Ciru’bi
kAlindi

gAmburi

mAkAngw-At ’assistant chief’ 
mAngAly-At ’scaly ant-eater’ 
swAliky-At 'black-billed lesser

hornbill’ 
korniny-at ’sp. poisonous snake’ 
kAmity-At ’mud fish’ 
n g ’u r u ’by-at ’dry mucous’

’sp. tree used for 
canoe-making’

’shell of Nile turtle 
used in washing’

kAlindy-At
gAmbury-At
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LLH noun roots
kAtCiku
k A ’billti
lekembe
kdnddrA

mAsu ’ du 
maruru

kAtdkw-fit 
k A ’b&w-At 
lekemby-at 
kdnddry-dt

m A s u ’dw-At 
mArurw-At

’crown of skull’
'pool of water’
’Zande h arp’
'high shelter overlooking 
a garden’
’big abcess’
’hard clod’

LLF noun roots

kAmiru
lbpfidi

kamirw-at
liipildy-At

’lion’
’child’

LLL noun roots

kAlili
w€ijAg€i
nyAkwAri
rtiuig&li
runguli
AmbAlCt
gwdnkerA
ICtbAgCi
tigigi
tblbggi

kdpAngo

kAlily-At ‘
wiijiigw-At 1
nyAkwAry-At
rCmgAly-At
rung&ly-at
AmbAlw-At
gwdnkAry-at
ihbagw-at
tigigy-At
tAl&ggy-At

kdpAngw-At

remote, emptiness’ 
baboon’
’grandchild’
’a kind of shield’
’large owl’
’edible white pumpkin’ 
’puff adder’
’h y ena’
’rhinoceros ’
’small club of hard 

wood’
'sack, usu. made of 
, goatskin or b ark’

From these data it seems clear that (a) the suffix
/At/ is associated to a Low tone. The final vowel of the
noun stem is incorporated into the same syllable as /At/
and forms the onset of that syllable (i.e. the vowels /I/ 
and /E/ surface as the glide jr and the vowels /U/ and /0/ 
surface as the glide w). There are no examples in our data 
where the stem ends in /A/, so we do not know what would 
happen if a stem-final /A/ were juxtaposed to /At/. We 
assume that the tone of the final vowel remains in the 
tonal tier, only now associated to the syllable that 
contains /At/ —  in other words, we have two tones
associated with the same syllable. In the case where the 
final vowel of the stem bears a Low tone, the result of the
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syllabification processes is that there are two Low tones 
associated with the last syllable of the noun. These two 
Low tones of course just surface as a Low-toned syllable. 
In the case where the final vowel of the stem is associated 
with a High tone, the result of the syllabification 
processes is that there is a H and then a L tone associated 
with the last syllable of the noun. This yields, of course, 
a Falling tone. In the event the last vowel of the stem has 
a Falling tone, i.e. has both a H and a L associoated with 
it, the combination of that Falling-toned syllable with the 
Low-toned /At/ will be a Falling-toned syllable. This 
result can be obtained regardless of whether we order 
Contour Simplification before the syllable merger or 
afterwards.

There appears to be a variant of /At/ that is not 
entirely phonologically predictable. A suffix /et/ occurs 
only after [+ATR] high vowels and also appears to be Low- 
toned like /At/. It seems that /et/ is a variant of /At/, 
but since /At/ can occur after [+ATR] high vowels (in the 
form /at/) as well, one cannot treat /et/ as simply a 
phonetic variant of /At/. Examples of the /et/ allomorph:

kiti kity-At ’chair’
nyuti nyuty-At ’hind leg of animal’
mAri mAry-St ’loan’
kCigi kugy-At ’cave’
kAli kAly-At ’twig, song’
kClmi kdmy-At ’fruit t ree’
lusuri lustiry-At 'sp. t r e e ’
titirA titiry-At ’sp. t r e e ’
tukuyCi tfikdy-At* ’burned wood’
pAyiti pAyity-At ’ebony’
k&lindi kAlindy-At ’fruit tree’
kAmiti kAmity-At ’mudfish’
lApCidl lCtpAdy-At ’child’

[♦apparently from: *tukuyw-At]
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3.1.2.3. The plural1zing suffix /An/.

The pluralizing suffix /An/ appears with a Low tone 
when it follows a High-tone final stem. When the root 
consists just of High tones, this Low tone variant of /An/ 
is the only pronunciation possible:

(18) H noun root

bar bAr-An ’flood’
jok j6k-An ’groin’
gAng’ g6ng’-dn ’group of people’
kAr k6r-dn ’placed marked for

mA? mel-An
new cultivation’ 
’hanging net basket’

tur ttir-An ’small village’
tAr t&r-An ’marsh, swamp’
kak kak-an ’earth, ground’

HH noun root

kiko? kikol-An ’road, p ath’
regong’ rAgdng’-an ’tilaphia fish’
yakit yakit-An ’grass head-pad’
kiyuk kiyuk-An ’turn’
kuduk kuduk-An ’club for threshing’

HHH noun root
gwakisik gwakisik-an ’playshells’
lokiling’ lokiling’-An ’elbow’
gwaliling’ gwAliling’-An ’cheek’
kiilulung’ kdlulung’-An ’skull’
kAsuluk kAsAltik-An ’umbilical hernia’
kwArAkA? kw6r6k61-6n ’ankle’

HHHH w p v h l.root
temenAnA? tAmAnAnAl-An ’a hymenoptyerous

parasite of the 
’kumuri’ tre e ’

Given the data to be discussed immediately below, it is 
somewhat surprising that HLH noun roots as well seem to 
allow only the Low tone variant of the /An/ suffix:
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(19) HLH noun root

kCikuli? kukAlil-An ’wagtail b i r d ’
kagdrA? kAgdr61-dn ’crab’
tingili? tingilil-An ’smallest d r u m ’ 
gwArgwAlA? gwargwAlal-An ’pennant-winged

Nightjar’
Noun roots that have a L before a final H generally 

permit some tonal variation. We begin with the LH noun 
roots since they represent a large class of items. A LH 
noun has three possible tonal shapes in the /An/ plural: 
LHL, LLF, and LHH. Some nouns seem to occur more readily 
with one of these pronunciations than the others, but at 
present we can only note that all these variants exist. We 
will not attempt to decide which variant is the norm for a 
given lexical item. In (20) we give examples of LH nouns as 
we recorded them:

LH_h<?un_ o0u

kitun kitAny-An, kituny-An ’python’
kakat kAkAt-An, kAkAt-An ’door’
bongo? bdngdl-An, bdng61-an, -An ’c l oth’
lAngwA? l&ngwAl-An, lAngwAl-An ’snail’
biso? bis61-An ’target game’
bAdfi? bAdAl-An ’wedding dance’
kwaru? kwArul-An, kwArul-an ’wild c a t ’
k u ’yi? k A ’yil-An ’fish t r a p ’
kCun&t kCunAt-An, kCimAt-An ’Nile p e r c h ’
ringwAt ringwAt-an ’sp. b i r d ’
nyAngA? nyAngel-an ’spleen’
musak musAk-an ’tooth b r u s h ’
k&wAk kCtwAk-An ’jackal’
kiyir kiyir-An ’African mahogony’
gurak gurAk-An, gArAk-An ’Sudan crowned

c r a n e ’
’daru? ’dArul-An ’colobus monkey

’bCilfit ’bAlAt-An ’spotted h yena’
biryA? biryAl-An ’n e t ’

The following noun roots with a L before the final H 
also permit tonal variation in the plural. We cite them 
just in the form where they have a Low on the suffix /An/.
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(21) LLH B9vm_Eaat

kdyimAt
gCirCl’bA?
siikii’be?

kddCi’ba?
kdpulet

kdyim&t-dn
gilrCi’bdl-in
sukii’bel-dn

kddCi’bAl-dn
kapulet-an

’peanut butter’
’old ditch’
’upper part of breast 

b o n e ’
’dropsy’
’navel’

LHLH n<?.un. r.ost
gdrukgCiruk gtirukgCiruk-dn 
subAsub&k subesubek-dn

kdr6kdr6k kdr6kdr6k-dn

'sp. fish’
’red-collared white 

stork’
’blackboard’

The LLH nouns above seem to allow two variants in the 
plural: either LLLF or LLHH. Thus we find either gftrft’bdl- 

or gftrft’bdl-dn in the plural as well as gftrft’b&l-dn. A 
LHLH noun also appears to allow both of these same sorts of 
variation: either LHLLF or LHLHH. Thus we find gftrftkgCtrftk-

and gCtrukghruk-dn in the plural as well as gftrukgCtrukr
A n . It is clear that these variations are exactly parallel 
to those observed above for LH nouns.

It is apparent that variation in the plural is
possible just in case the antepenult vowel is Low. What is 
not apparent is why HLH noun roots fail to exhibit this 
variation whereas LHLH noun roots do. There is also one 
isolated noun that does not appear to have the expected 
alternative forms: tdbdddddet, (pi.) tdb&dededt-dn ’sp.
bird’ .

We have seen so far that /An/ appears with a Low tone 
after H-final stems, but (if this stem-final H is preceded 
by a Low) there are alternative pronunciations available. 
The suffix /An/ also appears with a Low tone when the final 
vowel of the stem has a Falling tone. Of course, this stem- 
final Falling tone undergoes Contour Simplification when a 
suffix is appended and only the High remains associated 
with the final stem vowel. As a consequence, Fall-final 
stems and High-final stems represent the class of stems
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whose final syllable is associated with a High (when 
suffixed):

n g ’un n g ’(in-in ’G o d ’
tir tir-in ’cultivation area’
buk buk-in ’b o o k ’
t ing’ t ing’-6n ’herd, gang’
swit swit-in ’e a r ’

kilyor kily6r-in ’shrub, good for use 
in making doors’

kik6? kik61-in ’way, road’
k i ’di? k i ’ddl-in ’large squirrel’
kurit kurit-in ’giraffe’ 

’phlegm’l i ’b i n g ’ l i ’b dng’-an
lipd? lip61-dn ’earth, m u d ’
minik minik-in ’male animal’
miring’ miring’-in ’fence’
miling’ miling’-in ’dry season'
m i ’ding’ m i ’ding’-in ’forest’
nydirlt nyirit-in ’reed rat’

temening’ temineng’-in ’side of h e a d ’
nekenet nikenet-in ’rope, cord’

omitted LF, LLF, LHLF nouns from (22) above.
We would —  on the basis of (22) —  expect such nouns to
cause the plural suffix /An/ to be Low-toned. And, indeed, 
such a pronunciation is a possible variant. But the more 
usual pronunciation seems to be one where the /An/ is High- 
toned, as shown in (23).

pirit pirit-in ’place’
bdntin bdnt6ny-6n ’ferry b o a t ’
kime? kimel-an ’spoon’
Kiku? Kikul-an (female proper name)
kipet kipit-in ’round flint pebble’
koruk koruk-an ’black and white

crow’
ring’it ring’it-in ’power’
Lid6? Lidol-an (name of second-born

son)
lhrit lirit-in ’channel’
ki jit kijit-in ’river b a n k ’
gwiku? gwikil-in ’sp. lizard’
kdrik kdrik-6n ’spade’
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’bCinit ’ bCinit-An ’woman’s loin

garment’
gdgok gdg6k-An ’Grant’s zebra’

bArAmit bArAmit-An 'barrel’
kAp&rAt kApftrAt-An ’smoke’
kAtCunlt kAtAmit-An ’door’
k h ’d&ng’it k A ’dAng’it-An ’pounding stcik’
kAbhng’At kAbCing’ At-An ’wind’
kAk&rl? kAkAril-An ’wild vegetable’

likikiri? likikiril-An ’folktale fable’
kAbAbAlAng’ kAbAbAlAng’ -,An ’the lower part of

the ear lobe’
k A ’b i ’binyA? k A ’b i ’binyAl -An ’foreskin’
k Aje’bdlyok k AjA’bdlyok- an ’gecko’

We have now examined the behavior of /An/ after H- 
final and Fall-final noun stems. /An/ surfaces with a High 
tone or a Falling tone when the stem ends in a Low tone. 
When the stem is monosyllabic, only the High-tone variant 
seems to be possible:

(24) dak dAk-An ’pipe’
gwAng’ gwaAng’-an ’fox’

In the case of bisyllabic and longer stems, both 
pronunciations of the /An/ are usually possible —  with a 
High tone or with a Falling tone. We have not been able to 
determine whether there is any pattern underlying the use 
of these alternative forms, and for the present time will 
just have to regard this variation as "free" (i.e. 
ungoverned by phonological or grammatical context).
While it seems that in many cases the two variants are not 
of "equal" standing (i.e. one appears to be the norm), 
there is no consistency as to which pattern is the 
apparently preferred one. Thus we have just listed both 
variants, with no indication of a preference for one form 
over the other.
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(25) HL noun roots
kewat kewfit-fin, -fin ’foreleg of animal
yfibfi? yfibfil-fin, -an 'old m a n ’
durfi? durfil-fin, -fin ’grain’
memfi? mfimfil-fin, -fin ’wax, tree g u m ’
bfingi? bfingi1- an, -an ’marijuana’
bfiggd? bfiggdl-fin, -fin ’crops just

sprouting’
bfid? bfidl-fin, -fin ’plank, board’
bibi? bivbil-fin, -an ’basket’
kiryeng’ kiryfing’-fin/-fin ’sp. fish’
kileng’ kilfing’-fin/-fin ’rock rabbit’
gwdngwong’ gwdngwfinmg’-fin/-fin ’kudu’
galam galfim-fin/-an ’pen, pencil’
gfiwfi? gfiwfil-fin/-an ’coffee’
pfingfi? pfingfil-Sn/-fin ’thick porridge’
tumi? tdmil-fin/-fin ’overcooked food’

LL noun roots

dupa? dupfil-fin, -an ’cradle’
s&rdeng’ surdfing’ -fin/-an ’spotted field m o u s e ’
kdyit kdyit-fin/ -an ’riddle’

LHL noun roots

birigd? birigdl-fin, -an
kfiputfi
mekfije?
kfidtidwfi?
kanfiga?

kfirfirfik
karito?

kfiputfil-fin, -fin 
mfikfijfil-fin/-fin 
kfidudwfil-fin/-fin 
kfinfigal-an/-fin

karfirfik-fin/-fin
karitdl-fin/-an

’blood-tapping 
horn’

’foam’
’umbilical cord’ 
’human shadow’ 
’necklace of small 

beads’
’remains of food’
’small grinding 
stone’

HHL noun roots

gwfilfikCik gwdlfikCik-fin, -fin ’ground hornbill’
kitd’bdk kit6’bdk-6n/-on ’land tortoise’
kundurek kundurek-an/-an ’handle of a small

hatchet’
kirikdk kirikok-an/-an ’chameleon’
kisaak kisaak-an/-an ’duck’
likitd? likitdl-6n/-6n ’wild rabbit’
’yulukut ’yulukut-fin/-an ’small gourd ladle’
kagiru? kagirCil-fin/-an ’agnail’
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kfigfirdn kfigfirdny-an/-fin ’agnail’
mu ’ dfikfit m u ’ dfikfit-fin/-fin ’placenta’
kfipfiyak kfipfiyfik-fin/-fin ’a kind of stork’

LLL npun tw t a
gwdldkdk gwdldkdk-fin, -An ’bi r d ’s crop’
sCilCtkwfik sCtl&kwfik-fin/ -An ’h o o f ’
kfilfingwfing’ kfilfingwfing’-an/ -an ’big game trap’ 
kilijwfik kilijwfik-fin/ -fin ’smaller euphorbia’
kilikwdk kilikwdk-6n/ -6n red-fronted Barbet’

HHHL noun roots

kelekemut kelekemut-an/ -fin ’kind of shrub’ 
kilingiyd? kilingiydl-dn/ -6n ’see-saw’ 
kilingiryfi? kilingiryfil-An/ -fin 'sp. bird’

HLHL noun roots

gwonkdrokdk gwonkorokdk-fin, -fin ’puff adder’

ItLLL h9dh...rog.t?

muting’muting’ muting’mu t i n g ’-an/-fin
’rhinoceros’

kfidyfidyfiri kfidyfidyfiri1-fin/-fin ’an evergreen
shrub good for fences’

LHLL noun roots

jambulukCik jfimbdl£ikCik-an/-fin ’a kind of large
bird’

ddminikfi? ddminikal-an/-fin ’Sunday’
kfilikisCtk kfilikisiik-fin/-fin ’yellow wagtail’

The data in (25) show that a variety of nominal tonal 
shapes —  all of them having a L in stem final position—  
govern either a H or a Fall on the suffix /An/: a HL noun 
such as kfiwat. a LL noun such as duna?. a LHL noun such as 
birxgo?. a HHL noun such as gwulukCik, a LLL noun such as 
gwdlokok. a HLHL noun such as gwonkorokok. There can be no 
doubt that it is the Low of the final syllable in the stem 
that is crucial.

At this point let us consider possible analyses for 
the data so far presented. First of all, it seems most
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unlikely that the suffix /An/ is not basically Low-toned. 
We have already examined the behavior of a number of 
suffixes that do appear to be Low-toned, and /An/ is not 
tonologically parallel to them. Since after L-final noun 
stems, /An/ surfaces with either a H or a Falling tone, it 
seems reasonable to assume that one of these shapes 
represents its underlying representation. We would thus 
require a rule to change this underlying H or F tone to L 
when the preceding stem ends in a H.

In Chapter 4 we suggest that there is in fact a 
phrase-level rule in Bari that would have this effect. This 
rule, which we refer to as High Tone Lowering, is discussed 
in detail in Chapter 4 and 5. It has the effect of changing 
a H tone to a L tone when a H tone precedes. If we assume 
that such a rule is operative inside words as well as 
across word boundaries, then we could derive the Low-toned 
form of /An/ from either an underlying representation where 
there is a H associated with /An/ or a representation where 
there is a F associated with /An/. This is shown in (26) 
below.

(26) H H H L
i ilokiling’-an --- > lokiling’-an

H HL H LL
s?\ V . . s?S . Vlokiling’-an  lokiling’-an

There is also a phrase-level rule in Bari that spreads a 
High onto a following syllable. We would not want this rule 
to spread the H of the noun stem onto the suffix /An/, for
that would produce a Falling tone on the suffix. We could
possibly claim that High Tone Spread does not operate
within the word, and that this is the reason for its
failure to apply to ldkiling’-An . But it is also the case 
that there are many monosyllabic elements that do not
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accept spreading onto them (from a preceding w o r d ), so we 
could simply categorize /An/ as an element that does not 
accept spreading.

In order to maintain this analysis for the case of 
noun stems such as kilyor. which end in a Falling tone but 
also trigger the Lowering of the suffix /An/, we must 
assume that the word-level application of Contour
Simplification must actually delete the Low part of a non
final Falling tone. That is, we need the following 
derivation:

(27) H L H(L)/\/ I
kilyor-an 

H H(L)
/ \  Ikilyor-an Contour Simplification

H L(L)
/\ Ikilyor-an High Tone Lowering

We have been able to give a reasonably simple account 
of how the suffix /An/ surfaces with a Low tone. But what 
is its underlying representation —  High or Fall? Since in 
the environment after a Low, either a High or a Fall can 
surface on /An/, we have no phonologicaly conditioned rule 
to account for this variation. We can thus assume any of 
the following: (a) the suffix has two possible underlying
shapes, H and F, and speakers can use either of these 
shapes; (b) the suffix is underlyingly High, but if this H 
escapes High Tone Lowering, a L tone can optionally be 
associated as the last tone of the last syllable of the 
word; (c) the suffix is underlyingly F, but for some reason 
this contour tone (if it escapes the effects of High Tone 
Lowering) can be simplified to H optionally. We suspect 
that either (a) or (b) is the most likely analysis, but we
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do not have any strong arguments.

The situation that we have described above for /An/ is 
not as straightfoward as we have so far suggested. There 
are two groups of H-final noun stems that do not trigger 
the appearance of a Low tone on /An/: namely, LH noun stems 
and LF noun stems.

The LH stems allow for the variation between a H and 
a F shape to /An/. But when the Fall variant appears, the 
noun stem has the shape LL rather than LH.

(28) birya? biryal-An, biryal-an
bis6? bis61-an, bisdl-An
toCtdfi? bhdul-6n, bCidhl-fin
’ bitlAt ’ bfclfit-An, ’ bCilAt-An
gurak gurak-An, gurak-an

’net for catching 
animals’
’target’
’wedding banquet’ 
’spotted hyena’ 
’Sudan crowned 

crane’

Given the analysis that we have suggested, it appears that 
the pronunciations like biryal-an could be regarded as 
cases where High Tone Lowering has failed to affect the 
suffix /An/. The only problematic feature is: why should 
all LH noun stems (to our knowledge) fail to trigger High 
Tone Lowering on /An/? We will see in the next section 
that there is another suffix that is tonally quite parallel 
to /An/, and for that suffix LH nouns do not fail to 
trigger High Tone Lowering. Pronunciations such as biryal- 
an reflect the choice of the Fall option for the final 
syllable, which means that the final syllable here likewise 
has failed to undergo High Tone Lowering. But what needs 
explanation here is why the final H of the stem has been 
changed to L. We would like to suggest that while most 
tonal sequences are permitted in Bari nominals, the 
sequence ...LHF is not, and that there is simply a rule 
that chnages such a shape to ...LLF.

Consider next the behavior of LF nouns with the suffix
/An/:
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(29) pirit pirit-An, pirit-&n ’place’
kdr&k kdr6k-6n, kdr£k-dn ’spade’
kijit kijit-£n, kijit-An ’river b a n k ’

gwCiku? gwCtkul-&n, gwilkCil-an ’alligator’ 
gdgdk gdg6k-An, gogdk-an ’Grant’s zebra’

The LF noun stems fall into two groups. One group shows a 
variation between a H on /An/ and a Low. The other group 
shows a variation between a H on /An/ and a Fall (when the 
Fall variant is used, the stem appears as LL rather than 
LH).

The examples like gwukul-6n/gwftkfll-&n can, of course, 
be treated in a fashion entirely parallel to the preceding 
items based on LH stems. That is, we can say that these 
stems exceptionally fail to trigger High Tone Lowering on 
the suffix /An/, and that —  if the Fall variant of /An/ is 
employed, the rule that changes ...LHF to ...LLF comes into 
play.

The examples like pirit-6n/pirit-&n seem to reflect 
variability as to whether High Tone Lowering applies or 
not. Thus in the pronunciation pirit-£n. the suffix has not 
undergone High Tone Lowering, while in the pronunciation 
pirit-An it has. But what is not explained is why there is 
not, apparently, a pronunciation *pirit-&n. where (a) High 
Tone Lowering has failed, exceptionally, to apply and (b) 
the Fall option has been chosen for /An/ (this Fall option 
then triggering the change of the H of the stem to L ) .

These variations for LH and LF nouns do not occur in 
the suffix /jln/, to be discussed below, which shows the
same basic dichotomy as /An/ —  namely, L after a H- or F-
final stem and either a H or a F after a Low-final stem.
Thus it is difficult to find any independent evidence as to
what is the best means of treating these items.
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3.1.2.4. IhgLJRliMHiU s ing guf f / j In/ .
The suffix /jln/ (which alternates with /In/ in 

position after a velar nasal) is like /An/ in that it 
appears Low-toned when a High-final stem precedes:

bap bAp-jin - . -’-abdomen’
bar bAr-jin ’flood’
le le-jin ’milk’
dang’ d Ang’-in ’bow, arch’

pApA pApA-jin ’trench’
’bAlAng’ ’bAlAng’-in ’salt'
kimang’ kimAng’-jin ’fire’
k i ’bd k i ’b6-jin ’canoe’
kinyd kiny6-jin ’food’
koka kokA-jin ’leopard’
kulA kulA-jin ’urine’
kdpA kApA-jin ’basket’
milyA milyA-jin ’oath’
rAg6 rAgA-jin ’corner’
ryanga ryAngA-jin ’ground squirrel’
k A ’bu k A ’bu-jin ’banded bushbuck’
yikA yikA-jin ’papyrus m a t ’
gwdrdng’ gwArAng’-in* 'wild beast’

[*This example exhibits the raising of mid 
[+ATR] vowels in front of a high vowel suffix 
—  but examination of the other data shows 
that /jln/ does not ordinarily trigger this 
rule.]

sulo sulo-jin ’hernia’
manyang’ manyang’-in ’alligator’
gwdlA? gwAlA-jin* ’quiver’

[*This item again exhibits mid [+ATR] vowel 
raising. This item also is tonologically odd 
in that it exhibits the followin two variant 
pronunciations, unlike the other items listed 
above: gwAlA-.iin, gwftlA-.iin. 1
kiunA kum6~ jin ’nose’
mAnyA mAnyA-jin ’stepchild’
bilA? bilA-jin ’small whistle’
guwe guwe-jin ’jackal’
tuka tukA-jin 'forge house’
ginA ginA-jin ’Sudanese pound’
kAng’A k Ang’A-jin ’brave’

kAyu kAyu-jin ’first b o r n ’
bdl6 bdl6-jin ’quiver’
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jAgwAri
gill&’bA
sili’bA
nyalama
n g ’drdgwd
kalaba
k i ’dirA
kAbidd

jAgwAri-jin 
giil&bA- jin 
sili’bA-jin 
nyalamA-jin 
n g ’drdgw6-jin 
kAlAbA-jin 
k i ’dirA-jin 
kAbidd-jin

’c omb’
’ditch’
’flute’
’gap’
’old w all’
’b owl’
’rubbish h e a p ’ 
’pumpkin leaves’

There is, however, some tonal variation that exists 
and must be noted. LH nouns, for example, may assume the 
shape LLF rather than LHL: bilA-iin. b616-.iin. mAnvA-.iin. 
And in some cases LH nouns may assume the shape LHH: bllA- 
jin. b6!6-.1in. LLH nouns may assume the shape LLHH rather 
than LLHL: gftlftbA-iin. iAgwAri-.iin. etc. One might expect, 
on the basis of the LH nouns, another variant: LLLF, but 
such a pronunciation seems doubtful.

/jln/ also surfaces on a Low tone when the preceding 
stem ends in a Falling tone underlyingly. The Fall on the 
final syllable of the stem will undergo Contour 
Simplification when a suffix is appended, thus the final 
syllable of the stem will in fact have only a High 
associated with it subsequent to the application of that 
rule.

b ung’ bfing’-in ’backyard’

yAwA yawa-jin ’b eer’
king’a k i n g ’a-jin ’year’
m u ’ da m u ’dA-jin ’p o t ’
gulA giilA- jin ’group of people’
gumA gumA-jin ’harpoon; shrine

for rain-making’
gweA gwAA-jin ’nature, k i n d ’
jA’bA j A ’be-jin ’rainy season’
kit§ kitA-jin ’tamarind t r e e ’
k u ’bS k u ’bA-jin ’wife’s sister’s

husband’
lub& lubA-jin ’long hoe handle’
rang’e rAng’e-jin ’honey badger’
tig6 tig6-jin ’granary store

bottom’
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m u ’ yi m u ’yi-jin * rhinoceros’
k u ’ bS k u ’bA-jin ’in-law’
kisAr kisAr-jin ’first rain’
lAka lAkA-jin ’wild grain’
kita kitA-jin ’job’
kAta kAtA-jin ’the inside,

internal’
kitS kitA-jin ’tamarind’
mArAte mArAtA-jin ’kinsman’
kAtirut kAtirut-jin ’cold’
kArAkAto kSrekAto-jin ’ r ag’

There is, again, some tonal variation here. The LF 
nouns can also be pronounced with the pattern LHH in the 
plural: kisSr-.iin. kitA-.iin, M M z J i n .  etc. In the case of 
ISkA. even the pattern LLF seems to be possible: lAkA-.iin. 
but this pattern does not seem to be generally permitted. 
The LLF nouns may also be pronounced with a LLHH pattern in 
the plural: kAtirut-jin. (The LLLHH plural form for the 
noun kSrSkAto is of questionable authenticity, but may be 
possible.) This pattern where both the penult syllable and 
/jln/ appear on a High tone is available, apparently, just 
in the event that the antepenult syllable is L. Thus nouns 
such as vawa and marate do not exhibit any variation in the 
plural: vAwA-.iin and mArAte-.iin are the only possible
pronunciations.

/jln/ is also parallel to /An/ in that it surfaces 
with either a High or a Falling tone after a stem that ends 
in a Low tone.

(32) gulA gdla-jin, gulA-jin ’small p o t ’
k6pd k6pd-jin, k6pd-jin ’c u p ’
16mA? leme-jin, leme-jin ’new grass’
meja meja-jin, meja-jin ’table’
tAbA tAbA-jin, tAbA-jin ’tobacco’
grama grama-jin, grAmA-jin ’grammar’
kingd kingd-jin, kingd-jin ’fetters’
gawa gAwA-jin, gAwA-jin 'coffee'
bdjA bdjA-jin, bdjd-jin ’September’
LAgA LAgA-jin, LAgA-jin (proper name)
Bdjo? Bdjo-jin, Bojo-jin (proper name)
raba raba-jin, rAbA-jin ’platform’
k A ’bA k A ’bA-jin, k A ’bA-jin ’large spear

blade’
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keri keri-jin, keri-jin

kdko kdkd-jin, kdkd-jin 
gwdka gwAka-jin, gwakA-jin 
kosd kdso-jin, koso-jin 
nyAngild nyAngild-jin, nyangilo- 
kAnArA kAnArdjin, kAnAre-jin 
kiribu kiribCi-jin, kiribu-jin

kdrdmbd kdrdmbd-jin, etc. 
birigd? birigo-jin, etc.
gAmbuyA gAmbuyA-jin, etc. 
yAkAnyd yAkAnyA-jin, e t c . 
sCirkAli sArkAli-jin, etc. 
mArAnyA merenye-jin, etc.

'clan, blood- 
relation’ 

’hen coo p ’ 
’forked sticks’ 
’tiny basket’ 
•jin ’sp. t ree’ 

’glass b e a d ’ 
’civet c a t ’

’large new h o e ’
’blood-tapping 

h o r n ’
’stomach’
’grandmother’ 
'local police’
’grandfather’

AmbAtA AmbAtA-jin, etc. 
bAlimA bAlimA-jin, etc. 
k d ’bdrd k d ’bdrd-jin, etc. 
rubAngA rubAngA-jin, etc. 
gAoro gAdrd-jin, etc. 
kAlAwA kAlAwA-jin, etc. 
kilAlA kilAlA-jin, etc.

kilingwA kilingwA-jin, etc. 
kdldpA koldpe-jin, etc.

amulere AmulAre-jin, etc. 
batisimo bAtisimd-jin, etc. 
kalilikwok kAlilikwok-jin, etc.

kAlengwerA kAlengwArA-jin, etc.

ArAbiyA ArAbiyA-jin, etc.
bAtAniyA bAtAniyA-jin, etc.

’bread’
’arrow b lade’ 
’resinous plant’
’sacrifice’
’big game trap’ 
’skipping game’
’strained salty 

w ater’ 
’type of basket’ 
’sp. b ird’

’flute’
’baptism’
’wall window’

’trigger of a 
mouse t r a p ’

'car, lorry’ 
’blanket’

From (32) we see that a variety of tonal shapes —  HL, LL, 
HHL, LHL, LLL, LHLL, LLLL, LLHL —  all of which end in a 
Low tone will trigger the appearance of either a High or a 
Falling tone on /jln/.

In summation, /jln/ appears as Low-toned after a 
High- or a Fall-final stem, and as either H or F after a 
Low-final stem. Its analysis, therefore, will ultimately be 
parallel to the analysis of /An/, discussed above, which 
shows a similar patterning.
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3.1.2.5. Other Pluralizing affixes.
At this point we will turn our attention to various 

pluralizing suffixes which arc rather more restricted than 
/A/, /At/, /An/, and /jln/ in their distribution.

A pluralizing suffix /kl?/ is attested in a fairly 
substantial number of forms, /kl?/ is subject to the usual 
vowel harmony alternation —  appearing as [+ATR] after a 
[+ATR] vowel, and as [-ATR] after a [-ATR] vowel. In 
addition, /kl?/ induces the raising of a mid [+ATR] to 
high.

Turning to the tonal structure of /kl?/, it appears 
Low-toned in the following examples:

(33) after a HH noun

mudwA mudw6-ki? ’darkness’
y&r6 y£rCi-ki? ’hippopotamus’

after a HF noun
gum& guma-ki? ':3hrine of a rainmaker’
muri muryA-ki? ’duiker’

after a LH noun

k6ng6 k£ng6-ki? ’dwarf’

after a LF noun

Gune Gune-ki? ’girl’s name for one

mCurw& mCirw6-kl?
born after twins’ 
’deserted village’

wiryek wiryd-ki? ’screw n u t 1

after a HLH noun

wasdnok wasdno-ki? ’father’s sister’

after a LLF noun

k i ’dirA k i ’dirA-ki? ’ash, rubbish h e a p ’
k&rij& kArijA-ki? ’lying-in w o m a n ’
kadong’e kadonge-ki? ’left-handed person’
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after a HHF noun

w6t6r6t wuttird-ki? ’beehive’

/kl?/ occurs with a Falling tone after a HL noun or a 
HHL noun:

(34) n g ’&lg 
g&rS 
beret 
n g ’Arune

n g ’filA-kl? 
gdrA-ki? 
b£rA-ki? 
n g ’arunA-ki?

’wooden pillow’ 
’European turtle dove’ 
’flat fish’
’rival’

There are other enmvironments where /kl?/ appears with 
a High tone:

(35) after a LL noun

bini bini-ki? 'tassel of maize’
ddrd dCtrilt-ki? ’homestead of the mother-in-

l a w ’
tArd tiri-ki?* ’papyrus m a t ’
kdrd kCirCl-ki? ’general name for water

weapons’
[*Note that this example exhibits the raising of 
mid [+ATR] vowels to high in front of a high 
vowel, as well as the rule that fronts a high 
vowel between two high front vowels. Thus *tArd- 
ki goes to *tirCt-ki and then to tiri-ki.]

after a LLL noun
kAyine kAyinA-ki? ’wild ass, donkey’
kAngArA kAngArA-ki? ’middle-sized drum’

There seems to be an alternative form of this suffix 
/ka/ that appears after roots ending a high [+ATR] vowel. 
Notice that the /kl?/ form does not appear after any stems 
that end (underlyingly) in a high [+ATR] vowel, although 
/kl?/ induces the raising of an underlying mid [+ATR] vowel 
to high.

(36) wini wini-kA ’medicine’
wiri wiri-kA ’poision’
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kikiji kikiji-kA ’orphan’
n g ’Arinyi n g ’Arinyi-kA ’nephew’
kAmiru kAmiru-kA ’lion’
kAyini kAyini-kA 'co-wife, rival’
’bAkAri ’bAkAri-kA ’unmusical person’

The following examples contain instances of a
pluralizing suffix /nl ?/:

(37) kit* kitA-ni? 'tamarind tr e e ’
k&dwS kAdwA-ni? ’brood hen with chick’
’bito ’bit6-ni? ’a tree with an incense

like smell’
kidd kid6-ni? ’chest’
kito? kito-ni? ’scorpion’

This suffix is Low-toned and exhibits the usual vowel 
harmony-induced alternation between a [+ATR] and a [-ATR] 
vowel. Notice that in all of the examples where /nl?/ 
occurs, the root ends in a mid vowel. This observation 
suggests that maybe the suffix in the forms below is 
related to /nl?/:

(38) ri? ri-nA ’a large tree good for shade’
kAji kAjl-nA (a female name)
kAji kAji-nA ’.kraal’
k i ’d i n g ’ k i ’diri-nA ’back’
m 6 ’d6ke m 6 ’d6k6-nd ’blind’

The suffix /na/ is, like /ni?/, invariably Low-toned. It 
seems to be used only after [+ATR] vowels, and generally 
after high [+ATR] vowels. The only example outside this 
pattern is m6* d6k6-nd. The root here ends in a mid [+ATR] e 
vowel, and the suffix is basically /na/; of course, the 
vowel a is raised to o after the mid [+ATR] vowel by a 
well-attested rule of Bari phonology.

The following data illustrate a pluralizing suffix 
/jlk/ (after a vowel-final root) ~ /Ik/ (after a consonant- 
final root). It is possible that this morpheme is somehow 
related to /jln/. Recall that /jln/ surfaces as L after a
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noun ending in a H or a Fall. All of the examples of /jlk/ 
involve cases where it is pronounced on a Low tone and it 
follows a noun that in isolation ends in a H or a Fall.

(39) mAdA midi-jik ’h o m e ’
r&bA rdbA-jik ’bogeyman’
kadi kAdi-jik ’h ouse’
king’AsAr k ing’Asir-ik ’sister’
ICing’ AsAr lung’Asir-ik ’brother’

In the plural form, the Falling tone of the noun root 
simplifies to High by Contour Simplification.

There is another pluralizing suffix whose segmental

analysis is somewhat problematic. We give examples in (40):

H or F root

lut lus-i? ’dirt’
’ bet ’bAs-i? ’small h o e ’

HF root

kotet kotAs-i? ’tail’
ptitAt pdtAs-i? ’cas e ’
munyAt mdnyAs-i? ’liver’
lyAng’it lyAng’is-i? ’joy, happiness’
koret korAs-i? ’small basket’
kAlit kAlAs-i? ’permit, leave’

LH or LF .root
kAnin kAnis-i? ’h a n d ’
kArAt kArAs-i? ’thatching grass
kinit kinis-i? ’shutter’
’dika dikA-si? ’open wound’
kinAt kinas-i? ’breast’

[There is one tonally problematic item:
kAli kAlis-i? ’song’]

HL root

mokot mokos-i? ’leg, foot’
bArAt beres-i? ’flat fish’
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LHL root
gfii’dfitdt gfc’dtit&s-i?
kwiliset kwilis6s-i?
kit&dt kita£s-i?

’core o f ’ 
’peep h o l e ’
’instrument’

L.LLL root
kdl&ng’6r6t kdlAng’6r6s-i? ’small woodmouse’

Notice that for the most part the roots in (40) end in /t/ 
and the plural suffix appears to be /I?/. In many cases 
this stem-final /t/ is preceded by the vowel /E/. There may 
be some connection here with the instrumental (deverbal) 
nouns discussed later in this chapter, where the suffix 
/Et/ is used to form an instrumental singular noun which is 
then pluralized by the suffix /I?/. However, most of the 
examples in (40) are clearly not deverbal in nature.

The /t/ at the end of these roots appears to change to 
/s/ in the corresponding plural forms. There are two 
possible explanations for this. There may simply be a rule 
that changes /t/ to /s/ before the suffix /I?/. Or it could 
be that these roots end underlyingly in /s/. Recall that 
/s/ cannot occur in syllable-final position, so this 
underlying /s/ would change to /t/ syllable-finally. We 
have no basis at the moment for choosing between these two 
possible analyses.

Although it appears that the plural suffix in (40) 
simply has the shape /I?/, the examples 'dika and k&li as 
well as k&nin pose a problem. Their plural forms—  
’dikasi?, k&lisi?, and k&nlsi? -- show a /s/ in front of 
the /I?/ even though the preceding stem is not /t/-final. 
It seems possible that speakers may have analyzed the 
suffix as being /si?/ rather than /I?/. This is a problem, 
however, that is beyond our present concerns.

Turning to the tonal structure of plurals based on 
/I?/, we find that the /I?/ is Low-toned whenever the last
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syllable of the stem has a High tone (either underlyingly, 
or a High that has resulted from Contour Simplification). 
When the last syllable of the stem is Low-toned, then the 
pluralizing morpheme has a Falling tone if the word is 
trisyllabic but a level High tone when the word is 
quadrisyllabic or longer. The examples are too few, 
however, to be certain what the exact generalization (if 
any) is concerning the choice of a H or a F pronunciation 
after a L-final stem.

There is just one prefix that pluralizes a noun root 
—  the prefix /kO/. Examples are cited in (41).

(41) .singular plural. gl-oss
ng’otS ko-ng’ote ’his mother’
ng’&tl k6-ng’Citi ’your mother’
m6ny6 k6-monye ’his father’
munyi k6-munyi ’your father’
y&ngd? k6-y£ngd? ’my mother’
bAb£ ko-b&b& ’my father’
mama k6-m&mA ’my mother’
ng’Adi k6-ng’ddi ’someone, somebody’

Notice that /kO/ plus a HF noun, a HL noun, a LH noun, and 
a LL noun, all surface with the tonal shape HHL. The 
simplest description of these facts would be to claim that 
(a) /kO/ has a High tone associated with it and (b) it 
supplants the lexical tone of the noun and substitutes in 
its place a HL melody. Alternatively, we could say that the 
prefix /kO/ supplants the lexical tone of a noun and 
replaces it with a HHL melody. This HHL melody then would 
associate to the three syllables of the above items in a 
one-to-one, left-to-right fashion. One problem 
with the account that would postulate a HHL tonal melody is 
that it violates the obligatory contour principle. Recall 
that the obligatory contour principle does not allow 
adjacent identical tones on the tonal tier (within the same 
morpheme). Thus a "melody" such as HHL would not be
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permitted —  although a H tone associated to the prefix 
/kO/ and a melody HL assigned to the following morpheme 
would be within the spirit of the OCP. The data involving 
this particular prefix are not sufficiently rich or varied 
to provide a basis for making a firm decision about the 
best analysis.

3.1.2.6. Singulativizing suffixes.
In this section we will examine the tonology of those 

singulativizing suffixes that are added to inherently 
plural roots, or to plural stems (i.e. stems consisting of 
a root plus plural suffix), or to a root that is normally 
not used without an additional number-marking suffix.

We wish to caution the reader that the data in this 
section do not fall into neat tonal patterns; we will 
simply note the patterns observed and offer whatever 
generalizations seem possible. For the rest the reader will 
have to be content with a listing of the facts until 
further research can determine whether there are general 
principles underlying these facts.

We will begin with those singulativizing suffixes that 
are most prominently used in the data. Consider the suffix 
/ti/ first. It occurs very frequently and in a variety of 
contexts with a Falling tone. We begin our illustration of 
this suffix with stems that are all High-toned. It should 
be noted that there appears to be a variant form of /ti/ 
that consists of just the vowel /i/. This form appears just 
after consonant-final nouns. One cannot simply regard the 
appearance of /i/ rather than /ti/ as a function of a 
general phonological rule deleting t after a consonant 
since the i is retained in some cases and absent in others 
even after the same consonant. We will cite examples of 
both the /ti/ form and the /i/ form of this suffix 
throughout, assuming that the /i/ form is derived by a rule 
of allomorphy.
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(42) after H. HH. HHH noun roots

kwen kwdn-ti ’a bird’
dong’-at dung’-£ ’a thorny shrub used for 

fences’
kong’k kong’d-ti ’a white termite’
s6m6t sdmd-ti ’a fish’
wdl6t wilit-ti ’a youth’
g6r6t gdrdt-tl ’a shy but selfish 

eater’
t6ng’6t tCing’ Cit-tl ’a metal chain’
t6r6k tdrdk-ti 

(~turuk-i)
'a pebble, stone’

’ddput ’ddput-tl ’a piece of bark cloth’
tdt6n titin-tl ’a young man’
ddng’dt ddng’dt-tl ’s.t. that can be driven 

away’
gkng’6t ging’it-tl ’s.t. capable of being 

obstructed’
ddydt ddydt-t£ ’thing for bartering’
d616t dilit-ti 'that which can be bent’
gal at gdlat-t£ ’that which is capable 

of being searched’
’boryat 'boryat-t£ 's.t. capable of being 

smeared’
ddk6t dukut-t£ ’s.t. rolled up’
dakat dakat-tl ’one to be redeemed’
g6r6t gurut~t£ ’s.t. capable of 

pretending’
dalang’ ddldng-£ ’sp. vine used as rope ’
gw616ng’ gwdldng’-1 ’pole, stake, e.g. used 

for closing a gate to 
keep cattle in’

kdnyung’ kdnyung’-£ ’a seed of sesame’
pa’d6ng’ pd’dung’-£ ’a stalk of reed’
p6p6ng’ pCipdng’ -£ ’taller kind of 

euphorbia’
maruk martik-£ 'a mushroom’
t6r6k tdrdk-£ ’a stone, pebble’
wongol-6t wungul-i ’kigelia tree’
’b6k61-6t ’bdkul-£ ’a kind of acacia’

iThere are some exceptional items:
pdta? pdtdl-i ’a piece of string’
ng’drdp-d ng’irip-i ’an anthill’
w6ng6r-d wungur-i ’a horn of an animal’
tap6ng-dt taping’-i ’a guinea fowl’
s6k6r-d sdkdr-i ’a hen, cock ]
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d£d£16t didili-ti ’iron, brass ornament’
kokolAt k6k61£t-t£ 'stolen property’
nya’ddtdt nya’dutut-ti ’capable of being

sealed’
'btiyukat 'buyukat-tl ’s.t. to be broken’
[There is one exceptional item:
kipit£l-A kipit&l-i ’a piece of string, rope’
It is perhaps worth noting that this and the 
preceding exceptional items all involve cases 
where /ti/ has the shape /i/. But other examples 
with the /i/ form follows the general pattern.]

There are a few segmental points that require noting. 
First of all, the suffix /ti/ is inherently [+ATR]. If the 
stem is a [-ATR] stem, then all of the vowels (starting at 
the right edge of the stem) will change to [+ATR] up to the 
first occurrence of the vowel /a/. This is not entirely 
clear from the above data since most of the examples 
involve stems that are inherently [+ATR]. However, in the 
case of kwen but kw6n-ti we see that a [-ATR] vowel other 
than /a/ does change to [+ATR] in front of /ti/. In the 
case of kdkdldt-ti. we see that the vowel /a/ does not 
chnage to [+ATR], and that no vowel in front of /a/ 
changes.

If one or more mid vowels precede /ti/, these vowels 
become high. Thus the mid vowels in t6r6k are raised in 
tflrfik-ti. Recall that this rule was discussed in Chapter 2. 
Another rule discussed in Chapter 2 is also manifested in 
the above data -- namely, the rule that converts a high 
back vowel to a front vowel if it stands between two front 
vowels. Thus d616t becomes *dilut-tl by the rule that 
raises a sequence of mid [+ATR] vowels, and then becomes 
dilit-ti by the vowel fronting rule. The alternations 
between w616t and wilit-ti, t6t6n and titin-ti. and g6ng’6t 
and ging’it-ti all involve application of the same two 
rules.
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A number of the examples in (42) involve deverbal 

nominalization by means of a High-toned suffix /At/. This 
suffix undergoes the usual segmental changes that suffixes 
containing /A/ undergo: it appears as /at/ after a [-ATR] 
vowel, as /ot/ after a mid [+ATR] vowel, and as /at/ after 
other [+ATR] vowe1s.

Next let us illustrate /ti/ after various stems ending 
in a Low or Falling tone:

(43) after a HL noun root
lunsak lunsak-ti ’young man’

(~lunsan-ti)
mayat mayat-ti ’locust’
bAmbAm b&mb&m-tl ’big red ground nut’
putan putan-tl ’ear of maize’
’birAn ’birAn-tl ’kind of twig’

(~’biran-i)
’dapan ’dApAn-ti ’palm of hand’
winyAn winyAn-ti ’arrow shaft’
jomAn jomAn-i ’yellow baboon’
kuku? kfikAl-i ’durra stalk without

much juice’
gwanda? gwAndAl-1 ’cassava’

aftsr a LL npun, yo.gt 
jdkwd jdkwA-tl
kCunAr-fi* kCunAr-i

’a kind of red durra 
with tall stalks’
’vegetable butter-tree’

[♦Comparison of the plural form with the 
singulative suggests that the final vowel of the 
plural form is a suffix, since it does not 
appear in the singular but it does not have the 
expected tone if it is regarded as an instance 
of the general plural suffix /A/. Recall that 
/A/ is invariably Low-toned after a L tone.]
after a HF noun

’b616t 
dumAt
kAdAp
kiyat
jugw-at

’bulfit-i
dumAt-ti
kAdAp-i 
kiyAt-i 
jugw-At-ti

’grain’
’piece of copper, 
brass’

’small acacia tree’ 
’sp. palm’
’Barbara beans’
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after a HHL noun root
k616rd 
ng’AjinA 
ng’61itin 
ng’ ArurCim 
kamdyok
’biling’An
kip6por
lukAkAt
kimuka
kfirilAng’
16r6sd?
s6k6mAn

kulurh-ti 
ng’AjinA-tl 
ng’61itAn-tI 
ng’ arurCim-tl 
k£m6ydk-ti
’biling’An-ti 
kap6pdr-ti 
lukikat-tl 

kamuka-ti 
kuriling’ -i 
ICirtisAl-i
s6k6man-i

’soldier termite’ 
’picture of’
’a drop of tears’
'green beans’
’a liana whose juice is 
a fish poison’
’a small bell’ 
’butterfly’
’a twig’
’saddle’
’oil-bearing tree’ 
’creeper whose fruit is 
edible’
’small sandpiper’

after a HLL noun root
gurumAn guruman-ti ’grass splinter’
lukdng’& lukdng’A-t£ ’red mite’

after a LLL noun root
dyedyero dyedyero-t£ ’small pox’
sengwery-at sengwery-at-ti ’syphilitic fungus’

after a LHL

(~sAngwArA-ti) 

noun root
koropo? kdr6pd-t£ ’a leaf’
kor6dd? kdr6dd-ti ’a speck of dirt’
kApukAn kApdkAn-tl ’a wing’
kAturAn kAturAn-ti ’a flower’
kA’bdngd ka’bungCi-tl ’bark of a tree’

(~kA’b6ngd-ti)
kagwdgwok kAgwogwdk-ti ’wood worm’
kal6gd kalAgii-ti ’African golden
kApopor kap6pdr-ti

oriole’
’butterfly’

karordk kardrdk-ti ’nostril’
kAdipAn kAdipAn-ti ’green grasshopper’
kAli’bAng’ kAli’bAng’-ti 'pink spot’
nydrdrd nyorord-ti ’thin chain’
kanydnydk kanyunyA-ti ’turbinate nasal bone’

(~kanyonydk kAnyonydk-ti)
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kdydtdl-i
kdpirydl-i

’sweet potato’
’kilt of weaved cotton 
fringes worn by women’

after a HHHL noun root
kdb6k6yd 
kddiding’6 
lukulumdn

kabukuyu-ti 
kddiding’d-ti 
lukulum&n-ti

’weaver bird’ 
’shrubs’
’sp. fish’

’kind of mushroom’
after a HLHL noun root 
sisiliwa sisiliwd-ti
after a LLHL noun root
kd’burdldng’ ka’bureleng’-ti ’dirt in the eyes’ 
after a LHLF noun root

’devil’s thorns’kaldldrdt 
(~kdldldro)
(~kaldldrdt)

kdlilirit-ti
(~kaldldrd-ti)
(~kaldldrdt-t£)

But there are environments where /ti/ surfaces with 
just a Low tone. These are shown in (44).

(44) after a LH noun
dirdn 
rydng’dn

dirdn-ti 
ryang’an-ti 

(~rydng’-ti)
after a LF noun
kdrbm
kdly-a
kikwd?
kokan
ligw&t
kolye 
ng’olan
kirwd?
kima

kdr6m-ti
kdly-d-ti
kikwd-ti
kokan-ti
ligwdt-ti
kdlyd-ti 
ng’dlan-ti
kiri-ti*
kimdl-i

’weaver bird’
’a thorny shrub’

’water lily’
’torch of dry grass’ 
’thorn’
’cattle egret’
’kind of small black 
ant’
’green parakeet’ 
’lump of flour in 

porridge’
’bamboo’
’an ear of durra’

[^apparently from *kiru-ti via the vowel 
fronting rule discussed above]
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after a LLF noun
kamdlak 
kAtdldk 
kAddng’on 
kiritwAn

kamCilAkA-ti 
kAtflilukii-ti 
kaddng’6n-ti 
kiritwan-ti

after a HHF noun
kipisa
kajuwa

kipisA-ti
kAjuwA-ti

after a LHLH noun 
kAlAkalak kAlakAlAk-ti

’saliva’
’e g g ’
’fly’
’wrinkle’

’scabies’ 
’bud’

/ti/ shows up Low-toned in another isolated example: 
kAsAr ’star’, but kAsirAkA-ti ’stars’. This example 
represents a very idiosyncratic construction 
morphologically and we mention it just for the sake of 
completeness.

Another very common singulative suffix is /tAt/. The 
vowel of this suffix alternates in the fashion of other 
suffixes with the vowel /A/ -- i.e. it undergoes vowel
harmony and it raises to o when preceded by a [+ATR] mid 
vowel. Tonally, this suffix generally appears High-toned.

(45) after a HH noun
’biyo
boyi
kuru
gd’dA
nyori
ddng’i
jiby-a*

’biyo-tat 
bdyi-tAt 
kuru-tat 
gu’d6-t6t 
ny6ri-tat 
dung’i-tAt 
jibi-tat

[*from *jibi-a] 
after a HL._noaa 
dane? dane-tat
ptidi pudi-tAt

’wild fig tree’ 
’trap net’
’ worm ’
’papyrus plant’ 
’Bari subclan’ 
’thorny shrub’
’a small cowry

like shell’

’large and robust 
high grass’

’chaff, husky ear 
of grain’
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titd titd-t6t ’belonging, item’
yAyA yAyA-tat ’porcupine’
rubi rdbi-t&t ’molar tooth’
kAjAng’ kujAng’-tAt ’sand'
mAngA mangA-tat ’mango tree/fruit’
lilyCi? lilyu-tAt ’kind of fibre’
rimA rimA-tAt ’blood’
siwA siwA-tAt ’honey bee’
bAngi bAngi-tAt ’marijuana’
pvilCi pulCi-tAt ’grounnut’
after a
jdgi J6gi-tAt ’necklace of

ostrich eggshells’

Sfte* a noun
[In the following examples, a LH root appears
as LL in front of the /tAt/ suffix.]
lili lili-tAt ’canine tooth’

(~lili-tAt)
kAmu kAmCi-tAt ’guest’
kolu kolu-tAt ’edible tuber’
kunyit kunyit-tAt ’brain’
kdngd kdngd-tdt ’small pox’
gCirti gCirCl-tAt ’lizard’
murw-at muru-tAt ’rat’

(~muru)
lurw-at luru-tAt ’small hill’

(~lAru)
lArw-At lCirCi-tAt ’male hermit animal’
kigd kigd-tdt ’a kind of durra’
kanyit kanyi-tAt ’dregs after beer has

been filtered’

[We have recorded the following examples with the
LH pattern maintained:]

kApA kApA-tAt ’molt of dura’
dilye dilye-tAt ’young shoot of a sp.

palm’
after a LL noun
. rArA rArA-tAt ’large ivory arm-ring’
nydri nyori-tAt ’Bari-made thin chain’
wAro wAro-tAt ’cotton plant’
yang’o yang’o-tAt ’yaws’
yAri yAri-tAt ’hunter by profession’
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gila
ddya

gil&-tdt
ddya-tat

’white man’ 
shrub with edible 
leaves’

k&budu kabudii-tat
after a 9BL noun
k6k6r& kok6r&-tat
k6k6rd kdk6rd-t6t
kiliri kiliri-t&t
limikCi limiku-tat
a£.fear, a.Rib noun

’grain husks’

’sp. worm’
’cowry-like shell’ 
’spiny tree’
’smaller worker 
white ant’

bas&l& bds£il&-tat ’onion’

a fte r  a.. liHL neun,

kapir^
kArtirCt?
m&rese
kadyeye
k&popdr
kayiyin

k&pir&-tat
k^rurCi-t&t
m6res£-tdt
kadyeye-tat
kap6pdr-tat
k&yiyin-tat

’woman’s apron’
’a boil’
’red durra’
’measles’
’butterfly’
’mild kind of yaws’

after a LLL noun
r&bdld
mangdgd

r&bdldt-t6t
mangdgd-t6t

wCijCtgw-&t wCijilgCl-tdt

’banana ’
’a kind of 
locust’
’baboon’

large

after a _ HHHL noun
s&r&m&ndl s&rdmandi-tdt ’groundnut’

kulunguyu kulunguyu-tat ’small winged
white ants’

after a HLHL noun
ja’beleng’-an ja’beleng’-an-tat ’camel’ 
after a LHLH noun
k&lak&lak kalak&lak-tat ’tiny winged ants’
k&ptipCirCi k&pupCiru-tdt ’tiny flowery grass’
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after a LLLL noun
kirimiji kirimiji-tit ’sp. herb’

after a HHHHL noun
kulunguguyh kulunguguyCi-t£t ’ small winged

white ants’

We have seen that /tAt/ is very uniform in appearing 
with a High-toned pronunciation. There are a very few cases 
where inexplicably it is pronounced on a Low tone:

(46) jCilS julA-tAt ’dog-grass’
ttilu tulu-tut* ’testicle’
kijAkw-a kijakd-tat ’animal’
[♦This item has an unexpected allomorph /tUt/ 
in place of /tAt/.]

The next singulative suffix that we will consider is 
/te/. This suffix surfaces on a Falling tone in the 
following cases:

(47) after a H noun root
kuk kuk-t£ ’charcoal’
bun bun-tS ’coffee beans’
kin kin-ta ’human droppings’
win win-tS ’ear plug of cane
after a HH noun root
kudit kddit-S ’straw, grass’
monyet m6nyi-ta ’intestines’
bAmuk b£mti-t§ ’maize’
after a HL noun root
dulur dulhr-tS ’castor oil seeds’
piru? pirCi-ta ’grass seeds’
lujin lujin-te
sisim sisim-td ’big black ant’
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after a HHL noun root
kuku ’ duk
kulujik
tuturii

kuku’ dCik-ta 
kdltijik-td 
tuturCi-ta

’mosquito larva’
’spiny shrub’
’small red sweet fruit’

after a LHL noun root
’bi’bili
’bd’bdld
ny&nyumi?

’bi’bili-ta 
’bd’bdlCi-ta
nydnytimi-ta

’dry twigs’ 
’mushrooms’ 
’star’

after a LLL noun root 
kamiunti kamumCi-t§ ’sp. plant’
after a LLLL noun root 
kodCikoduk kdd&kdd&k-ta 1 mumps ’

The diversity of the environments cited above would 
lead naturally to an analysis where the suffix /te/ is 
underlyingly associated with a HL tonal sequence and this 
sequence is immune from any phonological effect by its 
environment. There are, however, difficulties, /te/ does in 
fact alternate. It appears on a level Low tone in the 
following environments:

(48) after a HF noun
mara
wdrd?

m6r§-ta
wuru-td

after a LH noun
kill
kimur
kinu
kiri
wiyu

kili-ta
kimur-ta
kind-ta
kiri-ta
wiyd-ta

’rib’
’cow dung’

'durra worm’
’mosquitoe’
’tough tiny edible seed’ 
’white and black glass bead’ 
’ore, iron, metal’

[A variant pronunciation LHF seems to be 
available for these items in the plural.]
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after a LLH noun
kdk&ri kdkdri-td ’plant roots’
muluri mCililrJL-td ’red sugar ants’
after a LLF noun root
kup£ru? kCipdrii-td ’fish scales’
ldgwh’di ldgwil’di-td ’small green beans’
after a LHLH noun root
limulimut limCilimCi-td ’hispid herb’

The singulative suffix /tyo/ appears with a Falling 
tone in the following range of environments:

(49) after a H noun root
b6r
after a

b6r-ty-6 
HH noun root

’agemate’

bSkdt bekat-tyd ’Bekat clan’
karu karu-tyo ’blood relative’
m6d6 m6d6-tyd ’kinsman’
after a JL...nwn root
bikt-fin b&t-tyd ’eland’
after a HL noun root
jur&n jiir&n-tyd ’stranger’
k&bilCi kabyi-tyd ’ram, sheep’
after a HHL noun root
mtil&kd mul£k&-ty6 ’spirit’
after a LHL noun root
?4seker ?as6k6r-tyd ’policeman, soldier’

There is a paucity of data, but it is interesting to 
note that /tyo/ also appears Low-toned in two examples 
where it occurs in a context where /te/ has a Low tone:
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(50) b&ng’&n b&ng’An-tyd ’free subject’

?As&ker* ?as6kdr-ty6 ’policeman,
solider’

[*This item has an alternative pronunciation 
?&seker.]

It appears, therefore, that /te/ and /tyo/ have the same 
tonal behavior. It may be that /tyo/ represents a merger of 
two suffixes: /te/ plus /o/ (where /o/ could of course be
/A/, certain phonological rules would convert /A/ to /o/ 
after the vowel e.

A suffix /et/ appears in a singulativizing function in 
a small number of items:

(51) mijin mijin-6t ’fingernail’
mukun mukuny-6t ’kind of black ant’
tamer tamir-dt ’horse-fly’
("tamir)
kanyer kanyir-dt 'necklace, bracelet of

giraffe tail hair’ 
masSr masir-dt ’tick’

Another singulativizing suffix /e/ also appears on a 
few items and is regularly Low-toned:

(52) maser masir-d ’tick’
majaka m6j6k-6 ’guinea-worm’
talama t616m-d ’monkey’

A singulativizing suffix /nit/ (alternating with /It/ 
in a number of examples where it is preceded by /n/) is 
attested in a limited number of examples (in addition to 
its productive role, discussed later, in deverbal 
nominalizations.) It appears Low-toned after a H-final root 
or a Fall final root (which would simplify in any case to 
H):

(53) ’bun-uk ’bun-it ’witch doctor’
’btir&n-Ak ’bur&n-it ’liar’
t6m6n-6k tdmtin-it ’blacksmith’
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kola-k kdlA-nit ’a thief’
’ditan ’ditan-it ’brother’s wife,

husband’s sister’
After a Low-final root (where the Low is preceded by a H), 
we find /nit/ surfacing with a Fall:

(54) mfirilA mCirilA-nit ’vein, tendon’
’dapan ’dApAn-it ’sole, foot’
sokoman sokomAn-it ’small sandpiper’
tApAtAn tApAtAn-it ’thigh’
lilipAn lilipan-it ’snake bird’
kAdipAn kAdipA-nit ’green grasshopper’

The rest of the data concerning /nit/ is too skimpy to 
be certain as to whether they are representative or not:

(55) kdmon kdmdn-it ’son-in-law’
Bari Bari-nit ’a Bari native’

3.1.3. The tonology of deverbal nouns.
In this section we will examine the tonology of nouns 

that are derived from verbs. We begin with the agentive
noun. The agentive noun consists of a prefix /ka/, a verb
stem, the linking vowel /A/ (cf. Chapter 2) and either the
singulative suffix /nit/ or the pluralizing suffix /k/.

The plural form is illustrated in (56).

(56) LHL verb root
ka-met-a-k ’overseers’ (from: met ’see’) 
kA-mok-A-k ’holders of s.t.’ (from: mok ’hold’) 
kA-dodong’-A-k ’shakers’ (from: dodong’ ’shake’) 
kA-sApilk-A-k ’overturners’ (from: sApuk

’overturn’) 
kA-dilili-yA-k ’winnowers’ (from: dilili

’winnow’)
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High verb root
kA-der-A-k (cf. der ’cook’)
kA-’d£p-A-k (cf. ’ dAp ’hold’)
kA-bArAny-A-k (cf. bArAn ’spoil’) 
kit- ’ buyCit-A-k (cf. ’ buyut ’ sharpen ’)

(One would not necessarily have to identify the vowel /A/
above as the linking vowel, one could regard /Ak/ as a
pluralizing suffix. The singulative forms discussed below, 
however, also exhibit the vowel /A/ after the verb stem.)

The prefix /ka/ is always Low-toned in these data; the 
linking vowel is also Low-toned. The first vowel of a verb 
root, regardless of the underlying structure of the verb 
root, is always High-toned, whereas the remaining vowels of 
the verb root are all Low-toned. These facts suggest that 
the agentive noun construction involves supplanting the 
lexical melody of the. verb root with a LHL melody; this LHL 
melody is then associated with the construction /ka-Verb 
Root-A-k/ in accordance with the usual principles of tone 
association in Bari. We provide just one illustrative
derivation:

(57) L H L
ka-’buyut-a-k 
L H L
I i Ika-’buyut-a-k UTAP
L H L
I  Ika-’buyut-a-k Free Syllable Association

The agentive noun may be based on a reduplicated stem.

(58) LHL verb root
ka-me-met-a-k
kA-mo-mdk-A-k
kA-s£-sApCik-A-k
ka-di-dilili-ya-k
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High , Yfigfr r<?Q_t
ka-’de-’dep-a-k 
kA-dA-dAr-A-k 
kA-bA-bArAny-A-k (H root) 
kA-’bu-’bCiyiit-A-k (H root)

Since there is a frequentative stem that has the LHL tone 
melody, we cannot be certain whether the LHL melody in the 
above forms is a function of the agentive construction or 
of the reduplication. In any case, it is apparent that the
data in (58) involve a LHL melody that is linked according
to the usual principles.

A singular agentive noun is formed by replacing the 
plural suffix /k/ with the singulativizing suffix /nit/.

(59) High verb roots
kA-dAr-A-nit (from: der ’cook’) 
kA-’dAp-A-nit (from: ’dAp ’hold’) 
kA-bArAny-A-nit (from: bArAn ’spoil’) 
kA-’biiyirt-A-nit (from: ’buyut ’sharpen’)
LHL verb roots
kA-mAt-A-nit (from: mAt ’see’)
kA-mAk-A-nit (from: m6k ’hold’)
kA-dodong’-A-nit (from: dd-dong’ ’shake’) 
kA-sApftk-A-nit (from: sApuk ’overturn’) 
kA-dilili-yA-nit (from: dilili ’winnow’)

We saw earlier that the agentive word-formation 
process assigns a LHL melody in place of the lexical melody 
of the verb root. This LHL melody is then associated over 
the sequence /ka/ + verb stem + linking vowel. The suffix 
/nit/ on the other hand appears to have a High tone 
associated with it.

Notice that this particular example shows clearly why 
it is necessary to state the Free Syllable Association rule 
so that a free syllable associates to the bound tone to the 
left. In the derivation of kA-doddng’-A-nit. for example,
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we will have the following derivation (up to the point 
where the Free Syllable Association rule applies):

(60) L H L  H 
ka-dodong’-a-nlt
L H L  H
ka-dodong’-a-nlt UTAP

At this point, it is necessary that the free syllable which 
has the linking vowel as its nucleus link to the L tone to 
the left rather than the H tone to the right.

The singular agentive formation based on a 
reduplicated stem offers no particular problems, but we 
illustrate it below for the sake of completeness:

(61) LHL v«rb yQQts
ka-me-met-a-nit 
kA-mo-mdk-A-nit 
kA-sA-sApAk-A-nit 
ka-di-dilili-ya-nit
High verb roots
kA-de-der-A-nit 
ka-’de-’dep-A-nit 
kA-be-bereny-A-nit 
kA- ’ bu- ’ buyAt-A-nit

There is another, optional form of the agentive 
singular that involves a singulativizing suffix /E/. 
Examples of this construction:

(62) High verb root
ka-der-e (cf. der ’cook’) 
ka-'dep-e (cf. 'dep ’hold’) 
ka-’buyut-e (cf. ’buyut ’sharpen’) 
ka-bereny-e (cf. beren ’spoil’)
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LHL verb root
ka-met-6 (cf. met ’see’) 
kd-mok-d (cf. m6k ’hold’ 
ka-dodong’-d (cf. dodong’ ’shake’) 
kd-sdpdk-d (cf. sdpuk ’overturn’) 
kd-dilili-yd (cf. dilili ’winnow’)

Examination of these data show that not only the verb root
melody is absent, but also the LHL melody associated with
agentive formation, and instead a H melody appears.
Apparently the suffixation of /E/ to the agentive stem
replaces the agentive melody (LHL) with a H melody, just as 
agentive formation supplanted the lexical melody with a LHL 
melody.

In addition to a productive agentive nominalization, 
Bari also has a productive instrumental noun word-formation 
process. The suffix /Et/ is appended to a verb stem to form 
a singular, instrumental noun. Examples:

verb root instrumental sc. gloss
met (LHL) met-et see
mok (LHL) mok-et hold
der (H) ddr-et cook
’ddp (H) ’dep-et hold
dddong’ ’ddddng’-dt shake
sdpuk sdpdk-dt overturn
berdn berdny-et spoil
’buydt ’buyut-et sharpen
dilili dilili-dt winnow

The data in (63) suggest that at least in the case of the 
High roots, there is a Low associated with the suffix /Et/. 
The data for LHL roots are entirely compatible with just 
assuming that there is a LHL melody present. These data 
are, of course, quite parallel to data that we encountered 
in the verbal system in Chapter 2. Possible derivations are 
given in (64), based on the assumption that the final Low 
of these words is associated after the UTAP operates rather 
than being lexically linked.
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UTAP
Free Syllable Association

Free Tone Association

High Tone Spread

In the case of the H roots, the L of the suffix might just 
as well be linked to the suffix vowel prior to UTAP. In the 
case of LHL roots, however, having the suffixal vowel 
linked would interfere with the UTAP associating the H part 
of the melody to the suffix. While this might not be an 
insurmountable problem, we take it as some evidence in 
favor of the derivations in (64).

A plural form of the deverbal instrumental noun is 
constructed by suffix /I?/ (which also induces a change of 
/Et/ to /Es/):

(65) met-es-i? 
mok-es-i? 
der-es-i?
’d6p-es-i? 
dddong’-es-i? 
sAptik-As-i? 
berAny-es-i?
’buyut-es-i? 
dililiy-es-i?

These data are rather striking. First, notice that the
suffix /I?/ is High after LHL roots, and L after H roots.
It would be possible to claim, then, that in this
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inapplicable

LHL L
< i-mok-et inapplxc.
H L

inapplic. ’dep-et
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construction there is a High tone associated with /I?/ and 
the verb root retains its lexical melody, but a rule of 
High Tone Lowering changes a H suffix to Low after a H. 
Under this analysis, however, it would be necessary to bar 
the H of the root from spreading onto the following 
(derived) Low to produce a Falling tone.

Given such an analysis, we could derive examples such 
as ’dep-es-i? and mok-es-i? as follows. (Note that we are
assuming that /Et/ does not have a Low tone when it occurs
word-medially in the plural. The tone of all verbal and
deverbal words is determined on the basis of a root melody
and (possibly) a tone associated with the final syllable.

(66) LHL H 
Imok-es-i? 

L H L H
I \ imok-es-i?

H H
’dep-es-i? 
H H
I j*dep-es-i?
H H
l \  1inapplic. 'dep-es-i?

inapplicable
H L

iinapplic. 'dep-es-i?
inapplicable

UTAP

Free Syllable Assoc. 
Free Tone Association

High Tone Lowering 
High Tone Spread

As we will see in Chapters 4 and 5, there are a number of 
cases where High Tone Spread fails to apply to a syllable 
that has become Low through High Tone Lowering. It is not, 
however, the case that all such lowered Highs resist 
spreading. This variation in the susceptibility to 
spreading is a persistent aspect of Bari tonology.

There is another process whereby nouns are derived 
from verbs. This process involves the affixation of a
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suffix /At/ to form a plural stem, to which the 
singulativizing suffix /ti/ can be appended to form a 
singular noun. Examples are given in (67):

(67) High rQ-Qta
d6ng’ ’chase’
d6ng’6t dting’tit-tl ’s.t. that can be driven

away’
gAng’ ’obsruct’
gAng’At ging’it-ti ’s.t. capable of being

obstructed’
dA? ’bend’
dA16t dilit-ti ’that which can be bent’
ga? 'look for’
gAlAt gAlAt-ti ’that which is capable

of being searched’
d6k ’wind a string around’
d6k6t dvtkAt-ti ’s.t. rolled up’
dak ’ redeem’
dAkAt dakat-ti ’one to be redeemed’
g6r ’be shy’
gArAt gdrdt-ti ’s.o. capable of being

affected by shy behavior’
’bAro ’smear’
’bAryAt ’bAryAt-ti ’s.t. capable of being

smeared’
btirAk ’stir’
bArAk-At bCirAk-At-ti ’s.t. capable of being

stirred’

LHL roots 
d& ’trade’
dAyAt dAyAt-ti ’thing for bartering’
mok ’hold, catch’
mok-at mok-At-ti ’s.t. capable of being

held’
met ’see’
met-At met-At-ti ’s.t. capable of being

stared at’
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’bok ’unearth’
’b6k-at ’bok-At-t£ ’s.t. capable of being

unearthed’
sdpuk ’overturn’
s6p6k-£t sfipdk-fit-ti ’s.t. capable of being

overturned’

dddong’ ’shake’
d6d6ng’-at doddng’-at-ti ’s.t. capable of

being shaken’
Suffixation of /At/ derives a plural noun that refers to 
something that is capable of undergoing the action 
specified by the verbal root. Segmentally, this suffix is 
exactly parallel to the pluralizing suffix /At/ discussed 
earlier in this chapter. The tonal behavior of /At/ in (67) 
is fairly straightforward. Whatever the lexical tone of the 
verb root, suffixation of /At/ triggers the replacement of 
the lexical melody with a H melody. This H melody then 
associates to the derived nominal by the usual tone 
association principles. The singulativizing morpheme /ti/ 
has been examined above and requires no further discussion.

There is also a word-formation process deriving 
abstract nouns by means of prefixing /tO/ ~ /tU/ and, in 
some cases, suffixing /An/. Examples:

(68) lu-rwA ’black’ tti-rw-An ’blackness’
b£r ’age-class’ t6-b£r-6n ’initiation; peer

group’
’bus-An 'be good’ to-’bus-An ’goodness’ 
m£d6 ’home’ t6-m6dy-6n ’kinship’
kiny6 ’food’ t6-kiny6 ’selfishness’
kutuk ’mouth’ to-kutuk, to-kutuk-an ’loud

mouthedness’ 
k6ng’-6n ’be clever’ t6-k6ng’-6n 'cleverness’ 
’bAng’-An ’be stupid’ tCi-’bAng-An ’stupidity’ 
kel-an ’be clean’ to-kelan ’cleanliness’ 
kwelen ’be beautiful’ to-kwelen ’beauty’ 
muny-an ’weak’ to-muny-An ’weakness’
matat ’chief’ tu-maty-An ’chieftainship’ 
monye ’father’ to-mony-An ’fatherhood’
’bunuk (pi. form of 'btinit ’witchdoctor’

to’-’bunuk ’witchcraft’
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gila ’white man’ t6-gila-n ’white man’s

way/manner’ 
bddo ’craftsman’ to-bodw-fin ’craftmanship’
16-’dit ’small’ t6-’dit-an, to-’dit

’smallness’
’ dtipySt ’ slave ’ t6- ’ dupy§n ’ servitude ’
g^ldng’ ’alone’ t6-g61£ng* ’loneliness’ 
kong’d ’eye’ t6-k6ng’ySn ’naughtiness’
mar£t§ ’relative’ tCL-m&rdt-an ’brotherhood’
md’ddkS ’blind’ t6-m6’d6kdn-dn ’blindness’
miriku? ’enemy’ t6-mirikdl-an ’enemity’
lomeri ’poor’ to-16mdry-An ’poverty'
mddong’ ’old’ to-modong’-an ’old age’
dumA ’big’ to-dumal-an ’greatness’
pAjo? ’far’ to-pajol-An, t6-pajo?
likisd ’widow’ t6-likis-An ’widowhood’

These data suggest that a tonal melody is associated with 
the word-formation process involving prefixation of /tO/ 
/tU/ and suffixation of /An/. We see that in the derived 
abstract noun, all of the syllables of the word are High up 
until the last syllable. The last syllable generally has a 
Falling tone, but there xs a group of items where a Low 
tone occurs instead. At present, we cannot determine why 
m6d6ng’ produces t6-m6d6ng’-An but kutuk produces to-kutuk.

3.2. Ad.iectives.
Bari adjectives can be classified as "simple" or 

"derived". We will deal with the simple adjectives first. 
They consist of a single morpheme (which may be
monosyllabic or polysyllabic). For example, the adjectives 
in (69) cannot be analyzed into smaller constituent 
elements:

(69) lut ’dirty’
bam ’careless’ 
duma ’big’ 
yok£ ’lazy’ 
m6’d6k§ ’blind’

Some (not all) of these simple adjectival roots have a 
plural form that consists of the root plus one of the
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pluralizing suffixes that we have already encountered in 
our description of the Bari noun. Examples of the occurring 
pluralizing suffixes are given in (70):

(70) /Ak/:
dumal-ak (pi.) ’big’

/A/:
yoky-A ’(pi.) lazy’, from /yoke-a/ 
gwiitw-A ’(pi.) cut’, from /gwutu-a/ 
modong’-a ’(pi.) old’, from /modong*-a/

/no/:
m6’d6k6-nd ’(pi.) blind’
/At/:
16m6ry-6t ’(pi.) private’, from /lomore-ot/

/An/:
wAwCtk-An ’(pi.) hollow, empty’, from /wawuk-an/ 
’bAndAl-An ’(pi.) timid’, from /bandal-An/
/jln/:
kang’a-jin ’(pi.) brave’
/kA/:
’bAkdri-kA ’(pi.) unmusical’, from /’bakari-kA/

In effect, these simple adjectives are morphologically 
indistinguishable from nouns. It is for this reason that in 
our discussion of nominal morphology, we occasionally 
included examples of roots that have an adjectival 
function.

We have identified the following tonal shapes for 
simple adjective roots:
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(71) H roots

lut ’dirty’, bam ’careless’

’dok ’late-walking’
HL roots
duma ’big’, ’bang’in ’sterile’, beta ’naughty’
HH roots
yokd ’lazy’, ’diri ’true’, modong’ ’old’, w&wu 
’empty’, gwdtd ’cut’
LH roots
kang’a ’severe’, b&ndd ’timid’
LL roots
sdndi ’poor’, kandi ’rich’, ’bande ’thrifty’

HBF ro<?t§ 
m6’d6kS ’blind’
HHH roots 
singwiyu ’solid’
HHL roots
16m6r6 'private, personal’
LLF roots
’b&k&ri ’unmus ical’

While the above data involving monosyllabic, 
bisyllabic, and trisyllabic verbal roots do not contain 
instances of every possible tonal configuration, it 
nevertheless seems clear that the adjective roots are like 
the noun roots in that they are non-melodic (i.e. their 
possible tonal shapes is not a small set of tonal patterns
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independent of the number of syllables in the root, but 
rather each syllable chooses one of the possible tones in 
general independence of all other syllables).

We will examine the tonal behavior of these simple 
adjectives in phrasal environments in Chapter 4. Let us 
now turn to the derived adjectives. By “derived" adjective, 
we refer to those adjectives that are morphologically 
complex and/or productively derived by morphological 
processes.

The most important derived adjective formation 
involves the procliticization of the relative markers /lo/ 
and /na/ to a verbal root (cf. Chapter 4 for a discussion 
of relative clauses in Bari). We will refer to these 
adjectives as relative adjectives. In some cases, this 
verbal root that forms the basis of a relative adjective 
may itself be used (without modification) as a simple
definite verb. For example, from the verb lAy&k ’speak
openly, straightforwardly’ an adjective 1u-1aydk/na-1ayak 
’(of s.o. who) talks too freely’. In other cases, the 
relative adjective is formed on the basis of a verbal root 
that cannot be used as a simple definite verb. For example, 
lo-’but/ na-’but ’good’ is derived from the verbal root 
/’but/. To form a simple definite verb, this root must be 
combined with the suffix /An/: ’bus-an ’be good, healthy’.

The relative adjective formed on the basis of verbal 
roots like the one in ’bus-An may show variation as to 
whether the /An/ is retained or not. For instance, in the
following examples we find both a form 16-tor-an and a form
lo-tor in use.

(72) (a.) jaki pulh lo-tor-an
’bring me the groundnuts which are ripe’

(b.) mangAti 16-t6r ’a ripe mango’
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We have not been able to study this sort of variation and 
therefore cannot say to what extent it is rule-governed.
In some cases, the /An/ suffix must be retained. Thus from 
the verb gw6r-an ’coagulate’, the relative adjective is 16- 
gwor-an and no form *16-gwor is available.

Although many relative adjectives are clearly based on 
verbal roots, there are others which are not deverbal in 
nature. For example, we have relative adjectives such as 
16-koka ’leopard-like’ which is derived from a noun, koka 
’leopard’; we also have relative adjectives such as 16- 
nvdte ’white spots on a green background’ whose root is not 
otherwise used in the language.

Let us now turn to the tonal structure of the relative 
adjective. When the verb root is monosyllabic, one finds 
the relative adjective exhibiting the tonal shape HH. Some 
examples:

(73) (a.) ng’utu? lo-’but ’a good man’ 
ng’drd nd-’but ’a good girl’

(b.) kere 16-don ’an unripe gourd’ 
kit6 nd-d6n ’unripe tamarind’

(c.) wuri ld-’bdng’ ’a stupid pig’
ng’urd na-’bdng’ ’a stupid child’

Other HH relative adjectives include: na-kd? ’beautiful’, 
lo-jo? ’long’ 16-sok/ nd-s6k ’thin’, nd-win ’wet’.

There are also relative adjectives that exhibit a HF 
tonal shape.

(74) (a.) watd na-’but ’good women’
ng’utu lo-’but ’good people’

(b.) kdddn 16-don ’unripe trees’
kirwfi lo-don ’unripe bamboos’

(c.) wate nd-sok ’thin women’
ng’utu? 16-sok ’thin people’

(d) ng’utu? lo-ron ’a bad person’ 
ng’urd na-ron ’a bad child’
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Other relative HF adjectives include: 16-k6ng’ /na-kong’ 
’clever’, 16-gd/ n&-g6 ’hard, serious’, 16-yur/n&-yur
’sad’, and lu-rw&k ’black’. It should be noted that almost 
all the HF relative adjectives represent the plural form of 
a simple (singular) root with the tone pattern HH. Only one 
adjective, 16-ron ’bad’, has the HF pattern but is not a 
plural form of a HH singular. The adjectives lo-ron forms a 
plural by replacing the final a with lo-rok. This same k 
element appears in the plural of lfl-rw&. which is lu-rwfi-k. 
and seems to be related to the plural suffix /Ak/ discussed 
below.

There is one adjective that appears to be a relative 
adjective of the sort just described but which must be
regarded as essentially a simple adjective: 16-’dit/na-’dit 
’small’. The first thing about this item which does not fit 
into the general pattern is the tonal shape. This would be 
the only example of a relative adjective which would have 
the tone shape HL. Second, as the data in (74) establish, 
the initial H tone of a derived adjective does not change 
after a word that ends in a High tone. In Chapters Four and 
Five we will document the fact that there is a rule —  call 
it High Tone Lowering —  that lowers a H at the beginning
of a word to L when another High precedes. This rule is
inapplicable to the relative adjectives (just as it is
inapplicable to the relative markers 16 and na in general). 
But the rule does affect the adjective lo-’dit and na-’dit:

(75) kind na’dit ’a small goat’
(cf. ng’urd na’dit ’a small boy’)

For these reasons, we consider lo’dit and na’dit to have 
been reanalyzed by Bari speakers as simple rather than 
relative adjectives. (We will see in Chapter 4 that simple 
adjectives are subject to High Tone Lowering, unlike 
derived adjectives.)
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When and are procliticized to a bisyllabic root, 

we find that the usual tonal pattern is HHH (i.e. H on 
relative marker, HH stem). Relative adjectives of this type 
regularly form their plural by suffixing /Ak/. The tonal 
shape of the plural is HHLF.

(76) HHH
lu-galang’ ’wide’ (lu-galang’-ak) 
na-gdlang’

16-ng’utut ’short’ (16-ng’titdt-&k) 
na-ng’dtdt

lo-tulur ’round’ (lo-tulur-ak) 
nd-tulur

lu-pdycing’ ’pink’ (lu-payang’-ak) 
na-paying’

lo-’bulung’ ’entire, whole’ (16-’bulung’-ak) 
16-’birit ’straight’ (lo-’biris-ak)
16-’bolot ’slippery’ (16-’bul6t-ak) 
lo - ’b6ny6r ’ugly’ (lo-’b6nydr-ak)
1 6-’bul6 ’spotted like a hy e n a ’ (16-’bul61-6k) 
lo-’deper ’flat and thin’ (lo-’deper-ak) 
lo-’dereng’ ’bloated’ (lo-’dereng’-ak)
16-g6t6k ’skinny’ (16-g6tdk-dk) 
lo-gusu? ’narrow’ (lo-gusul-ak) 
lCi-pdlyen ’shirker’ (lu-p£ly6n-ak) 
lu-kulyem ’chatter-box’ (lo-kuly6m-ak) 
lo-ny61ek ’shallow’ (lo-nyel6k-ak) 
lo-sor6m ’tender’ (16-s6rom-ak) 
lo-ke’ddm ’with a big belly’ (16-ke’dCim-Ak) 
lo-jurying’ ’inquisitive’ (lo-juryeng’-ak) 
16-boyong’ ’very fat, b i g ’ (16-boyong’-ak) 
16-t616k ’naked’ (16-t61dk-6k)
16-t616k ’elver’ (16-t61dk-6k)
16-jilang’ ’very t a l l ’ (lo-jilang’-ak)
16-g6r6n ’almost ba l d ’ (16-g6rdny-ok)
16-m616n ’bald’ (16-meleny-&k) 
lu-jd’ding’ ’reluctant’ (lu-j6’ding’-fik) 
lu-jdmdk ’hairy’ (Id-jdm£ik-fik)
16-rdgu? ’wrinkled’ (16-rugul-ak)

There are a few relative adjectives —  derived either 
from nouns or whose source is not determinable —  which 
exhibit a HHF pattern in the singular (H on the relative
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marker, HF on the stem). These Items form their plural with 
/Ak/ and exhibit the same HHLF tonal pattern in the plural 
as do the items discussed immediately above.

. (77) 16-nydt§ ’white sppts on a green^background’
* na-nyet§

lo-nyetel-ak (pi. masc.)

16-koka ’leopard-like’ 
na-koka
16-kokal-ak (pi. masc.)

16-’bure ’brown-headed’ 
n a - ’bur§
lo-’bur&l-ak (pi. mascu. )
16-mury§ ’gray’ 
nA-mtiryS
16-mfiry&l-dk (pi. masc.)
16-mut& ’b r o w n ’ 
nA-mutA
16-mfitAl-Ak (pi. masc.)

16-t6k£ ’white-red’ 
nA-t6kS
16-t6kAl-6k (pi. masc.)

In those cases where the source of the stems above can be 
identified, the tonal shape of the stem does not
necessarily match the HF pattern displayed in the relative 
adjective. However, since the number of items involve is 
small, it is difficult to determine whether there is some 
specific rule that is involved in transforming the stem 
into the HF pattern of the relative adjective. (Notice, 
incidentally, that in a number of examples above, a 1  is 
inserted between the vowel-final stem and the plural suffix 
/Ak/.)

Finally, there are a number of relative adjectives 
that exhibit the tonal pattern HHL (i.e. H on the relative 
marker and HL on the stem). Examples:
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(78) lo-muny-an ’weak, soft’ (pi. lo-muny-ak) 

(there is no alternative form *lo-mun)

16-t6y-6n ’d r y ’ (pi. 16-t6y-6k)
(there is no alternative form *16-t6y)

lo-t6r-an ’ripe’
cf. 16-t6r 'ripe’, lo-tor (pi.)

16-jol-An ’long’
cf. lo-jo? ’long’, 16-jo? (pi.)

16-ng’6m-an ’green’
cf. lo-ng’6m, lo-ng’em (pi.)

16-wor-an ’angry’ (no special pi. form) 
16-jar-an ’absent’ (no special pi. form) 
16-gwor-an ’coagulated’ (no special pi. form)

16-gCilCl? ’dee p ’ (pi. 16-gdlCil-ak)
16-m6r6 ’private’ (pi. 16-m6ry-dt)
16-nyA’de? ’shallow’ (pi. n£-ny£’del-ak) 
lo-nwenwet ’resilient’ (pi. lo-nwenwet-Ak) 
16-ng’6rdk ’old, wornout’ (pi. 16-ng’6rdk-ok) 
16-rer6k ’creeping’ (pi. lo-rer6k-£k) 
16-sw6sw6t ’quick, smart; (pi. lo-sweswet-Sk) 
ICt-dtikA ’(pi.) n e w ’ (sg. lu-ddkA-tyd)

The items in (78) are somewhat diverse. In some cases they 
are deverbal in nature, in other cases not.

The first group of items illustrate cases where the 
verbal suffix /An/ is retained in the formation of a 
relative adjective. In each case, we see that it is 
realized on a Low tone (/An/ is ordinarily High-toned in 
the verbal form: tor-An ’be ripe’, muny-an ’be w e a k ’,
etc.). Since there are many relative adjectives which are 
derived from verb roots that suffix /An/ to form a simple 
definite verb, this particular group of items could be 
substantially expanded.

For the most part, the relative adjectives that retain 
/An/ do not undergo any special plural formation. Recall, 
however, that many of these forms can omit the /An/, and if 
they omit the /An/ there is a special (tonally-marked) 
plural form available. Thus although lo-t6r-an does not
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have a special form, the truncated form lo-tor does have a 
plural form lo-tor. In a few examples where /An/ cannot be 
omitted, there are special plural forms in use. For 
example, 16-muny-An forms a plural by replacing /An/ with a 
Low-toned form of /Ak/.

The remaining examples in (78) also display a HHL 
pattern but they have no unifying morphological structure 
to them. While some may be deverbal, others are not clearly 
so. For example, 16-ny&’d6? is related to a nominal form 
n v 6 ’ d 6 ’y-& ’shallowness’ but there is no related verb. On 
the other hand, 16-gflia? is related to a verb g&lft’v-k 
’deepen’. Most of the items under discussion form their 
plural by suffixing a Falling-toned form of /Ak/: thus 16- 
nwenw6t has the plural form 16-nwenwet-&k. There are 
however a few items that involve other morphological 
elements. For example, 16-m6r6 ’private’ forms its plural 
by suffixing the Low-toned plural suffix /At/ that we 
encountered in the analysis of number-marking in nouns. The 
item lu-dflk& seems to be inherently plural and forms a 
singular by suffixing a Falling-toned variant of the 
singulativizing suffix /tyO/: lfi-dtik&-ty&.

The above data illustrate the great preponderance of 
relative adjectives. To summarize: one and two syllable
stems generally exhibit the tonal shapes H and HH in the 
relative adjective. The H shape is replaced by Fall to 
yield a plural form (no suffix is appended). The HH shapes 
are converted to HL in the plural and a Falling-toned /Ak/ 
is suffixed. There are however two other groups of 
bisyllabic stems. One group exhibits the the tonal shape HF 
in the singuar. This HF pattern changes to HL in plural 
formation and a Falling-toned /Ak/ is suffixed. Another 
group exhibits the tonal shape HL in the singular. If this 
group does not change its tonal shape when a Falling-toned 
/Ak/ is appended.
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A second derivational process forming adjectives 

procliticizes the element /pa/ to a root. For example, we 
find p A - ’de* d£? ’light (in weight)’, pA-lel£ng’ ’sweet’, 
and pA-mAni? ’heavy’. These items also exhibt a High tone 
on their last syllable with all preceding syllables Low. 
More examples:

(79) pA-pA ’h o t ’
pA-tA? ’insipid, lukewarm’ 
pA-twAr ’bitter’

pa-pipi? ’hard and painful’
pA-mdm6t ’insipid, without salt’
pA-lAlA? ’watery and tasteless’
pA-gdg6t ’sour’
p A - ’d d ’d6n ’bittersweet’
pA-didir ’sweet’
p A - ’b i ’bin ’sweet’
pA-yiyik ’cool, luke-warm’
pA-1i1i ng’ ’smooth’
pA-rAre? ’transparent’
pA-lilyA ’easy to d o ’
pA-yoyo? ’light’
pA-rdrong’ ’s our’
pA-sdsong ’sour’
pA-tAta? ’bitter, oversalted’
pA-sAswAk ’sour’
p A - ’b A ’bA ’brittle’
pA-titit ’slightly sour’
pA-yiyik 'slightly w a r m ’

pA-bdldnyon ’slimy, slippery’ 
pA-sAlAkwi? ’slightly sweet’

In some cases these derived adjectives may be related to 
verbs (for example, pA-liling* is connected to liling 
’smoothen), but in most cases they appear to be based on 
roots that do not occur alone. Examination of the above 
data shows clearly that this construction involves an 
imposition of a tonal melody. Two syllable items (/pA/ plus 
monosyllabic root) have the tone shape LH, three syllable 
items the tone shape LLH, and four syllable items the tone 
shape LLLH. We assume that the melody is LH, with the H
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associated to the last syllable of the expression. The 
derivation of these items is illustrated in (80) below.

(80) L H 
pa-pi 
L H
1 Ipa-pe

H H
j | (output of word-

pa-tata? pa-bolonyon formation rules

L H
1 *  J opa-tata? 

L H(N tpa-tata?

L H
pl-bolonyorpa-bolonyon UTAP

H
ipa-bolonyon

Ll
?i-b<

Free Syllable 
Association

3.3. Adverbs in B ari.
3.3.1. Simple adverbs.
Simple adverbs are those that consist of a single root 

morpheme, either monosyllabic or polysyllabic in length. 
Examples appear in (1).

(81) monosyllabic adverbs

High
d6 ’afterwards, t hen’ 
d£ ’a little’ 
nyo ’why?’ 
nyin ’inside, in’
Low

y&ng’ ’remains’
’dfii ’still, y e t ’ 
ge ’since’
kwAng’ ’never, by no means’ 
ling’ ’almost’
Fall
nyo ’what?’ 
nyin ’here’
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frlsyUfrfrlc 3<jLvsrfrg 
HH
’b6r6n ’in the past’ 
katd ’present’
’diri ’truly, really’

HL
nanu ’wh e n ’
k&j£ 'yesterday’
kana ’nothing’
lobot ’north’
iy£ ’yes, alright’
koke? ’openly, without secrecy’
sonu ’like that’

HE
dika ’sometime today’ 
n g ’inu ’there’

LH
bura? ’well’ 
b & n g ’A ’please’ 
hdii ’how, pardon m e ’
&gd ’indeed’ 
n y u ’bak ’not y e t ’
’d d ’de ’quick, soon’ 
gobbd ’not full’ 
k i ’d d n g ’ ’besides’ 
kirut ’actually, then’ 
nyond ’nearby’ 
mdlu ’afterwards’

LL
lolong’ ’today’
p6t£ ’recently, just no w ’
asut ’entirely’
rigwo ’straight’
ibur ’indiscriminately’
akd ’purposely’

LF
leru ’first of all*
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trisyllabic adverbs 

LLH

g616r6 ’once’ 
k&li!unb& ’on the contrary’ 
inkoyi ’of course, surely’ 
k d ’bure ’tomorrow’

LLL

arabat ’badly’
kdbubut ’very early morning’

LLF

gwdsdse ’all the same’

Simple adverbs, like all the other non-verbal roots, 
show all possible sequences of Highs and Lows on non-final 
syllables, and can have a H, L, or Fall on the last 
syllable.

3.3.2. Complex adverbs.
There are a number of adverbs that appear to be 

morphologically complex. Examples are given below:

(82) tu-kwaje ling’ ’the whole night’ 
tu-paran ling’ ’the whole d a y ’ 
tu-kwaje tak ’all night long’ 
tu-paran tak ’all day long’ 
paran tak ’daily’

k&je-lu ’the day before’; 
su-na-na 'now’ 
sd-nu-nCi ’at that ti m e ’; 
molu-lu ’the day after tomorrow’

sd-ng’i-na ’like that’ 
so-ng'i-na-na ’now, just n o w ’ 
gwdsd-se ’all the same’

That the items in (82) are morphologically complex can be 
seen from the fact that the constituent elements in these
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expressions can function independently of the given 
expression. Some of the constituent elements are
independent roots. For example, kw&.ie ’night’ appears in 
tu-kw&.ie ’night-time’; pardn ’d ay’ appears in td-paran 
’daytime’, p&rdn-t&k ’daily’, and M r M r&h-.tak ’all day 
long’; k£t& ’inside’ appears in lu-k&t& ’inside’; ng*i-n& 
’this (fem.)’ appears in sd-ng’i-nk ’like tha t ’ and so
ng* i-na-nd ’now, just n o w ’; gw6s6 ’like’ appears in gwosd- 
se ’all the same’; and so on. While the elements in these 
complex constructions sometimes exhibit tonal alternations, 
the formations are not productive enough (or our 
understanding is not deep enough) to permit any significant 
exploration of the tonal shapes involved.

3.3.3. Compound adverbs. There are a number of 
particles that occur more freely with various roots to form 
compound adverbial expressions. The particles involved are 
£ .  1 , i >  M -

(83) particle(s ) plus monosyllabic root

lo ldr ’t oday’

a ling’ ’almost’ 
a ya ’at random’ 
a wok ’crookedly’ 
k ’dy&n ’continuously’ 
k 16r ’only once’

i 16 lor ’today’
particlefsl plus bisvllabic root

lo k i n g ’a ’this year’ 
a k i n g ’a ’for a year’ 
a wuya ’undisciplinedly’ 
a mfinsw^ ’foolishly’ 
k gela? ’in a roundabout manner’ 
a mukdk ’last’ 
a kokwe ’before’ 
a p6r6k ’occasionally’
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i kdmdng’ ’in front’ 
i m&k&k ’in the final place’ 
i n& ding’it ’now, at this moment’ 
i lo king’a ’this very year’ 
i nS. pele? ’on this side’

i m&k&k ’in the back o f ’ 
i komong’ ’in front’

ko nakwd ’because o f ’ 
ko k6kw& 'first of a l l ’

bisvllabic root plus particle

p6r6k ling’ ’everyday’

madang’ d6 ’better than’

’bain kw&ng’ ’never’

n g ’upi y & n g ’ ’continuously’

particlefs) plus trisyllabic root/stem

& lorijo? ’straight’ 
a m6r6t6 ’at the side’ 
a lo m6rdt6 ’by the side style’ 
a ko mo n g ’sikan ’by sheer luck' 
a 16ki’dir ’by the ba c k ’ 
a kadong’e ’by the left hand side’
compounded roots and other extended forms

p£r6k muda ’how many times/days?’
p£r6k murek ’twice, two times’
p6r6k k u ’dik ’a few times’
nyon& nyona ’near each other’
dika kwaje ’last night’
dika k o ’bure ’this morning’
d i n g ’it najo? ’a long time’
ding’it n a ’dit ’a little while, a moment’
n g ’upi n g ’upi ’always, forever’
kdjti ’bSrdn ’long time ago’

kaje i lu lor ’the day before yesterday’ 
i nyilo y&pa? ’this very m o n t h ’ 
i dang’ tomurek ’for the second time’ 
i kilo p6r6k ’sometime within these coming days’
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The constituent parts of these compound adverbs may undergo 
tonal changes due to the application of rules that are 
dealt with in detail in Chapter 4. For example, we will see
in Chapter 4 that a word ending in a High tone will induce
certain changes on a following word. These changes are seen 
in some of the examples above:

(84) ldr but: 16 ldr ’today’ 
king’s lo ki n g ’a ’this year’

The preposition £  will be shown in Chapter 4 to induce two
different patterns of change depending on whether the
preposition is followed immediately by a noun or if a
demonstrative separates the preposition from the noun. (85) 
illustrates the changes that take place when the noun
immediately follows the preposition:

(85) m'dkSk but: i mCikSk ’in the final place’

Examples of the changes that take place when a
demonstrative separates the preposition from the noun:

(86) lo ldr but: i 16 16r
na ding’it i na di n g ’it
lo king’a i 16 ki n g ’a
na pele? i na pele?
nyilo yapS? i nyilo yapa?

Since these various changes are discussed in great detail 
in Chapter 4 and an analysis presented there, no further 
discussion will be undertaken at this point.
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CHAPTER 4 

BARI NOUN PHRASE TONOLOGY

4.0 Introduction.
Most major category words in Bari (specifically, 

nouns, adjectives, and verbs) undergo tonological 
alternations at the phrasal level. In this chapter we will 
examine (a) the nature of the changes that occur and the 
conditions under which they occur, (b) the principles that 
seem to underlie these changes and their possible 
formalization, and (c) the mode of application of the rule 
(iterative? cyclic?).

4.1.0. Nouns in context.
We will begin our examination of the Bari phrasal 

tonology by considering nouns. The first point to be 
observed is that all nouns change their pronunciation in 
Bari depending on the context in which they occur. We will 
demonstrate that the relevant aspect of the environment is 
basically very simple: the noun is essentially unaltered if 
it stands in initial position or if it stands after a word 
ending in a Low tone; however, if the noun follows a word 
that ends in a High tone, then the noun will change its 
tonal configuration. In this section we will examine what 
changes a noun undergoes and we will demonstrate that the 
above environmental contrast is indeed the relevant one.

4.1.1. Post-verbal nouns.
One situation where nouns regularly alternate their 

pronunciation is when they are preceded by a verb that ends 
in a high tone. To demonstrate this phenomenon, we will 
begin with nouns that have two syllables.
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We showed in Chapter 3 that the following tonal shapes 

are possible in disyllabic nouns: HH, HL, HF, LL, LH, LF. 
We will consider each of these tonal types in succession, 
illustrating them in both post-Low (i.e. in initial 
position or after a word ending in L or a Fall, which we 
regard as a sequence of H followed by L) and post-High 
(i.e. after a word that ends in a H) environments.

The phrasal behavior of a HH noun is illustrated in
(1), where we see that HH changes to H L :

(1) HH nouns:
(cf. kidi ’w e l l ’, ’ddput ’bark cloth, kere ’gourd’, 

wdld ’knife’, k i ’bd ’canoe’)

(a.) J&da k ’ddp kdrd ’Jada held the gourd’
(b.) n g ’utu a kur kidi ’the people dug the w e l l ’
(c.) Wani k ’buytit wdld ’Wani sharpened the knife’
(d.) Pdni k pdt ’doput ’Poni rubbed the bark cloth’ 
(e.) m&t&t k tin k i ’bd jtir ’the chief gave the canoe 

to the villagers’

cf. in the post-Low environment:

(f.) k i ’bd k kama ’the canoe was paddled’
(g .) nan a s&puk k i ’b6 ’I overturned the canoe’

In (la-e) we see that a HH noun changes to HL after a verb 
that ends in a H. In the case of monosyllabic H verbs it 
does not matter whether the verb root is of the underlying 
H type (such as ’d d n ) or the underlying LHL type (such as 
k u r 1. This supports the point made in Chapter Two that 
monosyllabic LHL verbs behave, at the phrasal level, like 
they end in a H tone, and therefore we must assume that the 
final L of the LHL melody actually deletes when it fails to 
associate. The remaining examples in (1) illustrate that a 
HH noun is unaffected in initial position or after a L.

The behavior of HL nouns is illustrated in (2), where 
we see that a HL noun changes to LL:
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(2) HL nouns:

(cf. k6pd ’c u p ’, mangd ’ma n g o ’, gfird ’dove’, ’biinit 
’witch’, lunsak ’young m e n ’)

(a.) Pdni d ’ddp kdpd ’Poni held the cu p ’
(b. ) Wdni d ddk kdpd ’Wani fetched the c u p ’
(c.) Jadd a nydsu mdngd ’Jada ate mangoes’
(d.) Jdda d gwo gCird ’Jada kicked the dove’
(e. ) Wdni d ldng’ ’biinit ’Wani called the witch’

cf. in the post-Low environment:

(f .) mdtdt d ydki lunsdk ’the chief sent the young 
men to do s .t .’

The data in (2) show that a HL noun changes to LL in the 
post-H environment. Again, monosyllabic roots (whether 
underlyingly H or LHL) behave the same in always triggering 
the change on a following HL noun.

A HF noun changes to HL in the post-H context:

(3) HF nouns:
(cf. kotet ’t a i l ’ , kdrit ’giraffe’, mtiri ’duiker’, 
’bdldt ’du r r a ’, kddi ’house’

(a.) Jdda a rdm mdri ’Jada speared the duiker’
(b.) ndn a dok wawdk ’I fetched the palm fruits’
(c.) Pdni a ’bdrd kadi ’Poni smeared the house’
(d.) Jada a rdm kdrit ’Jada speared the giraffe’
(e.) kulang’ d ’ddng’ kotet na wdri ’Kulang cut the 

tail of the p i g ’

cf. the post-L environment:

(f.) bdjd d nydbur ’bdldt ’Bojo ground the durra’
(g.) wale a ’ddng’dri kdtet ’the knife was used for 

cutting the t a i l ’
(h.) kdtdt a rydkd kd n g ’utu 'the tail was stepped 

on by a person’

A LL noun changes to HL in the post-H context:
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(4) LL nouns:

(cf. tdrd ’m a t ’, dupA ’cradle’, rAbA ’platform’, 
gwAkA ’forked stick’, kosd ’small basket’)

(a.) Jada A nin gwAka ’Jada twisted the forked stick’ 
(b.) nan A n g ’i tArd ’I raised up the m a t ’
(c. ) Pdni A budyAn kdso ’Poni cut open the small

basket’
(d.) bddd A rip dupA ’the craftsman sawed the cradle’ 
(e.) Jada a ’bAk raba ’Jada fixed the platform’

cf. the post-L environment:
(f.) Wani a sApuk raba ’Wani overturned the granary 

bottom’

A LH noun changes to HH in the post-H environment:

(5) LH nouns:

(cf. bdngo? ’cloth’, dakan ’pipes’, dirAn ’weaver 
b i r d s ’, n g ’Cuni ’needle’, kCunA ’nose’, kAnin 
’h a n d ’)

(a.) nAn k kAr n g ’umi ’I borrowed the needle’
(b.) Pdni a tor bongd? ’Poni tied the dress’
(c.) JAda k n y a ’ddt k6m6 ’Jada stuck up the n o s e ’
(d.) nan a ’beleng’ dakan ’I broke the pipes’
(e.) Wani k pak dirAn ’...scared off the weaver

b irds’
(f.) nAn a tin bongo? JAda ’I gave the cloth to Jada’ 

cf. the post-L environment:

(g.) Pdni a tin ’didt bdngo? ’Poni gave the girl the
cloth’

(h.) Wani a dodong’ kAnin ’Wani shook the h and’
(i.) bongo? a jupu ’the cloth was w o r n ’

A LF noun changes to HF in the post-H environment:
(6) LF nouns:

(cf. wini ’medicine’, pirit ’place’ , laka ’wild 
durra’, kdrgk ’spade’, ’dika ’open w ound’, kinat 
’breast’, kAli ’whip’)

(a.) Pdni a der lAka ’Poni cooked wild durra’
(b.) JAda a tdr ’dika ’Jada tied the open w o und’
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(c.) Bdjd & ’boro kinat ’Bojo smeared the breast’ 
(d.) Wani & mat winl ’Wani drank the medicine’
(e.) ndn a ’beleng’ kdrSk ’I broke the spade’

cf. the post-L environment:

(f.) n&n a dodong’ k&li ’I shook the w h i p ’

Let us now turn to a discussion of the analysis of the
data in (1)— (6) above. The data in (4)-(6) illustrating the
Low-tone initial noun are very uniform. The initial Low
syllable is always replaced by a High, and the tonal 
structure of the second syllable is unaffected. Clearly, we 
are dealing here with a kind of assimilation whereby the 
initial Low of a noun is raised to High by virtue of being 
preceded by a High. Within the autosegmental framework, 
assimilation of tone is most naturally expressed as the 
spreading of a tone (located in the tonal tier and 
associated with the syllable tier) onto an adjoining 
syllable, so that the tone in question is multiply-linked. 
Let us assume that Low-tone initial nouns have a Low tone 
associated with their first syllable and that Bari spreads 
a H from a word-final syllable onto a following syllable. 
Call this spreading (assimilation) operation High Tone 
Spread. Given these assumptions, High Tone Spread will 
operate on a sequence of a word ending in a H and a noun 
beginning with a L to associate the final H of the 
preceding word with the initial syllable of the noun. This 
produces a HL sequence on the first syllable —  i.e. a
Falling tone. The correct output, however, is a H tone. 
However, since there is a constraint in Bari that bars
Falling tones from non-final syllables, we can assume that 
there is a rule of Contour Simplification that 
disassociates the L part of a HL contour on a non-final
syllable. An example derivation is given in (7):
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H L L
i 1 I
<r or or
x te ro

H L L
1<r <r <r

H L L
i \<r <r i<r

(input)

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

The rules of High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification can be formulated as in (8) and (9) 
respectively:

(8) High Tone Spread 

H ## L
<r <r

(9) Contour Simplification 

H L
or <r (within the word)

The major alternative to an approach using High Tone 
Spread would be one where a L at the beginning of a word 
changes to H after a word beginning in a H. Call this 
hypothetical rule Low Raising. Low Raising would be a 
"feature-changing" rule as opposed to a "spreading" rule. 
Such a feature-changing approach would require that we 
represent successive Low-toned syllables as each having its 
own Low tone. With such an assumption, a LL noun such as 
tdrd would change its initial Low to High after a word that 
ends in a H. If, on the other hand, a LL noun such as tdrd 
were analyzed as having a single L multiply linked, we 
would expect that L to change to H by Low Raising, 
producing the incorrect form t6 r 6 .
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The analysis using High Tone Spread produces the same 

results regardless of whether a LL noun has a separate L 
tone for each syllable or one Low linked to both syllables. 
In both analyses, the initial syllable of the word will be 
linked to a L. The H of a preceding word will spread onto 
that syllable, producing a HL sequence on that syllable. 
Contour Simplification will delink that same (initial) 
syllable from the L, leaving the L in the tonal tier. The 
second syllable of the noun will remain Low-toned (either 
because it originally bore its own L tone or because it 
continues to remain associated with the L tone that was, 
originally, associated with both it and the first syllable.

We will assume for the time being the validity of the 
High Tone Spread analysis. It is, within the autosegmental 
framework, the typical sort of phonological rule. There 
will be crucial evidence in favor of the High Tone Spread 
analysis when we come to examine monosyllabic nouns.

The changes that a H-initial noun undergoes in the 
post-H environment (cf. (l)-(3)) are not nearly as 
straightforward as the changes that a L-initial noun 
undergoes. The change of HH to HL and of HF to HL can be 
grouped together: if a noun has a sequence of two H tones 
on the tonal tier, the second H changes to L. However, if a 
noun has a single H followed by a L, the first (and only) H 
changes to L. Clearly, there appears to be a rule whereby a 
H changes to L after a word that ends in a H. Call this 
process High Tone Lowering. The problem is: why does a HH 
noun such as kere change the second High-toned syllable to 
Low whereas a HL noun such as kdpd changes the first High- 
toned syllable to Low. This difference in behavior of the 
two nouns looks quite mysterious.

A full understanding of the changes that occur in the 
post-H environment when a noun has an initial H cannot be 
gained without looking at the behavior of trisyllabic and 
longer n o u n s .
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Trisyllabic nouns show the following alternation 

patterns in the post-High context:

(10) (a.) HHH ~ HLH

Wani a ’de? pilili
’Wani hid the knife’ (cf. pilili ’knife’) 

(b.) HHL ~ HLL

n&n a mok likitd
’I caught the rabbit’ (cf.likitd ’rabbit’)

(c.) HHF ~ HLF
Poni a der sCimCittl
’Poni cooked the fish’ (cf. sdmdtti ’fish’)

(d.) HLH ~ LLH
Jkdk k ’dep titdtdt
’Jada kept the property’ (cf. titdtdt

’property’)

(e.) HLL ~ LLL
Pdni a nyk basalt
’Poni ate the onion’ (cf. basdla ’onion’)

(f.) HLF ~ LLF
Jadd a ga? tiribyat
’Jada looked for the pipes’ (cf. tiribyat)

’pipes’)

(g.) LLL ~ HLL
Pdni a der amb&ta
’Poni cooked the bread’ (cf. ambata ’b r e a d ’)

(h.) LLH ~ HLH
nkn a de? jdgwdri
’I hid the hair comb’ (cf. jdgwdri ’comb’)

(i . ) LLHL ~ HLHL
Pdni ci der k&k&ri
’Poni cooked the wild vegetable, cf. k&kuri

’wild vegetable’)

(j.) LHL~ HHL
nan nyanyar kdturdn
’I like flowers’ ( cf. k&ttir&n ’flowers’)
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(k.) LHH ~ HHH

W&ni a tin pirit&n
’Wani gave (him) the places’ (cf. pirit6n

’places’)
(1.) LHF ~ HHF

n&n a leng’ kimurtS
’I killed the mosquito’ (cf. kimdrtS

’mosquito’)

Similarly, quadrisyllabic nouns also alternate their 
pronunciation in the post - High enviroment, as shown in
(11):

(11) (a.) HHHH ~ HLLH

Jada a ’yur temenene?
’Jada burned the ants’ (cf. temenene? ’ants’)

(b.) HHHF ~ HLLF 

Pdni & jup didiliti
'Poni wore the ornament’ (cf. didiliti ’ornament) 

(c.) HHHL ~ HLHL 

nan k t6k kipitala
’I cut the strings’ (cf. kipitala ’strings’) 

nan k met gwdrdkdld
'I saw the haughty person’ (cf. gwdrdkdld

’haughty person’)

(d.) HHLH ~ HLLH 

Wani a ryk kan&rejin
’Wani found the necklaces’ (cf. kanarejin

’necklaces’)
(e.) HHLL ~ HLLL 

Jadii a mo? mul&k^tyd
’Jada beseeched the spirit’ (cf. muldk&tyd ’the

spirit’)
(f.) HHLF ~ HLLF 

nan a met kdril&ng’i
’I saw the t r e e ’ (cf. kuril&ng’i ’oil tree’)
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(g.) HLHH ~ LLHH
’Pdni mimdn gw&rgw&lalan
'Poni hates the sp. b i rds’ (ef. gw&rgwalalan

’sp. b i rds’)

(h.) HLHL ~ LLHL 

n&n k ki j& ’bdleng’&n
’I mounted the camel’ (cf. ja ’beldng’&n ’camel’) 

(i.) HLLH ~ LLLH 

Pdni k k6? bdsdl&tdt
’Poni roasted the onion’ (cf. basalatat ’onion’) 

(j .) HLLF ~ LLLF 

J£dd k yuk k&bil&kSn
’Jada looked after the sheep; cf. kdbilCikfin

’sheep’)

(k.) LLHH ~ HLHH

nstn a ’belong’ kcLtumit&n
’I broke the doors’ (c f . k&t&mit&n ’doors’)

(1.) LLHL ~ HLHL 

W&ni a pe kij&kutat
’Wani shot the animal’ (cf. kijakutat ’animal’) 

(m.) LLLH ~ HLLH 
nan a ny& ambatajin
’I ate the b r ead’ (cf. imb&tajin ’bread’)

(n.) LLLL ~ HLLL 

Jada a b&n kelengwere
’Jada touched the t r a p ’ (cf. kelengwere ’t rap’) 

(o.) LLLF ~ HLLF 

nan k ’yur kdreketo
’I burned the rag; cf. kdrdketo ’r a g ’)
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( P . )  LHLH ~ HHLH 

nAn A ’y4? yakAnyAjin
’I visited grandmothers' (cf. yAkanyejin

’grandmothers’)

(q.) LHLHL ~ HHLHL

P6ni apA? kAyAtAli
’Poni roasted the sweet potato’
(c f . kayAtAll’sweet potato’)

We have now illustrated the changes in the post-High 
environment that disyllabic, trisyllabic, and
quadrisyllabic nouns undergo. We have provided examples for 
every possible tonal configuration of words of these 
lengths. It is important, however, to emphasize that all 
polysyllabic nouns change in the post-High environment. 
Nouns longer than four syllables are obviously less common, 
and a detailed presentation of every possible tonal 
configuration of such nouns would be mostly redundant. We 
will therefore merely provide exemplification for a few of 
the possibilities.

(12) quinsy 1 LabisuasflMLg 
(a.) HHHLH ~ HLHLH 

Wani a ’yut sArAmAnditAt
'Wani sawed the peanut' (cf. sArAmAnditAt

’peanut’)

(b.) HLHLF ~ LLHLF 

Jada a rAm gwdnkdrokdkan
’Jada speared the puff adder’ (cf. gwonkorokokan

’puff adder’)

(c.) LHLLH ~ HHLLH 
nan a wu batisimujin
’I received baptisms’ (cf. bAtisimujin ’baptisms’ )
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(d.) LHLLF ~ HHLLF 
JadA k m6k subesubekan
’Jada caught the bird; cf. s&bdsubAkan ’bi r d ’)

(e.) LLHLH ~ HLHLH 

n&n k ryk ArAbiyAjin
*1 found the cars’ (cf. ArAbiyAjin ’cars’)

(f.) LLLLH ~ HLLLH 

JAdA k m6k pAdAdAdAAt
’Jada caught the purple b i r d ’ (cf. pAdAdAdeAt 
’purple b i r d ’)

(g.) LLLHL ~ HLLHL

Pdni k rip kerAkAtdjin
’Poni mended the ra g s ’ (cf. kArAkAtdjin ’rags’)

(As will become clear later, it would be particularly 
relevant to show what happens to quinsyllabic or longer 
nouns with all High-toned syllables. Unfortunately, we have 
not found any such nouns in B a r i .)

We have so far shown how bisyllabic, trisyllabic, and 
quadrisyllable (as well as a few quinsyllabic) nouns change 
in the post-High environment. Let us now return to the 
analysis of these changes.

Examination of the Low-tone initial trisyllabic and 
longer nouns shows that they all behave just like the 
bisyllabic L-initial nouns: their initial L changes to H. 
The analysis that we proposed earlier —  namely, the 
application of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification 
-- will account for these new data without any modification 
(as would the alternative, feature-changing rule Low 
Raising).

The behavior of High-initial nouns in the post-H 
context can be summarized as follows:
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(a) if the initial High of the noun is followed by a 

Low tone on the second syllable, then the initial 
High changes to Low in the post-High environment 
and no other change in the noun occurs;

(b) if the initial High is followed by two or more 
High-toned syllables, then the initial High and 
the last High in the sequence remain High while 
the intervening Highs all change to Low;

(c) if the initial High is followed by one High-toned 
syllable, then the first High remains but the 
second changes to Low.

The pattern of behavior summarized in (a)-(c) suggests a 
process that has the effect of converting High(s) to Low(s) 
in a post-High environment. But the precise details of this 
tone lowering process are less than obvious from the 
summary given above.

Let us begin our analysis of the above patterning by 
considering words that begin with two successive High 
tones. Recall that these words change the second High-toned 
syllable to a Low, but retain a High on their first 
syllable. At first glance this seems quite baffling. Why 
should the second syllable change its tone while the first 
syllable remains the same?

We suggest that a quite plausible account of this 
situation is available if we assume that (a) successive 
High-toned syllables are represented as a single High 
multiply linked to the various syllables, (b) there is a 
rule of High Tone Lowering that changes a H to L when 
immediately preceded by a H, and (c) High Tone Spread 
applies after the High Tone Lowering rule just 
mentioned. Given these three assumptions, the change of a 
word such as kidi to kidi in the post-High environment will 
be accounted for as follows:
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High Tone Lowering
H L

x kidi High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

The preceding analysis accounts nicely for words that 
begin with just two High-toned syllables. There is a 
problem, however, when the word begins with just one High
tone. A word such as k6n6 changes to k6o6 in the post-High
environment. The analysis we have evolved would predict the 
incorrect derivation shown in (14):

(14) H H L
i fci ix kopo

H L L
I \ Ix kopo High Tone Lowering

H L L

x kopo High Tone Spread

H L L

(14) predicts that k6o6 would surface as *k6pd in the 
post-High environment instead of k 6nd. One might take this 
as evidence against the analysis that we have so far 
developed (i.e. the analysis that claims that a word such 
as kidi changes to kidi in the post-High environment by the
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combined effects of a rule of High Tone Lowering followed 
by High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification), since to 
achieve k&p6 in the post-High environment we will have to 
prevent High Tone Spread from applying.

However, we are extremely hesitant to discard our 
analysis since there is strong evidence (to be developed 
later) in support of the proposition that High Tone 
Lowering results in the first syllable of a word such as 
kidi becoming Low as well as the second syllable. If this 
is correct, then the fact that the first syllable of kidi 
surfaces with a High in the cases we have discussed so far 
must be accounted for as being the consequence of other 
rules. Since the behavior of Low-initial words motivates 
the postulation of High Tone Spread and Contour
Simplification, it seems entirely reasonable to assume that 
it must be these rules that account for the appearance of a 
High on the first syllable of M d i  in the post-High 
environment. We assume then that the behavior of words such 
as k6p& where the first syllable manifests a Low rather 
than a High must be treated as (somehow) escaping High Tone 
Spread.

Is there any motivation for High Tone Spread failing 
to affect a HL noun after it undergoes High Tone
Lowering? One possible answer would seem to have roughly 
the following form: if High Tone Spread could apply to k6pd 
(derived from underlying k6o& via High Tone Lowering), it 
would (in conjunction with Contour Simplification) have the 
effect of changing kdpd back to k 6pd. In other words, the 
fact that such words have undergone High Tone Lowering 
would be completely obscured if they were also allowed to 
undergo High Tone Spread. While this explanation for the 
fact that k6p6 alternates with k6p6 in the post-High 
environment is not entirely convincing in our judgement, we 
will continue to assume that somehow such words must be 
barred from undergoing High Tone Spread. (Later we will in
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fact see more direct evidence in favor of our analysis —  
namely, we will see that there are limited environments 
where, in the post-H context, words such as k6pd do in fact 
appear as k6p6 whereas other words behavior in the fashion 
we are presently describing.)

We have now given an account of polysyllabic nouns 
that begin with either a High associated either with just 
the first syllable or with the first two syllables. Words 
that begin with a High associated with the first three (or 
more) syllables raise some very perplexing questions. Their 
behavior can be summarized as follows: in the post-High 
environment, the first syllable appears High-toned (we have 
already given an explanation for this), following syllables 
appear Low-toned (we have given an explanation for this) 
except the last syllable in the sequence remains High-toned 
(we have not given an explanation for this!).

Given the assumptions that we have made and our

(15):

(15)

far , we p;

H H
1X pistil
H Li y wX pilili
H L
r ^ s AX Pilili
H L

\  r \X Pilili

H/ / \ \ ,temenene?

L

temenene?

temenene?

H L
r >  A \ ,x temenene?

H
ix
Hi
x

H

High Tone Lowering

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplif.

These derivations produce the wrong result in that the 
post-High pronunciation of pillli should be pilili and not 
♦pilili. and the post-High pronunciation of t6m6n6ne? 
should be tem&n6n6? and not *t6m&n£n6?. The problem that.
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confronts us can bo stated very simply: how can we 
guarantee that when a sequence of three or more High-toned 
syllables begins a word all but the last one change to 
Low? For somehow the last High-toned syllable in the 
sequence remains High even though the preceding syllables 
change to Low (allowing for the fact that the first 
syllable in the sequence reacquires a High tone due to the 
operation of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification).

The data suggest that in a sequence of three or more 
High-toned syllables, all but the last behave as a single 
unit. In autosegmental terms this means that all but the 
last syllable should be associated with a single High tone, 
while the last syllable is associated with its own 
(separate) High tone:

(16) H HA Ipilili
H H

♦ ̂  i,temenene?

If we had representations such as those in (16), then the 
rules we have postulated would achieve the correct results, 
as (17) demonstrates.

(17) H H H 
x piJili
H

H L H
j \ y \  ix pilili

N . :
L H

I W  Ix pilili

H H H
1x temenene?
H L H
I / i \  Ix temenene? High Tone Lowering

N Ax temenene? High Tone Spread
H L H
A  ^  *,x temenene? Contour Simplif.
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(Notice that this analysis assumes that High Tone Lowering 
affects just the first High of a word when it is preceded 
by a word that ends in a High. High Tone Lowering would not 
affect a word-internal sequence of Highs.)

While representations such as (16) seem to be 
necessary inputs to the rule of High-Lowering (if the last 
High-toned syllable in a sequence of three or more 
High-toned syllables is to escape High-Lowering), it seems 
unlikely that they would represent the underlying state of 
affairs. The clearest evidence that underlyingly a sequence 
of High tones cannot be organized as in (16) comes from the 
verbal system. Recall from Chapter 2 that Bari verbal roots 
display one of two tonal “melodies": H or LHL. If a root 
has the High melody, all of its syllables will be 
High-toned. There are also verbal derivational suffixes 
that may be appended to a verb root. Some of these suffixes 
are toneless —  i.e. they acquire there tonal specification 
from the tonal melody of the root. It seems clear that
verbal roots with the High melody have just a single H in 
their underlying representation and that this High 
associates to all of the vowels of the root as well as to 
the vowels of any toneless suffixes that follow the 
root. For example, the verb root 1buvut 'to sharpen’ is one 
that displays the High melody; ’buyutakin is the
benefactive form of this verb. We assume that there is just 
one High tone in the tonal tier of ’ htiyfrt&kln —  that 
supplied by the underlying representation of the root 
’ buvut. Since a verb such as * buyutakin changes in the
post-High environment to * buyutakin just as t<§m<§n6n4? 
changes to t6m6n6n6? (this will be confirmed later in this 
chapter when we examine the phrasal tonology of the verb), 
it is clear that even though btivut&kin has just one High 
tone in underlying structure, it must acquire a 
representation where the first three syllables are
associated with one High tone and the last syllable with a
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(18) High Tone Fission

H H H
0- . . . . 0- <r or .... <r or

While (18) is not the sort of rule that we feel comfortable 
postulating, since we are familiar with no other language 
with a comparable rule, the complex behavior of words such 
as pilili and t6m6n6ne? necessitates something along these 
lines. We will leave it as a matter for future research to 
see whether the brute-force rule of High Tone Fission can 
be replaced by a more natural process.

Given the rule of High Tone Fission, then the rule of 
High Tone Lowering can be formulated very simply, as in 
(19):

(19) High Tone Lowering 
H —̂ > L / H ____

The analysis that we have so developed now accounts 
for all the polysyllabic data involving nouns that begin 
with one or more High tones as well as for polysyllabic 
nouns that begin with a Low tone. Let us at this point turn 
to an examination of monosyllabic nouns.

On the surface, monosyllabic nouns fall under three
tonal shapes: High, Low, and Fall. However, the High 
monosyllables and the Low monosyllables each display two 
distinct patterns of tonal behavior, suggesting that there 
may be altogether five different underlying tonal shapes 
for monosyllables. We will refer to these five types of 
monosyllables as Hi, H2 , Li, L2 , and HL. Examples of these 
five types of monosyllables in the post-High environment as 
opposed to the post-Low environment are given in (20)-(24):
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(20) Hi monosyllabic noun .alternates with L: 

(a.

(b.

(c.

(d.

(e.

cf. 
(f.

(g.

(h.

ng’utu A ry&k tfiir ’the people robbed the 
village’ (cf. tdr ’village’, clan’
nfin ti dAn nyA ’I don’t know him’
(cf. nyA ’him’)
kA’disi nyAnyAr tA ’the girls like you 
(pi.)’ (cf- tA ’you (pi.)’
bddd k gwA mA? ’the craftsman weaved the 
sling basket’ (cf. mA? ’sling basket’)
ng’Ard k gin kAt ’the child cut the thread’ 
(cf. kAt ’thread’)

in the post-Low environment:
tfir k rykkk kd kdlSk ’the clan was robbed 
by thieves’
WAni A tdlikin kAt ’Wani lost the thread’ 
nyA A ga? bSr ’he looked for the age-group’

(21) H2 monosyllabic noun a lte rn a te s.v 1th .Fl
(a.) ng’tird A mat 1A 'the child drank the milk’ 

( cf. 1A ’milk’)
(b.) nAn A r6? kwA 'I scratched my head’)

(cf. kwA ’head’)
(c.) tA a mAt b&r ’did you see the flood?'

(cf. bar ’flood’)
(d.) lopAng’ a rik g«ng’ ’he chased the group 

away’ (cf- gAng’ ’group’)
(e.) do A tan mer ’you (sg.) touched the crown 

of the head’ (cf. mAr 'crown of head')

cf. in the post-Low environment:
(f.) 1A a mata kd ngurd ’the milk was drunk by 

the child’
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(22) Li monosyllabic noun alternates with L:
(a.) WAni A 16k mdk ’Wani trapped the antbear’ 

(cf. mdk ’antbear’)
(b.) WAni k k6n bilk ’Wani read the book’

(cf. bdk ’book’)
(c.) Pdni k rCun swAt ’Poni pierced the ear’

(cf. swAt ’ear’)

cf. in the post-Low environment:
(d.) mdk A nyA kdng’A ’the antbear ate termites’
(e.) ligdt6t A ldngi mdk ’the hunter killed an 

antbear’

(23) L2 monosyllabic noun alternates with F:
(a.) ...A mdt dAk ’...saw the pipe’

(cf. dAk ’pipe’)
(b.) JAdA A ng’or gwAng’ ’Jada shot the fox with 

a bow and arrow’ (cf. gwAng’’fox’)
(c.) tumunit A ’deng’ tdr ’the blacksmith broke 

the canoe paddle’ (cf. tdr ’canoe paddle’)
(d.) YdwAnA A jup gop ’John wore the back cloth’

cf. in the post-Low environment:
(e.) dAk A gwalAka kd ng’urd ’the pipe was broken 

by the child’
(f.) YdwanA A jupu gdp ’John wore a back cloth’

(24) F monosyllabic noun alternates with L.;.
(a.) yi A mo? ng’ftn ’we beseeched God’

(cf. ng’un ’God’)
(b.) ng’utu A ’bAk tir ’the people opened up a 

new place for cultivation’ (cf. tir ’new 
area for cultivation’)
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(c.) ligdtdt a rik tdng’ ’the hunter chased the 
herd of animals’ (cf. tSng’ ’herd’)

(d.) n&n k jer bCmg’ ’I cleaved the backyard with 
a hoe’ (cf. bung’ ’backyard’)

(e.) ng’w&jlk k ry& n&n ’the children found me’ 
(cf. n&n ’I, me’)

cf. in the post-Low environment:
(f.) ng’un a gw6 ki kd k&k ’God created heaven 

and earth’
(g-) ng’utu k mdmo’yti ng’un ’the people beseeched 

God’
(h.) n&n k gil&ddu tir ’I went looking for a 

cultivation area’
Let us now consider the behavior of these five types 

of monosyllabic nouns in the post-High environment in 
relationship to the pattern of behavior exhibited by 
polysyllabic nouns in the same environment.

We will begin our discussion with the L2 monosyllabic 
nouns, which become Falling-toned in the post-High 
environment. The fact that a L2 noun is realized with a HL 
melody in the post-High environment appears to be connected 
with the fact that a Low-initial polysyllabic noun raises 
its initial Low to High. In both cases, we would be dealing 
with a Low-initial word assimilating the High of a 
preceding word. It thus appears likely that L2 nouns are 
just what they appear: they have a Low tone in their
underlying structure.

The post-High pronunciation of L2 nouns provides 
strong evidence relative to the analysis of how Low-initial 
nouns change in the post-High environment. Recall that we 
have proposed one analysis where a rule of High Tone Spread 
extends the H at the end of one word onto the initial Low- 
toned syllable of the next word; a rule of Contour 
Simplification then applies to disassociate the L from a HL
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sequence on a non-final syllable. An alternative analysis 
would simply posit a rule of Low Raising that would change 
a word-initial L to H after a word ending in a H. In 
subsequent discussion we assumed the correctness of High 
Tone Spread as opposed to Low Raising, but we lacked
crucial evidence in support of this position. Assuming that
L2 nouns have an underlying Low tone, their behavior in the 
post-High environment provides the crucial evidence against 
Low Raising and thus in favor of High Tone Spread.

Suppose that Low Raising and not High Tone Spread is
incorporated in the grammar of Bari. If a Low-toned
monosyllabic noun such as dAk appears in the post-H 
environment, Low Raising predicts that such a noun will 
change its Low tone to High. The result would be that dAk 
would surface as dAk in the post-H environment, rather than 
(the correct) dak. The analysis involving High Tone Spread 
and Contour Simplification predicts correctly the change of 
a Low to a Falling tone. (25) shows the correct derivation 
that results from applying High Tone Spread.

(25) H L 
x dak 
H L
x dak High Tone Spread
inapplicable Contour Simplification

Contour Simplification will not affect the HL sequence 
associated with dAk in the post-High environment since that 
rule affects only non-final Falling tones.

L2 monosyllables thus provide considerable support 
for the analysis of Bari phrasal tonology that we have 
developed so far. The behavior of Li monosyllabic nouns is 
problematic. They simply remain Low in the post-High 
environment. One way to account for this would be simply to
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mark Li nouns as being exceptional in not undergoing High 
Tone Spread. Or perhaps they have a more complex underlying 
tonal structure that prevents their appearing to undergo 
High Tone Spread. We have no evidence at the present time 
as how best to explain the difference between Li 
monosyllables and L2 monosyllables. Further research is 
required.

Let us turn now to the behavior of the three types of 
monosyllables that appear to begin with a H tone. The 
behavior of the Falling-toned monosyllables is essentially 
the same as the behavior of polysyllabic nouns that begin 
with a HL sequence (cf. k6p&. which becomes kdpd in the 
post-H environment, with ng’un. which becomes ng’to). If we 
assume that the Falling-toned monosyllabes are underlyingly 
HL and that the rule of High Tone Lowering changes their H 
to L, we will correctly derive the correct surface form 
(e.g. ng’un will become ng’to) if we can somehow prevent 
High Tone Spread from applying to the output of High Tone 
Lowering in these cases. Just as with the case of a noun 
such as k6p&. one might propose that the reason that a 
Falling-toned noun such as ng’un does not undergo High Tone
Spread after it becomes ng’to via High Tone Lowering is
that application of the latter rule would cause ng’to to 
revert back to ng‘fin —  in other words, we would lose all 
trace of the fact that the word has indeed undergone High
Tone Lowering. While we are not convinced that this
actually constitutes an explanation for the failure of High 
Tone Spread to operate on ng* to. the fact remains that 
ng’un is quite analagous to k6o6 in its behavior and we 
propose to deal with both in the same manner: i.e. we 
assume that they are somehow barred from undergoing High 
Tone Spread.

The behavior of the H2 monosyllabes such as .1& (which 
becomes Is in the post-High environment) is accounted for 
correctly by our analysis. (26) shows the derivation:
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High Fission

High Tone Lowering

High Tone Spread 
Contour Simplification

It is the Hi monosyllabic nouns that are a problem. 
The fact that Hi nouns change to Low in the post-High 
environment is quite consistent with the claim that a rule 
of High Tone Lowering exists in Bari and that this rule 
changes a word initial H to L. The only complication is 
that we must bar High Tone Spread from extending the High 
of the preceding word onto the (now) Low-toned monosyllabic 
noun. If we allowed High Tone Spread to apply, we would 
predict that a noun such as tur would change to tur rather 
than to tftr in the post-High environment. We do not have 
any clear evidence at the present time as to why these 
items resist being affected by High Tone Spread. Perhaps 
the Hi nouns have some underlying tonal structure 
(different from a simple H tone) in terms of which the 
apparent failure of High Tone Spread to apply could be 
explained. But we lack any clues at present as to what this 
structure might be.

There are some monosyllabic elements in Bari which are 
realized differently in the post-High environment depending 
on whether they are in phrase-final position or phrase- 
medial position. It is of some importance therefore to 
demonstrate that monosyllabic nouns change in the post-H 
context in the same manner whether they are final or
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medial.

In (27) we illustrate that monosyllabic nouns 
alternate in medial position in the phrase:

(27) Hi nouns
(a.) ng’iitu & ry£k thr 16 b6k£t

'people robbed the clan of Bekat’
(b.) n&n k tin dd b6ng6? ’I gave you a dress’
H2 nouns
(c.) ng’urd & m£t 16 jdr6 'the child drank much

milk’
(d.) n&n k r6? kwfi nid ’I scratched my head’
Li nouns
(e.) W&ni k k6n bilk j&jumit ’Wani read the book

of learning’
(f.) JAd4 k lok mdk 16t6r ’Jada trapped the red

antbear’
La. Bb.vuas
(g.) nfin k tin dik kul4ng’ 'I gave the pipe to

Kulang*
(h.) Jad4 a ng’6r gwSng’ k£J6 ’Jada shot the fox

with a bow and arrow’
E ncuna
(i) y£ k m67 ng’ikn 16 ki 'we prayed to the God of

Heaven’
(j) ligdtdt 4 rik tdng’ n& kij4kwa ’the hunters

chased the herd of animals’

Examination of the data in (27) shows that for each of the 
five types of monosyllabic noun, the alternation pattern in 
the post-H position is the same in medial postion (as shown 
in (27)) as in final position (as shown in (20)—(24)).
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We have now concluded our discussion of nominal forms 
as they appear post-verbally. In 4.1.2 we begin to look at 
the tonology of the phrases in which nouns occur.

4.1.2. Noun ulus demonstrative pronoun.
The demonstrative pronouns in Bari are listed in (28) 

below:

(28) singular Plural
mflss.uHne feminine masculine feminine
16 nd kuld k&nd
ng’ilo ng’ind kild kind
Id nd kuld kdnd
ng’ild ng’ind kild kind

(Dialectally, ng* in the above forms may be replaced by 
ny.) The first row of demonstratives in (28) can be glossed 
by ’this/these’, the second row by ’this/these nearby’, the 
third row by ’that/those’, and the fourth row by that 
’that/those over there’. For convenience, we will label 
these as position 1, position 2, position 3, and position 4 
forms respectively.

The morphology of the Bari demonstratives can be 
analyzed as follows. The basic demonstrative elements are 
/lo/ (masculine) and /na/ (feminine). In the position 1 
singular forms, this demonstrative element appears alone:

(29) 16 ng’&rd ’this boy’ (cf. ng’urd ’boy’)
16 ki’bd ’this canoe' (cf. ki’bd ’canoe’) 
nd kind ’this goat’ (cf. kind ’goat’) 
nd k6rdk ’this spade’ (cf. kdrdk ’spade’)

In the position 2 singular forms, the element /ng’i/ is 
combined with the basic demonstrative elements:
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(30) ng’il6 ki’bd ’this nearby canoe’ (cf. ki’bd

’canoe’)
ng’ild likitd? ’this nearby rabbit’

(cf. likitd) 
nginfi tdrd ’this nearby mat’ (cf. tdrd ’mat’) 
ng’ind taping’! ’this nearby guinea-fowl’

(cf. t&ping’i ’guinea-fowl’)
In the position 3 singular forms, the basic demonstrative 
elements appear to combine with an element /u/, the vowel 
of /lo/ and /na/ deleting in front of this vowel.

(31) Id wfiri ’that pig’ (cf. wdri ’pig’)
nd kitdng’ ’that cow’ (cf. kitdng’ ’cow’)

In the position 4 singular forms, the /ng’i/ element
appears before the basic demonstrative elements and the /u/
element appears after: /ng’i-lo-u/ and /ng’i-na-u/:

(32) ng’ild kdrd ’that gourd over there’ (cf. kere
’gourd’)

ng’ild ng’umi ’that needle over there’
(cf. ng’umi ’needle’ 

ng'ind tdrd 'that mat over there’ (cf. tdrd
’mat’)

ngind gdrd ’that dove over there’ (cf. gdrd
’dove’)

Turning to the plural forms, we see that instead of 
the expected /lo/ and /na/ in the position 1 and 2 forms, 
we find /lo/ and /ne/. We will regard the /ne/ as being an 
allomorph of /na/, rather than representing the combination 
of /na/ plus another element /e/. Our reasoning here is 
simply that a hypothetical morphological element /e/ does 
not appear in conjunction with the masculine forms of the 
position 1 and 2 plural demonstratives.

In the position 1 plural forms the element /ku/ is 
added before the basic demonstrative elements /lo/ and 
/ne/.
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(33) kul6 m&ny&jin ’these rivals’ (cf. m&nyajin

’rivals’) 
kdld ’d&rul&n ’these sp. monkeys’

(cf. ’d&rdl&n ’monkeys’) 
kund kdtdrin ’these flowers’ (cf. kitur&n

’flowers’)
kdnd kim&ng'jin ’these fires’ (cf. kimdng’jin

’fires’)
In the position 2 plural forms, /ki/ is added before the 
/lo/ and /ne/:

(34) kil6 dulur ’these nearby castor oil seeds’
(cf. dulCtr ’castor oil seeds’) 

kild ng’urdpi ’these nearby stones'
(cf. ng’drdpA ’stones’) 

kind g&r&ki ’these nearby doves’ (cf. gurdki
’doves’)

kind kdrdkdn ’these nearby spades’
(cf. kdrdkdn ’spades’)

In the position 3 plural forms the /ku/ element is added 
before the basic demonstrative elements and the /u/ vowel 
is added after those elements:

(35) kdld mdny&jin ’those rivals’ 
kunu kAtdrAn ’those flowers’

In the position 4 plural forms the /ki/ element is added 
before the basic demonstrative elements and the /u/ is 
added after those elements.

(36) kild m&ny&jin ’those rivals’
kild ’ddrulan 'those sp. monkeys’
kind k&blldk ’those sheep’ (cf. kdbildk

’sheep’)
kind gdrdki ’those doves’ (cf. gdrdki ’doves’)

Notice, incidentally, that when /u/ is appended, the 
other vowels harmonize to its [+ATR] value. This is the 
reason that /ng’i/, /ku/, and /ki/ alternate with /ng’i/, 
/ku/, and /ki/ in position 3 and 4 forms.
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Turning to the tonal structure of the demonstratives, 

let us begin by considering the isolation forms of the 
demonstratives shown in (28). It appears that on the basis 
of the position one singular forms, we can determine that 
the demonstrative elements /16/ and /nd/ are 
High-toned. The combination of these elements plus /u/ also 
appears to yield a High-toned syllable. The elements 
/ng’i/, /ki/, and /kCi/ are apparently High-toned as well.

The /16/ and /nd/ elements, while apparently 
underlyingly High-toned, show up Low-toned when they are 
both preceded by the High-toned elements /ng’i/, /ku/, and 
/ki/. We suggest that this alternation is the consequence 
of High Tone Lowering. That is, the High associated with 
/ng’i/, /ku/, and /ki/ causes the H of the /lo/ and /nd/ to 
become L. The H of /ng’i/, /ku/, and /ki/ is not able to 
spread onto the /16/ and /nd/. In this respect, then, /lo/ 
and /nd/ behave just like the monosyllabic H nouns we have 
labelled Hi .

The assumption that the demonstrative elements /lo/ 
and /nd/ undergo High Tone Lowering after /ng’i/, /ku/, and 
/ki/ requires that we allow High Tone Lowering to apply 
inside a word, provided that the two Highs are in separate 
morphological elements.

There is one important limitation, however, on the 
application of High Tone Lowering to the demonstratives 
/lo/ and /nd/ after /ng’i/, /ku/, and /ki/. If the
demonstrative is followed by the noun that it modifies, as 
in the examples in (29)-(36) above, then the /lo/ and /nd/
surface with a High tone. (Furthermore, as we will see
below, this High tone behaves tonologically exactly as a H 
tone should. In other words, it does not behave as though
it is anything other than what it seems to be —  a High
tone.)
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It is important to note that the /16/ and /nd/ will 
lower after the H in /ng’i/ etc. provided they are not 
followed by the noun that they modify. In other words, if 
they are phrase-final or if they are followed by an element 
other than the noun they modify, then High Tone Lowering 
will operate. Thus High Tone Lowering applies in the 
isolation forms of the demonstratives, as shown in (28)—  
e.g. ng’ild. kuld, ng’ina. High Tone Lowering also applies 
in examples such as the following, where the demonstrative 
is followed by a word other than the noun that it modifies.

(37) (a.) nan & mdkdkin ng’ild duma ng’ild
’I held this nearby one for (him), the big

one’
(b.) J&dd mdddya kuld ’burd?

’Jada saw these nearby ones properly’

We must now explore the question of the tonal behavior 
of demonstratives in the noun phrase. Notice that a 
demonstrative pronoun always ends in a High tone when it is 
followed by the noun that it modifies (the bisyllabic 
demonstratives can end in a Low tone just in the event they 
are in final position or followed by an element that is not 
part of the noun phrase that the demonstrative appears 
in). This means that the demonstrative could conceivably
(a) trigger High Tone Lowering on the following noun and
(b) spread its final H onto the noun.

The data in (38) show that the demonstratives affect a 
bisyllabic noun in exactly the same way that a verb ending 
in a High affects a noun:

(38) HH noun becomes HL after a demonstrative:
lo wuri ’this pig’ (cf. wuri) 
ng’ina ’ddpfiit ’this nearby cloth’ (cf. ’ddput) 
ng’ilui ki’bd 'that canoe near there’ (cf. ki’bd) 
lo kidi 'this well’ (cf. kidi)
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HL noun becomes LL after a demonstrative:
kulu ddlur ’these castor oil plants’ (cf. ddlur)
Id ’bdnit ’this medicine man’ (cf. ’bdnit)
nd gdrd 'this dove’ (cf. gdrd)
ng’ild kdpd ’that cup near there’ (cf. k6pd)
HF noun becomes HL after a demonstrative:
nd kdtdt ’this tail’ (cf. kdtdt)
16 kikd? ’this way’ (cf. kikd?) 
kdnd ydwd ’this beer’ (cf.ydwd) 
ng’ild king'd ’that year’ (cf. king’d)

LL noun becomes HL after a demonstrative: 
nd tdrd ’this mat’ (cf. tdrd)
ng’ind ddpd? ’that cradle near there’ (cf. dupd?) 
ng’ind rdbd ’this nearby bottom of’ (cf. rdbd) 
kdld gild ’these white men’ (cf. gild)

LH noun becomes HH after a demonstrative:
16 ng’umi ’this needle’ (cf. ng’dmi) 
nd bdngd ’this dress’ (cf. bdngd)
ng’ind bini ’this nearby maize tassel’ (cf. bini) 
lo mdmd ’this uncle’ (cf. mdmd)
LF noun becomes HF after a demonstrative:
16 kisdr ’this first rain of the year’

(cf. kisdr) 
ng’ind gdgdk ’this nearby Grant’s zebra’

(cf. gdgdk) 
ng’ind kdrdk ’that spade’ (cf. kdrdk)
16 wini ’this medicine’ (cf. wini)

Clearly, if we allow the phrasal tone rules set up for the 
juncture between a verb and a noun to also apply across the 
juncture of a demonstrative and a noun, these rules will 
account for the tonal alternations observed in (38).

That these same rules (High Tone Lowering, High Tone 
Spread, Contour Simplification) are operating at the 
juncture between a demonstrative and a noun is further
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supported by the alternations exhibited by trisyllabic 
nouns in this context. Just a few examples are cited in 
(39); there is no attempt to systematically illustrate all 
trisyllabic nouns.

(39) HHH noun becomes HLH:
nd pilili ’this small knife’ (cf. pilili) 
ng’ind bdyitdt ’this nearby net’ (cf. bdyitat)
HHL noun becomes HLL:
ng’ild likitd? ’that rabbit near there’

(cf. likitd?) 
nd tdping’i ’this guinea fowl’ (cf. tdping’i)
LLL noun becomes HLL:
ng’ind dmbdtd ’this nearby bread* (cf. dmbatd) 
nd bdlimd ’this arrow’ (cf. bdlimd)

LLH noun becomes HLB;

ng’ind jdgwdri ’that comb near there’ (jdgwdri) 
kune rdb&jin ’these bottoms’ (cf. rdbdJin)

Clearly, these trisyllabic nouns in position after a 
demonstrative alternate in precisely the same way as they 
do when they follow a verb ending in a High tone.

Notice in (38) and (39) that the demonstratives /16/ 
and /nd/ trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread on 
a following noun, just as one would expect a H word to 
do. The /lo/ and the /nd/ continue to induce High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread on a following noun even when 
they are preceded by the High-toned elements /ng’i/, /kd/, 
and /ki/. The basic demonstrative pronouns are changed to 
Low in this context in cases where they are not followed by 
the noun they modify; they are not changed to Low when 
followed by their head noun. (38) and (39) clearly support 
the view that the demonstratives end in a true High tone 
when they are medial in their noun phrase.
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Let us now consider the issue of whether the
demonstratives undergo High Tone Lowering when they are 
preceded by a word that ends in a High. If the
demonstrative is used alone (i.e. does not modify an overt 
noun), then we find that it does indeed undergo High Tone 
Lowering. (40) illustrates:

(40) n&n d rdm ngild ’I speared this one’
Jddd & tdk Id 'Jada cut this one (with an axe)’ 
Jddd a tdk 16 kdjd 'Jada cut this one (with an

axe) yesterday’
Jddd & tdk ng’ild kdjd 'Jada cut this nearby one

(with an axe) yesterday’ 
ndn a mdk kild ’I caught those ones near there’ 
Wani d lung’ kild pdrlk ’Wani called those very

much’
n&n nydny&r ng’ild dumd Id ’I like that one, the

big one’

cf. the post-Low environment:
Wdni ydng’d 16 ’d&’dd? 'Wani wants this quickly’ 
Pdni rydjd nd kajd 'Poni found this yesterday’

The data in (40) raise an interesting point. We have 
seen that High Tone Lowering operates within a word between 
the elements /ng’i/, /ku/, and /ki/ and a following /Id/ or 
/nd/. High Tone Lowering also operates between a verb and a 
following demonstrative element. Notice that after a H 
verb, we get forms like ng* ild. kild. etc. That is, the
elements /Id/ and /nd/ lower even though the High that
precedes them has itself undergone High Tone Lowering. This 
requires that High Tone Lowering operates first on 
/ng’i+lo/, /ki-1-6/, etc., changing them to /ng’i-lo/, /ki-
ld/, etc., before it operates on a phrase consisting of a
H-final verb and demonstrative.

This particular pattern of application could be
accounted for in various ways. For example, one hypothesis 
would be that High Tone Lowering always operates inside the 
word before it operates between words. A second hypothesis
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would be that High Tone Lowering applies simultaneously—  
i.e. it applies wherever its structural description is met. 
Thus given an underlying representation such as

both the H associated with /ki/ and the H associated with 
/1-6/ are in the environment for High Tone Lowering. If the 
rule applies simultaneously wherever its conditions are 
satisfied, then both Highs will change to Low. A third 
hypothesis is that High Tone Lowering operates in a right- 
to-left, iterative fashion. That is, one scans the 
representation of the sentence, starting at the right edge 
and moving leftward. As soon as an element is encountered 
which satisfies the conditions for the rule, then the rule 
is applied. After the rule is applied, the scanning 
continues leftward until another element is met that 
satisfies the structural description of the rule. The rule 
is applied again. Then the leftward scanning is continued. 
Given this mode of application, and the same representation 
cited above, High Tone Lowering will apply first to the /l- 
6/ part of the demonstrative since it is the leftmost 
element that satisfies the structural description of the 
rule. After / 1 ~ W  has been lowered, the leftwards scanning 
will continue, /ki/ will be the next item that is in the 
environment to Lower. When it is after a H word, it will 
indeed lower.

We have given three possible analyses of why High Tone 
Lowering operates first within the demonstrative word and 
only then between the demonstrative and a preceding word. 
We shall be unfolding much additional evidence that will 
help us sort out the proper mode of application for High 
Tone Lowering.

The demonstratives do not undergo High Tone Lowering, 
however, when they are in the post-High environment and 
followed by the noun that they modify. This is documented
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in (41) for the demonstratives in post-verbal position and 
in (42) for the demonstratives in post-nominal position.

(41) ...k rdm 16 wdri ’...speared this pig’
...k jup nd 'ddpdt ’...wore this cloth’ 
n&n ti ny&r ng’116 ki’bd ’I do not like this

nearby canoe’
...k k6 ng’ind kdt&t ’...bit this tail’
...& t6k ng’ild ki’bd ’...chopped that canoe’
...& met ng’ind kdrdk ’...saw that spade’
...& juk kdlo ddldr ’...pounded these castor oil

seeds’
. . .& tdk kild kitdjin ’...cut down these nearby

tamarind trees’

(42) ...a tin Wani kind ydwd ’gave Wani that beer'
(W&ni has become Wdni because the preceding verb 
tin ends in a H; but the H at the end of Wdni is 
unable to affect the demonstrative kind; of 
course, the H at the end of kind causes vdwd to 
change to ydwd.)

...d tin bdngd ng’ild ’bdnit ’gave the cloth to
the medicine man’

(bdngd has become bongd because the verb ends in 
a H, but the H at the end of bdngd is unable to 
affect the demonstrative ng* ild; of course, the H 
at the end of ng’ild causes ’bdnit to become 
’bdnit.)

The usual construction is one where the demonstrative 
precedes the noun that it modifies, but sometimes the noun 
is allowed to precede the demonstrative pronoun. Some 
examples:

(43) (a.) jdu ki’bd ng’ild ’bring that nearby canoe
here’

(b.) ’ddku kere Id ’carry this gourd here’
(c.) yi k ryk gila kdld ’we found those white

men’
(d.) yi a met tdrd ng’ina ’we saw this nearby

mat’
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These data show that the demonstratives may undergo 

High Tone Lowering when they are preceded by the noun that 
they modify, if that noun is a H-final noun. Thus in (43a- 
b) the High-final nouns ki*b6 and kere cause the lowering 
of the following H in the demonstrative. In (43c-d), on the 
other hand, the Low-final nouns gil& and t&rd (which change 
to gilA and t6r6 due to the fact that they are preceded by 
a H-final verb) do not trigger High Tone Lowering on the 
following demonstratives.

Notice that in these constructions where the head noun 
precedes the demonstrative, bisyllabic demonstratives lower 
both their syllables when the preceding noun is H-final and 
just their second syllable when the preceding noun is L- 
final. Thus in (43a) we have ki»b6 ng»i!6 whereas in (43b) 
we have gil& kulft. These data show once again that High 
Tone Lowering must affect the second syllable of the 
bisyllabic demonstrative even if the first syllable of the 
demonstrative happens to itself be lowered by the same 
rule. Again, this result could be achieved in any of the 
three ways sketched earlier (i.e. having High Tone Lowering 
apply at the word level before applying at the phrase 
level, applying High Tone Lowering simultaneously to all 
places in the representation of the sentence where its 
structural description is met, or applying High Tone 
Lowering right-to-left iteratively).

From the preceding discussion we can conclude that the 
only time that a demonstrative fails to undergo High Tone 
Lowering is if it is immediately followed by the noun that 
it modifies —  i.e. when it is in medial postion inside the 
noun phrase.

The demonstratives listed in (28) can be made more 
complex by the attachment of another H-toned element: /m&/.
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(44) sinflwlar Plural
aasc.. fem. £s s l.

mdld
mdng’ild 
mdng’ ilCi

mand
mdng’ind
mdng’ind

mdkCilCi
mdkild
mdkilii

makCind
mdkind
makintit

The prefix /md/ expresses the Idea that ’ something Is
here’, 'something is nearby here’, ’something is over 
there’. Thus mdld means ’it is here’, mang*ild means ’it is 
nearby here’, and mdng’ilfl means ’it is that one over
there’.

From examples such as maid and mand it is clear that 
/md/ triggers High Tone Lowering on the following
demonstratives /16/ and /nd/. But now consider forms such 
as mang’ild, mdng’ina. etc. Here it is clear that
/ng’i/, /kd/, etc., trigger High Tone Lowering on the
demonstratives /16/ and /nd/ even though /ng’i/, /ku/, 
etc., themselves undergo High Tone Lowering after /mk/.

Let us consider briefly the various modes of applying 
High Tone Lowering which will successfully account for the 
above facts. One solution would be to say that within the 
word, High Tone Lowering operates in a cyclic fashion. 
Assuming that the structure of m&ng* ild. for example, is
[md [ng’i [16]]] and that High Tone Lowering operates
cyclically (applying first to the constituent [ng’i 16] 
before applying to the constituent that includes /md/, we 
will obtain the result that /16/ will lower on the earlier 
cycle and /ng’i/ will lower on the later cycle.

A second possible mode of application is a simulataneous 
one. That is, if High Tone Lowering applies at every point 
in the representation where its conditions are satisfied, 
then given a representation such as /md-ng’i-lo/, both 
/ng’i/ and /lo/ will be in the correct environment for the 
rule and will both be changed to Low.
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A third mode of application that would give the 
correct results is a right-to-left iterative application. 
Given that approach and given the representation /md-ng’i- 
16/, High Tone Lowering will first apply to the rightmost 
point where its structural description is satisfied: /16/. 
After /16/ lowers, the rule will apply to the next 
rightmost point where its structural description is 
satisfied: /ng’i/. After /ng’i/ lowers, there will be no 
other point (in the word) where High Tone Lowering could 
apply.

The above demonstratives are somewhat restricted in 
the sorts of phrasal contexts in which they can 
appear. They can appear in a medial position in structures 
such as the following:

(45) JAdA Adi mAng’116 ki’b6 16
’Jada said that the canoe is there’
Poni Adi mdld kdre
’Foni said that the goard is here’

Although in these particular examples the initial syllable 
of the complex demonstrative fails to undergo High Tone 
Lowering, we are not certain whether this is a feature of 
the particular construction involved or a characteristic of 
the /md/. We leave this point open for further research.

4.1.3. Noun Plu3 possessive pronoun.
A Bari noun may be modified by a possessive pronoun. 

The possessive pronouns in Bari can be first, second, or 
third person, singular or plural, masculine or feminine.
(46) below provides a chart:
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(46) fllnaalflg Plural
masculine feminine masculine feminine

lid nid kwd? kwd? 1 sg.
ildt indt kulAk kundk 2 sg.
ldnyit n&nyit kAnyit k&nyit 3 sg.
lik&ng’ nik&ng’ k&ng’ k&ng’ 1 pi.
ldsii n&sCi k&sCi k&sCi 2 pi.
ldsd n&sd k&sd k&sd 3 pi.

The gender of the possessive pronoun is in agreement with 
the noun that it modifies. The possessive pronoun i3 
usually located after the noun that it modifies. Some 
examples:

(47) kdrd lid ’my gourd’
kdpd ildt ’your (sg.) cup’ 
ldwd ldnyit ’his arrow’ 
ki’bd lik&ng’ ’our canoe’ 
bdngd? n&sCi ’your (pi.) cloth’ 
win! ldsd ’their medicine’

It is possible for the possessive pronoun to precede 
the noun that it agrees with. Some examples:

(48) (a.) tiki nfin kwd ptilCt ’give me my groundnuts
(i.e. the groudnuts that 
are for me)’

(b.) mdtdki ldpdng’ k&nyit pfilCi ’find the ground
nuts for him’

(c.) gd’yi ildt kdrd 'find a gourd for yourself’
(d.) kdrdki Jdda ldnyit kdpd ’set aside a cup

for Jada’

Such constructions are principally used for emphatic 
purposes and are not commonly employed. The usual 
construction is one cited in (47).

The possessive pronouns in (46) involve certain 
recurring morphological units. The gender morphemes /lo/ 
and /na/ (masculine singular and feminine singular
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respectively) appear without segmental alteration in 
combination with the first person plural possessive root 
/kang’/i the second person plural possessive root /su/, the 
third person singular possessive root /nyit/, the third 
person plural possessive root /se/. Likewise the genderless 
plural marker /ka/ appears unaltered with these same 
possessive roots. The first person singular possessive 
root appears to be /io/ when modifying a singular noun and 
both /lo/ and /na/ lose their vowel in front of this root. 
The form /kwe?/ is not readily analyzable into constitutent 
parts (of course, it does start with a which is
remeniscent of the usual /ka/ marker for plurality). The 
second person singular forms /ilot/ and /inot/ seem to have 
the structure /i-lo-ot/ and ./i-na-ot/, with the /lo/ and 
/na/ again losing their vowel in pre-vocalic position. The 
forms /kulak/ and kunak/ seem to involve the structure /ka- 
u-lo-ak/ and /ka-u-na-ak/.

Turning to the tonal structure of the possessive 
pronouns, we see that they all evidence a HL tonal shape. 
For the bisyllabic forms, the H appears on the first 
syllable and the L on the second. For the monosyllabic 
forms, they appear with a Falling tone. Clearly, this 
suggests an essentially melodic approach to their tonal 
patterning. If we simply assume that these pronouns are 
assigned a HL melody and that this melody is unassociated 
to the segmental content, then the Universal Tone 
Association Principle and the Free Tone Association rule 
will correctly associate the tones.

(49) H L H L
kang’ lonyit 
H L H L
\  i Ikang’ lonyit UTAP
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H LVkang’ inapplic. FTA

The possessive pronouns appear in the tonal shapes 
listed in (46) when they are used in isolation. They also 
appear in these same shapes when preceded by a noun that 
ends in a Low or a Falling tone. This is documented in 
(50).

(50) kdpd ildt ’your cup’ 
ldwd ldnyit ’his arrow’ 
win£ ldsd ’their medicine’ 
bongwSt kwe? ’our clothes’ 
p&ltii k&ng’ ’our groundnuts’

The possessive pronouns change their tonal shape when 
preceded by a word that ends in a High tone.

(51) kere lid ’my gourd’ 
ki’bd 11kang’ ’our canoe’ 
bdngd? n&sd ’their cloth’ 
k&pir kwd? ’my hair’ 
kala kang’ ’our teeth’

We see from (51) that a HL possessive pronoun like JJ& 
becomes LL and Falling-toned one like k&ng* becomes L. The 
changes that occur in (51), as well as the lack of any 
changes in the post-Low environment in (50), clearly 
indicate that High Tone Lowering applies between a noun and 
a modifying possessive pronoun. The HL possessive pronouns 
like likang* behave the same as a HL noun such as kdpd in 
the post-High environment, changing to LL (i.e. they 
undergo High Tone Lowering and are immune to High Tone 
Spread). The Falling-toned monosyllabic possessive pronouns 
kwe? and kang* behave the same as a Falling-toned
monosyllabic noun like ng’un ’God’, changing to L (i.e 
they undergo High Tone Lowering and are immune to High Tone 
Spread).
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In (51) the possessive pronoun being affected by a
preceding H was located in final position in the
expression. The data in (52) show that a HL possessive 
pronoun will become LL in medial position in the sentence 
as well.

(52) kerd lid A duma ’my gourd is big’ 
kdpd ildt mdld ’your cup is this’
ldwd ldnyit m&lu ’his arrow is over there’
ki’bd lik&ng 16jd? ’our long canoe’ 
bdngd? n&sd lut ’our dirty cloth’ 
kisuk kwd? ’b&ng’in 'my sterile cows’ 
win! ldsd ’diri ’their true medicine’ 
bongwdt kwe lut ’my dirty dresses’

In the first three examples, the possessive pronoun is in 
final position in the noun phrase but medial position in 
the sentence. We see that High Tone Lowering applies. In 
the remaining examples, the possessive pronoun is in medial 
position in the phrase, being preceded by the noun that it 
modifies and being followed by an adjectival modifier. 
Again, we see that High Tone Lowering applies. Clearly, the 
susceptibility of the initial H of the possessive pronoun 
to High Tone Lowering is independent of the location of the 
possessive pronoun in the sentence.

We have shown in (51) and (52) that the possessive 
pronoun undergoes High Tone Lowering when it is preceded by 
a H-final noun. In the examples in (51) and (52) this noun 
is in fact the noun that the possessive pronoun modifies. 
But the rule of High Tone Lowering does not require that 
the possessive pronoun be in such a grammatical 
relationship to the preceding word in order for the rule to 
apply. (53) shows that a H-final verb will affect a 
following possessive pronoun (these examples involve the 
situation where the possessive pronoun precedes the noun 
that it modifies).
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(53) (a.) gd’yi kdndk kisuk ’look for your own cows!’
(b.) n&n gwdrd lid ki’bd ’I (will buy) my own

canoe’
(c. ) Jddd gdlddCk kdnyit giirut ’Jada goes to look 

for his own money’
(d.) Pdni dililija kdsd ’bdldt ’Poni winnows

their grain’
(e.) tiki k&nyit pulfli 'give him his own

peanuts!’
(f.) jdkl kdsd ydwa ’bring them their own beer!’

In (a)-(b), the H at the end of the verb causes the HL 
possessive to change to LL. In (c)-(d) and (e)-(f), the L- 
final and Fall-final verbs do not affect the possessive 
pronoun.

Since the possessive pronouns are HL, they are not H- 
final and therefore they cannot affect a following word’s 
tone. This is shown in (54) where we illustrate a phrase 
consisting of a noun plus possessive pronoun plus
adjective. In each case, the adjective escapes being 
affected by the possessive pronoun. (See below, section 
4.1.5 for a discussion of adjectives.)

(54) (a.) ki’bd lid duma ’my big canoe’
(cf. duma ’big’)

(b.) kdpd ildt 16’dit 'your small cup’
(cf. 16’dit ’small’)

(c.) wdtid kang’ md’ddkdnd ’our blind wives’
(cf. md’ddkdnd ’blind’

(d.) ptilu kdng’ ldmdrd ’our private peanuts’
(cf. ldmdrd ’private’)

Since the possessive pronoun does not have the potential to 
affect a following word, we cannot raise the question of 
whether application of High Tone Lowering to the possessive 
will have the effect of preventing application of that same
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rule to a following word. The next section, however,
introduces a construction where the mode of application of 
High Tone Lowering is a crucial concern.

4.1.4. The associative construction.
In this section we will examine the tonological

structure of a nominal construction that is of some 
considerable importance to the analysis of Bari phrasal 
tonology. In the literature on African languages this 
construction is traditionally referred to as the
associative. The construction involves two noun phrases 
linked together by an associative particle (NPi - particle
- NPj). The associative particle in Bari has three forms:
lo (masculine sg.), feminine sg.), and ±£ (plural), the
choice of which is determined by the head noun of NPi . This 
construction is illustrated in (55).

(55) (a.) ng’&ro 16 JAdA ’the child of Jada’ 
cf. JAdA (proper name)

(b. ) bdngd? nA KCilAng’ ’the dress of Kulang’ 
cf. KulAng’

(c.) pidng’ ti kidi ’the water of the well’ 
cf. kidi ’well’

We will not deal here with the semantics of the 
associative construction in any detail. Suffice it to say 
that the associative construction establishes a 
relationship between NPi and NPj. One prominent use of the
construction is to indicate that NPi is, loosely speaking,
possessed by NPj. Thus we will regularly use ’of’ as a 
gloss for the particle.

The three particles used in the associative
construction all demonstrate the same tonological behavior
—  that is, they exhibit the same tonal shape under the 
same circumstances and they trigger the same tonal changes
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in other words. We will show that the associative particles 
are basically High-toned and that they are subject to High 
Tone Lowering after nouns that end in a High tone. We will 
also show that the associative particles, being High-toned, 
are able to trigger High Tone Lowering on the NPj 
constituent. The left-to-right iterative application of 
High Tone Lowering motivated earlier does not, however, 
turn out to yield the correct surface tone shapes in the 
associative phrase. In order to explain the failure of the 
left-to-right mode of application, we will suggest that the 
associative particle forms a (phonological) word with NPj 
and that High Tone Lowering applies at the word level 
before applying at the sentence level. The final point 
that we will make in this section is that High Tone Spread 
does not extend the High of the associative particle onto 
NPj .

Let us consider first the tonal shape of the 
associative particle. If NPi ends in either a Low tone or a 
Falling tone, the associative particle surfaces with a High 
tone. This is shown in (56) and (57).

(56) After a Low tone.
(a.) kdpd 16 JAdA ’the cup of Jada’
(b.) ng’Ard 16 ’bdnit ’the son of a medicine man’ 

cf. ’bunit ’medicine man’
(c.) AmulArd 16 JAdA ’the flute of Jada’
(d.) ’diet nA kdre ’the plug of the gourd’ 

cf. kArA ’gourd’
(e.) ng’Ard na dupA? ’an infant —  lit. the child

of a cradle’ cf. dupA? ’cradle’
(f.) s6jCi nA gCtrCunAn ’the piercing of splinters’ 

cf. g&r&mAn ’splinters’
(g.) kdr6pd ti kdkdli ’the leaves of the stalks’ 

cf. kukCili ’ stalks ’
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(h.) ragAjin ti ng’ul&ki ’the pillows of soft
wood’ cf. ng’&lAki

(i. ) kAtdrAn ti rAbdld ’the flowers of the
bananas’

(57) After a Falling tone.
(a.) wini 16 lA’b6ng’ ’cough medicine’ 

cf. 16*b6ng* ’cough’
(b.) mu’da 16 kinyd ’the pot of food’ 

cf. kiny6 ’food’
(c.) kd’bA 16 KCilAng’ ’the in-law of Kulang’
(d.) tAkit nd rAbA ’the support of the bottom of 

of the granary’ cf. rAbA ’granary’
(e.) pirit nA bis6? ’the place for a game/sport’ 

cf. biso? ’game, sport’
(f .) mdkAt n& k6pd ’the handle of a cup’ 

cf. k6p6 ’cup’
(g.) yawA ti gilA ’the beer of the white man’ 

cf. gilA ’white man’
(h.) mArya ti piritAn ’the mountains of the

places’ cf. piritAn ’places’
(1.) kima ti P6ni ’the boiled durra of Poni’ 

cf. Pdni (a proper name)

The data in (56) and (57) clearly establish (a) that the 
three particles behave in parallel fashion tonally in the 
environment illustrated and (b) that these particles are 
High-toned if they are preceded by a Low or a Falling tone.
Of course, if Falling tones are regarded as a sequence of H
and L, then we can simply say that the associative
particles are High-toned after a Low. We should perhaps 
emphasize a point made earlier —  namely, a syllable that 
has a Falling tone will be simplified to High when it 
appears phrase-medially. Thus the nouns that occupy the NPi 
position in (57) would typically be pronounced with their 
final syllable having a High tone. The L part of the
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Falling tone does not appear on the surface. Nevertheless, 
the associative particle will continue to be pronounced on 
a High tone.

If the associative particle is located after a word 
that ends in a High tone, then the associative particle is 
pronounced with a Low tone. This is illustrated in (58).

(58) (a.) kdng’d Id w&ri ’the eye of the pig’ 
cf. wtiri ’pig’

(b.) khdfi 16 kisdr 'the first rain of the season’ 
cf. kisdr ’season’

(c .) k6re 16 P6ni ’the gourd of Poni’
(d.) pdtA? n& ki’bd 'the rope of the canoe’ 

cf. ki’b6 ’canoe’
(e.) 'binyd nd kdtdt ’the tip of the tail’ 

cf. kotet ’tail’
(f.) mon na b&s&la ’the smell of onions’ 

cf. basald ’onions’
(g.) gwakisik ti yabd ’the shells of the elder’ 

cf. yaba ’elder’
(h.) k&pir ti gftrdki? ’the feathers of doves’ 

cf. gurdki? ’doves’
(i.) mdk6si? ti k6r£k6n ’the handles of the

spades’ cf. k6r6k6n ’spades’

If we consider the associative particles to be 
underlyingly High-toned, then the fact that they appear Low 
in (58) has a very simple explanation: they undergo High 
Tone Lowering when they are preceded by a word ending in a 
High. If they are preceded by a word ending in a Low tone, 
they will retain their underlying shape (High). If we 
considered the associative particles to be underlyingly 
Low-toned, we would expect that they would (a) remain Low- 
toned when preceded by a word ending in Low, and they would
(b) become Falling-toned as a result of High Tone Spread
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when they follow a word ending in a High tone. Neither of 
these predictions is correct.

Let us assume, therefore, that the associative 
particles are High-toned and subject to High Tone Lowering 
—  that is, these monosyllabic particles have a High that 
lowers after a word ending in High. Notice that these 
monosyllabic words, once they lower, do not permit the 
preceding High to spread onto them. If they did accept 
spreading from a preceding High, a Falling tone would arise 
on the particle —  a Falling tone that would doubtless 
simplify to High by Contour Simplification. The particles 
in (58), however, are neither Falling nor High —  they are 
Low. Thus it must be concluded that a preceding H may 
induce High Tone Lowering on the associative particle, but 
that H may not spread onto the particle. In this respect 
the particles are parallel to such High-toned monosyllabic 
nouns as tur ’clan’ which surface with a Low tone in the 
post-High environment (tilr) as opposed to such monosyllabic 
nouns as which surface with a Falling tone in the post- 
High environment (1£).

Let us now turn our attention to the effect that the 
associative particles have on NPj. We begin with the case 
where a bisyllabic noun occurs in the NPj position in the 
associative phrase. There are six possible tonal shapes 
that a bisyllabic noun may have: HH, HL, HF, LL, LH, and
LF. We will deal with these six types in succession. (59) 
illustrates a HH noun, (60) a HL noun, and (61) a HF noun.

(59) HH Noun: wtiri. kare
(a.) mokot lo w&ri ’the leg of a pig’
(b.) kdtet na wiri ’the tail of a pig’
(c.) kij&kwi, ti karS ’the animals of the river’
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(60) HL Noun: Kul&ng’, k6p6
(a.) ku’b& 16 K&l&ng’ ’the in-law of Kulang’
(b.) mdk§t nA kdpd ’the handle of the cup’
(c.) s6k6rd ti K&lAng’ ’the chickens of Kulang’

(61) HF Noun: yAw&. md’dA. mdryft
(a .) kAputA 16 yAwA ’the foam of the beer’
(b.) gwAA nA mh’dA ’the making of the pot’
(c.) raunwfi ti mArya ’the snakes of the mountains’

The data in (59)-(61) show that if the word after the
associative particle begins with a High tone, that word
undergoes the following changes:

HH becomes LL 
HL becomes LL 
HF becomes LL

Assuming that these three types of bisyllabic words have a 
tonal structure as in (62),

H H L H t
/ / / /or <r or or <r (T

1 1 I I I t
wu ri Ku lang’ ya wa

then the data in (59)-(61) can be accounted for if (a) we 
assume that they are subject to High Tone Lowering but (b) 
are not susceptible to High Tone Spread. High Tone Lowering 
would change the initial (and only) High of the words in
(62) to Low when they are preceded by the High-toned 
associative particle. If High Tone Spread is (somehow) 
prevented from applying, then these words will remain all 
Low-toned on the surface.

We will show below that there is independent evidence 
that High Tone Spread does not apply to the sequence
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consisting of the associative particle plus following noun 
phrase. This independent evidence gives some substance to 
the claim that the data in (59)-(61) are to be accounted 
for by assuming the application of High Tone Lowering 
(without the subsequent application of High Tone Spread).

It is of some importance if we can demonstrate that 
the data in (59)-(61) involve the application of the rule 
of High Tone Lowering. Recall that in other post-High 
contexts, a noun such as wuri changes to wuri and a noun 
such as yawa changes to vaw&. The derivations that we have 
proposed are shown in (63):

(63) H
4

H
Awuri

H L
1 Ax wuri 
H L 
x wuri 
H Lvx wuri

H
Ix
H

H

H L
i lyawa 
L L
1 Iyawa
L L

r'v i ix yawa

K 1
L L 

yawa

High Tone Lowering

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

In our analysis, the initial (and only) H of these words 
changes to L via the rule of High Tone Lowering; then the 
preceding word’s final H spreads onto the first (Low-toned) 
syllable of these nouns. The resulting HL sequence on the 
initial syllable of the noun is then subject to Contour 
Simplification. This analysis is, of course, not obviously 
correct. The proposed analysis creates an intermediate 
representation that is not directly manifested on the 
surface —  i.e. a representation where there is a Low 
associated with both syllables of the noun. If we can 
successfully argue that the changes in (59)-(61) are the
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consequence of High Tone Lowering, we will have given 
greater support to the derivations shown in (63) since the 
data in (59)-(61) in fact yield on the phonetic surface the 
hypothetical intermediate step in (62) where the nouns wuri 
and y&wd become wftri and ydwd respectively as a result of 
High Tone Lowering.

In (59)—(61) we used examples where the associative 
particle remains High-toned due to the fact that it is 
preceded by a NPi constituent that ends in a Low (or 
Falling) tone. In (64)-(66) we show that a NPj constituent 
that begins with a High tone undergoes High Tone Lowering 
even when the associative particle itself undergoes High 
Tone Lowering.

(64) HH noun: wdri, ki’bd. kidi
(a.) kfim6 Id w&ri ’the nose of the pig’
(b.) ldi nd ki’bd ’the paddle of a canoe’
(c.) kald ti w&ri ’the teeth of a pig’

(65) HL noun: Ktildng’. dulCir
(a.) gugu Id durd? 'the granary of durra’
(b.) bongd? na Kuldng’ ’the dress of Kulang’
(c.) kdnydn ti dCilCir ’the seeds of castor’

(66) HF noun: mdkdr, y&w&. kdtet
(a.) kong’e Id mekdr ’the eye of the buffalo’
(b.) mon nd ydwd ’the smell of beer’
(c.) k&pir ti kotet ’the hair of the tail’

The data in (64)-(66) demonstrate that the associative
particle has the power to induce High Tone Lowering on NPj
even if the particle is Low-toned on the surface due to the
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application of High Tone Lowering to it. Consider what this 
tells us about the mode of application of High Tone 
Lowering in this case.

We have seen in earlier sections of this chapter cases 
where High Tone Lowering must be applied in a left-to- 
right, iterative fashion. Neither a simultaneous 
application of High Tone Lowering nor a cyclic application 
of High Tone Lowering could produce the correct results. 
But what about the associative construction? Here we see 
that a left-to-right, iterative application will produce 
the wrong results. This is shown in (67):

(67) L H H
I

H L 
ullng’bongi? na Kul 

L H L H L
f | ! )lbongo? na Kulang"

first (leftmost) application 
of High Tone Lowering

inapplicable second application of HTL

If we apply the rule starting at the leftmost point where 
the rule is applicable, the associative particle will lower 
by virtue of standing after a H tone. When the NPj 
constituent is examined for the rule, it will not be in the 
right environment and will thus fail to change. The result 
is the incorrect *b6ng6? n& Kul&ng".

To achieve the correct forms for (64)-(66), it is 
necessary that High Tone Lowering apply to the unit 
consisting of the associative particle and NPj before 
applying across the juncture of NPi and the associative 
particle. This is shown in (68).

(68) H H L
ni Kulang" first input
H L L
nl Kulang’ High Tone Lowering
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L H H L L
I f ) Mbongo? na Kulang’ second Input 
L H L L L

bingo? na Kulang’ High Tone Lowering

A derivation such as (68) might be interpreted as
suggesting a cyclic application of High Tone Lowering on 
the assumption that the associative particle and NPj 
constitute a syntactic unit and that the entire
construction NPi - associative particle- NPj constitutes
another syntactic unit. But we have seen that a cyclic mode 
of applying High Tone Lowering does not in fact produce the 
correct results elsewhere. We suggest instead that the 
associative particle is encliticized to the following noun 
to form a phonological word and that High Tone Lowering 
applies inside a word before applying (left-to-right 
iteratively) across words. In this approch, /na KulAng’/ 
becomes /na KdlAng’/ by a word-level application of High 
Tone Lowering, and then /bdng6? na KCilAng’/ becomes bdngo? 
na KftlAng* by a phrase-level application of High Tone 
Lowering.

So far we have considered just High tone-initial 
bisyllabic nouns in the NPj position in the associative 
construction. In (69)-(71) we illustrate Low tone-initial 
nouns.

(69) LL Noun: d&pA. JAdA, raba, Bd.id?. gilA.-tArd
(a . ) kinAt 16 dCipA ’ the handle of the cradle ’
(b.) kdpd lo JAdA ’the cup of Jada’
(c.) kdng’e Id JAdA ’the eye of Jada’
(d.) tAkit nA rAbA 'the support for the bottom of

the granary’
(e.) tero na Bdjo? ’the mat of Bojo’
(f.) ’bAlAng' nA gilA ’the salt of the white men’ 
(g.) yAwA ti gilA 'the beer of the white men’
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(h.) r&kdsi ti tdrd ’the needles of the mat’
(i.) bdlimdjin ti Jddd ’the arrow blades of Jada’

(70) LH Noun: Wdni. mdmd. ng’Cuni. bis6?. P6ni. b6ng6?
(a.) lubd 16 Wdni ’the hoe-handle of Wani’
(b. ) k6p6 16 mdmd ’the cup of (my) uncle’
(c.) k6ng’6 16 ng’ftmi ’the eye of the needle’
(d.) pirit nk bis6? ’the place for sport/games’
(e.) tkbk n& Pdni ’the tobacco of Poni’
(f.) r6t nd bdng6? ’the tear of the cloth’
(g. ) kimd ti P6ni ’the boiled durra of Poni’
(h.) ng’djind ti Pdni 'the pictures of Poni’
(i.) dmuldrdjin ti Wdni ’the flutes of Wani’

(71) LF Noun: winl. k6rdk. kirwd. kita. kwdntl. _ 
lak&

(a.) k6pd 16 wini ’the cup for medicine’
(b.) mdldgd 16 wini ’the spoon of medicine’
(c .) k&nin 16 k6rdk ’the handle of the spade’
(d.) k&di nd winl ’the house of medicine’
(e.) mdjCi nd win! ’the drinking of medicine’
(f.) kwd nd kirwd ’the bundle of bamboos’
(g.) su’byd ti kitd ’the wax of the tamarind’
(h.) kdpdkdn ti kwdntl ’the wings of a bird’
(i.) kdnydn ti ldkd ’the grains of the wild durra’

The data in (70)—(71) establish clearly that a Low- 
initial noun remains unaltered in the associative phrase, 
regardless of the surface tonal realization of the 
associative particle. That is, even if the associative 
particle remains High —  as in the (a)-(b), (d)-(e), and
(g)-(h) examples —  the initial Low of the noun in the NPj 
position does not undergo any change. And if the 
associative particle changes to L —  as in the (c), (f), 
and (i) examples —  the noun that follows still undergoes 
no change. We conclude from (69)-(71), then, that the 
associative particle cannot spread its H onto the following 
word. If we accept the analysis that the associative 
particle and a following noun form a phonological word, 
then perhaps the failure of the associative particle’s H to 
spread can be viewed as the consequence of a general
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prohibition of High Tone Spreading in word-internal 
environments.

Let us turn our attention now to the case where a 
trisyllabic noun occurs in the NPj position. There are 
twelve possible tonal shapes for trisyllabic nouns: HHH, 
HHL, HHF, HLH, HLL, HLF (H-initial nouns); LLL, LLH, LLF, 
LHL, LHF, LHH (L-initial nouns). In illustrating their 
behavior in the associative construction, we will no longer 
take pains to give relevant examples for all three 
associative particles (since we believe the preceding data 
has clearly established that tonally Is, aa, and £i are 
completely parallel).

In (72)-(77) we show the behavior of H-initial 
trisyllabic nouns in the associative construction, 
illustrating both the cases where the associative particle 
remains H and the cases where it changes to L by virtue of 
High Tone Lowering.

(72) HHH nouns: pilili. lokiling*. bdvitat.
gw&kisxk. gwalxling*

(a.) suet nd pilili 'the shaft of the used knife’ 
(b.) ’dikS nd ldkilxng’ ’the wound of the elbow’ 
(c.) mdnyd lo pilili ’the owner of the knife’
(d .) p&t&? na bdyitat ’the string of the net’
(e.) kong’4 16 gwakisik ’the seed of the play

shell’
(f.) midn nk gw&lilxng’ ’the pain of the jaws’

(73) HHL nouns: likitd, tuning’i. kimang’.iin
(a.) sw& ti likitd ’the ears of the rabbit’
(b.) gu’du? na taping’i ’the hump of the guinea

fowl ’
(c.) leng’dt na kimang’jin ’the extinguisher of

fires’
(d.) kong’6 lo likitd ’the eye of a rabbit’
(e.) k&pir ti t&ping’i ’the feathers of the

guinea fowl’
(f.) galdkd ti kim&ng’jin ’the grass torch of

fire’
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(74) HHF nouns: ’ddpAttl. m616s6n. marAte. buluti
(a.) kAturAn ti m£l£s6n ’the flowers of the

garden’
(b.) kdpd 16 marAte ’the cup of our relative’
(c.) gweari nA ’ddpAttl ’the color of the dress’ 
(d.) r6t nA ’ddpAtti ’the tear of a dress’
(e.) kdng’e lo ’bAlAtl ’the eye (grain) of

sp. grain’
(f.) bdng6? nA mArAte ’the cloth of the relative’

(75) HLH nouns: titdt6t. mAngAtAt. rtibitAt, ku.iAng’tAt

(a.) t6rdt nA titdt6t ’the bend of a possession’ 
(b.) kdr6pd? ti mAngAtAt ’the leaves of the mango

tree’
(c.) mdnyd 16 titdt6t ’the owner of the property 
(d .) kdnydn ti mAngAtAt ’the seeds of the mango

tree’
(e.) miAn nA rAbitAt ’the pain of the molar

tooth’
(f.) kong’6 lo kAjAng’tAt ’a grain of sand’

(76) HLL nouns: bAlAsA. birisi. gurAmAn. bAsAlA.
gurAmAn

(a.) t6ron nA bAlAsA ’the badness of a bribe’ 
(b.) gw6A na birisi ’the making of a mat’
(c.) sojA nA gurumAn ’the piercing of splinters’ 
(d.) mon na bAsAlA ’the smell of onions’
(e.) kupA Id bAsAlA ’the basket of onions’
(f.) ng’Ami 16 birisi ’the needle of the mat’

(77) HLF nouns: tiribvAt. gAwA.iln. dulArte. tAbA.iln
(a.) gwArA nA tiribyAt 'the selling of pipes’
(b.) k6p6 lo gAwAjin ’the cup of the coffee’
(c.) gwAAri lo kdpdjin ’the color of the cups’
(d .) kdnyAn ti dAlArtd ’the seeds of the castor

oil plant’
(e .) kupA Id tAbAjin ’the basket of the tobacco’ 
(f.) kAden ti dAlArtd ’the twigs of the castor

oil plant’
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HHH changes to LLH 
HHL changes to LHL 
HHF changes to LLF 
HLH changes to LLH 
HLL changes to LLL 
HLF changes to LLF

These changes are in part strongly supportive of the 
analysis developed above for the associative construction 
—  i.e. the analysis that says (a) the initial H tone of 
the noun in NPj position is subject to High Tone Lowering 
and (b) the associative particle does not spread its H onto 
the noun. The change of HLH, HLL, and HLF nouns to LLH, 
LLL, and LLF respectively follows directly from the fact 
that their initial H (which is associated with just the 
first syllable of the noun) changes to L by High Tone 
Lowering (and there is not subsequent spreading of a 
preceding High). But what about the other three patterns of 
change?

The change of HHH to LLH and of HHF to LLF has, of 
course, a ready explanation. Recall that we demonstrated 
that in a word with an initial sequence of three or more 
High-toned syllables, the last H-toned syllable fails to 
lower in the post-High environment. We suggested an account 
of this in terms of a rule of High Tone Fission: this rule 
assumes (a) that prior to its operation all successive 
High-toned syllables are represented as a single H on the 
tonal tier multiply-linked, and (b) that after the 
application of this rule the last syllable in the sequence 
has broken away from this structure and been linked to its 
own High tone. This rule was assumed to affect only 
sequences of three or more High-toned syllables. The result 
of High Tone Fission is that words where it is applicable 
have two High tones, the original H (linked to the initial 
syllables in the sequence) and the H created by High Tone 
Fission (linked to the last syllable in the sequence). The 
rule of High Tone Lowering affects only word-initial High
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tones, and thus the second H remains unaffected.

It is this principle of High Tone Fission that 
explains why HHH nouns and HHF nouns change to LLH and LLF 
in position after the associative particle. Representative

High Tone Fission

High Tone Lowering 
High Tone Spread

Tone Fission still 
remains (as discussed at length earlier), but it is clear 
that these changes in the associative construction are 
indeed the same changes as in other phrasal contexts 
(despite the superficial dissimilarity arising from the 
failure of High Tone Spread to apply in the associative
phrase) and that the same rules should be invoked to
account for the alternations.

An interesting problem remains. Recall that in other 
phrasal situations, a HHL noun would change to HLL in the 
post-High environment. We explained this phenomenon by 
equating this change to the one whereby a HH noun becomes 
HL in the same post-High contexts. Our analysis was as
follows: a sequence of two High-toned syllables is
represented as a single H linked to two syllables. This 
structure escapes High Tone Fission (which affects only 
sequences of three or more High-toned syllables). The 
result is that the single, multiply-linked H of a HH word 
or a HHL word will change to L after a H. This leaves the
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derivations are given in (78) below.

(78) H H H H L
\ \ iV jna pilili lo marate
H. H H H H HL
' N  \ A jNVna pilili lo marate

H L H  H L HL
\ N  \ \ | \  vna pilili lo marate

inapplicable

The apparently ad hoc nature of High
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initial two syllables of such words both linked to a L 
tone. High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification then have 
the affect of raising the first syllable of these words to 
H.

The fate of a HHL noun in the associative phrase is 
not what we would predict on the basis of the other phrasal 
environments. We would expect the following derivation•'

(79) H H L
\ A  Xna taping'!
inapplicable
H L L
\ A  \na taping’i 
inapplicable

High Tone Fission

High Tone Lowering 
High Tone Spreading

But *...nd taping'i is incorrect. We must derive ...nd 
kaping.ll.

The behavior of HHL nouns can however be understood if 
we allow High Tone Fission to apply to them. That is, if we 
assume that High Tone Fission affects any sequence of 
syllables associated with a H on the tonal tier and takes 
the last syllable and assigns it a separate H. Given such 
an extended form of High Tone Fission, we would derive 
...nd tdping*i as follows:

(80) H H L\ K  \na taping’i
H H H  L
I i j 1na taping’! 
H L H  L
i i i ina taping’i 

inapplicable

High Tone Fission

High Tone Lowering 
High Tone Spread
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But if we allow High Tone Fiasion to apply to HHL 
nouns, we would also expect it to apply to HH nouns. The 
result would be that wflri would be predicted to surface as 
*wflrl. Thus to invoke the derivation in (80) we would have 
to exempt HH words from High Tone Fission. And, of course, 
in other (non-associative) phrasal environments we would 
have to exempt both HH and HHL... nouns from High Tone 
Fission. While this is not a particularly satisfying 
solution, we have no other suggestion as to why t&ping’i 
should change to LHL rather than the expected LLL.

In (72)-(77) we illustrated the behavior of H-initial 
trisyllabic nouns located after the associative particle. 
Below we illustrate L-initial trisyllabic nouns. (Since 
there is no change in a L-initial noun in this context, 
regardless of whether the associative particle remains High 
or Low, we have contented ourselves with providing just two 
examples for each tonal type.)

(81) LLL nouns: Amb&tA. r&bdld
(a.) d6r£t n£ amb&ta ’the cooker of bread’
(b.) kdrdpd? ti rAbdld ’leaves of the bananas’
LLH nouns: y&ng’dt&t. .i&gw&rl
(c.) ’dikfi na yAng’dtAt 'the wound of the jaws’
(d.) kala ti jAgwAri ’the teeth of the comb’

LLF nouns: mAnyA.iln. kAkftri
(e.) ng’wajik ti mAnyAjin ’the children of

rivals’
(f.) kdropd? ti kAk&ri ’the leaves of a (sp.)

wild vegetable’
LHL nouns: kAdipAn. kitA.iin
(g.) ldr 16 kAdipAn ’the day of the grasshoppers’
(h.) kordpo? ti kitejin ’the leaves of the

tamarind trees’
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LHF nouns: kinutd. kimurtS
(i.) m6kdt 16 kimtirtd ’the leg of the mosquito’
(j.) k&y inwit nk kin&td ’ the paste of the seeds ’
LHH nouns: k6r6k6n, pirit&n
(k.) sudsi ti kdr6k6n ’the handles of the spades’
(1.) mdry&t ti plritdn ’the mountains of the

places’
The data in (81) provide further confirmation that the 

associative particle cannot spread onto a following L-toned 
noun. Given our analysis, there would, of course, be no way 
that a H associated with the associative prefix could 
actually appear associated with a following noun the 
associative marker is itself lowered. Thus it is to be 
expected that a L-initial noun would not manifest a spread 
High on it when the associative H is lowered. But a L- 
initial noun does not manifest a spread H even when the 
associative remains H. Thus there is no way to explain 
these data without assuming that there is in fact no 
spreading in this construction.

Quadrisyllabic nouns in the associative construction 
pattern in a fashion that is completely in accord with the 
behavior of trisyllabic nouns. (82)  provides some 
representative examples of H-initial quadrisyllabic nouns 
in the associative construction.

(82) BflHH.jagaa

(a.) kdropo? ti temendnd? ’the leaves of the
yellow ants’ (cf. temendne? ’yellows ants’)

HHHL noun
(b.) ng’urd na gwdrdkdld ’the daughter of haughty 

people’ (cf. gw6r6k61d ’haughty people')
(c.) gwdrit n& kipitdld ’the price of ropes’

(cf. kipitala ’ropes’)
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HHHF noun
(d.} k&n&rd n& dldilitl ’the necklace of

ornament’ (cf. didiliti ’ornament’)
HHLH noun
(e.) jupit n£ k&n&rdjin ’the dresser of necklace’ 

(cf. k&n&rdj in ’necklace’)
HHLL noun
(f.) yupet na m&16k&tyd ’the belief of the Holy 

Ghost’ (cf. m614k&tyd ’spirit’)
HHLF-jno.un
(g.) kdnyen ti k&ril&ng’l ’the seeds of the oil 

tree’ (cf. kfiril&ng’l ’oil tree’)
HLHH noun
(h.) k&pdk&n ti gw&rgw&l&l&n ’the wings of the 

pennant-wing Nightjar’ (gwdrgw&l&l&n
’Nightjar’ )

HLHL noun
(i.) k&ren ti j&’b&leng’&n ’the names of the 

camels’ (cf. j&’bdl£ng’&n ’camels’)
HT.T.H noun

(j.) m6n na b&s&l&t&t ’the smell of an onion’
(cf. b&s&l&tat ’onion’)

HLLF noun
(k. ) k6t6si ti k&biliikftn ’the tails of the sheep’ 

(cf. k&bil&k&n ’sheep’)

From (82) we see that all quadrisyllabic nouns that 
begin with just one H-toned syllable change that syllable 
to Low —  this is shown by (h), (i), (j), and (k). If the 
quadrisyllabic noun starts with two High-toned syllables, 
only the first syllable is affected by High Tone Lowering- 
- cf. (e), (f), and (g). If the noun starts with three H- 
toned syllables, then the first two syllables lose their
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High tone via High Tone Lowering —  cf. (b). If the noun 
starts with four High-toned syllables, then the first three 
syllables lose their High tone via High Tone Lowering—  
cf. (a) and (d). These facts are exactly parallel to the 
trisyllabic nouns and require no additional discussion.

L-intial quadrisyllabic nouns are exemplified in (83):

(83) LLLL noun
(a.) pat& na k&ldngwSrd ’the string of a trap’

(cf. kaiangwdre ’trap’)
LLLH noun
(b.) mu’d& 16 Smbatajin ’the pot of bread’

(cf. ambatajln 'bread')
LLLF noun
(c .) rat na k6rakdt6 ’the tear of the rags’

(cf. karakatd ’rags’)
LLHH .noi m

(d .) kad£n ti kat&mitan ’the planks of the door’
(cf. katdmit&a ’doors’)

LLHL noun
(e.) kw6 na kijaktitat ’the head of the beast’

(cf. kijakutat ’beast’)
LLHF noun (no examples in our data)

LHLH noun
(f.) bdngwat ti yakanyejin ’the clothes of our 

grandmothers’ (cf. yakanyej in ’grandmothers’)
LHLL noun
(g.) kutuk na amulera ’the mouth of the flute’

(cf. amulere ’flute’)
> .. *

LHLF noun
(h.) p616 na kdyataii ’the roasting of a potato’

(cf. kayataii ’potato’)
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The data in (83) demonstrate that a L-initial quadri
syllabic noun is not susceptible to High Tone Spread after 
the associative particle. Such nouns remain with a Low tone 
on their initial syllable.

We have now surveyed the behavior of polysyllabic 
nouns in the environment after the associative particle. 
Let us now turn to the monosyllabic nouns. Recall that we 
have identified five different patterns of tonal behavior: 
Hi , H2 , Li , L2 , and F.

Hi nouns change to L after a H at the end of a 
preceding word whereas H2 change to a Falling tone. Recall 
that we suggested that Hi nouns for some reason undergo 
High Tone Lowering but not High Tone Spread, whereas H2 
nouns undergo both rules. Li nouns remain L in the post-H 
environment, whereas L2 nouns change to F. Finally, F nouns 
change to L in the post-H environment.

In (84) we examine the behavior of these five types of 
nouns in the associative construction.

(84) Hi noun
(a.) ng’iitu? 16 t&r ’the person of the village’ 

(cf. ttir ’village’)
H2 noun
(b.) k6r6 16 16 ’the gourd of milk’

(cf. 16 ’milk’)
(c.) bidi 16 g6r ’the shaft of a spear’

(cf. g6r ’spear’)
Li .haaa
(d.) kiriti 16 t6r ’the bamboo of the paddle’ 

(cf. t6r ’paddle’)
(e.) kCtpir ti m6k ’the hair of an antbear’

(cf. m6k ’antbear’)
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Ii2 noun
(f.) suet nA dAk 16nyit ’the shaft of his pipe’ 

(cf. dAk ’pipe’)
(g.) kdtet nA gwAng’ 16kw£ ’the tail of a white 

fox’ (cf. gwAng’ ’fox’)
E
(h.) ng’urd 16 ng’&n ’the son of God’

(cf. ng’un ’God’)
(i.) kiko 16 tir 'the way of the cultivation 

land’ (cf. tir ’cultivation land’)

The data in (84) are of some interest. Notice that a 
H2 noun appears as Low after the associative particle, not 
with a Falling tone (as such a noun does in other post-H 
environments). This fact very clearly argues that the H2 
nouns appear as Falling elsewhere due to the fact that 
(after undergoing High Tone Lowering) they are affected by 
High Tone Spread. Since the associative particle cannot 
spread its H on a following noun, a noun such as will 
surface as not *le. Thus (84) clearly supports the view 
that H2 nouns are Falling because of the application of 
High Tone Spread. The associative construction does not, of 
course, add any clues as to why Hi nouns do not undergo 
High Tone Spread in any post-H environment.

Notice also that in (84) the L2 nouns like dak do not 
become Falling-toned. This fact also supports the claim 
that d&k becomes Falling-toned in other post-H environments 
due to the application of High Tone Spread. Since the 
associative particle cannot trigger High Tone Spread, dak 
will simply remain Low in the associative construction. 
Again, the associative construction does not shed any 
particular light on why Li nouns resist High Tone Spread in 
all post-H environments.

Finally, we should note that the Falling-toned nouns 
in the associative construction surface as Low (due to the
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application of High Tone Lowering) just as they do in all 
other post-H environments.

We have now given a detailed account of the tonal 
patterning of the minimal elements in an associative 
construction (Noun - associative particle - Noun). In the 
remainder of this section, we will examine the tonal 
properties of expanded forms of the associative 
construction, as well as the tonal properties of the 
associative construction when it stands in juxtaposition to 
other items in the sentence.

The associative construction may itself function as 
NPj in an associative construction. For example, the 
expression ng&rd 16 MdgA 16 Ydkwd 16 KArl 16 LftgAr has the 
interpretation: the child of MdgA, who is the son of Ydkwe, 
who is the son of KAri. who is the son of LilurAr. This kind 
of expression can, in principle, be extended indefinitely. 
As a matter of fact, this pattern was used in the oral 
history of the Bari as a means for memorizing family 
pedigrees.

Less formulaic uses of embedded associative 
constructions are illustrated in (85).

(85) (a.) kAlA ti tdmd 16 mdrd
'the tusks of the elephant of the mountain’ 
(cf. t6m6 ’elephant’, m6r6 ’mountain’)

(b.) kftpA 16 pCtlfii ti KulAng’
’the basket of groundnuts of Kulang’
(cf. pdlOi ’ groundnuts ’ , KulAng (name))

(c.) m6kdt 16 wtiuri lo kArd
'the leg of the pig of the river’
(cf. wuri ’pig’, kare ’river’)

(d.) k6pd 16 matat lo Juba
’the cup of the chief of Juba’
(cf. mAtAt ’chief’, JubA (name of a town))

(e.) ng’tird 16 Pdni nA JAdA ’the child of Poni of 
Jada’ (cf. Pdni (name), JAdA (name))
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(f.) p£t£? nd gw&kisik ti K&l&ng’ ’the string of 
shells of Kulang’ (cf. gwAkisik ’shells’,

Kdl&ng* (name))
(g.) suSt n£ pilili n£ wAlA ’the shaft of the

small blade of the knife’ (cf. pilili ’small
blade’, wfilA ’knife’)

The data in (85) above shows that, given a structure 
Ni assoc.i Nj assoc.j Nk, whether the second associative 
particle in the construction undergoes High Tone Lowering 
depends on whether the immediately preceding noun (Nj) is 
H-final. Thus in (85e-f), where NPj is H-final, the second 
associative particle is Low-toned; on the other hand, in 
(85a-d), where NPj is L-final (on the surface), the second 
associative particle is High-toned. But whether Nj is H- 
final on the surface is not just a matter of its underlying 
structure: notice that NPj is underlyingly H-final in (85a) 
and (85c) as well as in (85e-g). It also depends on whether 
that noun has still remained H-final subsequent to the 
application of High Tone Lowering between the associative 
particlei and Nj .

The above point can be illustrated by comparing (a) 
and (b). In (a), Nj (t6m6) is underlyingly HH, while in 
(b) Nj (e&1&) is underlyingly HL. Examination of (b) shows 
that Nj cannot affect the following associative particle 
since pulft is L-final. It happens, of course, that pulfl 
itself is changed to LL by the preceding High-toned 
associative particlei. Nj is affected by the associative 
particlei , we have claimed, at the word level. At the 
sentence level, associative particlei in (b) will itself be 
lowered as the result of following a H-final noun 
(kflpA). The important point is that the word-level 
application of High Tone Lowering to changing it to
P&1& in no way has any bearing on whether the following 
associative prefix will be susceptible to High Tone 
Lowering.
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In (a), on the other hand, the situation is different. 

In (a) the associative particlej (.!£) likewise fails to 
undergo High Tone Lowering due to the fact that the 
immediately preceding noun (±£m&) is not H-final. But t6m6 
was H-final until it was converted to LL under the 
influence of the associative particlei (ti). Of course, ±i 
itself becomes Low when it stands after a H-final noun such 
as kuuA. The fact that the t6m6 must undergo High Tone 
Lowering (under the influence of associative particlei ) 
before having a chance to induce the lowering of the 
associative particlej follows automatically from the
assumption that application of High Tone Lowering between 
the associative particle and a following noun is done at 
the word level. /16 tomd/ will become /16 tdme/ via High 
Tone Lowering at the word level and thus at the phrase 
level the noun tdmd will no longer end in a High tone and 
will not be able to affect a following associative 
particle.

We have now given an account of the tonal shape of the 
associative construction in its most minimal form (Ni- 
associative - Nj). In the remainder of this section we will 
examine the tonal characteristics of this construction when 
(a) the nouns in this structure are modified by other 
elements and (b) when the associative construction appears 
in sentences.

Consider the examples in (86).

(86) (a.) k£l& tl tdme dum& ’the tusks of the big
elephant’

(b.) dupa na ng’uro na’dit ’the cradle of the
small child’

(c.) mtikSt lo kbp& lonyit ’the cover of his
basket’

(d.) ’diet na kdpd ldse ’the plug of their cup’
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(e.) gwS&ri 16 bdng6? n&nyit ’the color of her

dress’
(cf. bdngo? ’dress’, nanyit ’her’)

(f.) ldr 16 b&d& dum& ’the day of the big
celebration’

(cf. bCtd* ’feast’, dumli ’big’)
(g.) t6rdt nd ldkiling’ ldnyit ’the bandage of 

his elbow’ (cf. 16kiling’ ’elbow’, lonyit
’his’)

In these examples, Nj of the associative construction is 
modified by an adjective or possessive pronoun. We see from 
these data that whether a H-intial adjective or possession 
pronoun (cf. dumd ’big’, n&’dit ’small’, 16nvit ’his’, 16s6 
’their’, ndnvit ’her’) undergoes High Tone Lowering depends 
on whether the noun Nj is H-final or not. In (86e-g), Nj is 
High-final underlyingly and remains H-final on the surface. 
We see that in this situation the adjective/possessive 
pronoun is subject to High Tone Lowering as a result of 
standing after a High tone. In (86a-a) we see that when Nj 
is L-final (on the surface), the adjective/possessive 
pronoun is not subject to High Tone Lowering. But Nj may be 
Low-final for two different reasons: it may be L-final
because it underlyingly has a Low tone associated with its 
last vowel, or it may be L-final because of the operation 
of High Tone Lowering. (86b) and (86d) show that underlying 
L-final nouns Ina* uro and k6o61 fail to trigger High Tone 
Lowering on a following adjective. (86a) and (86c) show 
that underlyingly H-final nouns (t6me and kfipd) that have 
become Low-toned via the operation of High Tone Lowering 
(as a result of a preceding associative particle) will fail 
to affect a following adjective/possessive pronoun.

This interaction can be explained under the assumption 
that High Tone Lowering operates in a left-to-right 
iterative fashion across the unit [associative - NP]. 
However, we have independently argued that the associative 
and the following noun form a kind of word to which High
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Tone Lowering applies before it applies at the phrasal 
level. If this is correct, then in 16 kftpd 16nyit. the noun 
kup& will have undergone High Tone Lowering at the word 
level; consequently, at the phrase level it will end in a 
Low tone and thus not affect the following possessive 
pronoun.

Let us consider now the case where we have a
demonstrative element in front of Nj in the associative
construction.

(87) (a.) mokdt 16 ng’il6 wurl ’the leg of this nearby
pig’

(b.) kdng’e 16 16 ng’timi ’the eye of this needle’
(c.) yawd ti kil6 gild ’the beer of these white

men’
(d.) mdkSt nd ng’116 kdpd ’the handle of this

nearby cup’
(e.) p6r6k ti ng*ild king’6 ’the days of that

year’
(f.) mdrdt nd nd gogok ’the neck of this Grant’s

zebra’

These data illustrate that the demonstrative in front of Nj 
is unaffected by the associative particle (just as we have 
seen in the section on the demonstratives that the 
demonstratives are subject to High Tone Lowering just in 
the event that they stand without their governing noun 
following them).

Next suppose that Ni in the associative construction
is preceded by a demonstrative element, then the
application of High Tone lowering to Ni (due to the 
presence of the demonstrative) may block application of 
High Tone Lowering to the associative:
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(88) (a.) ...a tdk ng’ilu ki’bd lo mdtat

’. ..chopped that canoe of the chief’ 
(cf. ki’bd ’canoe’)

(b.) . ..d jup nginti ’ddpClt nd Pdni 
’...wore that cloth of Poni’
(cf. ’ddput ’cloth’)

(c.) . ..d bdng’drd ng’ild ldkiling’ 16 Jddd 
’...hurt this elbow of Jada’

(d.) ...6 tu? ng’inu rdbd nd gdgd
’...made a hole in the bottom of that 
granary’ (cf. rdbd ’bottom’)

Examples like this motivate the left-to-right iterative 
application of High Tone Lowering across the sequence 
consisting of Demonstrative - Noun - Associative Particle. 
For example, (88a-b) show that since the demonstrative 
causes a HH noun such as ki’bd and ’ddnut to undergo High 
Tone Lowering (eventually surfacing as HL), that noun 
cannot affect the associative particle following it. But in 
(88c) the H of the demonstrative does not affect the final 
H of the nouns ldkiling* thus that noun can induce High 
Tone Lowering on the associative particle. In (88d), the 
noun rdbd has its first syllable raised by the 
demonstrative, but it remains Low-final and thus cannot 
affect the associative particle that follows.

Suppose that an adjective modifies Ni in the 
associative construction.

(89) (a.) ng’urd ydke nd kitfi ’the lazy child of work’ 
(cf. ydke ’lazy’)

(b.) ’b&ldt moddng’ nd mdre ’the old hyena of the 
mountain’ (cf. moddng’ ’old’)

(89a) shows that if an adjective after Ni is H-final (cf. 
yoke ’lazy’) it will trigger High Tone Lowering on the 
associative particle following. In (89a), yoke remains H- 
final because it is itself preceded by a L-final noun
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ng* ur6 ’child’. (89b) demonstrates that should a HH 
adjective (cf. mdddng*) be preceded by a H-final noun (cf.
’b&l&t ’hyena’), then the adjective will become L-final. 
Now that the adjective following Ni is L-final, it will not 
trigger High Tone Lowering on the associative particle.

The data in (89) show that High Tone Lowering must be 
applied between the Ni and a following adjective before 
being applied between the adjective and the following 
associative particle. This pattern of application, of 
course, is consistent with the right-to-left application of 
High Tone Lowering.

In the remainder of this section we we will examine 
the tonal behavior of the associative construction as it 
appears in different syntactic constructions. First of all, 
consider the associative construction when it follows a 
verb.

Examine the data in (90) and (91) below.

(90) (a.) JAdA A wiwijA pAtA nd kAr£
’Jada weaved a string of the gourd’
(cf. pAtA ’string’, kere ’gourd’)

(b.) bddd A tetendyA pAtdk 16 sdmdt
’the blacksmith made harpoon for fish’
(cf. pAtAk ’harpoon’, sdmdt ’fish’)

(c.) n&n A mAddyS pAtA nA gwAkisik 
’I saw a string of play shells’

(d.) JAdA gAlAddA ki’bd 16 m6nyA
’Jada went looking for the canoe of his

father’
(e.) P6ni A tAlikin k6p6 16 KAlAng’

’Poni lost the cup of Kulang’

(91) (a.) Jada A ryA pAtAk lo sdmdt
’Jada found the harpoon for fish’

(b.) nan A m£t pAtA na gwAkisik
'I saw the string of play shells’
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(c. ) J&d& d£d6n kutCik nd gwdrdkd?
’Jada knows the long-tonguedness of the 
haughty man’ (cf. k&t&k ’long-tonguedness’, 
gw6r6k6? ’s.o . haughty’)

(d.) n&n & ry& ng’&rd 16 Kfiildng’
’I found the son of Kulang’

(e.) n&n & ’b6? k&la ti t6md
’I touched the elephant tusks’

In (90) we see that when a Low-final verb precedes the 
associative construction NPi - assoc.part.i - NPj, a HH 
noun in the NPi position remains HH and induces a lowering 
of the associative particle. (The associative particle, as 
we have seen, still induces a lowering of NPj, due to the 
application of High Tone Lowering on the unit consisting of 
the associative particle + NPj prior to application of High 
Tone Lowering between NPi and the associative particle.) In
(91), on the other hand, the verb preceding NPi is H-final, 
and we see that a HH noun in NPi position changes to HL. 
But since NPi is now L-final, the associative particle 
escapes undergoing High Tone Lowering and remains 
pronounced on a High tone. These facts show that we must 
not allow High Tone Lowering to apply between NPi and the 
associative particle before we apply High Tone Lowering 
between the verb and NPi. Thus we have conclusive evidence 
against a syntactically-oriented cyclic application of High 
Tone Lowering (since such a mode of application would 
incorrectly predict that High Tone Lowering applies within 
the noun phrase consisting of NPi+assoc.part.+NPj before 
applying between the verb and NPi (which belong to the same 
syntactic unit only after the verb and the entire 
associative noun phrase are combined).

Next let us look at the case where a NPi precedes the 
associative construction consisting of NPj - associative - 
NPk. Actually, this sequence will occur just in post-verbal
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position after a verb that can take a double object. If the 
verb is Low-final, it will not have any bearing on the 
matter (since it could not affect NPi). Thus L-final verbs 
will give us a context in which we can examine how a NP 
that precedes an associative construction will affect that 
construction. The examples in (92) show that if NPi is 
L-final (e.g. ’bunit. k6n6. or w61§t). then the associative 
construction appears in the same shape as it would if used 
in isolation. However, the examples in (93) show that if 
NPi is H-final (e.g. ndrdkw&n. Mai, ffl&g&a, or ££&i), it 
will affect the tonal shape of NPj (the initial element of 
the associative construction), and this change in NPj may 
affect whether NPj can induce the lowering of the 
associative particle.

(92) (a.) n&n j&kindy& ’bunit g6b6r n& kitdng’
’I bring to the medicine man a cow-hide’

(b. ) W&ni t indy a Ktil&ng’ k6pd lo diira?
’Wani gave Kulang a cup of grain’

(c. ) Kul&ng’ g&l&ddCi Bdjd wdlet nd dCilur 
’Kulang went looking for castor oil 
seed for Bojo’

(93) (a. ) Jada a kCirukin narakwan mdlds&n na p&lft 
’Jada dug for his wife a plot for 
groundnuts’

(b.) Kul&ng’ tindyi W&ni gwakisik ti n&r&kw&n 
’Kulang gives Wani the play shells of his 
wife’

(c.) ligdtdt g&laddd mugun kerd 16 pidng’
’the hunter went searching for himself a 
gourd for water’ (cf. kdre)

(d.) J&d& tindy& Pdni b6ng6? n& Kirisim&si
’Jada gives Poni the dress for Christmas’

In (93a), m616s6n is changed to a HLF pattern as a
result of standing after a H-final noun, but this 
alteration in tone shape in no way has any bearing on the
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ability of m616s6n to affect the associative particle due 
to the fact that the noun both underlyingly and on the 
surface ends in a Fall (and Fall-final words do not affect 
the associative particle). In (93b), gw&k&sik changes to 
HLH; the associative particle following gw&kdsik is altered 
to Low. Again, since gw&k&sik ends in a H both underlyingly 
and also when it is changed due to a preceding H-final 
word, we cannot learn anything from this example about 
whether NPj or the assocative particle must undergo High 
Tone Lowering first. In (93c), k6r6 changes to HL because 
it undergoes High Tone Lowering following a H-final noun. 
Notice that as a result of the change from HH to HL, k6r6 
ceases to be H-final and thus ceases to have the power to 
induce High Tone Lowering on the associative particle. In 
(93d), b6ng6? changes to HH as a result of the application 
of High Tone Spread from the preceding H-final noun, but 
this change in no way affects the ability of b6ng6? to 
trigger High Tone Lowering on the associative particle. 
bongo? is H-final and will lower the associative particle’s 
High.

The data in (93) show that the H of NPi must affect 
NPj before NPj can affect the associative particle. In 
other words, High Tone Lowering must oprate across a two 
syntactic constitutents -- NPi and the associative 
construction -- before it operates within the associative 
construction, a single syntactic constituent. This mode of 
application is inconsistent with a cyclic application of 
High Tone Lowering, but fully consistent with the 
left-to-right iterative application of that rule.

In (94) we provide examples where the verb is H-final 
and thus can potentially affect the shape of a NPi . We 
limit our attention here to the cases where NPi is itself 
H-final in underlying structure.
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(94) (a.) nan & tin wate kal& ti yawa

’I gave thw women the beer yeast’
(cf. w&te ’women’)

(b.) nSn a tin W&ni ki’bd 16 m&t&t
’I gave Wani the canoe of the chief’

(c.) n&n a tin P6ni b6ngo? n& gdl&
’I gave Poni a cotton cloth’

(d .) n&n a tin Poni dup& na ng’urd
’I gave Poni the cradle for a child’

In (94a) we see that when the verb is H-final, it changes a 
HH noun such as wat6 to HL; now w&te cannot affect the HH 
noun k&l&; since k&l& remains H-final, it does cause the 
associative particle following to undergo High Tone 
Lowering. In (94b), the H-final verb raises W&ni to HH, but 
this in no way affects the fact that W&ni can trigger High 
Tone Lowering on ki’b6. changing it to HL; now since ki*b6 
ends in a L. it cannot lower the associative particle that 
follows. In (94c), the H-final verb raises Poni to HH, but 
this is no way changes the fact that Poni can also raise 
b6ng6? to HH, which likewise in no way affects the fact 
that H-final b6ng6? can induce High Tone Lowering on the 
associative particle that follows. In (94d), the H-final 
verb raises P6ni to HH, but this in no way changes the fact 
that Pdni can raise duna to HL, and this in no way changes 
the fact that dup& (being L-final) cannot trigger High Tone 
Lowering on a following associative particle.

(94) shows that in a structure Verb - NPi - NPj - 
associative - NPk, the surface shape of the associative 
particle depends in part on whether the verb is L-final or 
H-final. Furthermore, (94) shows that High Tone Lowering 
must operate between the verb and NPi before it operates 
between NPi and NPj . This is of course quite consistent 
with the left-to-right application of High Tone Lowering.

To further illustrate the left-to-right application of 
High Tone Spread across the sentence, consider examples
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such as the following:

(95) (a.) J&dA y&mundyA ng’utu? yok& nd JCiba
'Jada married and brought home a lazy person 
from Juba’(cf. ngutti? ’person’, y6k6 ’lazy’)

(b. ) ndn A tin ng’utCi? m6d6ng’ lo jiir
’I gave (it) to the old man of the village’ 
(cf. ng’utti? ’man’, mdddng’ ’old’)

The portion of the sentences in (95) that concern us is the 
stretch that begins with the verb followed by a noun plus 
its modifying adjective followed by the associative 
particle. Notice that in (a) the associative particle is 
High-toned whereas in (b) the associative particle appears 
with a Low tone. This difference in the pronunciation of 
the associative particle (ultimately) has its source in the 
fact that the verb in (a) is L-final while the verb in (b) 
is H-final. Consider (a) first. Since the verb is L-final, 
the HH noun ngfrtfi? is not affected by High Tone Lowering. 
The adjective vokd is consequently able to undergo High 
Tone Lowering and changes to LL (appearing eventually as HL 
due to the operation of High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification). Now that y6k6 is L-final, it cannot affect 
the associative particle that follows, allowing the 
associative to be pronounced with a High tone. In (b), 
however, the verb is H-final and thus causes the ng*utu? to 
become LL (eventually HL) through the operation of High 
Tone Lowering. But now that ng’fltti? is L-final, it cannot 
affect the following HH adjective modong*. Now that the 
adjective is able to remain H-final, it will be able to 
trigger High Tone Lowering on the following associative. We 
see then that in a sequence Verb - [[Noun Adjective] 
[assoc. Noun]], the rule of High Tone Lowering must apply 
across the sequence Verb-Noun-Adjective-Associative in a 
right-to-left iterative fashion.
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A somewhat more elaborate sort of example making the 
same point appears in (96).

(96) (a.) JAdA tindyA WAni kinA m6d6ng’ nA jCir 
’Jada gave Wani an old goat from the 
village’

(b.) n&n A tin P6ni kind mdddng’ na j&r
’I gave Poni an old goat (from) the village’

(c. ) Jada tindyA ng’utti? kinA m6d6ng’ na j€ur 
’Jada gave a man an old goat from the 
village’

(d.) n&n A tin ng’utA? kinA mAddng’ n& jCtr 
’I gave the man an old goat from the 
village’

In (96a) we see that a LH noun such as WAni induces High 
Tone Lowering on the following noun kinA: since kinA is now 
L-final, it does not affect the HH adjective mdddng’ . 
Consequently, the H-final m6d6ng* induces High Tone 
Lowering on the following associative particle. (95b) is 
the same except that a H-final verb causes the LH noun Pdni 
to surface as HH. In (95c) the noun immediately following 
the verb is HH; since the verb is L-final, the noun remains 
HH and can thus cause the following HH noun kinA to become 
LL (eventually HL after High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification). Now that kinA is L-final, it cannot affect 
modong’. but the H-final m6d6ng’ will be able to trigger 
the lowering of the following associative particle. In 
(95d), the verb is H-final and can thus cause the 
immediately following HH noun ng’utu? to become LL 
(eventually HL), thus keeping ng’utu? from affecting kinA. 
Now that kinA is able to retain its final H, it will 
trigger High Tone Lowering on the adjective m6d6ng’. This 
means that now mAddng’ will be L-final, with the result 
that the following associative particle will escape High 
Tone Lowering.
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We conclude, then, that the associative construction 
provides evidence that (a) High Tone Lowering must apply to 
the associative particle and following noun as a unit 
before the sentence-level application of this same rule, 
and (b) the sentence-level application of High Tone 
Lowering must be left-to-right iterative across the 
sentence.

4.1.5. Noun Plus adjective.
In this section we will examine the tonal behavior of 

adjectives when they modify a noun. We will begin our 
discussion with the simple (i.e. non-derived) adjectives 
(see Chapter Three for a description of adjective 
morphology in Bari).

Consider bisyllabic adjectives first. Some examples 
are in (97).

(S7) BH: ’diri ’true', m6d6ng’ 'old', y6k6 'laay', 
w&wu ’empty’, gwdtu ’cut’

HF: gwtitwfi ’(pi.) cut’
HL: dum&? ’big’, ’bang’in ’sterile’, b4t&’naughty’
LH: k&ng’d ’severe’, ’bindi ’timid’
LL: s&ndi ’poor’, k&ndi ’rich’, ’bandS ’thrifty’
LF: no examples in our data

These adjectives will be pronounced with the tonal 
shapes indicated in (97) when they are in isolation, or 
when they follow a word that ends in a Low or a Falling 
tone. Some examples of such adjectives in the post-Low 
environment:
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(98) (a.) n&n & kdrj& ldpijot mdddng’
* I borrowed an old he-goat’
(cf. moddng’ ’old’)

(b.) n&n & met kdt&si? & gwutwft
’I saw that the tails are cut'
(cf. gw&tw& ’(pi.) cut’)

(c .) jur 16 m&t&t & dum&
’the village of the chief is large’ 
(cf. dum& ’big’)

(d.) n&n & rum kd ’didng’ k&ng’&
’I met (with) a very fierce dog’ 
(cf. k&ng’& ’severe, fierce’)

(e.) ng’ilu ng’utu? & s&ndi
'that man is a poor person’
(cf. s&ndi 'poor’)

In the post-High environment, these adjectives will 
alter their pronunciation as follows: HH becomes HL 
(cf. (99)), HF becomes HL (cf. (100)), HL becomes LL 
(cf. (101)), LH becomes HH (cf. (102)), and LL becomes HL 
(cf. (103)).

(99) ng’&tu? moddng’ ’an old man’ 
ng’utu? yokd ’a lazy person’ 
gugu w&wd ’an empty granary’ 
k&nin gwutd ’a cut hand’

(100) k&d§n gwutw& ’pruned trees’

(101) w&ri dum& ’a big pig’
kisuk ’b&ng’in 'sterile cows’ 
kind ’b&t& ’those naughty ones’

(102) ng’utu? k&ng’a ’a severe person’
klt&ng’ ’b&nd& ’a timid cow’

(103) ng’utu? s&ndi 'a poor man’
ng’utCi? k&ndi 'a rich man’
narakwan ’bande ’a thrifty wife’
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These alternations are clearly the same ones as we 

observed in bisyllabic nouns and will follow from the same 
rules that we postulated on the basis of the nouns. All 
that is necessary is that we allow the rules of High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread to operate across the 
syntactic juncture between a noun and a following 
adjective.

Trisyllabic adjective stems are quite scarce, but 
those that do occur undergo the expected tonal changes in 
the post-High environment. The following examples occur in 
our data.

(104) HHH: singwiyd ’solid’
HHF: m6’d6kA ’blind’
HHL: m6d6ng’A ’(pi.) old’, wAwdkAn ’(pi.) empty’, 

16m6rA ’personal, private’
HLF: dumAlak ’(pi.) old’
LHL: kAng’aj in ’(pi.) brave’, ’bAndAlAn

’(Pi.) timid’
LLF: 'bAkAri ’unmusical’

After a noun ending in a L tone, these trisyllabic 
adjectives are unchanged from their isolation form:

(105) (a.) ga’yi kuydtyo singwiyu 
’look for a solid bone’
(cf. singwiyu 'solid’)

(b.) mdnye JAda a m6’d6kS
’Jada’s father is blind’
(cf. md’ddkS ’blind’)

(c.) kilo P&1& 16m6r&
’these nearby private peanuts’
(cf. 16m6rA ’private’)

(d.) nAn A ng’ArAkin ng’utu dumAlak 
’I helped old people’
(cf. dumAlAk ’(pi.) old’)

(e.) ng’inA ng’Ctrd 'bAkAri ng’inA
’that nearby unmusical girl, that one’
(cf. ’bAkAri ’unmusical’)
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In the post-H environment we find the expected 

changes: HHH becomes HLH, HHF becomes HLF, HHL becomes HLL, 
HLF becomes LLF, LHL becomes HHL, and LLF becomes HLF. 
These changes are illustrated in (106).

(106) HHH adjective: turd singwiyu ’a solid stick’
HHF adjective: ng’utti? md’ddkd ’a blind person’
HHL adjective: wAtd modonga ’old women’

kAdAn w&w&kAn 'hollow trees’ 
ki’bd ldmdrA 'a personal canoe’

HLF adjective: watA dumalak ’big old men’
LHL adjective: w&tA kAng’Ajin ’brave women’
LLF adjective: ng’dtd? ’bAkAri ’unmusical man’

It is unncessary to review the derivation of these forms 
since they follow the patterns that we have amply 
demonstrated in this chapter.

There are only two quadrisyllabic simple adjectives in 
our data: the LLHL adjective ’bAkArikA ’(pi.) unmusical
person’ and the HHHL adjective md’dAkdnd ’(pi.) blind’. 
Both of these involve a plurally-marked simple adjective 
stem. As usual, these adjectives do not change in the 
post-Low context (cf. (107) but do in the post-H 
environment (cf. (108)). The changes in the post-H 
environment are the expected ones: LLHL: becomes HLHL and 
HHHL becomes HLHL as well.

(107) (a.) ng’wajik ’bAkArikA jdrd
’there are many unmusical children’
(cf. ’bAkArikA ’(pi.) unmus ical’)

(b.) Pdni a dArAkin ng’utu? md’ddkAnd 
’Poni cooked for the blind people’
(cf. md’ddkAnd ’(pi.) blind’)
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(108) LLHL adjective: wdtd ’b£k&rik& ’unmusical women’ 
HHHL adjective: w&td md’ddkdnd ’blind women’

We have now surveyed all of the polysyllabic tonal 
types in our data. Finally, we must look at the 
monosyllabic adjectives. There are just two tonal shapes 
displayed by monosyllabic adjectives —  High and Fall. Most 
of the examples are in the H category. There is just a 
single example of a Falling-toned monosyllabic adjective in 
our data. Examples are given in (109).

(109) High adjectives
lilt ’dirty’ 
bam ’careless’ 
’bang’ ’sterile’ 
wok ’sloppy’
’bdt ’naughty’ 
’bon ’stupid’

Fall adjectives 
’dok ’late-walker’

In the post-Low context these adjectives are, of 
course, unchanged; a few examples appear in (110).

(110) H adjectives: bdngwat lut ’dirty clothes’
ldpijdt ’bdng’ ’sterile goat’ 
kup&jln w6k ’sloppy baskets’ 
ng’urd ’b6t ’naughty child’

F adjective: ng’urd ’dok ’a late-walking child’

But in the post-H environment, High adjective changes to 
Fall and a Fall adjective changes to Low.

(Ill) H adjective: bdngo? lut ’dirty dress’
kin6 ’b&ng’ 'sterile goat’ 
kupd wdk ’3loppy basket’ 
ng’utti? ’bet ’naughty person’

F adjective: ng’utu? 'dok ’late-walking person’
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The H adjectives are parallel in behavior to the H2 
monosyllabic nouns which also change to Fall in the post-H 
environment (cf. JL£ ’milk’ but ng’ftro a m&t le ’the child 
drank milk’). The Fall adjectives are like the Fall 
monosyllabic nouns (cf.ng*un) which also change to Low in 
the post-H environment. The change of lfrt to lut can be 
explained in terms of the combined operation of High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread (with no simplification of 
the Falling tone since it resides on a word-final 
syllable). The change of * dok to *dok can be explained as 
the consequence of High Tone Lowering plus the absence of 
High Tone Spread (for the same reason that High Tone Spread 
fails to affect HL words that have changed to LL via High 
Tone Lowering —  whatever that may be).

We have shown that simple (non-derived) adjectives are 
subject to High Lowering when they follow a noun. It is 
possible to have more than one adjective modify a noun. In 
this section we examine such constructions in order to see 
how High Lowering must be applied in order to derive the 
correct results.

Consider the adjective yoke ’lazy’. When it follows a 
noun ending in a High, it undergoes High Lowering —  cf. 
ng’utu? yoke ’a lazy person’ versus ng’urd yoke ’a lazy
child’. Similarly, the adjective duma ’big’ undergoes High
Lowering when it follows a noun that ends in a High —  cf. 
ng’utu duma ’a big person’ versus ng’urd duma ’a big 
child’. Suppose that we use both vokd and duma to modify a 
noun. Consider the phrases below:

(112) (a.) ng’utu yokd duma ’a lazy big person’
(b.) ng’urd yoke duma ’a lazy big child’

In the (a) example we see that yoke has undergone High
Lowering, being changed to yoke, but duma has not undergone 
the rule. The reason that duma has escaped High Lowering in
(a) is clear: once ydke is changed to yoke by High
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Lowering, it no longer ends in a High tone and thus is 
incapable of triggering High Lowering on the following 
noun. In the (b) example, y6k6 remains unchanged after a 
Low-final noun such as ng’urd: dum&. on the other hand, 
does change to dftmA since it is preceded by a High-final 
noun v6k6.

Clearly, the application of High Lowering in (112) is 
easily accounted for by assuming that High Lowering 
operates in a left-to-right iterative fashion across the 
noun phrase that consists of a noun plus adjective plus 
adjective. Such a mode of application means that whether 
the first adjective affects the second adjective depends on 
whether the first adjective still ends in a High tone after 
it undergoes High Lowering. This mode of application says 
that in a sequence of words, all of which are in the 
environment to undergo High Lowering, their linear order 
will determine which ones in fact undergo the rule. The 
rule will try first to the leftmost item and make any 
changes required by the rule; the item immediately to the 
right will then be tested for the rule, and if the rule’s 
conditions are satisfied, the appropriate changes will be 
carried out; the next item to the right will then be 
tested, etc.

Cyclic application of High Lowering would also account 
for these data, provided the structure of the above phrases 
is considered to be as follows:

CCN Adj]i Adj]2

Given this structure, the first cycle will consist of the 
noun plus the first adjective in the sequence. High 
Lowering will try to apply to the adjective, and if the 
structural description of High Lowering is met, the 
adjective will be appropriately modified. The second cycle 
will include all the material from the first cycle plus the
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second adjective. High Lowering will now try to apply 
again. If the first adjective has been changed so that it 
does not any longer end in a High tone, as in (a) above, 
then the second adjective will escape High Lowering. If, on 
the other hand, the first adjective ends in a High tone at 
the end of the first cycle, High Lowering will be able to 
affect the second adjective, as in (b) above.

Simultaneous application of High Lowering, on the 
other hand, would predict that will undergo High
Lowering in both (a) and (b) since in both instances it is 
preceded (in the underlying structure) by a word that ends 
in a High tone.

There may be three adjectives in a row, as shown in 
(113) below:

(113) (a.) ng’utu? y6kd dumA m6d6ng’ ’a lazy big old
person’

(b.) ng’utu? y6kA m6d6ng’ dCunA 'a lazy old big
person’

In (a) we see that since y6k6 undergoes High Lowering and 
becomes y.6k£. the following adjective dum& retains its 
underlying shape. Since dum& ends in a Low tone, it does 
not affect the following word m6d6ng’. In (b), ng’utu? 
again converts ydk6 to y6k&; as a result, m6d6ng’ escapes 
being affected by High Lowering (it is now preceded by a 
word ending in a Low tone). However, mdddng* ends in a High 
tone and thus is capable of triggering High Lowering on the 
following noun dum&. changing it to dftmA.

The data in (113) is compatible again with both a 
left-to-right iterative application of High Lowering or a 
cyclic application. The cyclic application, of course, 
requires that the addition of each adjective creates a 
"left-branching" syntactic structure such that the phrases 
in (113) above have the structure:

[[[ Noun Adj ]i Adj ]2 Adj]3.
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Simultaneous application, of course, fails to give the 
right results, since it would in (a) modify the first two 
adjectives and in (b) it would modify all three of the 
adjectives.

We have already seen that the possessive pronouns 
follow the noun that they modify. A possessive pronoun may 
co-occur with an adjectival modifer. Examples of such 
constructions follow:

(114) (a.) k6r6 lid dumA 'my big gourd’
(b.) k6pd ldnyit 16’dit ’his small cup’

Since the possessive pronouns are HL, and since they 
immediately follow the noun they modify and precede the 
adjective, there is no opportunity for the possessive to 
any way affect the tone of the adjective or for the 
adjective to affect the tone of the possessive. All that 
can happen is that a H-final noun such as kdrA can trigger 
High Tone Lowering on the following possessive, converting 
the possessive to LL.

A noun may be preceded by a demonstrative element and 
followed by one or more adjectives. In (115) we show the 
case where we have Demonstrative - Noun - Adjective.

(115) (a.) ng’ild ki’bd dumA ’this nearby big canoe*
(b.) ng’inA pilili nA’dit ’this nearby small

knife’
(c.) nA bdngd? dCuna ’this big dress’
(d.) ng’inu t6rd dumA ’that big mat’

A demonstrative will in every case affect the noun that 
follows it. When the demonstrative changes a H-final noun 
such as ki’bd in (115a) into a L-final noun, the adjective 
dumA following will then not be affected by High Tone 
Lowering. In (115b) the HHH noun pilili is changed by the 
demonstrative into a HLH noun, and since it remains H- 
final, it triggers High Tone Lowering on the adjective
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na'dit. In (115c) the LH noun bSngd? becomes HH after the demonstrative, 

and since it ends in a High it causes duma to undergo High Tone Lowering. 

In (115d) the noun ter& becomes HL after the demonstrative, but since it 

is still L-final it cannot affect the adjective duma. These data show, 

then, that High Tone Lowering must operate first between the demonstrative 

and the noun before applying between the noun and the adjective.

(116 ) below illustrates when more than one adjective occurs after a 

Demonstrative i Noun sequence:

(116)(a.)ng'xlo ng'utu? yoke modong1 duma'this lazy 
old big person1

(b.) 6 gworoko y<5kd modong1 dumi ^his big lazy
old haughty person'

(c.) ng'ina Ponx yoke modong1 duma ^his nearby big 
old lazy Poni1

In (116a) the demonstrative ng'ilo triggers High Lowering on ng^_utu?, 

changing it to ng^uitu?; yoke, on the other hand, escapes High Lowering 

since it is now preceded by a L-final noun (although underlyingly it is 

preceded by a H-final noun), but does trigger the application of the rule 

to moddng1, changing it to modong1. The last item in the phrase, duma, 

escapes High Lowering since it stands after a L-final adjective (even 

though in underlying structure it stands after a H-final adjective). In 

(116a) there are four items in the phrase which stand (underlyingly) in 

the environment to undergo High Lowering; but only two of these items in 

fact undergo the rule.

In (116b), the HHH noun gworoko remains H-final even after it 

undergoes High Tone Lowering and thus is able to trigger High Tone 

Lowering on yoke, changing it to yoke. How that v6ki has become L- 

final, it cannot affect mod6ng*. But since tmSdong* is H-final, it in

duces High Tone Lowering on duml,causing it to become duma.
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In (116c) i the LH noun P6nl becomes HH after the 
demonstrative. This noun Is H-flnal (and Is not subject to 
High Tone Lowering, though It does undergo High Tone Spread 
and Contour Simplification) and thus triggers High Tone 
Lowering on the adjective y<5k6. How that v6k4 has changed 
to y6k6. it cannot affect m6d6ng*. though m6d6ng* will be 
able to affect duma.

Obviously simultaneous application of High Tone 
Lowering will not guarantee the correct results for the 
above data. Since it invariably fails to derive the correct 
facts, we will henceforth ignore it as a possible mode of 
application. Left-to-right iterative application of High 
Tone Lowering will yield the correct forms. Whether a noun 
will be able to affect the first adjective in the sequence 
depends on the shape of the noun after it has undergone 
High Tone Lowering. If we allow High Tone Lowering to work 
its way across the phrase in a left-to-right fashion, then 
in (a) the demonstrative will trigger High Tone Lowering on 
a noun such as ng’utu?. changing it to ng* utft?. Once this 
change has been carried out, the rule will then consider 
whether the adjective y6k6 is in the right environment. It 
is not and therefore remains unchanged. Next High Tone 
Lowering will examine m6d6ng’. which does moet the 
structural description for the rule, and will change to 
mdddng*. Finally, dumA will be examined. It will not be
preceded by a High and will thus escape High Tone Lowering.

But what about the cyclic application of High Tone 
Lowering? Can it duplicate these results? Hotice that in 
(116a) above High Tone Lowering must operate first on the 
sequence of demonstrative plus noun. In the cyclic 
framework, this means that the demonstrative and the noun 
must constitute the first cycle of the phrase:

[[[[ Demon N ]i Adj ]2 Adj ]3 Adj ]4 
While we have not been able to attempt any analysis of Bari
syntax, such a constituent structure does not seem very
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attractive. Since the phenomenon we have dealt with above 
can be accounted for simply in terms of linear order, and 
since a cyclic approach would involve a highly questionable 
assumption about the constituent structure of noun phrases, 
we assume that the directional iterative approach is to be 
preferred so far.

Up until this point we have restricted our attention 
to the tonal changes that occur within the adjectival 
phrase. Let us now examine the tonal changes that occur in 
connection with the adjectival phrase being located at 
various positions in the sentence.

Consider first what happens when the adjective phrase 
itself occurs in the post-High environment versus the post- 
Low environment. Examine the data in (117) below where the 
adjective phrase follows a H-final verb.

(117) (a.) Jdd& & tin ng'utft? dum&
’Jada gave (it) to a big person’

(b. ) kdl&k & ry&k tCtr dum&
’the thieves robbed the big village’

(c.) ligdtdt & nit gdr dum&
’the hunter forged a big spear’

Notice that the H-final verbs in (117) cause the
following HH noun ng'utu? to become HL and the following Hi
noun tftr and H2 noun g6r to become L. In other words, as a
result of the application of High Tone Lowering between the
verb and the immediately following noun, the noun comes to
be L-final. Now notice that the adjective dum& remains HL
in (117a-c): in other words, it escapes High Tone Lowering.
The reason that it escapes High Tone Lowering is,
apparently, that it is no longer preceded by a H-final noun 
once High Tone Lowering affects that noun.

Compare the data in (118).
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(118) (a.) Pdnl ’ dQtktindyA k£r£ duma
’Poni is carrying towards us a big gourd’

(b.) ng’utu tAtAndyA jdr dCunA
’the people are making up the big village’

(c .) tdmA ’ bA16ng& gdr dCkmA
’the elephant broke a big spear’

The verbs In (118) end In a Low and as a result they do not 
affect the following HH noun kArA or the following Hi noun 
Jur or the following Ha noun g6r. Since these nouns 
continue to end In a H tone, they cause the following HL 
adjective duma to become LL.

Of course, a verb that ends in a H may induce High 
Tone Lowering on a following noun without necessarily 
changing that noun Into a L-final noun. If the noun remains 
H-final after a H-final verb, then the adjective will 
continue to be affected. This is documented in (119).

(119) (a.) n&n A ryA pilili na’dit
’I found the small knife’

(b.) nan A ryAjCi pilili nA’dit
’I found a small knife’

In (119*0 we see that the HHH noun pilili surfaces as HLH 
when it is in the post-H environment. Since it ends in a H 
still, it can cause the HL adjective n&’dit to become LL. 
In (119b) we see that pilili remains HHH after a L-final 
verb and that it continues to induce High Tone Lowering on 
the adjective.

At this point let us turn to a consideration of the 
case where an Adjective Phrase (consisting of a noun plus 
one or more adjectives) follows another noun in the 
sentence.

(120) (a.) JAdA A Jakin P6ni ng’utd? y6kA ’Jada
brought for Poni a lazy person’
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(b.) J&dA k j&kin KCilAng’ ng’utu? ydke ’Jada 

brought for Kulang’ a lazy person’
(c.) Jada k tin Poni kAre duma ’Jada gave Poni a 

big gourd’
(d.) Poni k tin JadA ker6 duma ’Poni gave Jada a 

big gourd’

In the examples in (120a-d), the verb word affects the noun 
that immediately follows it, changing Poni to Poni (through 
the application of High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification) and changing Kulang’ to Kul&ng* (through 
the application of High Lowering). But in none of these 
cases is the last tone of the noun affected. Thus we can,
for the present, ignore the issue of how High Lowering is
applied to a sequence of words that includes the verb (we 
will return to this later) and instead concentrate just on 
the question of how the rule is applied to a sequence of 
noun plus following adjective phrase.

In (a) and (c) we see that when the noun that precedes 
the adjective phrase ends in a High tone, the following
noun is subject to High Lowering. Thus in (a) ng’utu? 
changes to ng’utu? and in (c) k6r6 changes to kere. Notice
that the adjective that follows the noun escapes High
Lowering, v6ke and duma. remaining unaltered, presumably due 
to the fact that they are not in the context for High
Lowering once the noun that precedes them has undergone
High Lowering. In (b) and (d), on the other hand, the
noun that precedes the adjective phrase ends in a Low tone 
and thus cannot affect the noun at the beginning of the 
adjective phrase. As a result, ng’utu? in (b) and kerA in 
(d) trigger the application of High Lowering to the 
following adjective, changing yoke to y6ke in (b) and 
changing ddma to duma in (d).

Let us now consider the issue of the mode of 
application of High Lowering in these examples. Clearly, a
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left-to-right iterative application of the rule will 
produce the correct results. Such a mode of application 
means that in a sequence Noun - Noun - Adjective, as in
(120) above, High Lowering will apply first to the second 
noun. Only after that noun undergoes High Lowering will 
that rule be ab?e to apply to the adjective. Thus if the 
second noun changes its final tone to Low as a consequence 
of High Lowering, then the adjective will be prevented from 
being affected by that rule. If the second noun continues 
to end in a High after the application of High Lowering, 
then the adjective will be susceptible to the rule as well.

But what about a cyclic application of a rule. 
Clearly, such a mode of application runs into a problem 
here. In (120), the noun that follows the verb is surely 
one syntactic unit (a Noun Phrase, presumably) and the 
adjective phrase is another syntactic unit. It is doubtful 
that these two units themselves form a larger unit; rather 
they would both appear to be members of the verb phrase. In 
any case, it is certainly not the case that the two 
successive nouns in (120) form a syntactic unit of any 
kind. Thus there is no way that a cyclic application of 
High Lowering can affect the second noun before affecting 
the adjective. This would be possible just in the event 
that the second noun was part of a cycle that excluded the 
adjective and included just the two nouns. The cyclic mode 
of application predicts that High Lowering should apply 
inside the adjective phrase first before applying to the 
sequence that includes both the first noun and the 
adjective phrase. But if the adjective phrase is affected 
first, we will derive such incorrect forms as * ...Poni 
ng’utCi yoke, where the adjective has changed at the cycle 
of the adjective phrase and where the noun that precedes 
the adjective has changed on the cycle of the verb phrase.

Now let us take into account the possible affect that 
a verb might have when it precedes a [NP] [Adj Phrase]
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sequence. Consider the data below:

(121) (a.) m&tdt d tin kind ng’utu ddmd
’the chief gave the goat to a big person’

(b.) bddd & tdtdndkindyd ki’bd pdtd duma
’the craftsman made for the canoe a big

rope’

We see that in (a) the H-final verb changes a HH noun such 
as kind to kind: as a result, the head noun of the
adjective phrase, ng’frtti. will escape High Tone Lowering. 
Since the head noun has escaped High Tone Lowering, it will 
end in a H tone, and this H tone triggers the lowering of 
the initial H of drimd. Clearly, this pattern of application 
fits precisely with the left-to-right, iterative 
application of High Tone Lowering. On the other hand, in
(b), since the verb is L-final, the HH noun ki’bd that 
follows remains H-final. Since ki’bd remains H final, the 
head noun of the adjective phrase pdtd undergoes High Tone 
Lowering, changing to HL. Now that pdtd has become L-final, 
it cannot affect the adjective dumd. Again, this pattern of 
application fits precisely the left-to-right iterative 
mode.

We have looked in detail at cases where a noun 
precedes an adjective phrase. It is of course possible for 
the adjective phrase to precede a noun (phrase). Examples 
appear in (122).

(122) (a.) nan d tin ng’Cird y6kd kdrd
'I gave the lazy child a gourd’
(cf. ng’urd, ydke, kere)

(b.) nan a tin gwdrdkd mddong’ kind
’I gave the old haughty man a goat’
(cf. gwdrdkd, modong’, kind)

(c.) nan d tin ng’urd dumd w&le
'I gave the big child a knife*
(cf. ng’urd, dumd, wdle)
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(d.) J&di k tin m&md ld’dit ki’bd

’Jada gave his small uncle a canoe’ 
(cf. mksak, ld’dit, ki’bd)

(e.) Poni k tin ng’Cird yoke tdrd 
’I gave the lazy child a mat’
(cf. ng’urd, ydkd, tdrd)

(f.) W&ni & tin ng’dtd? mdddng’ ki’bd 
’Want gave the old man a canoe’
(cf. ng’dtd?, mdddng’, ki’bd)

These data show, of course, that the pronunciation of 
the adjective depends on the pronunciation of the noun that 
precedes it, which in turn depends on the verb that 
precedes the noun. Thus in (122f), mdddng* remains HH 
because the noun that precedes it (ng’titu?) has become L- 
final by virtue of standing after a H-final verb. In 
(122b), on the other hand, mdddng* changes to HL because it 
stands after a noun (gwdrdkd) which remains H-final even 
after it is affected by High Tone Lowering. But these facts 
we have already seen. What (122) shows is that the 
pronunciation of a noun following the adjective depends on 
what shape the adjective exhibits (by virtue of the 
adjective’s position in the sentence). Thus in (122b), 
where the adjective mdddng* has undergone High Tone 
Lowering, a following noun (kind) will be in the post-L 
environment and will remain unaffected. In (122f), however, 
where the adjective mddong’ has not undergone High Tone 
Lowering (since application of High Tone Lowering to the 
preceding noun has removed the environment), then a 
following noun such as ki’bd will undergo High Tone 
Lowering.

These data show, then, that in a sequence Verb - Noun 
- Adjective - Noun, the pronunciation of the last noun 
depends on whether the adjective remains H-final after 
application of High Tone Lowering, which in turn depends on 
whether the preceding noun remains H-final after the
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application of High Tone Lowering, which depends on whether 
the verb is H-final. This pattern is, of course, quite 
consistent with a Left-to-Right iterative application of 
High Tone Lowering.

Up to this point in this section we have confined our 
attention to simple (non-derived) adjectives. Turning our 
attention to derived adjectives, we find that these 
adjectives are not affected by the post-H environment 
provided by a preceding noun. The examples in (123) show 
that the derived adjective using /lo/ and /na/ is 
pronounced the same whether in post-L or post-H position:

(123) HE.derived .fldj.3ctLY.eg
ng’utCi? ldrdn *a bad person’ 
ng’urd ldrdn ’a bad child’
w&td n&’but ’good women’ 
ng’dtu 16’but ’good people’
w&td n&sok ’thin women’ 
ng’utu? ldsdk ’thin people’

HR derived ad.iectives
ng’utu? 16’bCit ’a good man’ 
ng’Cird na’but ’a good girl’
kere lddon ’an unripe gourd’ 
kitd n&ddn ’an unripe tamarind’
wdri l&’b&ng’ ’a stupid pig’ 
ng’urd na’bdng’ ’a stupid child’
bongo? nake? ’a beautiful dress’ 
ng’urd nake? ’a beautiful child’
k&nin 16 jo? ’a long hand’ 
kiriti lojd? ’a long bamboo’

bongd? nawin ’a wet cloth’ 
ambdta nawin ’wet bread’
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HHH derived adjectives
ki’bd lugalang’ ’a wide canoe’ 
mu'da lugalfing’ ’a wide pot’
ng'utu? ldng’utut 'a short man’ 
ng’tird n&ng’fit&t 'a short girl’
16k6r6 natulur ’round meat’ 
ng’tirtiplt ldtuldr ’a round stone’
HHF dsriy-3d adjectiys.s

bdngd? nanydte ’green-spotted dress’ 
kdpd lonydte ’green-spotted cup’
kind nakoka ’leopard-like goat’ 
ldpijdt 16k6ka 'leopard-like goat’
kind namurye ’gray goat’ 
kdpd 16murye ’gray cup’
HHL derived ad.iectives
ldkdrd ndmunyan ’soft meat’ 
ng’urd lomdnydn ’weak boy’
kddini ldtdng’dn ’dry tree’ 
pirit natdng’dn ’dry place’
kidi ldgdlCi ’deep well* 
pirit nagfilCi 'deep place’

Exemplification with longer adjectives is omitted since the 
data in (123) above clearly demonstrate that these 
adjectival forms are exempt from High Tone Lowering in 
position after a H-final noun.

This behavior on the part of the and oa derived 
adjectives is perhaps not too surprising. Recall that these 
same elements, when they function as demonstratives, do not 
undergo High Tone Lowering unless they are final in their 
phrase. If they are followed by another constituent in the 
same phrase, they remain High even after a High.

In (124) we show the derived adjective modifying a 
simple adjective. Notice that even when the derived
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adjective is preceded by a H-final simple adjective, the 
derived adjective is unaffected. (The derived adjective is 
underlined in these examples.)

(124) (a.) nan ti ny&r ng’utCi? y6k6 lti*b6ng’
’I do not like a stupid lazy man’

(b.) n&n k tin J&d& kiting’ mdddng’ n&rw&
’I gave Jada an old black cow*

(c.) ng’urd k tdlikin kdpd dum& ldng’em 
'the child lost a big green cup’

(d.) n&n k tin Jadi bdngd? duma ndrwA 
’I gave Jada a big black cloth’

In (a) the derived adjective is preceded by a HH adjective 
that remains HH (since the noun that precedes it, ng’utu?. 
has become L-final as a consequence of High Tone Lowering), 
nevertheless- j.fi’b&ng* remains unchanged. In (b) the derived 
adjective is preceded by a HH adjective, mdddng’. that has 
become HL through the operation of High Tone Lowering and 
other rules. narw6 is unaffected by its environment. In (c) 
long’em is preceded by the HL adjective duma. which has 
maintained its HL shape by virtue of standing after a L- 
final noun kdpd: ldng’dm remains HH. In (d) the derived 
adjective is preceded again by duma. which now has become 
LL by virtue of standing after the H-final noun bongo?. 
n&rwd is of course unchanged.

There is, however, another tonal peculiarity to these 
derived adjectives. Those derived adjectives that end in a 
High tone do not trigger High Tone Lowering on a following 
word. For example, a simple adjective following a derived 
adjective does not undergo any change. We underline the 
words that fail to be affected by a H-final derived 
adjective:

(125) (a.) nan k met ng’urd lojo? yokd
’I saw the tall lazy boy’
(cf. yoke ’lazy’)
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(b.) JAdA A gwArA ki’bd 16t6r wAwu

’Jada bought an empty red canoe’
(cf. wAwu ’empty’)

(c.) JAdA ydmbA ’didt nakd? ’bAndd
’Jada married a beautiful thrifty girl’
(cf. ’bAndd ’thrifty*)

(d.) Pdni ryAjA ng’utu? 16'but kandi 
’Poni found a good rich man’
(cf. kAndi 'rich')

(e.) JAdA kd wale lojo? dumA
’Jada has a big long knife’

In (125a,b) we see that a HH (simple) adjective remains HH 
even though preceded by the H-final derived adjectives 
lo.io? and 16t6r. In (125c,d) we see that a LL (simple)
adjective is not raised to HL by a preceding H-final 
derived adjective (nake?. 16’but). In (125e) we see that a 
HL (simple) adjective remains HL after the H-final 16jo?.

A possessive pronoun likewise remains unchanged after
a H-final derived adjective:

(126) (a.) dwAt 16pir lid ’my fat bull’
(b.) ki’bd lugalang’ lonyit ’his wide canoe’
(c.) dupA najo? nanyit ’his long cradle’

We see that the HL possessive pronouns lid, lonyit. and 
nanvit remain HL even though preceded by a H-final derived 
adjective.

The second major type of derived adjective involves 
the procliticized element p&-. Once again, we find that 
adjectives of this type are not affected by a preceding H- 
final word.

(127) LL ad.iective
kard pAjo? ’the river is far’
Juba pajo? ’Juba is far’
kiny6 pAtwAr ’the food is bitter’ 
wini pAtwAr ’the medicine is bitter’
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LH adjective
k616ng’ p£p6 ’the sun is hot’ 
pidng’ pape ’the water is hot’
kinyd p&ti ’the food is cold’ 
pidng’ pdtd ’the water is cold’
LLH adjective
kup& pd’dd’de ’the basket is light’ 
kdpd pd’dd’de ’the cup is light’
kinyd pdldldng’ ’the food is sweet’ 
m&ngd paldleng’ 'the mangos are sweet’

The data in (127) demonstrate that the pa- adjectives 
have the same tonal shape regardless of the tone of the 
preceding noun. The explanation for this behavior is 
probably syntactic in nature. The pa- adjectives are used 
predicatively —  they do not form a noun phrase with the 
preceding noun. Thus the relationship of the noun to the 
adjective is parallel to the relationship between a subject 
and its verb. Since the tone of a subject noun phrase does 
not affect the tone of any verbal elements, it seems that 
the failure of the noun in (127) to affect a pa- adjective 
is just the expected case.

The p&- adjectives do not appear in a wide variety of 
phrasal configurations, thus it is not easy to determine 
whether they would affect a following word tonally. We can 
find, for example, adverbs occurring regularly after oa- 
adjectives. We shall see in Chapter 5 that adverbs do not 
regularly participate in the phrasal tonal changes that we 
have been exploring in this chapter. Thus it is not a very 
telling fact that the derived pa- adjectives do not affect 
adverbs tonally. Examples follow:

(128) (a.) pidng’ pape ddi tdt
’the water is very hot’
(cf. ddi tdt ’very’)
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(b.) Jub& pAjo pArik
’Juba is very far’
(cf. pArik ’very’)

(c.) wtiri pA’dA’dA Adi y6
’the cork is very light’
(cf. Adi y6 ’very’)

(d.) siwAtAt pAldldng’ Adi ly6k 
’the honey is very sweet’
(cf. Adi ly6k ’very’)

(e.) sApA pAmAni Adi tl
’the pot is very heavy’
(cf. Adi ti ’very’)

(f.) tiryA pAbdldnydn Adi bdldnbdldn
’the string (from tiryA) is very slimy’ 
(cf. Adi bdldnbdldn ’very’)

It seems likely, however, that the adjectives, like 
the 16- and nA- derived adjectives, neither undergo or 
trigger the phrasal tonal rules that we have examined in 
this chapter.

4.1.6. Relative clauses in Bari.
In this section, we will examine the structure of noun 

phrases that consist of a noun plus modifying relative 
clause.

In one relative clause construction in Bari, the head 
noun is linked to a modifying relative clause by the 
relative markers and (masculine and feminine,
respectively). This same relative marker also appears at 
the end of the relative construction. (The reader will have 
noted, of course, that and also function as
demonstrative pronouns, associative particles, etc.)
Examples:

(129) buk nA tin nAn Jada nA...
book-rel-gave-I-Jada-rel 
’the book which I gave Jada...’
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w£16 16 ’ddp P6ni lo. . .
'the knife which Poni held...’
ng’utu? lo ’ddbbd w£16 lo. . .
person-rel-held-knife-rel
’the person who held the knife. . . ’
bddd 16 ’buyuddyt w&16 16...
craftsman-rel-sharpened-knife-rel
’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’

Notice in (129) that the head noun (NPi ) can be 
functioning either as the object of the relative verb (in 
which case the subject of relative verb is postposed after 
the verb) or as the subject of the relative verb (in which 
case there is no subject noun phrase between the relative 
marker and the verb and the object noun phrase is located 
post-verbally). Notice that the definite form of the verb 
is used when the head refers to the object of the relative 
clause, while the indefinite form of the verb is used when 
the head refers to the subject of the relative clause.

There is a second relative construction where the 
relative marker gwdn is used after 16 or This
construction is illustrated in (130):

(130) (a. ) buk n& gwdn nan 6 tin Jada na...
’the book which I gave Jada...’

(b. ) wdle lo gwdn Kuldng’ 6 'buyut lo...
’the knife which Kulang sharpened...’

(c.) ng’utu? n6 gwdn 6 ’ddbbA w£ld n£...
'the woman who held the knife...’

(d.) ng’urd nd gwdn sdptiggA kiti na,,,
’the girl who overturned the chair...’

Notice that in this construction, when the head refers to 
the object of the relative verb, the subject of the 
relative verb is not postposed after the verb. Again, we 
see that when the head is identical to the subject of the
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relative verb, the indefinite form of the verb is used, 
whereas when the head is identical to the object of the 
relative verb, the definite form of the verb is used.

To simplify subsequent discussion, we will represent
these two constructions schematically as follows: NPi reli
V .. . relj and NPi reli gwdn NPj VP... . relj .

In this section we will examine (a) whether the 
relative markers at the beginning and the end of the 
relative clause are subject to High Tone Lowering; (b)
whether the relative marker between the head noun and the 
relative clause is able to trigger High Tone Lowering or 
High Tone Spread; (c) whether the relative marker at the
end of the relative clause is able to trigger High Tone 
Lowering or High Tone Spread on a following word; (d)
whether there are any requirements on how High Tone 
Lowering is applied vis & vis the relative construction.

The first point to notice is that the reli remains H 
no matter what the final tone of NPi may be, even if it is 
a H. This is documented in (131) below:

(131) wdld 16 ’dep Pdni Id...
’the knife that Poni held... ’
ng’utu? lo ’d6bbd wild 16...
’ the person who held the knife...’
bddd lo ’buyuddyS wale 16. . .
’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’
ng’titu? n& gwdn ’ddbbd w&le n£. . .
’the person who (fem.) held the knife...'
kerd 16 gwdn Pdni a d6k lo...
’the gourd which Poni fetched...’
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In (131) we see that the relative marker between the head 
noun and the relative clause is uniformly High-toned, 
regardless of whether the head noun ends in a H tone or a L 
tone.

The retention of a H on the and na in this
environment is perhaps not unexpected. Recall that the 
demonstrative pronouns and n& also remained High when 
they were after a H but followed by the noun that they 
modified. The reli constituent in (131) is clearly in a 
post-H environment but followed by the element to which it 
is grammatically linked; thus if the relative markers and 
the demonstrative pronouns and n& are tonologically
identical, we predict that they will not undergo High Tone 
Lowering in (131). Of course, it must be admitted that the 
associative and na do undergo High Tone Lowering when 
the head of the associative construction is H-final.

The relj constituent on the other hand is subject to 
High Tone Lowering. This fact is demonstrated amply in 
(132), where we see that relj is H after a word that ends 
in a L and L after a word that ends in a H. Clearly, the 
fate of i£ and na in final position in the relative clause 
is governed by High Tone Lowering.

(132) reli after a Low-final word
(a.) ng’utu? 16 tindya J&da buk i£ & ’d6rd kak 

’the person who gave Jada a book fell down’
(b.) buk na tiki J&d& na & ’d6rd k&k

’the book which was given to Jada fell’
(c.) ng’utu? lo 'ddggti t6rd is...

’the person who carried the papyrus mat...’
(d.) ng’utu? na gwdn a ’debba wale na...

’the woman who held the knife...’
(e.) kiti na gwdn Jkdk a s&puk n£...

’the chair which Jada overturned...’
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relj after a High-final word
(f.) ng’dtd? 16 ’d6ggu P6ni 1£. ..

’the person who carried Poni... ’
(g.) ng’utti? lo tin J&da pilili 16...

’the person who gave Jada the small
knife...’

(h.) ng’urd n& ddgga kere na a likin
’the girl who fetched the gourd got lost’

(i.) ng’urd na gwdn doggd k6r6 na-• •
’the girl who fetched the gourd...’

(j. ) bddd 16 gwdn a ’buyuddya wale lo...
’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’

(k.) w£16 16 gwdn Pdni k ’ddp lo...
’the knife which Poni held...’

(1.) wale 16 gwdn Kulang’ a ’buyut Id...
’the knife which Kulang sharpened...’

We turn now to the question of whether the reli marker 
is able to trigger either High Tone Lowering or High Tone 
Spread on a following relative verb. (We are concerned 
here, of course, just with the construction lacking the 
relative marker gwon. i.e. with the construction where the 
relative verb immediately follows reli.)

There is evidence that reli triggers High Tone Spread,
as the following data attest*.

(133) LF verb changes to HF
(a.) ng’urd na doggd kere na...

’the girl who fetched the gourd...’
(cf. doggd, indefinite form of dok

’fetch’)
(b.) kiti na s&puk jada na. . .

’the chair that Jada overturned...’
(cf. s&puk ’overturn’)
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LH verb changes to HH
(c.) kiti na d6kiln Wani n&...

’the chair which Wani fetched from
here...’

(cf. ddktin, dir. toward form of d6k)

LHL verb changes to HHL
(d.) kdpd lo ddkAkin Pdni Jadd 16...

’the cup which Poni fetched for Jada...’ 
(cf. dok&kin, benef. form of dok)

(e.) ng’utu? 16 ddkdndyd kiti 16 & 16’dit
’the person who came to take the chair 
is small’ (cf. ddktindyd, indef. direction 

toward form of dok)
(f.) kiti n& mok&rd Pdni nd...

’the chair that Poni held that way...'
(cf. mdk&ra?, dir. away form of mok, a LHL 
verb root)

(g- ) ng’dtu? 16 mokdddCi kiti lo.. .
’the person who held the chair away...’
(cf. mdkaddu, indef. dir. away form of 

mok)
LHLL verb changes to HHLL
(h.) ng’utu? nd dokdkindyd Jada k6pd na...

’the woman who fetched the cup for 
Jada.. (cf. dok-a-kin-dy-d, indef. 
benefactive form of dok ’fetch’)

(i.) kiti na s&p&k&kin Ruling’ k&k na...
’the chair which Kulang overturned on the 
ground...’

(j.) ng’utu? lo s&p&k&ndy& kiti lo...
’the man who overturned the chair this 
way...’ (cf. sipukdndyi, indef. form of 

direction toward form of sipuk)
(k.) kiti na s&puk&r&? Wani na.. .

’the chair that Wani overturned that 
way...’ (cf. sipukiri?, dir. away, form of 
sapuk)
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(1.) ng’utu? 16 s&ptik&dd& kiti lo.. .

’the person who overturned the chair 
away...’ (cf. s&ptik&ddCi, indef. dir. away 
form of sipuk)

LHLLL verb changes to HHLLL
(m.) ng’utii? na s£p&k&kindy& kiti k&k na...

’the woman who knocked the chair to the 
ground’ (cf. sApuk-&-kin-dy-&, indef. 
benefactive form of s&puk ’overturn’)

In each of these examples, the initial Low of a verb form 
is replaced by a High. We attribute this change to the 
effects of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification.

There is also evidence that reli triggers High Tone
Lowering, as the following data suggest:

(134) HHF verb changes to HLF
(a.) boad lo ’buyuadya wale id...

’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’ 
(cf. ’buyud-dy-a, indef. of ’buyut)

(b.) ng’utu? na ’ddkundy& kere na...
’the woman who carried the gourd this 
way...’ (cf. ’dfiktindyA, indef. direction 

toward form of ’d6k)
(c.) kiti nA ’ddkdr6? J&da na...

’the chair which Jada carried away...’
(cf. ’d6k6r6?, dir. away, form of ’d6k)

(d.) ng’utu? lo ’ddkdddu kiti lo. . .
’the man who carried the chair away...’
(cf. ’d6k6ddu, indef. dir. away form of

’dok)

HHH verb changes to HLH
(e.) kere lo ’depakin P6ni Jad& lo.. .

'the gourd which Poni held for Jada...’
(cf. ’dep-a-kin, benefactive form of 'dep 
’hold’)
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(f.) Welle 16 ’buyutun Jada lo. . .

’the knife which Jada sharpened this 
way.. . ’ (cf. ’ bdyiitun, dir. toward form 
of ’ btiytit)

HHHH verb changes to_JHLLH
(g.) ng’utu? nd ’bdyutdkin K&l&ng’ wdl6 nd ... 

’the woman for whom Kulang sharpened the 
knife...’ (cf. 'buyut-d-kin, benefactive 
form of ’buyxit ’sharpen’)

HHHF verb changes toHLLF
(h. ) ng’dtti? 16 ’ buyCitdndyd wdld 16...

’the person who sharpened the knife this 
way...’ (cf. ’buyut-dn-dy-d, indef. dir.

away form of ’bdydt)
(i.) ng’utu? nd ’ddpakindya Jada kere na...

’the person who (fern.) held the gourd for 
Jada...’ (cf. ’ddpdkindyd, indef. ben. of

’ddp)
(j.) wale lo 'buyutdrd Jddd lo...

’the knife which Jada sharpened that 
way...’ (cf. ’bdyutard?, dir. away form

of ’buydt)
(k.) ng’utu? 16 'buyutaddu wale 16...

’the person who sharpened the knife that 
way...’ (cf. ’buyutdddu, indef. dir. away 
form of ’buyut)

fflflBF.. garb Qhanggg to .HLLkF
(1.) ng’utti? 16 ’buyCitdkindyd Pdni wdld lo.. . 

’the person who sharpened the knife for 
Poni...’

In these data we see that verbs of the shape HHF, HHH, 
HHHH, HHHF, and HHHHF change to HLF, HLH, HLLH, and HLLLF 
respectively. These are, of course, just the expected 
changes if the verbs in question are subject to the usual 
rules triggered by a preceding High tone. (We take up in 
Chapter 5 the matter of the application of High Tone 
Lowering etc. to verbs.)
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We have seen above that verbs with the shape HHH... do 

show the effects of High Tone Lowering. Verbs with the 
shape HH regularly appear as HH after the relative marker, 
though a HL pronunciation may be used as well under 
circumstances that we do not understand at present.

We cite examples in (135) showing the retention of a 
HH pattern after the relative marker. It should be noted 
that there are two separate cases illustrated here: (a) 
verbs that are HH in their isolation form (e.g. *bdydt.
*d£pun1 and (b) verbs that are HL in their isolation form, 
but regularly become HH in sentence-medial position 
(indefinites only: ’d6ggd. ’ddbbd).

(135) (a.) ng’utd? 16 ’d6ggu ki’bd lo...
’the man who carried the boat...’

(b.) ng’dtu? 16 ’debbd wdld lo...
’the man who held the knife...’

(c.) kdre lo ’depun Jada lo...
’the gourd that Jada carried this way...’

(d.) kere lo ’ddkdn Poni 16...
’the gourd which Poni carried this way...’

(e.) w&le lo ’bdydt Jddd lo...
’the knife which Jada sharpened...’

Notice that these verbs clearly end in a High tone since 
they induce High Tone Lowering on a following noun 
(cf. (135a) and (135b) where the nouns ki’b6 and wald are 
both changed to HL) and also spread their High tone onto a 
following Low-toned syllable (cf. (135c-e) where J&da is 
raised to HL and Poni is raised to HH.

Monosyllabic verbs, whether underlyingly High or 
underlyingly LHL, remain H in position after the relative 
marker. We illustrate the underlyingly High verbs in (136).

(136) (a.) ng’uro 16 ryd Jddd 16...
’the child who Jada found...’
(cf. ryd, a H verb)
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(b.) sukurl lo der Poni Id...
’the chicken which Poni cooked...’ 
(cf. ddr, a H verb)

(c.) ’b616t 16 nyd kind kuld...
’the grain which the goat ate.. . ’
(cf. nyd, a H verb)

(d.) btik nd tin nan Jddd nd.. .
’the book which I gave Jada...’
(cf. tin, a H verb)

(Notice that in (136c) the head of the relative clause is 
plural; the relative marker that follows the head reflects 
just the gender of the head, not the number; on the other 
hand, the relative marker at the end of the relative clause 
reflects both the gender and the number: kfild in (136c) is 
both masculine and plural. It is what we called the 
position 1 demonstratives that appear as the relative 
markers.)

In (136) we see that the underlyingly High 
monosyllabic verb roots remain High after the relative 
marker. They not only are pronounced High, they also behave 
as though they end in a High tone. This is reflected in the 
fact that (a) they trigger High Tone Spread and (b) they 
trigger High Tone Lowering. That they trigger High Tone 
Spread is reflected in (136a-b) where the nouns Jddd and 
P6ni are changed to Jddd and Pdni through the application 
of High Tone Spread (followed by Contour Simplification). 
The fact that the monosyllabic verbs in (136) trigger High 
Tone Lowering is shown in (136c) by the fact that kind 
changes to kind and in (137d) by the fact that nan changes 
to ndn.

We illustrate underlying LHL monosyllabic verb roots 
in (137).

(137) (a.) kind nd mok Jddd nd...
’the goat which Jada caught...’

(b.) ng’urd nd mdt Jddd nd. . .
’the child (fern.) who Jada saw...’
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(c. ) kitl na ddk W&ni na. . .
’the chair which Wani fetched...’

(d. ) ng’urd Id b&? Kul&ng’ Id...
’the child who Kulang reprimanded...’

(e.) pirit n£ kur Pdni nd...
’the place which Poni dug...’

These examples show that a monosyllabic LHL verb, which 
surfaces in isolation as H, adopts a Falling tone after 
reli. The interpretation of these data is not entirely 
clear. It would appear that, somehow, this shift of a LHL 
monosyllable to Fall is the effect either of High Tone
Spread or of High Tone Lowering (since these are the rules
that reli triggers on the verb elsewhere). If it is the 
rule of High Tone Lowering that is at work, we would have 
to assume that the surface H of an underlying LHL verb root 
is able to change to L after reli and that reli is then 
able to spread its H onto the verb root, forming a HL 
sequence. In order for this approach to work, we would have 
to assume that the initial L of the LHL root melody does 
not remain in the tonal tier after Rising Tone 
Simplification (otherwise that L would prevent the H 
associated with the root from undergoing High Tone
Lowering).

At this point, let us turn to the question of whether 
relj is able to trigger changes on a following word. A 
relative clause may function as the subject of the 
sentence. When it does so, it may occur before different 
types of elements. For example, it may occur before various 
verbal particles that occur in position before the main 
verb. These verbal particles are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 5. We will show there that they are noteworthy in 
that they do not change their tonal shape; thus it is not 
surprising that they do not change after relj. Some
examples are given in (138). We have underlined the
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Invariant item that follows relj.

(138) (a.) ng’titu? 16 d6ggi k6r6 y&w& 16 £ p6
'the person who used the gourd to fetch 
beer has come’ (cf. ddggi, yawfi —  both of 
which have been affected by preceding High 
tones)

(b.) ker6 16 d6kdri yawa 16 A lut
’the gourd that is used for fetching beer 
is dirty’ (cf. d6k&ri)

(c.) ng’Citu? 16 gd'yti kits 16 yiyitw6?
’the person who was looking for a job will 
return’

(d.) ng’tird 16 biry6 p&rik lo *d6’ddr6
ternesi ’the child who plays too much will
fail exams’

(e.) ng’titti? 16 tin J&b& 16 ii k6 yitw6?
’the person who goes to Juba will not 
return’

The subject relative clause may also occur in front of 
one of the pa- adjectives described in the section 
above. Since the pa- adjectives do not vary their tonal 
shape, it is not surprising that relj does not affect them, 
as shown in (139):

(139) (a.) kiti na ’dfikun Jddk n& p&m&ni?
’the chair that Jada carried this way is 
heavy’

(b.) b6ng6? nk gw&run J&d& na P&r6r6?
’the cloth that Jada bought is transparent’

When the relative clause is functioning as the subject 
of the sentence, it may also appear immediately in front of 
a verb in the past tense (without the usual past tense 
particle & intervening). When it does so, we have tonal 
complications. Consider the data in (140) for monosyllabic 
verb roots. (It should be remarked that this is not a sort 
of construction that is freely employed; the fully 
productive pattern is for the verb to be preceded by the
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particle & in the past tense.)

(140) (a.) ng’utu? n£ twdn kaj6 n£ td? mugun k6 p£ta 
'the woman who died yesterday strangled 
herself with a rope’ (t6?, a H verb)

(b.) kdl&nit 16 m6ka k&je lo r6m bdlisitfit ko
wA16 ’the thief who was caught yesterday 
stabbed the policeman with a knife’
(r6m, a H verb)

(c.) ng’utu? 16 b&ng’&ji k&nin 16 r6m mugun k6 
w&16 ’the person who hurt his hand 
pierced it with a knife’

(d.) ligdtdt 16 j6ndy& gur6 lo m6k ko k£nyir6t
’the hunter who brought the dove caught it 
with a trap made of the tail of a giraffe’ 
(m6k, a LHL verb)

(e.) ng’titu? 16 po kAje 16 met t6r6? a darA
’the man who came yesterday saw his son in 
bad shape’

(f.) ng’utti? 16 po ni 16 met t6r6? a darA
’the person who came here saw his son in 
bad shape’

The data in (140) show that H monosyllabic verb roots 
change to L when they stand after relj, but it does not 
matter whether relj is itself H or L. Thus in (140a-b), 
relj is H, but in (140c) relj is L. Thus we do not appear 
to be dealing with a change that is directly linked to the 
tone of the relative marker. Notice that since the H verb 
has become L, it does not affect the tone of the following 
word (thus in (140a) for example mugun remains HH). The LHL 
verbs, on the other hand, remain H in (140), regardless of 
whether relj is H or L. And since they are H, they affect a 
following word —  for example, tore? changes to t6r6?.

In (141) we provide examples of verbs of various tonal 
structures in position immediately after relj.
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(140) HL verb, shape changes to LH (recall that the_se 

HL verbs are indefinite and change -to. HH_la 
sentence-medial position):

(a. ) ng’dtu? nd twdn kdjd nd td’yfl mtigun ko pdtd 
’the woman who died yesterday strangled 
herself with a rope’ (cf. td’yii, indef. 
form of t6?, a H verb root)

(b.) ng’utd? na gwon gd’yu Wani nd ’ddggu kerd 
’the woman who was looking for Wani was 
carrying a gourd’ (cf. ’d6gg&, indef. form 
of ’d6k, a H verb root)

(c.) ng’utu? nd met Jddd na ddrjd sukuri 
’the person who Jada saw was cooking 
chicken’ (cf. ddrjd, indef. form of ddr, a 
H verb)

HH verb shape: .changes to_LH
(d.) bddd 16 tdtendyd 16 ’buyut gdli kd wdle 

’the craftsman who made it sharpened the 
whistle with a knife’ (cf. ’buyut 
’sharpen’; also note: tetendya, gull)

HHH verb shape changes to LHL
(e.) ng’utu? lo ddrja sukuri lo derakin mugun 

'the person who cooked the chicken cooked 
it for himself’

HHHH verb shape: changes to LHLL
(f .) bddd lo ’ buyiiddya gdli lo ’ buyutakin mugun 

’the craftsman who sharpened the whistle 
sharpened it for himself’ (cf.’buyutakin, 
benefactive form of ’buyut)

LF verb shape remains the same
(g.) ng’uro na po na s&puk kiti kaje

’the child who came overturned the chair 
yesterday’

LH verb shape remains the same
(h.) ng’utu? na likin na mokun ng’ilro ko kdnin

’the woman who got lost held the child this 
way by her hand’
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LHH verb shape remains the same
(i.) kiti n& rye n& s&pukd kd kdldnit

’the chair that was found was overturned by 
a thief’

LHLL verb shane remains the same
(j.) ki’b6 16 rye 16 kamSrikin ng’utu

’the canoe that was found was used for 
taking people across the river’

LHLH verb shape remains the same
(k.) ’b616t lo gw&rd kuld dililxyd kaje

’the grain that was bought was winnowed 
yesterday’

Examination of this set of changes makes it clear that 
the relj element is not triggering the usual changes of
High Tone Spread and High Tone Lowering. Something else,
much more radical is going on. In fact, what appears to be
happening is that the main verb (of which the relative
clause is the subject) is undergoing a shift to a LHL root 
melody.

Notice, first, in (140) none of the verbal forms based 
on a LHL root melody undergoes any tonal change after 
relj. On the other hand, HHH and HHHH roots clearly shift 
to a LHL melody. It is only the HH and HL (which actually 
change to HH in sentence-medial position and thus should be 
regarded in the present context as HH) that do not clearly 
reflect a LHL melody. But even they are not really far 
off. Recall that a LHL melody will surface as LH in cases 
such as ng* i-kin and mok-un. where the final L is prevented 
from undergoing Free Tone Association. The data in (140a-d) 
thus just appear to be cases where the L at the end of the 
LHL melody is prevented from undergoing Free Tone 
Association.

It is only the monosyllabic verb roots displayed in
(140) which cannot be seen as a shift to a LHL
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melody. Recall that the H roots change to L, whereas the 
LHL roots remain H. At the moment, we have no particular 
insight into this behavior pattern.

It appears that this shift of a H melody to a LHL 
melody (noted in (141)) may have something to do with the 
absence of the £ past tense particle after the subject 
relative clause. A clearly related change also occurs 
inside the relative clause when gwdn is employed.

When the head of the relative clause is identical to 
the subject of the relative verb, gwon appears immediately 
in front of the relative verb. In (142 ) below we show what 
happens to verbs of various tonal shapes in this context. 
(Recall that when the head of the relative is identical to 
the subject of the relative verb, that verb appears in the 
indefinite form. This limits the possible tonal shapes that 
we can illustrate.)

(142) HL verb changes to LH
(a.) ng’utti? na gw6n *debbd wdld nd...

’the person who (fern.) held the knife’
(cf. ’ddbbd, indef. form of ’dep, a H 
monosyllabic verb root)

HHF verb changes to  LHL

(b. ) bddd lo gwon ’bCiyuddya wale 16...
’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’ 
(cf. ’buytiddya, indef. form of ’buyut)

LHL verbs do not change
(c.) ng’tird nd gwon ddgga kdre nd...

’the girl who fetched the gourd...'
(d.) ng’uro nd gwdn sdpuggd kiti nd...

’the girl who overturned the chair...’

The changes, as well as the lack of change, in (142) 
are clearly identical to the changes noted in (141) and 
thus do not require comment.
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It should be emphasized that these changes in the 

relative verb do not take place when the head of the
relative clause is not identical to the subject of the
relative verb (and therefore the relative verb is not
immediately preceded by gwdn. but instead appears in its
usual environment). These changes also do not occur in 
cases where the head of the relative clause is identical to 
the subject of the relative verb, but the past tense 
particle is employed between gwon and the relative verb.

(143) High verb does not ..change
(a .) wdld 16 gwon Poni & ’dep 16...

'the knife which Poni held...’
(b.) kdrd 16 gwdn Pdni d dok 16...

’the gourd which Poni fetched...’
(c.) ng’Cird nd gwdn & d6k kdrd nd. . .

’the girl who fetched the gourd...’
HH verbs <fo. not chanas
(b.) wdld 16 gwdn Kuldng’ a ’bCiyut 16...

’the knife which Kulang sharpened...’
HL verbs do not change (other than the_ usual
change of HL indefinites to HH in sentence-
medial postion)
(c.) ng’Citti? nd gwdn d ’debba wdld nd.. .

’the woman who held the knife...’
HHF verbs do not change
(d.) bddd 16 gwdn a 'buyuddyd wdld lo...

’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’
LF verbs do not change
(e.) kiti na gwdn Jddd d sdpuk nd...

'the chair which Jada overturned...’
(f.) ng’urd nd gwdn d sdpuk kiti nd...

’the girl who overturned the chair...’
(g.) ng’ur6 nd gwdn a ddggfi kdrd nd...

’the girl who fetched the gourd...’
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LHL verbs do not change
(h.) ng’utu? lo gwon a sApuggA kiti lo. ..

’the person who overturned the chair...’

At this point let us return to the issue of whether 
relj can trigger the rules of High Tone Lowering and High 
Tone Spread on a following word. So far we have shown that 
when the relative clause is in subject position, relj has 
no affect on a following verbal particle or a following pa- 
adjective. This is to be expected, however, since these 
elements are generally tonally invariant. We have also seen 
when relj stands immediately in front of the main verb, 
that verb may be tonally affected; but the changes that the 
verb undergoes are not connected to the rules of High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread —  rather we seem to have a 
shift in the root melody of the main verb.

A relative clause may also function as the object of 
the verb. When it does so, it may occur at the end of a 
sentence. In that situation, of course, there is no word 
following relj for it to affect. But the relative clause 
may also precede another noun phrase. Thus we can examine 
such situations to see whether relj affects a following 
noun phrase. Examples appear in (144).

(144) (a.) mAtAt A tin ng’dtCi? 16 po 16 ki’bd
’the chief gave the man who came a canoe’

(b.) JAdA A tin ng’utCi? 16 gilA lo bongo?
’Jada gave the person who is sick a cloth’

(c.) P6ni A tin ng’utu? lo gA? JAdA 16 pilili
’Poni gave the person who Jada is looking
for a knife’

(d.) nan A tin kdm&t&t 16 darA lo tdrd
’I gave the exhausted visitor a mat’
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(e.) J&dA A tin ng’Citu? 16 ’ddngft pilili Id k6rd 

’Jada gave the person who broke the small 
knife a gourd’

(f.) nan A tin JAdA 16 kurju pArik 16 dulur
’I gave Jada, who dug a great deal, castor 
oil seeds’

These data show very clearly that (a) relj affects a 
following noun and (b) it is the form of relj after it has 
been affected by a preceding word that determines whether 
the noun is changed. Thus in (144a) and (144c) we see that 
a High relj is able to trigger High Tone Lowering on the 
following noun; in (144b) and (144d) we see that a H relj 
is able to spread its High onto a following noun. In (144e) 
and (144f) we see that a Low relj is not able to affect 
either a following HH noun or a HL noun. In other words, 
whether High Tone Lowering affects the noun after relj 
depends on the shape of relj , which in turn depends on the 
shape of the word preceding it, which in turn. . . We see 
then not only that relj is able to trigger High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread, but also that High Tone 
Lowering must apply in a right-to-left iterative fashion 
across the sentence.

At this point let us move away from the isolated 
behavior of the relative particles and consider more 
generally the operation of the phrasal tonal rules across 
the relative clause.

We have seen that the shape of relj appears to 
depend on the tonal shape of the word that precedes the 
relj constituent (and that the shape of relj will in turn 
determine the shape of a following noun). Let us now 
examine whether the word preceding relj will continue to 
lower relj even if itself should undergo lowering. Consider 
the examples in (145):

(145) (a.) bddd lo ’biiydddyA wA16 16...
’the craftsman who sharpened the knife...’
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(b.) ng’utu? 16 ’ddbbd wdld lo...

’the person who held the knife...’
(c.) ng’utu 16 ’d6gg& kl’bd 16...

’the person who carried the canoe...’
*

In (145a), the noun wdld remains HH after a L-final verb. 
Since wdld ends in a H, it triggers High Tone Lowering on 
the relj constituent. In (145b), however, the noun wdld 
changes to wdld after a H-final verb; having changed to
wdld. the noun no longer affects the H-toned relj
constituent. What (145a-b) shows is that the relative verb 
must first impose High Tone Lowering on a following noun 
before that noun can impose High Tone Lowering on the relj 
constituent. This mode of application is quite consistent 
with the view that High Tone Lowering is a left-to-right 
directionally iterative rule that starts at the leftmost 
edge of the sentence, working its way across the sentence, 
applying whenever the conditions for the rule are met.

This mode of application is further substantiated when
we consider examples such as (145c) where we see that the 
H-final verb causes the HH noun ki’bd to become HL, and as 
a result the relative marker following kl’bd does not 
undergo High Tone Lowering.

In the preceding examples, the tone of the noun that 
immediately precedes relj is determined by a preceding 
verb. In the following example it is a preceding noun:

(146) ng’utu? 16 ’ddpakin Poni kdrd lo...
’the person who held a gourd for Poni...’

In (146) we see that the H-final noun Poni (which changes 
to Poni due to the preceding H-final verb) causes kdrd to 
become HL. Since kerd has become HL, it does not affect lo. 
This example shows that High Tone Lowering must operate 
between Poni and kdrd before operating between kdrd and lo.
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If in (146) above we place an underlyingly HH noun in 

place of P6ni. we will be able to show that High Tone 
Lowering must operate between the relative verb and a 
following noun phrase before operating between the two noun 
phrases . For example, in

(147) ng’utu? 16 ’ddp&kin kind kerd Id...
’the person who held a gourd for the goat...’

we see that the H-final verb form * depdkin causes kind to 
change to HL, which means that kind no longer has the 
appropriate shape for changing kdrd. and since kdrd thus 
remains HH, it will cause to lower.

That the shape of relj depends ultimately on the 
relative verb can be seen clearly in (148):

(148) (a.) kind nd ’dukun ng’utu? na...
’the goat which the person carried...’

(b.) kind nd ’duk&n ng’utu? na...
’the goat which the person carried...’

Recall that a HH verb such as ’dukun may appear in one of 
two forms after reli , either HH or HL. In (148a), the HH 
form is used. Since the verb is H-final, the following noun 
ng*utu? changes to HL. And since na*utu? is now HL, it 
cannot affect relj. In (148b), on the other hand, the HL 
form of the verb is used. Since the verb is L-final, it 
cannot affect ng’utu?. And since ng’titu? is H-final, it 
will trigger High Tone Lowering on relj.

The discussion of relative clauses in the present 
section is doubtless incomplete. But the data that we have 
presented here provides strong confirmation for the claim 
that the rule of High Tone Lowering operates in a left-to- 
right iterative fashion across the sentence.
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4.2.0. Prepositional phrases.

We will examine in this section each of the simple 
prepositions in Bari, studying (a) the tonal structure of 
the prepositional phrase and (b) the tonal patterning of 
that phrase in the sentential context.

Most of the prepositions are tonologically inert—  
i.e. they have no tonal affect on the elements that they 
combine with, and they themselves are unaffected by their 
tonological environment. We will survey these prepositions 
in section 4.2.1.

4.2.1.. Tonologically inert prepositions.
4.2.1.1. The prePOsition^kdA
Bari makes use of a prepositional element kd that can 

be glossed in a variety of ways: ’with’, ’together’, ’for’, 
’by’, ’on behalf of’, ’by means of’. kd displays some 
phonological variation and may appear also as k&> k&» and 
kfl. The details of this variation will not be pursued here.

Some examples of the use of k£:

(149) (a. 
(b. 
(c. 
(d. 
(e. 
(f. 
(g. 
(h. 
(i.

k&dini a t6kd kd tulu ’the tree was cut
with an axe’

KtilAng’ 4 tdk ko tfilCi ’Kulang cut it with
an axe’

JAdA gwon kCi yAng’A ’Jada suffers from
longing’

lopdng’ jambu kd nan ’he is talking with
me’

Poni kd Jada a lying’An ’Poni and Jada are
happy’

JAdA a dok pidng’ kd kere 'Jada fetched the 
water by (making use of) a gourd’ 

kere A gwalaka kb ng’dro ’the gourd was
broken by the child’ 

dd kd ng’drdt nan kd bdt 
’you in the front and I in the back5 
Jada kd mukAk 
’Jada is in the back’

Notice that kd is invariably Low-toned. It remains 
Low-toned no matter what the tone of the preceding word may
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be. In particular, a preceding H-final verb —  as in 
(149b,d,g), and a preceding H-final noun —  as in (149e), 
have no affect on k£. k£ does not appear to accept the 
spreading of a H onto it. Since k& is basically Low-toned, 
it naturally has no affect on a following word.

There are some compound prepositions formed with ko: 
.tdng’..kd ’until’, td.fd k6 ’up to’, tdmbd kd ’up to, until’. 
Some examples:

(150) (a. 
(b. 
(c.

(d.
(e.
(f.
(g.
(h.
(i.
(j.
(k.
(1.

yi? Si ’dukun tdng’ kd jftr ’we carried the
man up to the village’

J&dd k t6k tdng’ kd ng’drdt ’Jada cut it 
until the front’ 

nan Si jup bdngd? tdng’ kd m&k&k ’ I dressed 
the cloth up to my waist’

yl? k tiz tdng’ kd kiddn ndsd ’we went up to
their middle’

yi? Si gSi? tdng’ kd bdt ’we looked for it as
far as the back’ 

ng’utu k tu tdng’ kd mdrd ’the people went
up to the mountain’ 

nan k gdlun tdjd kd mddd ’I looked for it
this way up to the house’

Poni a rum tdjd kd ng’drdt ’Poni hurried up
to the front’

Jada a ddtd tdjd kd kiddn nd ldr ’Jada 
slept until the middle of the day’ 

yi? dd gkgk? tdmbSi kd ryd? nanyit ’we will 
look for it until it is found’ 

yi? dd waw&t kdrd tdmba kd kiddn ’we will 
wade in the river up until the middle’ 

ng’utu a kur mdldsdn tdmbSi kd kiddn ’the 
people dug the garden up until the middle’

kd also participates in the set expressions kd kwe na 
’because of’ and kd kftlyd ti ’because of’ . These 
expressions seem to involve the preposition ko followed by 
the noun kwd ’head’ followed by an associative particle.
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(151) (a.) ng’utu d jdran kd kwd na k&d& ’the people

did not come because of the rain’
(b.) ng’utu d jardn kd kwd nd kdrd ’the people 

did not come beacuse of the river’ (cf. 
kdrd ’river’)

(c.) jur kdtd kd magdr dumd kd kblyd ti kdldng’ 
’the country is hungry because of the 
drought’ (cf. kdldng’ 'sun, drought’)

It is clear that the /na/ and the /ti/ in these examples is 
the associative particle: even though these elements appear 
Low-toned in kd kwd nd and kd kCtlvd ti. the following word 
still manifests the usual changes caused by the associative 
particle.

kd may be combined with an associative particle (1£, 
na. and ti) in the expressions lo ko. nd kd. and tl kd. The 
use of these expressions is limited to examples such as 
those in (152) below:

(152) (a.) ng’utu ti kd Gddum
’Gadum’s people1

(b.) ng’utu? nd kd Yokwe 
’Yokwe’s woman’

(c.) ng’utu? Id kd mdtdt Jddd 
’Chief Jada’s man’

These examples illustrate that the noun that precedes the 
associative particle may trigger High Tone Lowering on it 
—  cf. (152a) where the associative is High versus (152b 
and c) where it is Low due to the preceding H-final noun. 
It is also apparent that the associative particle has no 
tonal influence on the preposition Isa, and that ka has no 
influence on a following word.

It is also possible for ltd to precede the associative 
particles la and nd, but this is a highly idiomatic 
construction. We illustrate in (153).
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(153) (a.) yi kCtld gwdgwdja kd nd Bari

’we are dancing according to the Bari 
tradition’

(b.) yi k&ld jdmbu kd na gwdd nd Bdri
’we are talking in the manner of the Bari’

In none of the uses sketched above does kd either undergo 
tonal alteration or trigger tonal alteration on a following 
word.

4.2.1.2. The prepositions /sd/. /gwd/. and /gwdsd/.
The prepositions ad, gwd. and gwdsd can all be used to

mean ’as’, ’like’. Examples appear in (154):

(154) (a.) nyd d dumd sd dd ’he is as big as you are’
(b.) Kdldng’ d ldmin gwdsd kiriti ’Kulang is as

thin as bamboo’
(c.) Pdni gwd Kdji ’Poni is as big as Kaji’
(d.) ng’ildi d ldpir sd wtiri 'that one is as fat

as a pig’
(e.) ng’ild kdpd gwdsd lo Jada 'this cup is like

that of Jada’
(f) nydsi sd na ng’CitCi nd ’eat like a man (not

like an aninmal’

We see from the examples in (154) that these prepositional 
elements —  fid, gwd. and gwdso (the latter apparently being 
a combination of gwd and fid) —  are invariably Low-toned. 
They are not affected when preceded by a High tone —  cf. 
(154c) where the noun Pdni does not affect gwd and (154f) 
where the verb nvdsi does not affect fid- Since these 
elements are Low-toned, they naturally do not affect the 
tone of a following word.

4.8.1.3. The preposition /ng’dr/.
The preposition ng* dr can be glossed as ’till*,
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’until’, ’to the extent of’, ’as far as’, ’to the height 
(width, depth) of’, and so on. Examples are given in (155):

(155.) (a.) Wani ng’dr tddinA & ti p&ssi
’taught as he was, Wani (still) did not 
pass’

(b.) n&n A si’dA AmdricA ng’dr king’&jin i
ng’w&n ’I lived in America for as many as

four years’
(c.) Pdni A kdndya buk ng’dr tuparAn ling’

’Poni has been reading a book for the 
whole day time’

(d.) n&n A tdm k&rd ng’dr kiddn ’I measured the
river up to the middle’

(e.) JAdA A tu ng’dr kd JCibA ’Jada went up to
Juba’

The data in (155) establish that ng’or is invariably Low- 
toned, regardless of the tone that precedes it —  a H tone 
in (a), a L tone in (b) and (d), and a Falling tone in (c) 
and (e). And since ng*dr is Low-toned, it does not in any 
way affect the tonal shape of the following word. The 
example in (e) shows that ng’dr can be combined with the 
preposition No further comment is required, from a 
tonal point of view, on this preposition.

4.2.1.4. The prepositions /Ake/ and /lu k&ta/.
The preposition Ake ’except’ is illustrated in (4).

(156.) (a.) ng’utu ling’ A meran Ake KtilAng’
’all the people were drunk except for 
Kulang’

(b.) ng’wajik ling’ A meran Ake J&dA
’all the youths were drunk except for 
Jada’

(c.) ng’utu ling’ ly&ng’&n Ake Pdni
’all the people are happy except for Poni’
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(d.) titd jdri 4 likin ike kdrd

’many things got lost except the gourd’

The data in (156) demonstrate that ake is unaffected by a 
preceding word that ends in a High tone (as mdrdn, 
lying’in. and likin do. Also, since Ake ends in a Falling 
tone, it can have no affect on the word that follows.

The expression lu kiti (perhaps related to M M  ’be 
present) followed by the associative M  is used to convey 
the notion ’inside':

(157) (a.) Jadi a met miji lu kiti na kere ’Jada saw
the rat inside the gourd’

(b.) Jidi i mdt miji lu kiti ni tird ’Jada saw
the rat inside the mat’

It is similar to ake in that (ending in a Falling tone) it 
cannot affect a following word.

4.2.2.0. Tonologically active 3imple prepositiona.
4.2.2.1. The preposition: /j/.
The preposition can be glossed as 'in’, ’into’. 

Examples of its usage appear in (158).

(158) (a.) nin a mdt miji i k d r d ’I saw the rat in the
gourd’’(cf. kdrd ’gourd’)

(b.) ripd rdt i bongo? ’sew the tear in the 
dress’ (cf. bongo? ’cloth’)

(c.) Jada 4 ’dani i ki’bd ’Jada hid in the
canoe’ (cf. ki’b6)

(d.) iti i ng’drdt nid ’go in front of me’
(cf. ng’drdt ’front’)

(e.) Jada gwon i bdt na kadi ’Jada was behind 
the house —  lit. Jada was at the rear of 
the house’ (cf. b6t ’the behind’)
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(f.) ddru kdtd i kiddn nd mdldsdn ’there is 

grass in the middle of the garden’ (cf. 
kiddn ’the middle’ )

(g.) nan d mdt i ki’ding’ nd sCikulu ’I saw it 
behind the school —  lit. in the behind of 
the school’ (cf. ki’ding’ ’the behind’)

(h.) Jddd p6 i swdt 16 ldki ’Jada came from the 
southern direction’ (cf. sw&t, 16ki ’the 
south’)

Examination of (158) suggests that the preposition £ is 
invariably High-toned. It does not alternate when it is 
preceded by a H-final word. The second point to be made 
about (158) is that it gives evidence that somehow the 
preposition £ affects a following noun. For example, we see 
in (158a) that kdrd has changed to kdrd by virtue of being 
located after £. We will look in detail at this pattern of 
change shortly.

The preposition £ appears in construction with certain 
elements that follow the noun phrase governed by £. Some 
examples follow.

(159) (a.) kdji kdta 1 mdrd mukdk ’the village is at 
the foot of the mountain’ (cf. mdrd 
’mountain’, mtikdk ’rear, after’)

(b.) Jddd d met pidng’ i kidi kata ’Jada saw the 
water in the well’ (cf. kidi ’well’)

(c.) ldpdng’ d met miji i kdrd katd ’he saw the 
rat inside the gourd’ (kere ’gourd’)

(d.) nan d mdt miji i tdrd kdta ’he saw the rat 
inside the mat’ (cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(e.) ng’tird lu i kadi lu kdta ’the child is 
inside the house’ (cf. kadi ’house’, lu 
kata ’inside’)

(f.) nan d mdt miji i tdrd lu kdta ’I saw the 
rat inside the mat’
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Let us now examine the tonal changes that the noun 

immediately following i undergoes. We will examine first 
bisyllabic nouns. Examples appear in (160).

(160) (a.) Pdni & ry& pidng’ i kere
’Poni found water in the gourd’
(cf. kdrd ’gourd’)

(b.) ndn k ryd i ki’bd
’I found it in the canoe’
(cf. ki’bd ’canoe’)

(c.) kind & gala i kidi dumd
’the goat was looked for in the big well’ 
(cf. kidi ’well’, duma ’big’)

(d.) Wdni k mdt i kdpd lonyit 
’Wani saw it in his cup’
(cf. kdpd ’cup’, ldnyit ’his’)

(e.) Pdni k ryi wdlet i dCilur
’Poni found oil in the oil seeds’
(cf. dCilur ’oil seeds’)

(f.) nin a rip rdt i bdngo?
’I sewed the tear in the dress’
(cf. bdngo? ’dress’)

(g.) Wdni k ’ditun kdt i ng’umi
’Wani pulled out the thread from the 
needle’ (cf. ng’umi ’needle’)

(h.) Ktilang’ k gi? i dupa kdta
’Kulang looked for it inside the cradle’

(i.) ng’itu lu i tdrd lti kiti
’there is a person inside the mat’

The data in (160) show that a HH noun (e.g. kere, ki’bd, 
and kidi) is converted to LL after the preposition HL 
nouns (e.g. kdpd. dulir) also become LL. LH nouns (e.g. 
bongo?. ng’timi 1 and LL nouns (e.g. dupa. tdrd) are not 
affected tonally.

The behavior pattern that we have just described for 
bisyllabic nouns is, of course, reminiscent of what we 
observed between the associative particle and a following
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bisyllabic noun. In particular, the H of £ is able to 
Lower a following H, but there is no application of High 
Tone Spread subsequent to High Tone Lowering. Consequently, 
a HH noun will change to LL (and not be raised back up to 
HL); similarly, an underlying L-initial noun will not have 
its initial L raised.

The data in (160) clearly demonstrate also that the 
preposition £ is not affected by the tonal shape of the 
word that precedes. This point will be amply attested 
throughout this section, and we will not comment on it 
further.

The behavior of bisyllabic nouns after £ are 
consistent with the following analysis: £ triggers High 
Tone Lowering, £ cannot spread its H. Let us now turn to 
trisyllabic and longer nouns. (161) shows, again, that only 
H-initial nouns are affected by £. Furthermore, if the 
noun starts with a sequence of Highs, all but the last 
High-toned vowel will be lowered.

(161) (a.) nan a mdt rdt i pilili
’I saw the damage on the knife’ 
(cf. pilili ’knife’)

(b.) ldpdng’ Id i mdldsdn ndnyit 
’he is in his garden’
(cf. mdldsdn ’garden’)

(c.) dd & mdt rdt i likitd
’you saw the wound in the rabbit’ 
(cf. likitd ’rabbit’)

(d.) nSn a ry& kupir i tdping’i
’I found feathers in the guinea fowl’ 
(cf. taping’! ’guinea fowl’)

(e .) nan ’dumun i titdtdt
'I took it from the possession’
(cf. titdtdt ’possession’)

(f.) n&a a ryd i basala
’I found it in the onions’
(cf. basdld ’onions')
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(g.) Pdni a gA? i kAdipAn

’Poni looked for it in the grasshoppers’ 
(cf. kAdipAn ’grasshoppers’)

(h.) mete i gAgwAri. kidAn
’look for it in the middle of the comb’ 
(cf. gAgwAri ’comb’)

(i.) nAn A ryA sAtA i AmbAtA kAtA 
’I ate chillies in the bread’
(cf. ambAtA ’bread’)

The data in (161) exhibit the following changes:

(162) HHH changes to LLH 
HHF changes to LLF 
HHL changes to LHL 
HLL changes to LLL 
LHL no change 
LLH no change 
LLL no change

While we have not bothered to exhibit every possible tonal 
shape for a trisyllabic noun after the prefix i, the data 
in (161) are sufficient to demonstrate that the noun 
changes after i in exact accord with the changes that occur 
after the associative particles. This parallelism even goes 
so far as to include the problematic fact that a HHL word 
will change to LHL (thus likitd will become likitd) even 
though in other post-H environments we would expect a HHL 
word to become HLL.

We can assume, then, that the preposition i will be 
analyzed along lines that are exactly parallel to the 
analysis of the associative particles: (a) i triggers High 
Tone Lowering and does not trigger High Tone Spread, and 
(b) High Tone Fission affects a HH sequence when it is 
followed by a Low (but just when the word is in 
construction with an associative particle or i).

The parallelism with the associative particles is 
further evidenced by quadrisyllabic nouns after i. Some 
examples:
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(163) (a.) kd ’ytir kdrdpd? i tdmdndnd?
’do not burn the leaves in the yellow ants’ 
(cf. tdmdndnd? ’yellow ants’)

(b.) Pdni & rfik mdydkd i didilitti
’Poni threaded the beads in the necklace’ 
(cf. didilitti ’necklace’)

(c.) ndn & sd? i gwdrdkdld
’I looked for it in the haughty people’ 
gwdrdkdld ’haughty people’)

(d.) ndn d mdt i kdndrdjin
’I saw it in the necklace’
(cf. kdndre j in ’necklace’)

(e.) Jddd d md’yu i m&ldkdty6 ldkd
’Jada prayed in the holy spirit’
(cf. mfildk&tyd ’holy spirit’)

(f.) Jddd d ryd i kdrildng’i
’Jada found it in the oil tree’
(cf. kfiril&ng’l ’oil tree’)

(g.) yi d mdt i gwdrgwdlalan
’we saw it in the nightjar’
(cf. gwdrgwaldldn ’nightjar’)

(h.) yi d gd? i jd’bdldng’dn
’we looked for it in the camels’
(cf. jd’beldng’an ’camels’)

(i.) yi d ryd i bdsdldtat
’we found it in the onion’
(cf. bdsdldtdt ’onion’)

(j.) Kuldng’ d mdt i kdt&mitdn
’Kulang saw it in the doors’
(cf. kdt&mitdn ’doors’)

(k.) nan d 1ddtun gdr i kijakutat
’I pulled the spear from the beast’
(cf. kijdkutat ’beast’)

While (163) does not illustrate every possible tonal shape 
for a quadrisyllable noun, it provides sufficient material 
to demonstrate that these nouns alteranate according to the 
principles outlined above (i.e. according to the same
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principles as govern the associative construction). The 
alternation pattern is summarized in (164).

(164) HHHH changes to LLLH 
HHHF changes to LLLF 
HHHL changes to LLHL 
HHLH changes to LHLH 
HHLL changes to LHLL 
HHLF changes to LHLF 
HLHH changes to LLHH 
HLHL changes to LLHL 
HLLH changes to LLLH 
LLHH does not change 
LLHL does not change

Clearly, the alternations in (163) demonstrate that 
(a) High Tone Lowering operates between 1 and a following 
noun, (b) High Tone Spread does not operate, and (c) an 
intial HHL sequence undergoes High Tone Fission before the 
application of High Tone Lowering.

We have so far looked only at polysyllabic nouns after 
i. We next take up the monosyllabic nouns. All monosyllabic 
nouns become Low-toned after i. This is shown in (165).

(165) (a.) JAdA lu i t&r
’Jada is in the village’
(cf. ttir ’village’, a Hi monosyllabic noun)

(b.) 1616 ng’d i 16
’something is in the milk’
(cf. 16 ’milk’, a H2 monosyllabic noun)

(c.) KulAng’ A ryd i mdk dumA
’Kulang found s.t. in the big antbear’
(cf. mdk ’antbear’, a Li monosyllabic noun)

(d .) Pdni a ga? i dAk
’Poni looked for it in the pipe’
(cf. dAk ’pipe’, a L2 monosyllabic noun)

(e.) ng’utu A md? i ng’&n pArik
’the people prayed to God very much’
(cf. ng’un ’God’)

These changes are exactly the same changes that occur in 
conjunction with the associative particles and follow from
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the assumption that Hi, H2 , and Falling monosyllables all 
begin with a single H tone (followed by a L in the case of 
the Falling type of monosyllable) and that this H is 
changed to L by High Tone Lowering. In other contexts, the 
difference between Hi and H2 monosyllables is that the 
former does not accept spreading whereas the latter does. 
But since the preposition 1 never spreads its High, both Hi 
and H2 necessarily end up pronounced on the same Low tone. 
The Falling type also ends up L, since its HL sequence will 
have changed to LL as a result of High Tone Lowering, and 
two identical tones on a single syllable are 
indistinguishable from a single tone on that syllable.

We have so far found a close parallelism between i and 
the associative particles. There turns out to be a very 
interesting point of divergence, however. This divergence 
concerns the case where the preposition i is followed by a 
demonstrative and then a noun. Examine the data in (166).

(166) HH noun
(a.) nan a met i Id ki’bd

’I saw it in this canoe’
(cf. ki’b6 ’canoe’)

(b.) nan a gin pata na lo ki’bd
’I broke the rope of this canoe’

(c.) Pdni & ryd pidng’ i ng’ild kdrd 
’Poni found water in that gourd’
(cf. kdrd ’gourd’)

(d.) Pdni d ryd ’diet nd ng’ilu kdrd
’Poni found the plug of that gourd’

HHF noun
(a.) ldpeng’ Id i ng’ind mdldsdn dumd 

’he is in this nearby big garden’
(cf, mdldsdn ’garden’)

(b.) lopeng’ d na ng’ind mdldsdn duma 
’it is of this nearby big garden’
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HHB n<?aa

(a.) nan It ga? tdrdk 1 kund gw&kisik
’I looked for the stones in these play 
shells’ (cf. gwdkisik ’play shells’)

(b.) nan k gk? tdrdk ti kund gwakisik
’I looked for the stones of these play 
shells’

HBBH-ngan

(a.) kd ’ytir kdrdpd? i kuld tdmdnene?
’do not burn the leaves in these yellow 
ants’ (cf. tdmdnene? ’yellow ants’)

(b.) kd ’yur kdrdpd? ti ktild tdmdnend?
’do not burn the leaves of these yellow 
ants’

The data in (166) illustrate a few nouns that have a 
series of two or more High tones in initial position when 
they are preceded by a demonstrative. In our discussion of 
the associative construction earlier, we noted that a 
demonstrative pronoun does not change when it stands after 
an associative particle (when the demonstrative is in turn 
followed by the noun that it modifies). Thus after the 
associative particles in (166), we see that the 
demonstratives remain H or HH. What does happen is that the 
associative particles trigger High Tone Lowering and High 
Tone Spread on the following noun. Thus we find nk lo ki’bd 
’of this canoe’, where remains unaltered and triggers
the change of ki’bd (HH) to ki’bd (HL).

The preposition i in (166) behaves in a completely 
different way. First of all, the demonstratives now appear 
in an all Low shape. But it is not the case that the noun 
following the demonstrative remains unaffected by its 
environment —  it does change, but it doesn’t change in any 
way that is immediately recognizable. If we take the HHH 
and HHHH nouns first, we see that they change to LLH and 
LLLH respectively. These changes look familiar. This is
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what, would happen to a HHH or HHHH noun located after 
either an associative particle or the preposition I. 
Consider a HH noun next. It changes to LH (cf. i Id ki'bd). 
This is not what would happen to a HH noun in any context 
that we have so far met. But it looks somewhat similar to 
the fact that a HHL noun would change to LHL after £ 
(recall that likita becomes likitd after £). The case of 
the HHF noun is the most bizarre. It changes to LLH. We 
have nothing at all similar to this change.

Examination of the data in (166) for the sequence £ 
plus demonstrative plus noun reveals that in every case we 
have the same tonal configuration: £ is of course High- 
toned, all the following syllables are Low-toned except for 
the last one, which is High-toned. We would like to 
demonstrate now that this tonal pattern is persistent and 
independent of the structure of the noun that occurs in 
final position in these phrases.

For example, consider (167), where we have placed 
monosyllabic nouns in the context: £ + demononstrative +
noun.

(167) (a.) Jkdk lu i lh tdr
’Jada is in that village’
(cf. ttir 'village', a Hi noun)

(b.) 1616 ng’d i kine 16
'something is in this milk’
(cf. 16 'milk', a H2 noun)

(c.) Kul6ng’ k ry& i ng’ild m6k
'Kulang found it in this nearby antbear’
(cf. mdk 'antbear', a Li noun)

(d.) Poni a g6? i ng’ilCi dak
'Poni looked for it in that pipe’
(cf. dak 'pipe', a L2 noun)

(e.) yi k mo? i ng’ilCi ng’un 
’we prayed in that God’
(cf. ng’un 'God')
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Every monosyllabic noun —  regardless of its underlyinging 
structure —  surfaces with a High tone in the context £ + 
demonstrative + Noun. This fact suggests that the 
appearance of a H tone in this position has nothing to do 
with the inherent tonological structure of the noun, but
rather has to do with the construction as a whole.

That the construction in question imposes a tonal
pattern consisting of a series of Low-tones followed by a 
High on the very last syllable is demonstrated by
considering the data in (168).

(168) (a.) gkl6 i ng’in& t&r6
’look for it in that mat’
(cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(b.) g&le £ ng’ini &mbat&
’look for it in that bread’
(cf. &mb&ta ’bread’)

(c.) ng’in& £ ng’ild kdp6 
’it is in that cup’
(cf. k6pd ’cup’)

(d. ) nu £ ng’inOi g&r£
’it is in that dove’
(cf. gurS ’dove’)

These data reveal that a LL and a LLL noun change to LH and 
LLH respectively when they appear in the context i + 
demonstrative + Noun. The appearance of a H tone at the end 
of these nouns cannot possibly be attributed to any of the 
phrasal tonal principles that we have studied in this 
chapter. (168) also shows that a HL noun will become LH in 
the context under discussion. While the change of an 
initial H to L could be accounted for in terms of High Tone 
Lowering, the raising of the final L to H cannot be 
explained in terms of the phrasal tone rules.

We have now presented a detailed account of the tonal 
characteristics of the £-based prepositional phrases.
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4.2.2.2. The preposition /i/.
There is another preposition that is confusingly 

similar to the A examined in the previous section. After 
the verbs tin ’give, put’ and ±fi ’go’, we find the 
preposition A used with the meaning ’into’. This Low-toned 
preposition A is, however, tonologically distinct from the 
High-toned A in ways that go beyond the fact that one is 
Low-toned and the other is High-toned.

Let us look at examples of bisyllabic nouns in 
position after A-

(169) (a.) nan A tin i kerd
’I put it into the gourd’
(cf. kdrd ’gourd’)

(b.) Pdni k tin i ki’bd dAmA
’Poni put it in the big canoe’
(cf. ki’b6 ’canoe’)

(c.) WAni a tin i kdpd ldnyit 
’Poni put it into his cup’
(cf. kdpd ’cup’)

(d. ) Pdni k tin i dulAr
’Poni put it in the oil seeds’
(cf. dulAr ’oil seeds’)

(e.) nan k tin i ng’umi
’I put it in the needle’
(cf. ng’umi ’needle’)

(f.) nan A tin I b6ng6? nikAng’
’I put it in our dress’
(cf. bdngd? ’dress’)

(g.) KulAng’ A tin i dupA
’Kulang put it into the cradle’
(cf. dApA ’cradle’)

(h.) WAni A tin i t6rd
’Wani put it into the mat’
(cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(i.) nAn A tin i yAwA
’I put it into the beer’
(cf. yawa ’beer’)
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(j. ) Poni a tu i winl

'Poni went to the medicine’

The data in (169) are interesting in several respects. 
First of all, even though X is Low-toned, it is clear that 
it is triggering the same phonological changes that High- 
toned elements trigger: High Tone Lowering and High Tone
Spread. The following changes: HH to HL (kdr6 to ker6). HF
to HL fv&wd to y&w&), LL to HL (t&rd to tdrd), and LF to HF
(wint to winl) are all just the changes that we expect a
noun to undergo after a High tone as a result of the
interplay of High Tone Lowering, High Tone Spread, and 
Contour Simplification. Notice that X is behaving
differently from X- Recall that X does not trigger High 
Tone Spread, whereas the shift of t&rd to t6rd after X
requires (in effect) the application of High Tone Spread.

The fact that X appears to trigger High Tone Lowering 
and High Tone Spread presents an obvious problem. If i is 
to trigger these rules, then X must have a High tone. But X 
is always pronounced on a Low tone. In order to
characterize this odd behavior of X» we propose to 
represent this morpheme tonologically as in (170):

(170) L H
ir
I
i

that is to say, this preposition is associated to a L tone 
but has a floating H tone after it. This H tone can trigger 
High Tone Lowering on a following H, and it can also spread 
onto the following syllable.

The derivation of i y&w& will proceed as in (171):
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High Tone Lowering 

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

There is only problem for this account of the behavior 
of nouns after 1 in (169). We do not explain why kdpd and 
dulftr remain unchanged. Recall that in other post-H 
environments, a HL noun surfaces as LL. We should point 
out, however, that the fact that kdpd surfaces as kdpd in 
other Post-H environments was not in fact a straightforward 
matter. To obtain this shape required us to stipulate that 
High Tone Spread must be prevented from extending a H onto 
kdpd (even though High Tone Spread does extend a H onto an 
underlying LL word such as tdrd). Without such a 
stipulation, our rules predict that kdpd would first become 
kdpd by High Tone Lowering and then kdpd by High Tone 
Spread and then kdpd by Contour Simplification. In other 
words, the shapes that we observe in (169) for kdpd and 
dulftr are in fact what our rules predict given that High 
Tone Spread is not blocked from applying.

Let us look at trisyllabic nouns after i to see 
whether they continue to manifest the shapes that would be 
expected on the assumption that i has a floating H located 
after it.
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(172) (a.) nan k tin stidt i pilili

’I put the shaft into the knife’
(cf. pilili ’knife’)

(b.) Poni a tu 1 mdldsdn
’Poni went to the garden’
(cf. mdldsdn ’garden’)

(c.) JAdd k tin i likitd
’Jada put it into the rabbit’
(cf. likitd ’rabbit’)

(d.) n&n k tin i tdping’i na mu’ding’
’I put it into the guinea fowl of the
forest’ (cf. t&ping’i ’guinea fowl’)

(e.) Pdni k tin i titdtdt ldnyit
’Poni put it into her possession’
(cf. titdtdt ’possession’)

(f.) n&n k tin 1 bkaklk
’I put it into the onion’
(cf. b&s&la ’onion’)

(g.) Pdni k tin i k&dlp&n
’Poni put it into the grasshoppers’
(cf. kadipan ’grasshoppers’)

(h.) n&n a tin i jdgwdri
’I put it into the comb’
(cf. jdgwdri ’comb’)

(i.) Jkdk a tin 1 ambdtd
’Jada put it into the bread’

From the data in (172), we can see immediately that by 
and large the usual patterns for nouns in a post-H 
environment are encountered: HHH changes to HLH, HHF
changes to HLF, HHL changes to HLL (not LHL as in the 
associative and after i). These represent the effects of 
High Tone Lowering (operating, of course, on the
representations that result from High Tone Fission), High 
Tone Spread, cmd Contour Simplification. Also LHL changes 
to HHL, LLH changes to HLH, and LLL changes to HLL. These 
changes represent the effect of High Tone Spread and 
Contour Simplification.
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The one point of difference between the data in (172) 

and the usual changes in a post-High environment have to do 
with those nouns that start with a HL sequence (recall the 
example of k6o6 in the case of bisyllabic nouns). In the 
ordinary post-High environment, we had to bar the 
application of High Tone Spread to these words (i.e. we 
allowed the initial H in a HL sequence to lower but barred 
that lowered syllable from being affected by High Tone 
Spread). In (172), on the other hand, we must allow High 
Tone Spread to operate. We will thus obtain the correct 
surface forms, as shown in (173).

(173) L H 
/ 
i

H L LbLiii
baslla

bas&la

I I

High Tone Lowering

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

Quadrisyllabic nouns behave in quite analagous fashion, 
as we see in (174).

(174) (a.) P6ni a tin kdropo i temSnene?
’Poni put leaves into the ants’
(cf. temenSne? ’yellow ants’)

(b.) Poni a tin mayak& i didilitti
’Poni put the beads into the necklace’ 
(cf. didilitti ’necklace’)

(c.) J&d& & tu i gw6rdk616
’Jada went to the haughty people’
(cf. gwor6k61d ’haughty people’)
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(d.) n&n & tin i k&n&rdjin

’I put it into the necklaces' 
(cf. k&n&rdjin ’necklaces’)

(e. ) J&dA k tin i mul&k&tyd
’Jada put it into the spirit’ 
(cf. mfil&k&tyd ’spirit’)

(f.) yi a tin i gw&rgwalal&n
’we put it into the nightjar’ 
(cf. gwargwalalan ’nightjar’)

(g.) yi a tu i j&’b&leng’an p&jd
’we went to the camels far away’ 
(cf. ja’b&leng’an ’camels’)

(h.) Pdni k tin i bas&latat
’Poni put it into the onion’
(cf. bds&latdt ’onion’)

(i.) Kul&ng’ k tin i k6tCunit6n
'Kulang put it into the doors’ 
(cf. k&tftmit&n ’doors’)

The data in (174) show that the following kinds of changes 
occur in the case of quadrisyllable nouns:

(175) HHHH changes to HLLH 
HHHF changes to HLLF 
HHHL changes to HLHL 
HHLH changes to HLLH 
HHLF changes to HLLF 
HLHH does not change 
HLHL does not change 
HLLH does not change 
LLHH changes to HLHH

These patterns are clearly aligned to those that generally 
occur in a post-High environment and not to the patterns 
that occur after the associative and after 1. (This is 
shown, recall, by the fact that High Tone Spread is 
operative in (174) but not after the associative or £, and 
by the fact that a HHL initial sequence is realized as HLL, 
whereas after the associative or i. such a sequence is 
realized as LHL.) But the data in (174) continue to depart 
from the ordinary post-High environments in that an initial
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HL sequence undergoes not just High Tone Lowering but also 
High Tone Spread (and subsequently Contour Simplification). 
As a result an initial HL sequence surfaces as HL after A.

At this point, let us turn our attention to the 
monosyllabic nouns when they appear after A.

(176) (a.) JAdA A tu i jur
’Jada went to the village’
(cf. jtir ’village’, a Hi noun)

(b.) Pdni A tin sukAr i le
’Poni put sugar into the milk’
(cf. 16 ’milk’, a H2 noun)

(c.) tiki i mok
’put it into the antbear’
(cf. mdk ’antbear’, a Li noun)

(d.) Pdni A tin tAbA i dAk ldnyit
’Poni put tobacco into her pipe’
(cf. dAk 'pipe', a L2 noun)

(e.) WAnl A tin i ng’un 16 ki
’Wani put it into the God of heaven’
(cf. ng’un ’God’, a Fall noun)

These data are extremely illuminating. Recall that a Hi 
noun is characterized by the fact that it changes to L in 
the post-H environment whereas a H2 noun changes to F. We 
suggested earlier that perhaps the Hi nouns are simply 
resistant to High Tone Spread, whereas H2 nouns undergo 
this rule. The data in (176) are supportive of this view. 
We have proposed that the preposition A is characterized by 
having a floating High tone after it, and that this High 
tone spreads even in those contexts where spreading is 
disallowed (which explains why HL. . . nouns appear as HL... 
after A)- Given this analysis, we expect that even though 
Hi nouns are generally resistant to High Tone Spread, they 
will not be after j,; and this would mean that they would 
appear with a Falling tone after i (through the combined 
effects of High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread). (176)
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shows that this is in fact the case —  a Hi noun appears 
with a Falling tone just like a H2 noun.

Recall also that the difference between a Li noun such 
as mdk ’antbear* and a L2 noun such as dAk ’pipe’ is that 
the former appears simply as Low in the post-High 
environment whereas the latter appears with a Falling tone.
Again, we suggested earlier that this difference might be
treated simply as reflecting the fact that nouns like mdk 
resist High Tone Spread whereas nouns like dAk do not. If 
this is the correct analysis, then we would expect that 
after i the Li nouns might be susceptible to High Tone 
Spread and therefore surface with a Falling tone. (176) 
shows that this is indeed the case.

Finally, recall that a Falling-toned monosyllabic noun 
regularly appears with a Low tone in the post-H context. We 
explained this by saying that (a) a Falling-toned 
monosyllabic noun is subject to High Tone Lowering but (b) 
fails to undergo High Tone Spread (analagous to HL 
bisyllabic nouns). If this analysis is correct, then we
would expect that a noun such as ng’un would —  in
construction with X  —  not only undergo High Tone Lowering 
but also High Tone Spread (since the floating H after this 
preposition regularly spreads even onto nouns that are 
otherwise resistant to spread), and thus surface with a 
Falling tone. (176) shows that this is indeed correct.

The behavior of monosyllabic nouns after i thus 
provides some reason to think that Hi monosyllabic nouns, 
Li monosyllabic nouns, and Falling monosyllabic nouns 
should all be treated as failing to undergo High Tone 
Spread (in most post-H contexts).

If the preposition i is followed by a demonstrative 
which is in turn followed by the noun that it modifies, 
then the demonstrative will remain H(H) —  i.e. i will not 
be able to trigger High Tone Lowering (and High Tone 
Spread) on the demonstrative. Examples in (177):
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(177) (a.) nfin A tin i 16 kerd
’I put it into this gourd’

(b.) Wani a tin i ng’ilu ki’bd duma
’Wani put it into that big canoe’

(c.) Pdni k tin i ng’ilo kdpd
’Poni put it into this nearby cup’

(d.) n&n a tin i ng’ind bong6? ndtdr
’I put it into this nearby red dress’

(e.) Wdni k tin i ng’ind tdrd
’Wani put it into this nearby mat’

(f.) nan & tin suet i ng’ina pilili
’I put the shaft into this nearby knife’

(g.) Jkdk k tin i na ambat&
’Jada put it into this bread’

(h.) Pdni k tin k6r6pd i kil6 tdmdndne?
’Poni put leaves into these nearby yellow 
ants’

(i.) J&dd k tu i ng’ilu tdr
’Jada went to that village’
(cf. ttir, a Hi noun)

(j.) Pdni k tin suk&r i kind le
’Poni put sugar into this milk’
(cf. le, a H2 noun)

(k.) Pdni k tin tdba i ng’ilCi dak 16nyit
’Poni put tobacco into that pipe of hers’ 
(cf. dak ’pipe’, a L2 noun)

(1.) W£ni k tin i ng’ilCi ng’Cin 
’Wani put it into that God’
(cf. ng’un ’God’, a Fall noun)

We see from (177) that the demonstrative is unaffected by 
jL. Notice, also, that the noun that follows the
demonstrative undergoes High Tone Lowering and High Tone 
Spread in just the fashion that nouns ordinarily do when 
they stand after a demonstrative. Thus a HL noun changes to 
LL —  cf. the change of kdpd to kdpd in (177c); a Hi noun 
changes to L —  cf. the change of tur to tCtr in (177 i); and
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a Fall noun changes to L —  cf. the change of ng’un to 
ng’fln in (1771). These are not, of course, the changes that 
the preposition i triggers on a following word (since i 
always triggers High Tone Spread onto HL nouns, Hi nouns, 
Fall nouns, etc.).

If the preposition i is followed by a demonstrative 
that is final (i.e. not followed by the noun that it 
modifies), then we get the following results:

(178) i lo 
i n&
i ng’ild 
i ng’ild 
i kuld 
1 kilfc

The analysis of the demonstratives in this context is 
straightforward. The demonstratives 15 and are High-
toned. They undergo High Tone Lowering after the floating H 
of 1. This floating High is always able to spread onto a 
following word, thus a Falling tone is produced: 15, n£.
In the case of the bisyllabic demonstratives, recall that 
in underlying structure each syllable has its own High tone 
(e.g. /ng’i-16/). In the word-level phonology, the High of
the first syllable is able to trigger High Tone Lowering 
onto the second syllable. The H of the first syllable is 
not, however, able to spread onto the second syllable. When 
this bisyllabic form is then placed after 1, the floating H 
located after i is able to trigger High Tone Lowering (and 
High Tone Spread) on the following initial H of the 
demonstrative. The result is that the first syllable of the 
demonstrative becomes Low by High Tone Lowering, and then 
becomes Falling as a result of High Tone Spread, and
finally returns to , High as a result of Contour
Simplification.

In Chapter 5, we will demonstrate that verbal forms 
may occur after the preposition JL and that they too are 
susceptible to High Tone Spread and High Tone Lowering
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under the influence of the floating High that follows i. 

4.3. Interrogative pronouns.
In this section we will examine the tonal behavior of 

a group of interrogative pronouns as well as certain 
additional ramifications of their use. The simple 
interrogative pronouns in Bari have the following tonal 
shapes:

(179) H
Ion 'which (masc.)’ 
n£n ’which (fem.)
E
ng’a 'who?' 
nyd ’what?1
HE
kong’a ~ kung’a ’who (pl.)?’ 
kuidn ’which (masc.pl.)?’ 
kunen ’which (fem.pl.)?’

These interrogative pronouns are obviously related to the 
demonstratives discussed earlier in this chapter (cf. 16. 
n&> kuld. kund).

Let us consider the H interrogative pronouns first. We 
provide a rather full exemplification of the behavior of 
saa in (180).

(180) (a.) do gw&rd n&n ’which did you buy?’
(b.) do gw&r& n&n bongd? ’which cloth did you 

buy?’ (cf. bdng6? ’cloth’)
(c.) do gwArd nan kaje ’which did you.buy

yesterday?’
(d.) nan ng’Cird na kweni? ’which child laughed?’ 

(cf. ng’tird ’child’)
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(©.) ndn t6rd n& likln ’which mat got lost?'

(cf. t&rd ’mat’)
(f.) Jkdk ’ddggd ko nan bdngo? ’with which dress 

did Jada present him?’ (cf. bongo? ’dress’)
(g.) n&n b6ng6? nk jup Jkdk ’which cloth did

Jada wear?’
(h.) ndn sukuri na ddr Pdni 'which chicken did 

Poni cook?’ (cf. sukuri ’chicken’)
(i.) d6 tin J&dd nan Wdni ’which did you give to

Jada, Wani?’ (cf. W&ni, a proper name)
(j.) do tin Pdni n&n W&ni ’which did you give

Poni, Wani?’

In (180a) we see that ndn change to nkn after a word ending 
in a High (cf. the behavior of Hi nouns such as
ttir). However, this occurs just in the event n&n is not
followed by a noun that it modifies. In (180a) nan lowers 
after a H since it is sentence-final; in (180b) n&n remains 
H since it is followed by the noun that it modifies; and in 
(180c) n&n lowers after a H since it is followed by an 
adverb, not by the noun that it modifies. This patterning 
is, of course, just the patterning that we observed earlier 
with demonstrative pronouns.

nan triggers High Tone Lowering (at least on the noun 
that it modifies). This fact is demonstrated by (180d,h). 
nan also triggers High Tone Spread. This is demonstrated by 
the effect that nan has on the noun that it modifies in 
(180b,e,f,g) as well as by the effect that it has on a 
following vocative noun in (180i). The example in (180j) 
shows that if nan undergoes High Tone Lowering and surfaces 
on a Low tone, then it will not be able to affect a 
following word. (Recall that n&n cannot lower when it is 
followed by the noun that it modifies, thus one can 
demonstrate the preceding point only by the sort of example 
contained in (180j) where nan is followed by an element
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that it does not modify.)

One observation needs to be made concerning the 
structure of some of the sentences in (180). If the 
interrogative pronoun n&n appears in pre-verbal position 
modifying a noun, then not only does ndn precede the noun, 
but a corresponding demonstrative /na/ also follows the 
noun. This demonstrative element is High if the preceding 
noun ends in a H, and Low if the noun ends in a L. Whether 
the noun will end in a H or a L, of course, is a function 
of how its underlying structure is affected by virtue of 
standing in the post-High position provided by nan. When 
the interrogative pronoun modifies a noun in post-verbal 
position, no corresponding demonstrative appears after the 
noun.

The data in (181) illustrate that ldn parallels nan in 
its behavior.

(181) (a.) do gd’yu ldn ’which one are you looking
for?’

(b.) dd ’ddk ldn ki’bd ’which canoe do you 
want?’ (cf. ki’bd ’canoe’)

(c .) do ga’yu ldn kerd ’which gourd are you 
looking for?’ (cf. kdrd ’gourd’)

(d.) Pdni dok kd ldn kerd ’with which gourd did
Poni fetch it?’

(e.) ldn kijdku lo mdt dd 'which animal did you
see?’ (cf. kijaku ’animal’)

No additional discussion is required.
Next consider the interrogative pronouns that have a 

Falling tone. The behavior of ng’a is illustrated in (182).

(182) (a.) dd a ng'a ’what is your name —  lit. who
are you?’

(b.) ng’a gd’yti Jdda ’who looked for Jada?’
(c.) Pdni a tin ng’d ’to whom did Poni give it?’
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(d.) Pdni mdddyfi ng’a ’who did Poni see?’
(e.) Poni g&’yu ng’A ’who is Poni looking for?’
(f. ) Pdni g&’yti ng’A k&jd ’who did Poni look for 

yesterday?’

From (182e,e,f) it is apparent that ng’S will change to Low 
in the post-H environment (just like ng’un. for example)—  
in other words, it undergoes High Tone Lowering (but not 
High Tone Spread). Since ng* a is Falling-toned, the 
question of whether it would trigger High Tone Lowering or 
High Tone Spread does not come up.

In (183) we see that the interrogative pronoun nyd is 
resistant to any change in the post-High environment.

(183) (a.) na a nyd ’this is what?’
(b.) do k ’buydt pilili kd nyd ’with what did 

you sharpen the knife?’
(c.) Pdni a tin nyd ’what did Poni give?’
(d.) Pdni tin Jadi nyd ’what did Poni give to

Jada?’
(e.) JAda tin Pdni nyd ’what did Jada give to

Poni?’
(f.) Pdni ga’yu nyd ’what is Poni looking for?’
(g.) Pdni sdn waraga kd nyd

’Poni sent the letter with what?’
(h.) kd nyd Jada nyAnyar mat At

’why does Jada like the chief?’

At this point we have no explanation for why nyd seems to 
resist High Tone Lowering whereas ng*a does not.

Let us turn now to the HF interrogative pronoun 
kung’A/kdng’a. Before examining the usage of this item, we 
should note that the High-toned element ku-/ko- fails to 
trigger any change on ng’a . It will be seen below that ku-
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does trigger High Tone Lowering on 16n and nAn. It is not 
clear to us why ng’a resists being affected. We illustrate
the behavior of kung*A/kdng’a in (184):

(184) (a.) tA A kung’A ’who are you (pl.)?’
(b.) kung’A jAmbu sonA ’who (pl.) talked like

that?’
(c.) d6 a tin kung’a bdngwAt ’to whom (pl.) did

you give the dresses?’
(d.) dd gA’yu kung’a ’whom (pl.) are you looking

for?’
(e.) dd a tin ’bongd? kong’a ’you gave the dress

to whom?’
(f.) dd a tin kdng’a kdpd

’you gave the cup to whom?’
(g.) dd a tin kdng’a kitdng’

’you gave the cow to whom?’

These data show that kung’ a resists High Tone Lowering—  
cf. (184c-g). Again, we have no explanation for this. Since
it is F-final, it naturally does not trigger High Tone
Lowering or High Tone Spread on a following word: (184f,g) 
show that it does not trigger lowering, and (184c) shows 
that it does not trigger the spread of a High tone.

In (185) we exemplify the HL interrogative pronouns 
kulon and kunen.

(185) (a.) Pdni ga’yu kulon ’Poni is looking for which 
ones?’

(b.) JadA kurju kulon nyomot ’which seeds is 
Jada planting?’ (cf. nyomot ’seeds’)

(c.) kulon sArAmAndi 16 ydng’e ’which groundnuts
are ripe?’ (cf. sArAmAndi ’groundnuts’)

(d.) Pdni der ko kulon bAsAlA ’with which onions 
did Poni cook?’ (cf. basalA ’onions’)
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(e.) Jadi ga’yu kun&n ’Jada is looking for which

ones?’
(f.) kundn ng’wdjik na td ’which girls went?’

(cf. ng’wajik ’girls’)
(g.) ktindn ng’wajik na j&mbti ’which girls were 

talking?’
(h.) do gwara kd kundn gurut ’with which money 

did you buy it?’ (cf. g&rut ’money’)
(i.) kd kundn kdrdkdn kdsu ’with which spades of 

yours?’ (cf. kdrdkdn ’spades’)

In (185) we see that kuldn and kunen also undergo High Tone 
Lowering when they are after a High and in final 
position. In medial position, they appear as HH. This is 
exactly the behavior of the corresponding bisyllabic 
demonstrative pronouns. When ktildn and kunen are H-final, 
they are able to trigger High Tone Lowering (cf. (185c, d, 
f, and g)) and High Tone Spread (cf. (185b, h, and i)).

The simple interrogative pronouns discussed above 
enter into some more complex constructions. For example, 
they are combined with one another in the following 
expressions:

(186) ng’a Ion ’which one (masc.)?’ 
ng’d nan 'which one (fern.)?’ 
kdng’a Ion ’which ones (masc.)?’ 
kong’d nan ’which ones (fern.)?’
ny6 16n ’what thing (masc.)?’ 
nyd nan ’what thing (fern.)?’ 
nyd kulon ’what things (masc.)?’ 
nyd kunen ’what things (fem.)?’

In the expressions ng’a ldn and ng’a nan, the Falling tone 
on ng’d undergoes Contour Simplification (these expressions 
are perhaps to be regarded as single words, thus a Falling 
tone would be disallowed in non-final position in the 
word). When kong’a is combined with ldn and nan, the Fall 
on ng’a again undergoes Contour Simplification. In the
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expressions nv6 16n. ny6 n&n. etc., the Fall on nyd 
likewise is subject to Contour Simplification.

The element ng& in nga 16n and ng’d nan is subject to 
High Tone Lowering when it follows a High tone. This fact 
is exemplified in the data below:

(187) (a.) ng’d ldn Id jdmbu
’who is the one talking?’

(b.) Wani k tin ng’d ldn ki’bd
’to whom did Wani give the canoe?’

(c.) Wani d tin ki’bd ng’a ldn
’to whom did Wani give the canoe?’

Since the ldn and w&n elements remain High in conjunction 
with ng’a. they naturally continue to trigger the expected 
changes on a following word.

Let us now look at the behavior of the forms
consisting of a combination of kong’a and lon/nan.

(188) (a.) kdng’a nan nd gd’yu ndn ’who are the ones
looking for me?’

(b.) kind ng’wdjik k kdng’a ndn ’these girls are 
which ones?’

(c.) Wani k tin kong’d ldn tdrd ’Wani gave which 
ones the mat?’

Recall that kdng*a resists High Tone Lowering. It continues 
to do so when it is used in combination with ldn and ndn.

Examples of the combination of nyd with ldn. nan. 
kuldn, and kundn:

(189) (a.) nyd ldn likln
’what thing got lost?’

(b.) nyd ldn tCimdn i kimang’
’what thing is burning in the fire?’
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(c.) dd a rydju ny6 16n

’you found what thing?’
(d.) Wdni d tin nyd 16n P6ni

’what did Wani give to Poni?’
(e.) Wani d tin nyd ndn Jdda

’what did Wani give to Jada?’
(f.) dd k tin nyd kuldn KCildng’

’you gave what (pl.) to Kulang?’
(g.) dd k gdldkin Jddd nyd kfildn

'you found what (pl.) for Jada?’
Recall that nyd. when used alone, does not undergo High 
Tone Lowering after a H-final word. It also does not 
undergo that rule when it is used in construction with 
Ion, n&n, kulon. and kunen —  cf. (189 c,d,e,f). The 
elements ldn. nan, kulon. and kundn all trigger High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread on a following word —  cf. 
(189f) for High Tone Lowering and (189d,e) for High Tone
Spread. It should be remarked that the above data provide
cases where a verb is not affected by ldn. ndn. etc. We 
will discuss the shape of the verb in interrogative 
sentences later in this section.

The interrogative pronoun ng’a is combined with an 
associative element in the following expressions.

(190) ling’d ’whose (masc.)?’ 
ning’a 'whose (fern)?’ 
ting’d ’whose (pl.)?’

Recall that la, na, and £i are the three associative
particles. In ling*a. ning’d. and ting’d, the vowel of 
these particles appears to elide in front of a vowel /i/ 
which links the associative element to the pronoun ng* a.

The associative elements 1-1-. n-i~, and t-i- are
High-toned. They seem to trigger High Tone Lowering on
ng’a . causing it to appear in a Low form. The behavior of 
these items is illustrated below:
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(191) (a.) ng’ild ki’bd a ling’A 
’this canoe is whose?’

(b.) Poni gwojd kd bdng6? ning’A
’Poni is dancing in whose dress?’

(c.) kuld & pulh ting’d
’these are whose peanuts?’

(d.) kind ning’a na tiki Wani
’whose goat is to be given to Wani?’

(e.) gugu ling’̂  Id tetdna
’whose granary is being made?’

(f.) kaden ting’a lo tdkd
’whose trees are being cut?’

These examples show clearly that if ling’d. ning*a. and 
ting*d are preceded by a H-final word, they will undergo 
High Tone Lowering (but not High Tone Spread). In each of 
these examples, the preceding word is in fact the noun 
modified by line* d. etc.

The associative elements also are used in conjunction 
with the plural interrogative pronoun kong’a:

(192) lo kdng’S ’of whom (masc.)?’ 
nd kdng’d ’of whom (fern.)?’ 
ti kdng’a ’of whom (pl.)?’

The H of the associative particle (Ifi, aa, or ii) seems to 
have converted kong*a to kdng*a. At first glance, it might 
appear that this i3 not the expected affect —  that is, one 
might think that the associative particle should cause a 
HF word to change to HL. This is indeed usually true —  a 
noun such as yawd. e.g., would change to yawa in the post-H 
context. But this change is dependent on both of the 
syllables of vawa being associated with the same High tone. 
The word kong’a is different. It has one High tone on kd 
and a separate H (and L) on ng*a. Thus the first H of 
kong’a undergoes High Tone Lowering after the associative
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particle, resulting in kdng*a.

The use of the above items is illustrated in (193).

(193) (a.) d6 ddggfi kd kdre lo kdng’a
’you fetched it with whose gourd?’

(b. ) kitdng’ na kdng’a tiki Jada
’whose cow is to be given to Jada?’

(c.) kdpd 16 kdng’a Id likin 
’whose cup is lost?’

(d.) J&d& ydmba kd kisuk ti kdng’a
’Jada married with whose cows? —  i.e. 
whose cows did Jada use as the dowry for 
his marriage?’

(e.) ’bdldt ti kdng’S lo ’yCird 
’whose grain was burned?’

The associative particle is of course subject to High Tone 
Lowering when the preceding word is H-final. The lowering 
of the associative particle does not, however, impinge upon 
the ability of the associative particle to itself lower the 
ko element in kong* a. This phenomenon has, of course, been 
discussed at length in the section on the associative 
construction.

In order to express the question ’from whom?’ or ’from 
which one/ones?’, Bari uses the following expressions:

(194) ko ngd ’from whom?’
kase ng’a ’from whom (pl.)?’
ko ng’a 16n ’from which one (masc.)?’ 
ko ng’a nan ’from which one (fern.)?’ 
ko kulon ’from which ones (masc.)?’ 
kd kunen ’from which ones (fem.)’?’

We will consider the combination of k£ with ng’a first.
The change of ng* a to ng’a after kd could be attributed to 
High Tone Lowering. The change of ng’a to ng* a after kase 
is not accounted for by any general principle that we have 
been able to identify.
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The data in (195) illustrate the fact that k£ will 

undergo High Tone Lowering when it stands after a H-final 
word.

(195) (a.) Pdni & jdn b6ng6? kd ng’a
’Poni brought the cloth from whom?’

(b.) dd a jdn kd ng’a
’from whom did you bring it?’

Next let us consider the forms where ks is combined 
with the demonstrative-based interrogatives ldn. ndn. 
Ml&n, and kundn: k.d_,ng,’.41.dn, kd ng’andn. kd kulon. and M  
kftndn. Notice that k£ lowers ng’d to ng'a. but since ng*a 
is unable to affect ldn and nan, these elements remain 
High. In the case of kd kCildn and kd kunen. the ko lowers 
the ku. but the kii must already have lowered the elements 
ldn and ndn.

The following examples show that kfi continues to be 
subject to High Tone Lowering when in conjunction with ng’a 
ldn. etc.

(196) (a.) dd ryd ko ng’dlon
'you found it from which one?’

(b.) Wdni a jon bdngd? ko ng’aion
’Wani brought the dress from whom?’

(c.) Pdni a jon tdrd kd ng’aion
’Poni brought the mat from whom?’

(d.) tdrd jwe kd kulon ng’utu
'the mat was brought from which people?’ 
(cf. ng’iitu ’people’)

(e.) yawa matd kd kundn midijik
’beer was drunk from which families?’
(cf. midijik ’families’)

(f.) ’bdlot d ddka kd kunen mdldsdnd
’the grain was brought from which 
gardens?’ (cf. mdldsdnd ’gardens’)
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(g.) 16 wuri ryd ko kuldn kijakwa

’this pig was found from which animals?’ 
(cf. kij&kwli ’animals’)

The data in (196) are somewhat startling in the case of k6 
kuldn and k6 kundn. Notice that when these expressions are 
followed by the noun that they modify, the tonal shape of 
the noun is radically altered. For example, ng * utu shifts 
to LH, midi.lik shifts to LLH, mdldsdnd shifts to LLLH, 
ki-i&kw& shifts to LLH. It seems clear that in fact the 
construction k6 kftldn Noun and the construction k6 kunen 
Noun actually involve the assignment of a tonal melody 
whereby the expression after k£ is all Low up until the 
final syllable which is High. The reader may recall that 
this was the pattern imposed by the preposition i when it 
was followed by a demonstrative and then the noun that the 
demonstrative modified.

In our presentation of the simple interrogative 
pronouns, we provided examples which included instances 
where these pronouns were preceded by a Low-toned 
’with’. For the most part this combination provides no very 
noteworthy material. The Low-toned k& in. the expressions ks
ng*a ’with whom?’, kd nyd ’with what? why?’, kd Ion/ kd nan
’with which one?’, kd kuldn/ kd kunen ’with which ones?’ 
undergoes no change in the post-H environment.

(197) (a.) Jkdk j&mbu kd ng’a
’with whom is Jada talking?’

(b.) Pdni a d6k kd ng’a kajd
’whom did Poni fetch yesterday?’

The one peculiarity of this construction is that ko is not 
combined with kong*a 'who (pl.)?’ Rather, kase ’with’ is 
used in its place:
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(198) (a.) Jad& jambu kase kdng’a

’Jada is talking with whom?’
(b.) Poni k dok kase kong’d

'Poni fetched it with whom?’
(c.) do a mirfi kase kdng’a 

’you fought with whom?’

We have now explored in some detail the susceptibility 
of the interrogative pronouns to (a) undergoing High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread as well as their ability to 
(b) trigger these processes. In the examples cited as 
illustrations of these various interrogative pronouns, one 
finds many cases where the main verb is used without a 
preceding particle. The tonal shape of the verb in these 
cases sometimes differs from the form that we cited in 
Chapter 2. These changes are parallel to those that we 
observed earlier in connection with relative clause 
constructions.

The changes that occur are illustrated in (1S3).

(199) H monosyllabic root changes.jfco._L
(a.) nan sukCiri na ddr Poni

’which chicken did Poni cook?’
(cf. der, a H root)

(b.) Pdni sdn waraga ko nyd
'Poni sent the letter with what?’
(cf. sdn, a H root)

HL (indefinite verbs) change to LH
(c.) Jada ’debbd nyd ’what is Jada holding’

(cf. ’debba, indef. form of ’dep (H))
(d.) ng’a ga’yu Jada

’who looked for Jada’
(cf. ga’yCi, indef. form of ga? (H))

(e.) nan ng'utu? na ’ddbba 
’which person held it?’
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HL (passive benefactive verb) changes_to LF
(f.) 16n 16 ’dfckwS?

’which one was carried this way?’
(cf. ’dtikw6?, passive benefactive form of

’ d6k)
HF (passive) changes to LH
(g.) Ion dw&t lo gil&

’which bull is sick?’
(cf. gilfi ’sick’, an inherently passive 
verb)

(h. ) Ion ker6 16 ’d6k6
’which gourd was the one carried?’
(cf. ’d6k6, passive of ’d6k)

HHH verb changes to LHL
(i.) P6ni ’depakin ng’a

’for whom is Poni holding it?’
(cf. ’depakin, benefactive form of ’dep)

HHH (Passive) changes to LHH (or LHLI
(j.) nan gtili na ’biiyutd (’buyuta)

’which whistle is the one to be sharpened?’ 
(cf. ’buyuta, passive form of ’buyut)

(k.) nan na ’buyuta (’buyuta)
’which one is to be sharpened?’

HHF verb changes to LHL
(1.) Jada ’buyuddya nyd

’what is Jada sharpening’
(cf. ’bCtyuddya, indef. form of ’buyut)

(m.) Ion lo ’buyuddya wale
’which one sharpened the knife?’
(cf. ’buyuddya)

(n.) Ion ng’dtu? lo ’d6pundya kiti
’which person held the chair this way?’
(cf. ’depundya, dir. toward indef. form of 
’dep)

(o.) Ion ng’utu? lo ’depaddu kere
’which person held the gourd that way?’
(cf. ’depaddu, dir. away indef. form of 
’dep)
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( P . )  Ion lo ’ddkdri?

’which one was used for carrying?’
(cf. ’ddkdri, instr. of ’ddk)

HHL verbs change to LHL
(q.) ldn kdrd 16 ’dftkdki?

'which gourd was carried for s.o.?’
(cf. ’d&ktiki?, passive benefactive of ’ddk)

(r.) ldn lo ’d&ktiki?
’which one was carried for s.o.?’

(s.) nan na ’buyutwe?
’which one was sharpened this way?’
(cf. ’buyutwe?, passive dir. toward of 
’buyut)

(t.) ldn lo ’ddkdji?
’which one was carried away from us?’
(cf. ’ddkdji?, pass. dir. away of ’ddk)

HHHH verb changes to LHLL
(u.) Poni ’buyut&kin ng’a

’for whom is Poni sharpening it?’
(cf. ’buyutakin, benef active form of ’bCiyut)

HHHL verb changes to LHLL
(v.) n&n g&li n£ ’buyutdki?

’which whistle was sharpened for s.o.?’
(cf. ’buyut&ki?, passive benefactive of 
’buyut)

(w.) nan na ’buyutaki?
’which one was sharpened for s.o.?’

(x.) ndn na ’bhyutaji?
’which one was sharpened away from here?’ 
(cf. ’buyutaji?, passive dir. away of 
’buyut)

HHHF verb changes to LHLL
(y.) nan na ’buyutundy&

’which one sharpened it this way?’
(cf. ’buyutundya, dir. toward indef. of 
’buyut)
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(z.) 16n ng’utCi? 16 ’bCiyutaddu wale

’which person sharpened the knife?’
(cf. ’buyut&ddu, dir. away, indef. form of 
’ buyiit)

(aa.) ldn io ’ bCiyiit6ri
’which one was used for sharpening? 
(cf. ’buyiit&ri, passive instr. form of 
’buyut)

HHHHF verb changes to LHLLL
(bb.) Jad6. Ion lo ’buyut&kindya wale

'which Jada is the one who sharpened the 
knife for somebody’ (cf. ’buyutakindya)

The changes that occur in (199) apparently have 
nothing to do with the tone of the noun that precedes. We 
have cited examples both of Low-final nouns and High-final 
nouns, and in each case the underlyingly High verb appears 
in the same pattern.

Let us briefly review what the pattern displayed by 
the verb in (199) is. If the verb is underlyingly H and has 
just one syllable, then that syllable is L; if the verb is 
underlyingly H and has two syllable, then the verb shows a 
LH pattern; and, finally, if the verb is underlyingly High 
and has three (or more) syllables, then the verb shows a 
LHL pattern. Let us refer to this as the L(H)(L) pattern. 
One deviation from this pattern may be only apparent. The 
HL verbal form ’ d&kwd? appears as ’ dCikwd? (i.e. with a LHL 
pattern) rather as *’dflkwd?. This may be only a 
superificial deviation in that one might argue that ’dftkwd? 
derives at a deeper level from three syllables: /’duk-u-e- 
?/ and that the assignment of a LHL pattern is based on 
this underlyinmg syllable structure.

The other deviation from the L(H)(L) pattern is in the 
case of a passive verb, where we see that * buyut£ can be 
realized either with a LHL pattern (as expected perhaps) or
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with a LHH pattern. The LHH pattern, of course, is just the 
form that an underlying LHL bisyllabic verb root would 
display in the passive (cf. sdcukA).

All of the examples above involve underlyingly High 
verb roots that change their tonal pattern to 
L(H)(L). Underlying LHL verb roots are generally unaffected 
in these same constructions —  they associate to their LHL 
melody just as usual.

(200) LHL monosyllabic root remains H on the surface
(a.) n&n bdngo? na jup Jada

’which cloth did Jada wear?'
(cf. jiip, a LHL root)

(b.) Pdni ddk ko ldn kerd
'with which gourd did Poni fetch it’
(cf. ddk, a LHL root)

(c.) ldn kijAku Id mdt do
’which animals did you see?’
(cf. met, a LHL root)

LF .yer.bs remain .unfthaafts.d ..Lpt .-vaEiab.ly_.sMRg.es
to LL)
(d.) Jada doggd nyd ’what is Jada fetching?’ 

(ddgga, indef. form of ddk)
(e.) Pdni meddya ng’a ’who did Poni see?’

(meddya, indef. form of met)
(f.) ng’a lo dogga Jada 

’who fetched Jada?’
(g.) ldn kere lo doka

'which gourd is the one fetched?’
(cf. doka, passive of ddk)

(h.) ldn lo doka
’which one is to be fetched?’

(i.) ldn lo dokwe?
’which one was fetched from here?’
(cf. dokwe?, pass. dir. toward form of ddk)
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LHL verbs remain unchanged
(j.) Pdni ddkdkin ng’&

’for whom is Poni fetching it?'
(k.) Jdda sApdggA nyd

’what is Jada overturning’

(1.) kung’a nd skptiggk ki’bd
’who (pi.) overturned the canoe?’

(m.) ndn na ddkundyii kdre
'which one fetched the gourd from here?’
(cf. dokundya, dir. toward indef. form of 
ddk)

(n.) ndn ng ’ dtu? nk ddkdddCi Poni
’which person fetched Poni from somewhere?’ 
(cf. dokaddu, dir. away indef. form of d6k)

(o.) ndn tdrd na ’depari ng'tiro
'which mat is used for holding the child?’ 
(cf. ’dep&ri, instr. form of ’ddp)

(p.) Ion kerd 16 dokari yawa
'which gourd is used for fetching beer?’
(cf. ddkdri, instr. form of d6k)

(q.) Ion kdrd lo ddkaki?
’which gourd was the one fetched for s.o.?’ 
(cf. ddkaki?, pass, benef. form of ddk)

(r.) ldn lo ddkaki?
’which one was fetched for s.o.?’

(s.) nan na s&pukwd?
’which one was overturned this way?’
(cf. s&p&kwd?, pass. dir. toward of s&puk)

(t.) ldn lo dokaji?
’which one was fetched from here?’
(cf. dokaji?, pass. dir. away form of ddk)

LHH (passive) remains LHH or changes to LHL
(u.) nan kiti na sdptikd (s&puka)

’which chair was overturned?’
(cf. s&ptikd, pass, of sapuk)

(v.) nan na sapuka (sapuk&)
’which one was overturned?’
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(w.) Ion lo ’dd’d6k6
’which one was being carried?’
(cf. ’dd’d6k6, pass, form of reduplicated 
form of ’d6k)

(x.) Ion 16 dodokd
’which one was being fetched?’
(cf. doddkd, pass, form of reduplicated form 
of dok)

LHLL verbs remain unchanged
(y.) Pdni s&puk&kin ng’a

’what is Poni overturning?’
(cf. s&pdk&kin, benef. of s&puk)

(z. ) Ion 16 sdpdk&ndyd ki’b6
’which one overturned the canoe this way?’ 
(cf. s&pdkCindyi, dir. toward indef. form of 
s&puk)

(aa.) 16n ng’utu? Id s&puk&ddd ki’b6
’which person overturned the canoe that 
way?’ (cf. s£pfik&ddfc, dir. away indef. form 
of sdpCik)

(bb.) nyd lo s&puk&ri ki’b6
’what is used for overturning the canoe?’ 
(cf. s&pfikdri, instr. form of s&puk)

(cc.) nan kiti n& sdptik&ki?
’which chair was overturned for s.o.?’

(dd.) nan na sdpuk&ki?
’which one was overturned for s.o.?’

LHLH (passive) verbs remain unchanged
(ee.) nan na ’bu’buyuta

’which one was being sharpened?’
(cf. ’bu’buyuta, pass, form of reduplicated 
form of ’buyut)

(ff.) nan na s&s&p&k&
’which one was being overturned?’
(cf. s&s&p&kd, pass, form of reduplicated 
form of s&puk)
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LHLLL verbs remain unchanged
(gg.) Pdni dililikindyd ng’a

’for whom is Poni winnowing it?’
LHLLL verbs remain unchanged
(hh.) Ion lo sAptikikindyi ki’bd

’which one overturned the canoe for 
somebody?’

(ii.) n£n na dililikindya Poni
’which one winnowed for Poni?’

(jj.) ng’a 16 dililiyCindya ’b616&
’who winnowed the grain this way?’
(cf. dilili-y&n-dy-a, dir. toward 
indef. form of dilili)

(kk.) n£n ng’utCi? nk dililiydddu
’which person (fem.) winnowed that way?’
(cf. dililiydddu, dir. away, indef. form of 

dilili)
(11.) nan k£bi na dililiyari ’b61dt

’which basket was used for winnowing the 
grain?’

In the above examples, we see clearly that (a) the 
underlyingly LHL verb roots appear in these constructions 
without any change from the shape that they would have if a 
particle such as preceded and (b) the tone of the 
preceding noun has no influence on the tone pattern of the 
verb. The only deviations from this pattern are (a) a LF 
word seems to show some variation between the normal LF 
realization and a LL realization, and (b) a LHL passive 
verb shows either the expected LHH pattern or a LHL 
pattern.

If the verbal particle £ precedes the verb, then no 
tonal change takes place in the verb in structures that are 
otherwise parallel to the ones exemplified in (199)-(200).
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(201) (a.) J&d& k ’ddbbd nyd

’what did Jada hold?’
(b.) Poni k ’dep&kin ng’&

’for whom did Poni hold it?’
(c.) J&d& k 'buyuddya nyd

’what did Jada sharpen?’
(d.) J&d& k ddgga nyd

’what did Jada fetch?’
(e.) Pdni k ddkakin ng’a

'for whom did Poni fetch it?’
(f.) Jadi k s&puggA nyd

’what did Jada overturn?’

We have now given a fairly exhaustive account of the 
verbal forms that occur in conjunction with the 
interrogative pronouns. In the next chapter we will look in 
detail at the tonology of the verb in context.

4.4. The noun Phrase in context.
We have so far examined the tonal behavior of the noun 

and various other elements that can co-occur with the noun 
in a noun phrase. We have so far established that the rule 
of High Tone Lowering must be assumed to apply in a left- 
to-right iterative fashion across the noun phrase. One 
problem with this approach is that the unit consisting of 
the associative particle plus following noun must undergo 
the rule of High Tone Lowering prior to this left-to-right 
iteration across the phrase. We suggested that this problem 
might be solved by considering the associative plus noun to 
be a word-level unit and applying the rule of High Tone 
Lowering to the word before applying it across the phrase.

We have shown that the left-to-right iterative 
application of High Tone Lowering is not restricted to 
position inside the noun phrase, but rather that this mode 
of application works across syntactic constituents in the
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sentence. In this, the concluding section of this chapter, 
we will provide further exemplification of this point.

The following data show that a noun (phrase) ending in 
a High affects the immediately following noun (phrase). The 
examples used here involve cases where a verb can govern a 
double object construction. In (202) we show that nouns 
beginning with High tones are subject to High-Lowering when 
preceded by a noun ending in a High.

(202) (a.) lopdng’ jdkindyd kind dura ’he took grain 
for the goat’ (cf. kind ’goat’, dura 
’grain’)

(b.) jaki Wdni pdta ’bring the string to Wani’ 
(cf. Wani (a proper name), pdta ’string’)

(c). P6ni jdkindyd Wdni ydwd ’Poni brought beer 
for Wani’ (cf. Wdni (a personal name), ydwa 
’beer’)

(d). Wdni ldkakindyd bdba taping’! ’Wani caught 
a guinea fowl for father’ (cf. baba 
’father’, taping’! ’guinea fowl’)

(e). Pdni d jdkindyd moddng’ pilili ’Poni took a 
small knife to the old man’ (cf. modong’ 
’old man’, pilili ’small knife’)

(f). Jddd a tindya kitdng’ gwdrdkd? ’Jada gave a 
cow to the haughty man’ (cf. kiteng’ ’cow’, 
gwdrdkd? ’haughty man’)

(g.) tiki btik gw6rdk61d ’give the book to the
haughty people’ (cf. b&k ’book’, gwdrdkdld 
’haughty people’)

(h.) nan d tin Wani didilitti ’I gave Wani an 
ornament’ (cf. Wani (a name), didilitti 
’ornament’)

(i.) tiki Pdni tdmdndne? ’give Poni yellow ants’ 
(cf. temenene? ’yellow ants’)

The data in (202) show that nouns that begin with a High or 
a sequence of Highs —  H as in (202a), HH as in (202b-d),
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HHH as in (202e-g), and HHHH as in (h) and (i) —  change
when located after a noun ending in a High: H changes to
Low, HH changes to HL, HHH to HLH, and HHHH to HLLH. These 
changes are, of course, exactly the same changes as nouns 
undergo after a verb ending in a High.

The data in (203) show that nouns that begin with a 
Low raise that Low to High when preceded by a noun ending 
in a High:

(203) (a.) Jkdk gwArdkindyA Poni ng’umi ’Jada bought
a needle for Poni’ (cf. Poni (a personal 
name), ng’umi ’needle’)

(b.) nAn gwdkindyA Wani t£rd ’I made a papyrus
mat for Wani’ (cf. WAni (a personal name),
tArd 'papyrus mat’

(c.) . . .a tin ng’iimi JadA ’ . . .gave a needle to 
Jada’ (cf. ng’umi ’needle’, Jada (a 
personal name))

If the first noun in a sequence of two nouns does not 
end in a High tone, then the second noun is of course not 
affected. A few examples illustrating this point are given 
in (204).

(204) (a.) Tombek a tin gftrA m6d6ng’ 'Tombek gave the
dove to the old man’ (cf. gurA ’dove’, 
modong’ ’old man’)

(b.) Kulang’ a tin sisiliwA Bojo ’Kulang gave 
the mushroom to Bojo’ (cf. sisiliwa 
’mushroom’, Bojo (personal name))

(c.) bddd a tin torA? tArd ’the craftsman gave 
his son a mat’ (cf. tore? ’craftsman’, 
tArd ’mat’)

(d.) bddd a tin tArd tore? ’the craftsman gave 
a mat to his son’ (cf. preceding example)

We have seen so far that in a sequence of two noun 
phrases, the rules of High Tone Lowering and High Tone
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Spread can affect the second noun phrase if the first noun 
phrase ends in a High tone. Let us now consider the fact 
that this sequence of two noun phrases is itself located 
after a verb, and this verb may end in a High tone. In 
particular, let us consider the case where we have a verb 
that ends in a High tone followed by a noun that ends in a 
High tone in its underlying structure but would end in a 
Low tone subsequent to the application of High Tone 
Lowering. Suppose that this noun in turn is followed by 
another noun that starts with a High tone. Does the first 
noun still induce High-Lowering on the second noun even 
though the first noun ultimately changes its final High to 
Low?

Examine the data in (205):

(205) (a.) 

(b. ) 

(c. )

.a tin modong’ p&td?

..gave the old man a string’

. & tin pdtd? modong’

.. gave a string to the old man’

.a tin pilili gwdrdkd?

..gave a small knife to the haughty man’
(d.) . . .& tin gwdrdkd? pilili

’...gave the haughty man a small knife’

Each of the nouns in (205) has all High-toned syllables: 
moddng’ . M M ? ,  Pilili. and gwdrdkd?. It is clear from
(205) that in every case the first of the nouns undergoes 
High-Lowering by virtue of standing after a word that ends 
in a High. In (205a) mddong* changes to moddng*. in (205b) 
oata? changes to patd? (the first syllable of the noun is 
realized on a High tone due to the application of High Tone 
Spread and Contour Simplification to the output of 
High-Lowering); in (205c) pilili changes to pilili and in 
(205d) gwdrdkd? changes to gwdrdkd? (where the first 
syllable of the noun appears as High-toned again due to the 
affect of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification, and
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where the last syllable appears as High-toned due to the 
fact that in a series of three or more High-toned syllables 
at the beginning of a word the last syllable escapes 
High-Lowering).

While the first noun in (205a) always undergoes 
High-Lowering, the second noun sometimes undergoes 
High-Lowering as well (cf. (205c) and (205d)) and sometimes 
does not (cf. (205a) and (205b)). What is the explanation 
for the fact that in (205d) pilili changes to pilili 
whereas in (205b) moddng* does not change to moddng’?
The answer seems to be clear: in (205d), the first noun 
continues to end in a High tone after it has undergone 
High-Lowering, and thus this noun is still able to trigger 
High-Lowering on the following noun; in (205b), on the 
other hand, once the first noun has undergone 
High-Lowering, that noun ends in a Low tone and is thus not 
able to trigger High-Lowering on the second noun. Thus the 
correct results in (205) will be obtained as long as we say 
that High-Lowering applies to the first noun before it 
applies to the second noun. How can we achieve this mode of 
application of High-Lowering? Clearly, if we say that 
High-Lowering operates in a Left-tc-Right fashion across 
the sentence we can generate the correct data.

We have shown in (205) that the application of 
High-Lowering to the first noun in the Verb-Noun-Noun 
construction may prevent the application of High-Lowering 
to the second noun. When High- Lowering causes the last 
syllable of the first noun to become Low-toned, it not only 
prevents that noun from causing High-Lowering (as shown 
above), but it also prevents that noun from triggering High 
Tone Spread (since the noun no longer has a final High that 
can spread). On the other hand, if the first noun continues 
to end in a High tone subsequent to undergoing 
High-Lowering, that High will be able to spread onto a 
following word. These facts are shown in (206):
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(206) (a.) ...a tin tdtdn bikdti?

’...gave the young men a feast’
(cf. tdtdn ’young men’, bCldti? ’feast’)

(b.) ...k tin tk k&rin ’...gave you a name’
(cf. tk ’you’, a Hi monosyllabic noun; 
karin ’name’)

(c.) ...k tin bdyitat j&da ’...gave the net to 
Jada’ (cf. bdyitdt ’net’, J&da (personal 
name)’

We have shown so far that in a Verb-Noun-Noun 
sequence, the High at the end of the verb will trigger 
High-Lowering on the immediately following noun; once the 
tonal shape of the first noun has thus been determined, 
that tonal shape will determine the tonal shape of the 
second noun. In (207) we show that application of High Tone 
Spread from the verb to the first noun will in no way 
impair the ability of the first noun to affect the second 
noun. The reason for this is obvious: the effect of High 
Tone Spread is never to delete a High-toned final mora or 
to create a High-toned final mora, thus it cannot impinge 
in any way on whether a word can trigger High-Lowering or 
High Tone Spread on a following word.

(207) (a.) ...a j&kin poni kere '...took to Poni a
gourd’ (cf. poni (personal name), kere 
’gourd’)

(b.) do a jakin wani ki’bd 'you brought to Wani 
a canoe’ (cf. w&ni (personal name), ki’bd 
’canoe’)

(c.) ...a tin kdrdk yaba ’...gave the spade to 
the old man’ (cf. kdrdk ’spade’, yaba ’old 
man’ )

In (207a) and (207b), a LH noun becomes HH after a verb 
ending in a High as a consequence of High Tone Spread and 
Contour Simplification. The noun of course continues to be 
able to trigger High-Lowering and High Tone Spread on the
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immediately following noun. In (207c) a LHL noun becomes 
HHL after a verb ending in a High, again as a consequence 
of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification. But since 
this noun continues to end in a Low tone it cannot cause 
any change on an immediately following noun.

We have shown that (a) High-Lowering must apply in a 
Left-to-Right fashion, at least to the major constituents 
in the Verb-Noun-Noun sequences examined; (b) the 
application of High Tone Spread to the first noun will in 
no way affect the application of High-Lowering to the 
second noun (due to the fact that High Tone Spread can 
neither feed nor bleed application of High-Lowering.

In Chapter 5, we turn our attention to the tonal 
behavior of the verb, verbal particles, and the adverb.
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CHAPTER 5 

VERB PHRASE TONOLOGY

5.0. Verbs in context.
In Chapter 4 we examined the tonal behavior of nouns

(and other elements in the noun phrase) in terms of the 
phrase-level tonological rules that we discovered in Bari 
—  particularly. High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread. 
In this chapter we turn our attention to the verbal word, 
other elements in the verbal phrase, and elements operating 
at the clause level (rather than inside the noun phrase) 
and examine their behavior in terms of these same phrase- 
level tonal rules.

The first topic that we will be concerned with is 
whether the verbal word is tonally affected by a preceding 
word. But before we examine this issue, there is one aspect 
of the tonal structure of Bari verbs that we must clarify. 
The verbal forms discussed in Chapter 2 were, for the most 
part, cited in the shape that they have in the context
after the past tense particle (We referred to this as
their isolation form.) Only in the case of the
reduplicative and repetitive stems did we cite examples in 
other contexts.

We mentioned that there is another form of the verb, a 
form that we labelled the context form. The context form of 
the verb appears, for example, in certain situations where
no verbal particle is employed. In general, a verbal word
(when functioning as the main verb of a sentence) is
preceded by one or more verbal particles (for a discussion 
of these particles, see below). There is, however, a 
habitual construction that is used without any particle. In
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this context we find that, in some cases, the verb appears 
in a shape that differs from the isolation form. Examples 
follow:

(1) (a.) Jad& ’dep p6r6k ling’
’Jada holds it every day’
(’ddp, a H root)

(b.) Poni ’ddp pdrdk ling’
’Poni holds it every day’

(c.) Jada mok pdrdk ling’
’Jada holds it every day’
(mok, a LHL root)

(d.) Poni mok pdrdk ling’
’Poni holds it every day’

(e.) Pdni ’buyut p£rdk ling’
’Poni sharpens it every day’
(’buyut, a H root)

(d. ) Pdni sApuk (or: s&pCik) pdrdk ling’
’Poni overturns it every day’
(s&puk, a LHL root)

In (1) we see that LHL verbs appear in what we have termed 
their isolation forms (cf. mok. s&Puk). The only deviation 
from this is that «At>uk can also be pronounced with a LL 
pattern in (1) and this is not a possible isolation form.

We see in (1) that monosyllabic H verbs assume a Low 
pronunciation in this context while a H bisyllabic verb 
appears with the shape LH. These changes are independent of 
whether the preceding noun is L-final or H-final. We have 
no very good explanation for the particular patterning that 
is observed in (1) for the H roots. There is clear evidence 
below that trisyllabic and longer H verbal forms display a 
LHL pattern. Thus it seems that in this habitual 
construction, High verbs have the shape L if monosyllabic, 
LH if bisyllabic, and LHL if trisyllabic or longer.

The habitual form of an indefinite verb is shown in
(2 ):
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(2) (a.) JAdA ’debba pdrdk ling*

’Jada holds s.t. every day’
(b.) Pdni mdggA pdrok ling’

’Poni holds s.t. every day’
(c.) JAdA ’buyuddyA p6rdk ling’

’Jada shai'pens s.t. every day’
(d.) Pdni sAptiggA pdrdk ling’

'Poni overturns s.t. every day’
LHL indefinite verbs in (2) continue tc display their 
isolation form. An indefinite H verb based on a 
monosyllabic root has the shape LH, which is of course 
parallel to the LH shape displayed in (1) by the bisyllabic 
verb root * buyut. An indefinite H verb based on a 
bisyllabic root displays a LHL pattern in the habitual. We 
see throughout the following discussion that whenever the 
verbal form is trisyllabic or longer, it displays a LHL 
melody even if underlyingly a High root.

The habitual form of a benefactive verb is shown in
(3):

(3) (a.) Pdni ’ddpAkin pdrdk ling’
’Poni holds it for him every day’

(b.) Jada mdkakin p6r6k ling’
’Jada holds it for him every day’

(c.) JAdA ’buyutAkin pdrdk ling’
’Jada sharpens it for him every day’

(d.) Pdni sApukAkin pdrdk ling’
’Poni overturns it for him every day’

Notice that both underlying H and underlying LHL roots both 
display a LHL melody in these forms. This same melody is 
manifested in the corresponding indefinite forms:

(4) (a.) JAdA ’depakindyA p6rdk ling’
’Jada holds s.t. for him every day’
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(b.) JAdA mdkakindyA pdrdk ling’

’Jada holds s.t. for him every day’
(c.) JAdA ’bCiyutAkindyA pdrdk ling’

’Jada sharpens s.t. for him every day’
(d.) Pdni sAptikAkindyA pdrdk ling’

’Poni overturns s.t. for him every day’

The habitual form of the direction toward verb is 
illustrated in (5):

(5) (a.) JAdA ’ddp-un pdrdk ling’
’Jada holds it this way every day’

(b.) Poni mdk-un pArdk ling’
’Poni holds it this way every day’

(c.) JAdA ’buyut-Cin pArdk ling’
’Jada sharpens it this way every day’

(d.) JAdA sAp&k-An pArdk ling’
’Jada overturns it this way every day’

Examination of these data show that LHL verb roots have
their citation form (LH in the case of mok-un and LHL in
the case of sApflk-dnf. A form base on a H monosyllabic root 
also has a LH shape —  cf. ’dep-un. This is the shape that
all bisyllabic High forms have in the habitual. A form
based on a H bisyllabic root has the shape LHL —  again, 
like all trisyllabic or longer High forms in the habitual.

The corresponding indefinite forms are unremarkable:
’depundva. mokundya, ’buvutundva. g&pAkftndyft. They are all 
trisyllabic and thus show the LHL pattern.

Direction away verbal forms are all trisyllabic or 
longer and thus also all display a LHL melody in the 
habitual:

(6) (a.) Pdni ’ddpArA? pArdk ling’
’Poni holds it that way every day’
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(b.) Pdni mdkdra? pdrdk ling’

’Poni holds it that way every day’
(c.) Pdni ’b&ydtdri? pdrdk ling’

’Poni sharpens it that way every day’
(d.) Pdni sdpukdrd? pdrdk ling’

'Poni overturns it that way every day’
Again, the indefinite forms are unremarkable: ’dep&ddu. 
mdkdddu. ’ b&yfrtAddCi. sisukMdti •

The simple passive verb in the habitual is rather 
interesting. Examples:

(7) (a.) ng’uro ’depa pdrdk ling’
’the child is held every day’

(b.) kere mdka pdrdk ling’
'the gourd is held everyday’

(c.) wale ’buyutd pdrdk ling’
’the knife is sharpened every day’

(d.) kiti sdpukd pdrdk ling’
’the chair is overturned every day’

LHL verb roots display their citation forms (LF in the case 
of mdkA and LHH in the case of ’s&ptikd). The passive based 
on a monosyllabic verb root shows the pattern LH, which is 
—  of course —  just the pattern that all bisyllabic High 
verbal forms show in the habitual. The example (7c) is 
noteworthy. If we assume that trisyllabic and longer verbal 
forms are assigned a LHL melody in the habitual 
construction, then the form ’bCiyut-a shows clearly that the 
H tone associated with the passive suffix is not replaced 
by this LHL pattern. In other words, ’buyut-a behaves like 
a word that has a LHL melody and a High tone associated 
with the passive suffix. It does not behave like a word 
with .just a LHL melody.

Passive benefactive verbal forms (as they appear in the 
habitual construction) are illustrated in (8):
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(8) H , f.QQj&S

’d&p&ki?
’buyutaki?
LHL roots
mdk&ki?
s&ptik&ki?

These verbal forms display a LHL pattern consistently, 
regardless of the lexical tone of the root.

(9) exemplifies direction toward passive forms in the 
habitual construction:

(9) H roots
’depwe?
’buyutwe?
LHL-EQ-Qtg
mokwe?
s&pukw&?

These examples consistently exhibit a LHL melody, 
regardless of the underlying tonal structure of the root. 
It is perhaps not obvious why *dfepwe? should have this 
pattern, given that elsewhere in the data on the habitual 
construction we have seen that underlying High verbs 
exhibit a LH pattern when the verb form is bisyllabic. That 
is, we might have expected ’d6owe? instead of ’depwe?. The 
only suggestion that we can make is that 1depwe? is only 
superificially bisyllabic —  it is presumably derived from 
/’dep-u-e-?/. Thus the shape 1depwe? may in fact simply 
represent the LHL melody expected of any trisyllabic verbal 
form based on a H verb root.

Other derived passives do not shed any additional 
light on this construction, so we will dispense with 
further exemplification. The reader will perhaps recognize 
that the tonal patterning exhibited in this particular
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construction (where the verb word is not preceded by any 
particle) is the same patterning as was noted in Chapter 4 
in connection with various other syntactic constructions 
where the verb was not preceded by a particle (cf. the 
discussion of relative clauses, interrogatives). This 
tonal pattern clearly has nothing to do with the tonal 
shape of the environment —  indeed, it should be noted that 
a H-final word has no affect at all on the verbal forms 
discussed above. The verbal forms are susceptible neither 
to High Tone Lowering nor to High Tone Spread. The 
underlyingly LHL verbs remain intact, while the 
underlyingly High verbs assume the shape L (if
monosyllabic), LH (if bisyllabic), and LHL (if trisyllabic
or longer).

Let us now consider various contexts in which a verbal 
word may appear in Bari and examine whether the verbal 
word is subject to High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread. 
In order to see whether a verb is subject to these rules, 
we must find environments where the verb can be preceded by 
a word that ends in a High tone. There are several such 
environments.

5.1. Post-H verbs: the "infinitive" construction.
One construction where a verb form may follow 

immediately a H-toned word is when the verb stem functions
as a sort of ’infinitive’ complement to an immediately
preceding verb. Examples appear below. (It should be noted 
that in this construction, the indefinite form of the verb 
is used. Definite forms of the verb are generally excluded, 
although an irregular verb such as tfi can occur in this 
infinitival construction.)

(10) (a.) nan nyanyar gwdja ’I like to dance’
(cf. gwo-j-a, indef. form of gwo ’dance’)

(b.) nan deden wurj& ’I know how to write’
(cf. wtir-jindef. form of wur ’write’)
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(c.) Pdni nyanydr derja ’Poni likes to cook’) 
(cf. der-j-a, indef. form of ’der ’cook’)

(d. ) J&da ny&ny&r til ’Jada likes to go’
(cf. tu ’go’)

Notice that the main verb in (10) is H-final and a HL 
verbal form such as gwd.id. wtir.iA. der.ict. and ±u all lower 
their initial H to L when they function as a complement to 
a H-final verb. This change certainly suggests that verbs 
may be undergoing High Tone Lowering. If we assume that the 
complement verb has undergone High Tone Lowering, then we 
must assume that the H of the preceding word is not (after 
triggering High Tone Lowering) able to spread onto the 
verb, gwo.id would be entirely parallel to the noun kopd in 
this respect, and ifi would be entirely parallel to ng*un 
(cf. Chapter 4 for discussion of the failure of High Tone 
Spread to apply to the output of High Tone Lowering in the 
case of HL... words).

Consider next the indefinite form of a bisyllabic H 
verb in the post-H environment:

(11) (a.) Poni d§ m&m4r ’borojS. kadi
’Poni will try to smear the house’
(cf. ’bdro-j-a, indef. form of ’boro

’smear’)
(b.) nan nyany&r ’buyuddya wale

’I like to sharpen the knife’
(cf. ’buyud-dy-a, indef. form of ’buyut

’sharpen’)
(c.) mama nyanyar kurubba kumura

’my mother likes to roast oil seeds’
(cf. kurub-b-fi, indef. form of kurup

’roast’)

The data in (11) show that a HHF verb (which is the form 
that a High bisyllabic verb root will have in the 
indefinite form) changes to HI.*F in the post-H environment.
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This, again, is just the change that a HHF noun undergoes 
in the post-H environment (cf. stimfrttl ’fish’, which has 
the post-H shape stimfrtti).

If the indefinite form of a LHL verb root appears 
after a H-final verb in the infinite construction, we get 
the following results:

(12) (a.) JadA btibdlA kdndya ’Jada is able to read’ 
(cf. ken-dy-a, indef. form of ken ’read’)

(b.) Jada nyanyar mogga kura?
’Jada likes to hold the ball’
(cf. mog-g-a, indef. form of mok ’catch’)

(c.) Pdni ddddn meddyA kita
’Poni knows how to look after her job’
(cf. mdd-dy-a, indef. form of met ’see’)

(d.) ng’uro nyAnyar kAbtirjA pldng’
’the child likes to splash water’
(cf. kAbdr-j-A, indef. form of kAbur

’agitate’)
(e.) yaro nyanyar sApdggA ki’bd

’the hippo likes to overturn a canoe’
(cf. sApug-g-A, indef. form of sApuk

’overturn’)
(f.) Pdni bubCilA dililijA ’bdldt

'Poni is able to winnow grain’
(cf. dilili-j-a, indef. form of dilili

’winnow’)

An examination of LHL indefinite verbs, which all 
begin with a Low tone on their initial syllable, reveals 
that their initial L is raised to H in the post-H 
environment. This is clearly to be analyzed in a fashion 
parallel to our analysis of nouns in the post-H 
environment: namely, the raising of an initially Low verb 
is simply the consequence of High Tone Spread followed by 
Contour Simplification.

It is possible to use indefinite forms of extended 
verbs in the infinitive construction. Some examples are
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given in (13) of the benefactive indefinite form of the 
verb:

(13) (a.) nan nyany&r ddr-d-kin-dy-S. ..
’I like to cook for...’
(cf. ddr-d-kin-dy-S. ’cook for (indef.)’)

(b.) J&d!i nyany&r met-6-kin-dy-a. . .
’Jada likes to see s.t. for...’
(cf. m6t-d-kin-dy-& ’see s.t. for (indef.)’)

(c.) nan nyanydr ’buyCit-d-kin-dya...
’I like to sharpen s.t. for...’
(cf. ’bdyut-a-kin-dy-a ’sharpen for

(indef.)’ )
(d.) nan nyanydr siptik-A-kin-dy-d...

’I like to overturn s.t. for...’
(cf. s&ptik-&-kin-dy-& ’overturn for

(indef.)’)

We see in (13) that a HHHF verb such as der-a-kin-dy-a 
or a HHHHF verb such as ’buvut-d-kin-dy-a changes to HLLF 
and HLLLF respectively. These are, of course, precisely the 
expected changes given (a) the rule of High Tone Fission, 
(b) the rule of High Tone Lowering, (c) the rule of High 
Tone Spread, and (d) the rule of Contour Simplification. 
The derivation of the post-H pronunciation of ’buyut-A-kin- 
dy-a is shown in (14) below.

(14) H H-- - L

I
<r

H
i
(T

H
I

(T

H
i
cr

’buyut-a-kin-dy-a 
H HLv’buyut-a-kin-dy-a 
L HL

’buyut-a-kin-dy-a 
L HL

’buyut-a-kin-dy-a

(input to the 
phrase-level 
tonal rules)

High Tone Fission

High Tone Lowering

High Tone Spread
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H_ ^ ___  L ^ ^  HJ
<r ’buyut-a-kin-dy-a Contour Simplif.

Consider next the case of indefinite benefactive verbs 
based on LHL roots: m&t-6-kin-dy-a and s&pflk-A-kin-dy-A. In 
the post-H environment, they simply raise their initial L 
syllable to H. This raising is, of course, analyzed as the 
effect of High Tone Spread followed by Contour
Simplification. It is not necessary to show the derivation 
of these items.

Besides the indefinite form of a simple verb root and 
a benefactive stem, it is also possible to use the 
indefinite form of the direction toward and direction away 
verb stems in the infinitive construction.

(15) (a.) Pdni nyAnydr ddr-Cin-dy-fl
’Poni likes to cook s.t. and bring it here’ 
(cf. d6r-Un-dy-& ’cook and bring here(indef.)' )

(b. ) n&n ny&ny&r mdt-iln-dy-A
’I like to see it this way’
(cf. mdt-Un-dy-d ’see this way (indef.)’)

(c.) nan ny&ny&r ’buyUt-4-d-d-u
’I like to sharpen it that way’
(cf. ’buyUt-d-d-d-u ’sharpen that way

(indef.)■)
(d.) n3n nyanyar sdpuk-A-d-d-fli

’I like to overturn in that way’
(cf. sAptik-A-d-d-Cl ’overturn that way

(indef.)’)

From these examples we see that a HHF verb such as der-un- 
dv-a or a HHHF verb such as ’buvut-d-d-d-u becomes HLF and 
HLLF respectively. These changes are of course just the 
ones that we expect if High Tone Lowering applies to verbs 
in the post-H environment. (15) also shows that a LHL verb
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such as mAt-un-dy-A and a LHLL verb such as sApdk-A-d-d-d 
changes Its initial L to H, presumably through the combined 
effects of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplication.

The passive form of the verb can also be used in the 
infinitive construction (recall that a definite versus 
indefinite contrast does not exist in the passive). 
Examples of the passive of a simple verb root appear in 
(16).

(16) H verb roots In the passive
(a.) ng’drd nyAnyAr sdnyd’the child likes to be sent away (to do s.t.)’ (cf. sdny-6 ’be sent away’
(b.) ldpddl nyAnyAr ’dipA

’a child likes to be held’
(cf. ’dAp-£ ’be held’)

(c.) wile bdbdlA ’buyCtt A
’a knife can be sharpened*
(cf. ’bdydt-A ’ be sharpened’)

(d.) kumdrA bubdlA kdrdpA
’oil seeds can be roasted’
(cf. kdrdp-A ’be roasted’)

LHL verb roots in the passive
(e.) loping’ nyAnyAr piyA

’she likes to be asked’
(cf. piyA ’be asked’)

(f.) mAtAt tl nyir d6k&
’the chief does not like to be sent for’ 
(cf. ddk-A ’be sent for’

(g.) kiti bdbdlA sApdk-A
’a chair can be overturned’
(cf. sApdk-i ’be overturned’)

(h. ) pidng’ bubCilA kAbdrA
’water can be splashed’(cf. kAbdr-A’ be splashed’)

(i.) ’b616t bdbdlA dilili-yA ’grain can be winnowed’(cf. dilili-yA ’be winnowed’)
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The data in (16), illustrating the post-H shapes of 

simple passives, are for the most part straightforward. For 
example, consider the passive forms of H verb roots first. 
Monosyllabic H roots have the shape HF in the passive—  
cf. sdnvfl. In the post-H environment the HF shape is 
replaced by a HL shape. This change is just the usual one 
for a word that has the two H5s initially followed by a L. 
The two H ’s escape High Tone Fission and thus remain 
represented as a single H linked to two syllables. In post- 
H position, this H is replaced by L as a result of High 
Tone Lowering. Eventually, High Tone Spread extends a 
preceding H over onto the first syllable, thus creating a 
HL sequence on that syllable (a sequence that undergoes 
Contour Simplification).

A bisyllabic H verb stem has the shape HHH in the 
passive —  cf. ’buvut-A. Such HHH verbal forms change to 
HLH in the post-H context, which is just the expected 
change given the application of High Tone Fission and High 
Tone Lowering.

Turning to the LHL roots in the passive, we see that a 
LHL monosyllabic root has the shape LF in the passive—  
cf. m£t& the passive of mdt. In the post-H environment, 
such verbs change their initial L to H. This change is 
obviously the result of High Tone Spread followed by 
Contour Simplification. Bisyllabic LHL verb roots have the 
shape LHH in the passive —  cf. sApflkA. passive of sApflk. 
These items behave rather strangely in the post-H
environment: they assume the shape HLH. This HLH is, of
course, a natural one if the verb were a H verb root (since
'buyut-a does change to *buvut-a after a H). But given a
LHL verb, which shows up as LHH in the passive, we would 
rather have expected HHH (due to the operation of High "’one 
Spread and Contour Simplification). A quadrisyllable LHL 
root has the shape LHLH in the passive —  cf. dililiyA. In 
the post-H environment, this word simply raises its initial
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The passive forms of extended verbs 
can also occur in the infinitive 
construction. (17) illustrates the 
passive of the direction away verbal 
form:

(17) (a.) nan nyAnyAr sdnydJI? pAjd
'I like to be sent far away 
(cf. s6ny6ji? ’be sent away’

(b. ) gfcrut bdbftlA gAlAji?
'money can be looked for (away 
(cf. gAlAji? ’be looked for aw&

(c.) kin6 nyAnyAr mdkAji?
’the goat likes to be held away t (cf. mdk-A-ji? ’be held away’)

(d.) mAlAsAn bub&lA kuruji?
’the farm can be dug that way’(cf. kdr&jl? ’be dug that way’)

(e.) wAlA bdbCilA ’buydtdji?
'the knife can be sharpened that way’
(cf. ’buy&t-A-ji? ’be sharpened away’)

(f.) ki'bd bdbCklA sAptikAji?
'the canoe can be overturned that way’ 
(cf. sApttk&ji? ’be overturned that way’

(g. ) ’b616t b&b&lA dililiyAji?
’the grain can be winnowed that way’

A H monosyllabic root has the passive direction away 
shape HHL. On the basis of the behavior of nouns in the 
post-H environment, we would expect such verbs to have the 
shape HLL. But in fact we find HLF. A High bisyllabic verb 
has the passive direction away shape HHHL. In the post-H 
environment, these become HLLF. We have no explanation at 
the present time for these unexpected modifications of High 
(passive direction away) verbs.

A LHL monosyllabic verb forms a passive direction away 
form with the tonal configuration LHL. As would be expected 
(given the rules of High Tone Spread and Contour
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Simplification), such verbs assume the form HHL in the 
post-H context. A LHL bisyllabic verb forms a passive 
direction away form with the tonal shape LHLL. As expected, 
this changes to HHLL in the post-H context. A LHL
trisyllabic verb has the shape LHLLL in the passive 
direction away, and it appears as HHLLL in the post-H 
environment.

5.2. Post-H verbs: the imperative construction.
There is an imperative construction in Bari that 

involves using the imperative form of a verbal stem 
followed by that same stem in its non-imperative form. (We 
use the word ’stem' here and not root, since a derived 
verbal stem may be employed in this construction.) For 
convenience, let us refer to the first verb in this 
construction as the imperative verb and the second as the 
cognate verb. When the imperative verbal form ends in a H 
tone, this construction creates the context for High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread to affect the cognate verb. 
The imperative form of a monosyllabic H root, both in the 
definite (unmarked) and indefinite, is H-final Some 
examples:

(18) (a.) tfcl-d tCi? ’bore a hole in it!’
(cf. tti? ’bore’, a H monosyllabic root)

(b.) tCl’y-i? tCl’y-4 ’just bore s.t. in it!’
(cf. t&’y-A ’bore (indefinite)’

(c.) kAp-d kdp ’follow him!’
(cf. kdp ’follow’, a H monosyllabic root)

(d.) kAb-b-i? kAb-b-Ci ’just follow!’
(cf. kdb-b-A ’follow (indefinite)’

(e.) tdk-d tdk ’cut it with an axe!’
(cf. t6k ’cut with an axe’, a H root)

(f.) ’dAp-e ’dAp ’hold it up!’
(cf. ’dep ’hold’, a H root)
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(g. ) ddr-6 ddr ’cook it!’

(cf. d6r ’cook’)
(h.) kfiur-6 kiir ’borrow it!’

(cf. ktir ’borrow’, a H root)

Notice that the imperative verbal forms tfr’y-
12, kdp-6. and k&b-b-l? all end in a H tone. When a 
monosyllabic H verb such as tfl? or k6p follows the 
imperative, its H changes to L. The H of the inmperative 
verb does not spread onto the cognate verb. This behavior 
of the H monosyllabic roots is, of course, precisely 
parallel to the monosyllabic H nouns that we have labelled 
Hi. Next consider the case when the cognate verb has a HL 
tonal shape. This occurs when an indefinite verb such as 
tti’v-A or k6b-b-fr functions as the cognate verb. From (18) 
above we see that these HL verbal forms convert to LL after 
a H-final imperative verb. This change again apparently 
reflects the application of High Tone Lowering to the 
initial H of the cognate verb, with no subsequent spreading 
of the imperative verb’s H onto the cognate verb. Of 
course, this behavior on the part of the HL verb is exactly 
parallel to the behavior of HL nouns such as k6o6.

In (18) we see that a H monosyllabic root changes to L 
in the post-H context provided by a H-final imperative 
verb. It should be noted, however, that this change of a 
monosyllabic H to L occurs only when the verb is in final 
position. In medial position, the H monosyllabic verb
remains H. Examples illustrating this point:

(19) (a.) tdk-6 t6k k&dini ’cut the tree!’
(cf. incidentally k&dini ’tree’)

(b.) ’dep-6 ’d6p ng’urd 'hold the child!’
(cf. ng’urd ’child’)

(c. ) der-d ddr sukCiri ’cook the chicken!’
(cf. sukuri ’chicken’)
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This variation between phrase-final position and phrase- 
medial is reminiscent of the behavior of the monosyllabic 
demonstrative elements, which appear (in the post-H 
environment) with a Low tone in phrase-final position but 
with a High when they are followed by another constituent 
in the same phrase.

In (18) we also see that HL (indefinite) verb changes 
to LL in the post-High environment. This change does not 
take place in phrase-medial position. In phrase-medial 
position, a HL indefinite noun appears as HH (both in a 
post-Low and a post-High position). The appearance of a LL 
shape phrase-finally, but a HH shape in phrase-medial 
position after a H-final imperative is illustrated in (20) 
below.

(20) (a.) dAr-ji-? dAr-j-A 'Just cook!’
(b.) dAr-Ji-? dAr-J-A AmbAtA ’just cook bread!’

(cf. AmbAtA ’bread’)
(c.) kAm-bi-? kAm-b-A ’just paddle!'
(d.) kAm-bi-? kAm-b-u ki’bA ’Just paddle a

canoe!’

The imperative form of a LHL monosyllabic root is H- 
final in the indefinite form. Consider the following 
examples:

(21) (a.) silggi? suggA ’sweep!’
(cf. sCkg-g-A, indefinite form of suk 
’sweep*)

(b.) mdggi? m6gg& ’just hold s.t.!’(cf. mdg-g-a, indefinite form of mok ’hold’)
(c.) kurji? kurju ’just dig!’(cf. kvir-j-u, indefinite form of kur ’dig’ )

We see from these data that a H-final imperative verb is 
able to spread onto the following L-initial cognate verb, 
triggering Contour Simplification (with the result that the
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LF sftggt?. e.g., becomes HF). These data show clearly that 
the changes in the cognate verb do not in any way depend 
directly on the tonal melody of the imperative verb root, 
but rather on the final tone of the imperative verb form.

The imperative form of certain extended H verbal roots 
are also H-final. For example, the indefinite form of the 
direction toward and the indefinite form of the 
benefactive.

(22) (a.) ’ dCik-Ctn-di.-? ’ ddk-Cin-dy-ft ’just carry
here!’ (cf. ’ddk-dn-dy-& ’carry (dir. 
towards, indef.)

(b. ) ’ dftk-d-kin-di-? ’ ddk-Ci-kin-dy-fi ’just carry 
for!’ (cf. ’dtik-(i-kin-dy-& ’carry 
(benefactive, indef.)’

From these data we see that a HHF verb such as ’duk-un-dy-fi 
and a HHHF verb such as *dfik-u-kin-dy-& change to HLF and 
HLLF in the post-H environment provided by the imperative
verb. These changes are obviously reflective of the 
application of High Tone Lowering and do not require 
further elaboration.

So far we have just illustrated this imperative
construction with imperative verbs that are H-final. When 
the imperative verb is L-final, no changes occur on the 
cognate verb. This occurs, for example, when the imperative
is based on a LHL verb root of any length (monosyllabic,
bisyllabic, trisyllabic).

(23) (a.) sCik-S suk ’sweep it (don’t x it)!’
(cf. stik ’sweep’, a LHL monosyllabic root)

(b.) mok-e mok ’hold it!’
(cf. mok ’catch’, a LHL root)

(c.) pi-ne pi ’ask him!’
(cf. pi ’ask’, a LHL root)
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(d.) met-e met ’see it!’

(cf. m6t ’see’, a LHL root)
(e.) kur-e kur ’dig it!’

(cf. kur ’dig’, a LHL root)
(f.) sApfidc-§ s&puk 'overturn it (don’t x it)!’ 

(cf. s&puk ’oveerturn')
(g.) dilili-ne dilili ’winnow it (don’t x it)!’

These data show that the (superficially) H root suk
(derived from a LHL underlying tonal structure) and the LHL 
s&puk and dilili are unaffected when preceded by the L-
final imperative verb. The fact that these cognate verbs 
undergo no tonal change in (23) when a L-final imperative 
verb precedes clearly establishes that the changes in the 
cognate verbs described above after H-final imperative 
verbs must be due to the effects of High Tone Lowering.

The imperative form of a bisyllabic H verb stem is 
also L-final and thus also (naturally) fails to affect the 
tone of the following cognate verb:

(24) (a.) k&r€ip§ kurdp 'roast in ashes!’
(b.) ’bhyute ’buyut wale ’sharpen the knife!’

The H cognate verbs here are unaffected since the preceding
imperative verb ends in a Falling tone (i.e. is L-final).

The imperative form of a H verb root in the direction 
toward construction is also L-final and likewise fails to 
trigger any change in a following cognate verb:

(25) (a.) ’dhku ’dtiktin ’carry it here (don’t x it)!’
(b.) ’buyutu ’buyutun ’sharpen it this way!’

We have shown in this section that the construction 
involving the imperative verb plus cognate verb provides 
another environment in which High Tone Lowering and High 
Tone Spread can apply to a verb word.
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5.3. Post-H verbs: the preposition /i/ and a following

verb.
Recall from Chapter 4 that the preposition 1 appears 

to have a floating H tone after it which (a) triggers High 
Tone Lowering and (b) High Tone Spread on a following noun. 
It is also possible for a verbal form to follow i. In this 
section we will examine the tonal consequences that this 
construction has for verbs.

A simple definite verb cannot appear after i. Rather, 
the indefinite form of a simple verb must be used.

(26) High verb roots
(a. ) Jada a tu i rdmbCi n£ kijakwa 

’Jada went to spear animals’
(cf. r6mb(k, indef. form of rem)

(b.) Jada td i ’buyuddya na kdle
’Jada goes to sharpen the hoe’
(cf. ’buydddyd, indef. form of ’buyut)

(c. ) Wani A tu tdggii na kaden 
’Wani went to cut trees’
(cf. tdggCt, indef. form of tdk)

(d. ) Poni a tu i kfir&bbfi na kftmilrA
’Poni went to roast the oil seeds’
(cf. kdrdbbA, indef. form of ktirtip)

LHL verb roots
(e.) nan t& i meddya na Jada 

’I go to see Jada’
(cf. meddya, indef. form of met)

(f. ) Poni tfi i mogga na kind
’Poni goes to hold the goat’
(cf. mogga, indef. form of mok)

Examination of the above data shows that a HL verb such as 
rembu remains HL in the environment after i whereas a HHF 
verb changes to HLF. The latter change suggests clearly 
that the verb undergoes High Tone Lowering. Although at 
first glance rAmbCi appears not to undergo High Tone
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Lowering, if we recall that the floating H after i always 
triggers High Tone Spread as well as High Tone Lowering, 
then it becomes apparent that rdmbft has first of all 
changed to rdmbft via High Tone Lowering and then to r&nbfr 
via High Tone Spread and then to r4mbft via Contour 
Simplification. The LF verbs in (26) —  e.g. mdddy&—
undergo High Tone Spread (from the floating H after i) 
followed by Contour Simplification. Clearly, then, the 
indefinite verbs in (26) above behave, when preceded by i, 
just like the nouns examined in Chapter 4.

The indefinite forms of benefactive verbs are
illustrated below in position after i.

(27) benefactive indefinite 
High verb roots
...i rimikindyfi ’...to spear for s.o.’
(cf. rimikindyfi)
...i derakindya ’...to cook for s.o.’
(cf. derakindya)
...i ’buyutakindya ’...to sharpen for s.o.’
(cf. ’buyutakindya)
...i ’bordkindya ’... to smear for s.o.’
(cf. ’borokindya)

LHL verb roots
...i mdkdkindyd ’...to hold for s.o.’
(cf. mokakindya)
...i metakindya ’...to look for s.o.’
(cf. metakindyd)
...i s&p<ik&kindy& ’...to overturn for s.o.’ 
(cf. s&ptik&kindy&)
...i dililikindya ’...to winnow for s.o.’ 
(cf. dililikindya)
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The High verbs in (27) above clearly show the effects of 
High Tone Lowering (operating, of course, on the output of 
High Tone Fission) followed by High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification. The LHL verbs likewise show the clear 
influence of High Tone Spread (followed by Contour 
Simplification).

The indefinite forms of direction toward and direction 
away verbs provide no surprises in the context following i. 
The following examples illustrate the expected application 
of High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread.

(28) direction toward indefinite 
High verb roots
...i rimCmdyfi ’...to spear s.t. this way’
(cf. rimdndyfi)
...i ’buyutundya ’...to sharpen s.t. this way’
(cf. ’buyutundya)
LHL-verb .*•<?.<?>?
...i mokundyi ’...to catch s.t. this way’
(cf. mokundya)
...i sdpdkCindyA ’...to overturn s.t. this way’
(cf. s&puk&ndyA)

direction away indefinite 
High verb roots
...i r6mdddu '...to spear s.t. that way’
(cf. r6m6ddu)
. . . i ’ buyiitdddu ’ ... to sharpen s.t. that way ’
(cf. ’buyutaddu)
LHL verb roots
...i mokaddu ’... to catch s.t. that way’
(cf. mokaddu)
...i dililiy&ddu '...to winnow s.t. that way’
(cf. dilxliyaddu)
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We have seen that, in the active voice, only 
indefinite verbal forms are employed after i .  It is, 
however, to use passive verbs after i  as well.

(29) High verb roots
...i r6md ’... to be speared’
(cf. r6m6)
...1 der& ’...to be cooked*
(cf. d£ra)
...i ’buyuta ’...to be sharpened*
(cf. ’buyuta)
...i 'borowa ’...to be smeared’
(cf. ’bdrowa)

LHL verb roots
. . . i mdkei ’ ... to be caught ’
(cf. moka)
...i meta ’...to be seen’
(cf. mdta)
. . .i sApdkA ’ . . .to be overturned’
(cf. sAptikA)
...i dililiya ’...to be winnowed’
(cf. dililiya)

An examination of these data shows that a HF passive verb 
changes to HL (clearly the consequence of High Tone 
Lowering followed by High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification), and a HHH passive verb changes to HLH 
(again, clearly the consequence of the same rules, but 
presupposing the application of High Tone Fission). The LF 
and LHLH passive verbs change to HF and HHLH after i. This 
is clearly the consequence of High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification. A LHH passive verb changes to HLH. We have 
seen this same change in section 5.1 of this chapter, 
though it remains unexplained.
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The passive of a benefactive verb in position after i 

is illustrated below:

(30) High verb roots
...i rimiki? ’...to be speared for’
(cf. rimiki?)
...i d6rak£? ’...to be cooked for’
(cf. d6raki?)
...i ’b&yutAki? ’...to be sharpened for’
(cf. ’bdyutaki ?)
.. . i ’bordki? ’...to be smeared for’
(cf. ’bordki?)

LHL verb roots
...i mdkaki? ’...to be caught for’
(cf. mdkaki?)
...i metaki? ’...to be seen for’
(cf. metciki?)
...i s&pftk&ki? ’...to be overturned for’
(cf. s&puk&ki?)

The data in (30) parallel data seen earlier in this 
chapter. The passive based on a LHL root behaves in a 
straightforward fashion. Since these verbs have the shape 
LHL and LHLL normally, in position after i we would simply 
expect the initial syllable of the verb to be pronounced 
High, with everything else remaining the same. And this is 
indeed what happens. The passive based on a High root 
diverges somewhat from what might be expected. Given that 
these verbs have the shape HHL and HHHL, we would expect 
them to assume the form HLL and HLHL after i. But they 
instead appear in the shape HLF and HLLF. This suggests 
that perhaps the Low at the end of the post-L form (e.g. 
rimiki?. ’buvutaki?) should be analyzed as actually being a 
Fall at some deeper level of structure. This Fall would
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manifest itself when the verb is subject to High Tone 
Lowering, but otherwise it would (somehow) simplify to Low. 
But we do not presently have sufficient evidence to pursue 
such a line of analysis.

Passive direction toward forms are shown in (31).
(31) High, y«rfr a w ta

...i rimwd? ’...to be speared this way’
(cf. rlmwd?)
...i d6rw6? ’...to be cooked this way’
(cf. derwe?)
...i ’bdyutwe? ’...to be sharpened this way’
(cf. 'buyutwA?)
...i ’bordwe? ’...to be smeared this way’
(cf. ’b6row6?)
LHL verb roots
...i mokwe? ’...to be held this way’
(cf. mokwe?)
...i metwe? ’...to be looked at this way’
(cf. metwe?)
...i sApukwA? ’...to be overturned this way’
(cf. s&ptikwS?)
...i dililiye? ’...to be winnowed this way’

Again, the LHL passive direction towards forms are 
unproblematic. These verbs have the form LF, LHL, and LHLL 
normally. In the context after a , they all simply show 
their initial syllable raised to High (via High Tone Spread 
and Contour Simplification).

The High passive direction towards forms are again 
somewhat divergent. A HL form such as derwe? appears to be 
unaffected by i .  But we can explain this form by saying 
that the floating H after i  triggers High Tone Lowering on 
derwe?. changing it to derw6?: the floating H triggers High 
Tone Spread, which ultimately results in derwe?. The HHL
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form *buyutwd? appears as HLF after i —  this is, of 
course, just the change that we saw above for the passive 
benefactive. In other words, all of the HHL or HHHL 
passives based on High roots assume the form HLF and HLLF 
in position after a High tone.

The passive of a direction away verb confirms the 
preceding observation:

(32) High yerb roots
...i rdmdji? ’...to be speared that way’
(cf. rdmdji?)

...i ddr&ji? ’...to be cooked that way’
(cf. derdji?)
...i ’btiyCitdji? ’...to be sharpened that way’ 
(cf. ’btiytitdji?)
...i ’bordwdji? ’...to be smeared that way’
(cf. ’bordwaji?)

LHL verb roots
...i mokdji? ’...to be held that way’
(cf. mdkaji?)
...i mdtaji? ’...to be seen that way’
(cf. metaji?)
...i sdpukdji? ’...to be overturned that way’ 
(cf. s&pdkdji?)
...i dililiyaji? ’...to be winnowed that way’ 
(cf. dililiydji?)

These data exactly conform to the observations above and 
require no additional discussion.

5.4. Verbal particles.
Bari makes use of a number of particles which are used 

in conjunction with the verb. In this section we will 
examine these particles in terms of (a) whether they
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themselves undergo the phrasal tone rules we have 
Identified in Bari and (b) whether they may trigger 
application of these rules on following words (particularly 
the verb word).

5.4.1. Past tense particle /a/.
The past tense form of a verb is formed by placing the 

particle a in front of the verb. This same (apparently) 
particle may be used in a predicate adjective construction, 
a is tonally invariant. It is not affected by a preceding 
H-toned word nor does it affect a following verb’s tone. A 
few examples to document these observations:

(33) (a.) Pdni a mdt ’Poni saw it’
(b.) JAdA A sApuk ’Jada overturned it’
(c.) pirlt A dumA ’the place is big’
(d.) JAdA A m&ddya munu ’Jada saw a snake’
(e.) Pdni A ’debbA ng’Ctro ’Poni babysat a child’ 
(f.) nan A dililijA ’b616t ’I winnowed grain’

From these data we see that A is unaffected by a preceding 
noun, whether that noun is H-final (like Poni). L-final 
(like JAdA). or Fall-final (like pirit). Furthermore, we 
see that H-initial verbs and adjectives do not undergo any 
change due to the presence of a preceding a, nor does a L- 
initial verb.

5.4.2. The perfective particle /A.ie/.
The perfective particle a.ie (probably to be regarded 

as a sequence of 4 plus jfi, though this is not particularly 
important for our present concerns) is LH and one might 
well expect that it would trigger High Tone Lowering and 
High Tone Spread on a following verb. But the evidence in
(34) shows that this particle does not affect the following 
verb.
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(34) (a.) nan AjA kdr ’I have dug it’ (kur, LHL root)

(b.) nan Aje ’yur ’I have burned it’ (’yur, H
root)

(c.) nAn aje sApuk 'I have overturned it’
(d.) nan aje ’buyut ’I have sharpened it’
(e.) nAn aje dilili ’I have winnowed it’
(f.) nan AjA meddya gworong’ ’I have seen a

beast’ (meddya, indef. form of mAt, a LHL
verb)

(g.) nAn AjA ’dAggd 'I have carried it’
(’d6ggd, indef. form of ’dAk)

(h.) walA AjA ’buydtA ’the knife has been
sharpened’ (’buydtA, the passive of ’buyut, 
a H verb)

(i.) nan AjA sAsApdk ’I have overturned it
frequently’ (sAsApdk, repetitive stem of 
sApuk,a LHL verb)

(j.) nan Aje kurukin ’I have dug it for him’ 
(kur-u-kin, the benefactive of kur)

(k.) nan aje ’dukdkin ’I have carried it for him’ 
(’duk-d-kin, the benefactive form of ’d6k)

That a.ie is not affected by a preceding word is shown in 
(35):

(35) (a.) Poni Aje der sukuri
’Poni has already cooked the chicken’

(b.) WAni Aje kur
’Wani has already dug it’

(c.) JAdA Aje ’buyut
’Jada has already sharpened it’
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5.4.3. Present and future tense particles.
In this section we examine the verb particles which 

are used in the formation of the present and future tenses 
in Bari and the shape that the verbal word exhibits when 
combined with these particles. The demonstratives lo/na. 
16/nti. ku!6/kun6. and kfilCt/kunft (masculine/feminine 
respectively) are used to mark the present tense while a 
variety of particles are used in marking the future-- 
namely, mo, ko. d£. and tCi.

As we will see below, the particles me, ko> and 
M  are invariant —  they are not affected by the final tone 
of a preceding word. The demonstratives are a little more 
complicated. Consider the examples below illustrating the 
demonstrative element /lo/.

(36) Jada 16 memet kiteng’
’Jada is looking after the cow’
Wani lo m£met kitAng’
’Wani is looking after the cow’
nAn 16 memet kiteng’
’I am looking after the cow’
Jada lo ni 
’Jada is here’
WAni lo ni 
’Wani is here’
kere 16 a likin 
’the gourd is lost’
ng’uro 16 a likin 
’the child is lost’

In (36) we see that the masculine singular demonstrative 
(which has the shape lo in its ordinary, pre-nominal 
demonstrative usage) appears Low after a word ending in a 
Low or Fall, and Falling after a word ending in a High.

This same pattern is exhibited by the feminine 
singular demonstrative (which has the shape na in its
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ordinary demonstrative usage):

(37) Bojo nd. memet kitdng’
’Bojo is looking after the cow’
Pdni na memet kitdng’
'Poni is looking after the cow’
mdldsdn na kukuru
’the garden is being dug’
Bdjo nd ni 
’Bojo is here’
Pdni nit ni 
’Poni is here’
kind ni. a likin 
’the goat is lost’
tdrd ni i likin 
’the mat is lost’

The bisyllabic plural demonstratives based on /kU/ 
plus /lo/ and /na/ exhibit the pattern LL when the 
preceding word is L- or F- final, and the pattern HL when 
the preceding word ends in a H:

(38) ng’wajik kuld memet kiteng’
’the (boy) children are looking after the cow’
ng’wijik kune memet kiteng’
’the (girl) children are looking after the cow’
merdk a likin
’the enemies are lost’

kisuk kune nydsu dird.
’the cows are eating grass’

The distant demonstratives, which have the shapes Id 
and n& (masculine sg. and feminine sg. respectively) in 
their ordinary demonstrative usage, are invariantly 
Falling-toned in the present tense construction regardless
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of the tone of the preceding word.

(39) Jada lu memet kiteng’
’Jada (there) is looking after the cow’
Wani lu memet kiteng’
'Wani (there) is looking after the cow’
Jdda lu yu
’Jada is over there’
Wani lu yu
’Wani is over there’
kerd lu a likin 
’the gourd is lost’
ng’urd lu d likin 
’the child is lost’

Bojo nu memet kitdng’
’Bojo (there) is looking after the cow’ 
Poni nu memet kitdng’
’Poni (there) is looking after the cow’
Bojo nu yu
’Bojo is over there’
Pdni nu yu
’Poni is over there’
kind nu a likin 
’the goat is lost’
tdrd nu d likin 
’the mat is lost’

When /kU/ is placed in front of the distant 
demonstratives la and njj, the resulting bisyllabic form has 
the shape LF after a L- or F-final word, but HH after a H- 
final word.
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(40) ng’wajik kCilu memdt kiting’

’the (boy) children (there) are looking after the 
cow'
ng’wajik kCinu memAt kiteng’
’the (girl) children (there) are looking after 
the cow’
m6r6k kuiu mAmArA
’the enemies over there are fighting'
kisuk kunu nyAsu dArCi
’the cows (there) are eating grass’

At this point, let us consider the analysis of the 
above data. The fact that the demonstratives .lo and na are 
Low-toned after a L, but Falling-toned after a H, suggests 
that in this context these demonstratives are basically 
Low-toned but are subject to High Tone Spread. In other 
words, a High at the end of a preceding word spreads onto 
the Low-toned aa and lo to form a HL sequence on these 
items. When the preceding word ends in a L, no such 
spreading of a High can occur and and lo surface with a 
Low tone. There does not seem to be any phonological 
explanation for why a4 and Is are basically Low-toned in 
the above context, but High-toned when they function as 
ordinary demonstratives.

The data in (38) suggest likewise that kulo and kune 
are basically Low-toned in the context in question, but are 
subject to High Tone Spread when the preceding word ends in 
a H. That preceding High spreads onto the first syllable of 
kulo and kune, yielding the intermediate stages kulo and 
kune. Contour Simplification then produces the correct 
output kulo and kune.

The data in (39) shows that lu and nu do not vary 
depending on the tone of the preceding word. We must simply 
assume that they are basically Falling-toned (i.e. have a 
HL sequence associated with them) in this context and are 
not subject to High Tone Lowering. The data in (40) are
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more problematic. In position after a L, we find the forms 
kiilu and kCmu. These suggest that a basically Low-toned 
/kU/ is combined with a Falling-toned la and &a. In 
position after a L, nothing happens. Thus the basic 
representations surface. But in the post-High environment, 
we would expect these items to undergo High Tone Spread, 
followed by Contour Simplification. The expected result is 
*kfilu and *kunu. But these are not correct. We must derive 
kulfi and kunu. This would seem to be possible only if the 
correct underlying representation for these items is /kCilu/ 
and /kCtnu/. We have no independently motivated analysis for 
this variation in the shape of the distant demonstratives.

Actually, the system is more complicated than
described above. The forms illustrated and analyzed above 
are appropriate only under certain circumstances (e.g. when 
the subject noun has been previously discussed). Somewhat 
different forms are used, for example, in answer to a 
question such as: what happened to the children, the goats, 
etc. For example, in this context, /na/ and /lo/ are Low 
when after a H-final word and High otherwise:

(41) kind na a likin ’the goat got lost’ 
tdrd na a likin ’the mat got lost’ 
kere Id a likin ’the gourd got lost’ 
ng’urd lo a likin ’the young boy is lost’

The demonstratives /kune/ and /kulo/ in this context are LL
after a H-final word, and HL otherwise.

(42) ng’wajik kune a likin ’the girl children got 
lost’
kisuk kune a likin ’the cows got lost’
ng’wdjik kulo a likin ’the boy children got 
lost’
mdrdk kulo a likin ’the enemies are lost’
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The demonstratives /lu/ and /nu/ are Low after a H-final 
word, otherwise High:

(43) kin6 n4 a likin ’the goat is lost’
tdrd nu & likin ’the mat is lost’
kdrd 14 & likin ’the gourd is lost’
ng’urd 14 & likin ’the young boy is lost’

Finally, in the context under discussion, /kulu/ and /kunu/ 
are LL after a H-final word, but HL after a L-final word.

(44) mdrdk kCilfii k likin 'the enemies are lost’ 
ng’wajik k414 k likin ’the boy children are lost’ 
wate kCtnCi & likin ’the women (there) are lost’ 
ng’wajik k&nCi k likin

Let us now consider the analysis of the preceding
behavior of the demonstratives in the present tense
construction. In these cases, it appears that the 
demonstratives in fact have as their basic form the same 
shape that they have in their ordinary demonstrative usage. 
For example, and M  are underlyingly High-toned. In
position after a H-final word, this H undergoes High Tone
Lowering (but not High Tone Spread), thus ending up Low-
toned. This, of course, is just the behavior that is and na 
have as demonstratives (when they are post-High and not 
followed by the noun that they modify).

Similarly, if we assume that kulo and kune are 
basically HL (due, recall from Chapter 4, to the word- 
internal application of High Tone Lowering), then their 
behavior in (42) is straightforward. They will appear HL 
after a L-final word, but after a H-final word they will be 
subject to High Tone Lowering (but not High Tone Spread) 
and thus will surface as LL. This, again, is just the 
behavior that the demonstratives kuld and kune manifest 
when they are post-H but not followed by the noun that they 
modify.
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The behavior of and nfi in (43) also suggests that 

(in this context) they are basically H-toned. They act just
like M  and la in that they are subject to High Tone
Lowering but not High Tone Spread. They thus appear Low-
toned after a H, but retain their basic High tone after a
Low. Finally, (44) supports the view that kunCi and kfllfl are 
HL in this context, just as they are in their ordinary 
demonstrative usage. In post-L position, they surface 
unaltered, but in the post-H environment their first 
syllable undergoes High Tone Lowering (but not High Tone 
Spread), thus surfacing as LL.

We have seen that the demonstrative particles, when 
functioning in the present tense construction, display a 
fairly complicated pattern of behavior. The particles 
marking the future tense, fortunately, are invariable in 
their pronunciation. We illustrate this fact in (45):

(45) (a.) Jada mo momok
’Jada will hold it’

(b.) kere mo gwagwalaka
’the gourd will break’

(c.) Kulang’ d§ ryAry&
’Kulang will find it'

(d.) ki’b6 d£ kakaraa
’the canoe will be paddled’

(e.) ng’urd ko mamat
’the child will bring it’

(f.) bongo? ko ’yu’yura
’the cloth will be burned’

(g. ) Jada tCi nyAnyA
’Jada will eat it’

(h.) Poni til deder
’Poni will cook it’
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5.4.4. The unreduplicated verb stem in the present and 

future tenses.
Generally speaking, the verbal particles under 

discussion in this section only occur with the 
reduplicative stem of the verb. It is possible, however, 
to use an unreduplicated form of the stem. We will now turn 
to an examination of the tonal structure of this form of 
the stem in conjunction with the various particles 
discussed in section 5.4.3. We begin with the demonstrative 
particles (we will limit our examples to lo and jia for the 
sake of convenience).

It is not possible to use the simple definite verb (in 
its unreduplicated form) after 16/nd. but the the 
indefinite form of the simple root can be used:

(46) H roots
(a.) Jada. 16 ’debba ng’urd

’Jada is holding a child’
(b.) Poni na ’buyiiddya wale

’Poni is sharpening a knife’
LHL roots
(c.) Jada 16 mogga ng’uro

’Jada is holding a child’
(d.) Poni na s&ptiggd kiti

’Jada is overturning a chair’

Examination of these data reveal that the verb in this 
construction appears in the same shape that we observed in 
connection with the habitual construction (discussed at the 
beginning of this chapter) and various other syntactic 
configurations where the verb is not preceded by a 
particle.

Derived verbal forms, both definite and indefinite, 
can be used in an unreduplicated form after lo/na. We cite
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examples of the definite forms only:
(47) benefactive definite

(a.) Poni nti ’ddpakin Jdda
’Poni is holding it for Jada’

(b.) Poni nti mdk&kin Jada
’Poni is holding it for Jada’

(c.) Poni na ’btiytitakin Jdda
’Poni is sharpening it for Jada’

(d.) Poni na s&ptik&kin Jada
’Poni is overturning it for Jada’

direction toward definite
(a.) Jddti lo ’ddptin ni

’Jada is holding it this way (here)’
(b.) Jtida lo mdktin ni

’Jada is holding it this way (here)’
(c.) Jada Id ’buytitun ni

’Jada is sharpening it this way (here)’
(d.) Jada 16 s&ptiktin ni

’Jada is overturning it this way (here)’

direction away definite
(a.) Poni na ’depara? yti

’Poni is holding it that way (there)’
(b.) Poni na mokara? yti

’Poni is holding it that way (there)’
(c.) Poni na ’buytitarti? yti

’Poni is sharpening it that way (there)’
(d.) Pdni na sdptikdrd? yti

’Poni is overturning it that way (there)’

The data in (47) confirms the parallelism between the 
shape of the verb in this context (i.e. after 16 and na 
functioning in the present tense construction) and the 
shape of the verb in the habitual construction discussed in
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section 5.0. An underlyingly LHL verb appears just in the 
same shape it has in its isolation form. An underlyingly H 
verb appears in the shape LH if the verb word is 
bisyllabic, LHL if the verb word is trisyllabic.

The data in (48) below confirms this parallelism even 
further:

(48) simple passive
(a.) ng’urd 16 ’d6pa

’the child is being held’
(b.) ng’uro Id moka

’the child is being held’
(c.) wal6 lo 'btiyutA

’the knife is being sharpened’
(d.) kiti na s&p&k&

’the chair is being overturned’

Examination of (48) shows that these data exhibit the same 
tonal pattern as we observed in the habitual: an
underlyingly High verb monosyllabic root appears in the
shape LH in the passive while an underlyingly H bisyllabic 
root appears in the shape LHH. On the other hand, an 
underlyingly LHL monosyllabic root appears in the shape LL 
in the passive, while a bisyllabic LHL root appears in its 
usual LHH form. Further discussion is not required at this 
point.

In place of lo and na in the above constructions one
can insert the future particles njQ and <ifi and the tone
pattern of the verb will be exactly the same. But the
future tense particles ko and tfi are not parallel. We
examine ko first.

Again, we cannot use the simple definite verb in its
unreduplicated form with ko. We can, however, use the
indefinite form, as shown in (49).
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(49) (a.) Pdni ko ’debba ng’uro

’Poni will hold the child’
(b.) Poni ko mogga ng’uro

’Poni will hold the child’
(c. ) Jada ko ’buydddya wale

’Jada will sharpen the knife’
(d. ) Jada ko s&pugg& kiti

’Jada will overturn the chair’
If we look at the examples in (49), it seems that the verb 
basically is appearing in its isolation form except that 
ko —  being a H-final particle —  is able to trigger High 
Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread on the verb. For 
example, ’buyuddya has a HHF shape in its isolation form. 
Its context form is ’buyuddya. In (49c), we find the 
pronunciation * buyuddya. This pronunciation clearly seems 
to derive from the isolation form, * buvuddva. with the 
application of High Tone Lowering followed by High Tone 
Spread and Contour Simplification yielding 1buyuddya. 
Similarly, mogga and sipuggi are derived from the isolation 
forms mogga and s&pugg&. through the application of High 
Tone Spread and Contour Simplification. The example ’debba. 
of course, exhibits the usual behavior of High monosyllabic 
roots in the indefinite -- they remain HH phrase-medially 
regardless of the tone of the preceding word.

Further evidence that Isq triggers High Tone Lowering 
and High Tone Spread on a following unreduplicated verb is 
shown by the varied data in (50):

(50) benefactive definite
...ko ’depakin Jada ’...will hold for Jada’
(cf. ’depakin)
...ko mokakin Jada ’...will hold for Jada’
(cf. mokakin)
...ko ’buyutakin Jada ’...will sharpen for Jada’ 
(cf. ’buytitakin)
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...ko sApukAkin Jada ’...will overturn for Jada’ 
(cf. sAptikAkin)

benefactive indefinite
....ko ’buyutakindya JAdA 
(cf. ’buytitakindya)
....ko sApukAkindyA JAdA 
(cf. sApAkAkindyA)
direction towards definite
...ko ’dApun ng’urd ’...will hold the child this 
way’ (cf. ’dApun)
. . .ko 'buyAtun wale '.. .will sharpen the knife

this way’
(cf. ’buyutun)
...k6 mokun ng’urd ’...will hold the child this 
way’ (cf. mokun)
. . .ko sApAkCin kiti ’ . .. .will overturn the chair 
this way’ (cf. sApuk&n)

The data in (50) are mostly unremarkable given the 
hypothesis that M  triggers High Tone Lowering and High 
Tone Spread. We see that a L-initial word regularly raises 
its initial syllable to H through the combined effects of 
High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification. A sequence of 
Highs as in ’buvutAkindya. will undergo High Tone Fission 
and then High Tone Lowering to reduce the intermediate 
form ’buyutakindya; High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification then yield the correct surface form 
’buvutakindva. The only surprise in the data in (50) is 
that ’depun remains HH rather than appearing as HL. This is 
a feature of phrase-medial position. A HH verb (e.g. a 
simple root such as ’buvut. a direction toward verb such as 
’deo-un. an indefinite form such as ’debba...) will remain 
HH phrase-medially regardless of the tone of the preceding 
word. We will see further examples of this later.
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The final set of data illustrating the ability of ko 

to trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread is drawn 
from the passive construction of both simple and derived 
verbs:

(51) simple passive
...ko ’dep& ’...will be held’ (cf. ’depa)
...ko mdkS. ’...will be held’ (cf. moka)
...ko ’buyutd ’...will be sharpened’ (cf.

’buyuta)
...ko s&p&k& ’...will be overturned’ (cf. s&puk£)

passive benefactive
...ko ’depaki? (cf. ’depaki?)
...ko mdkaki? (cf. mokaki?)
...ko ’bfiyut&ki? (cf. ’buyutaki?)
...ko s&pvik&ki? (cf. s&ptik&ki?)
passive direction toward
...ko ’depwe? (cf. ’depwe?)
...ko mokwe? (ex. mokwe?)
...k6 ’bdyutwe? (cf. ’buyutwe?)
...ko s£ptikw$? (cf. s&pukw6?)
passive direction away
...ko ’depaji? (cf.’depdji?)
...ko mokaji? (cf. mokaji?)
. . .ko ’bCiyutaji? (cf. ’buyutaji?)
...ko sfipdk4ji? (cf. s&ptik&ji?)
passive instrumental
...ko ’depari (cf. depari)
...ko mokarai (cf. mokari)
...ko ’buydtari (cf. ’buyutari)
...ko s&puk&ri (cf. s&pdk&ri)

The data in (51) provide further evidence for the 
operation of High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread on 
verbs in a post-High environment, but they also highlight 
the points where there are presently unexplained 
alternations. The straightforward cases need no discussion 
(e.g. the change of ’buvuta to ’buvuta or the change of
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mdka to m5kS) • The unexpected changes are that a LHH 
passive form such as s&pflk& surfaces as HLH after a High, 
and HH(H)L passive verbs surface as EL(L)F in the post-High 
environment (e.g. ’depaki? becomes 1depaki?. 'buyutwe?
becomes * buvutwe? and ’buyrata.ii? becomes IMz&fc&ill) • At 
present we have no clear understanding of these changes, 
although High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread are 
obviously involved in them (but do not seem to account for 
the changes in their entirety).

The future particle t& is like M  in that it allows 
the isolation form of an unreduplicated verb to follow it; 
however, £&, being Low-toned, does not trigger either High 
Tone Lowering or High Tone Spread on the following verb. As 
a consequence, the verb simply remains in its isolation 
form.

(52) indefinite form of simple root
...th ‘debba ng’uro 
. . . tii moggi. ng ’ uro 
...til ’buyuddya w&le 
...tu s&pdggA kiti
benefactive definite
...tii ’depakin ng’urd 
...th mokakin ng’uro 
. . .tii ’biiyutcikin Jada 
... tii ’ s&puk&kin kiti

The retention of the all-H pattern in an example such as 
’buvutakin shows clearly that (a) the verb in (52) is in 
its isolation form, not its context form, and (b) the verb 
is not subject to High Tone Lowering.

5.4.5. The reduplicated verb stem.
Let us now examine the tonal shape of the

reduplicative stem when it is used in conjunction with the 
present and future tense particles. In (53) we see that a H
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monosyllabic root has the shape LH in the reduplicative 
stem whereas a L monosyllabic root has the shape HH when 
the particles lo/na. m6. or precede.

(53) H verb roots
(a.) ...mo kCi-kur ’...will borrow it’
(b.) ...m6 re-rem ’...will thatch it’
(c. ) ...m6 yd-ydm ’... will marry her’ 
(d.) ...d6 ’yu-’yur ’...will burn it’ 
(e.) ...dS kCi-ktir '...will borrow it’
(f.) ...dS yd-ydm ’...will marry her’
(g.) ...Id td-t&n ’...is touching it’ 
(h.) ...16 ’dd-’ddp ’is holding it’ 
(i.) ...lo dd-der ’is cooking it’

L flti .v d r h  r <a < ? t a

(j.) ...mo nyd-nydr ...will cut it to pieces’
(k. ) . ..mo su-sung' ...will massage it’
(1.) ...m6 ju-jum ...will attempt it’
(m. ) . . .dS sii-sung’ ...will massage it’
(n.) ...dS ju-jum ...will attempt it’
(o.) ...dS nye-nye ...will cut it’
(P.) ...Id yu-yuk ...is tending animals’
(<1. ) ...lo ru-rung’ ... is rolling it’
(r. ) ...lo ku-kur ...is digging’

The verbal particles M  and t&, on the other hand, 
induces a HL tonal shape for the reduplicative form of a H 
monosyllabic root, while leaving the LHL roots in their HH 
form:

(54) H verb roots
(a.) . . .ko ’yu-’yur ’... will burn it’
(b. ) . . . ko la-Uk ’ . .. will untie it’
(c. ) . . . ko ku-kdr ’...will borrow it’
(d.) . . . td ’yu-’yur ’...will burn it’
(e. ) . . . tft la-lak ’...will untie it’
(f. ) . . . td ku-kur ’...will borrow it’
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LHL verb roots
(d.) ...ko nye-nyer ’...will cut it to pieces’ 
(e.) ...ko ku-kiir ’...will dig it’
(f.) ...ko mo-mok ’...will hold it*
(g.) . ..t& nyd-nydr ’...will cut it’
(h.) ...tii ku-kur ’...will dig it’
(i.) ...tii mo-mok ’...will hold it’

Reduplicative stems based on bisyllabic verb roots 
have the same tonal shape for all of the particles under 
discussion. The underlyingly H verb roots have the tonal 
pattern HHL in the reduplicative stem, while the 
underlyingly LHL verb roots have a tonal shape HLF.

(55) High verb roots
(a.) ...mo ’bu-’buyut ’...will sharpen it’ 
(b.) ...tii kii-kiiriip ’...will roast them’ 
(c.) ...dS bi-biding’ ’...will twist it’ 
(d.) ...Id ’ba-’barin ’...is shaving’
(e.) ...ko ’bo-’b6rd ’...will smear’

LHL verb roots
(f.) ...16 s&-s&puk ’...is overturning it’ 
(g.) ...mo ny&-ny&bur ’...will grind it’ 
(h.) ...ko t6-tdtum ’...will burn it’
(i.) ...dS to-tojup ’...will dress him’ 
(j.) ...tii y&-y&k£ ’...will send s.o.’

When a trisyllabic LHL verb root is the basis for a 
reduplicative stem, we find the shape HLHL occuring after 
all the particles under discussion:

(56) (a.) ...mo di-dilili ’...will winnow it’
(b.) ...na di-dilili ’...is (fern.) winnowing it’ 
(c.) ...d§ ’da-’dalili ’...will float’
(d.) . . .t£i ’da-’dalili ’...will float’
(e.) ...ko ’da-’dalili ’...will float’

Before discussing the tonal patterns that we have 
observed above in the reduplicative stem, it should be 
noted that these verbal particles may be used in
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combination. We illustrate these combinations below:

(57) mo k6
(a.
(b.
(c.

(58) d& ko
(a.
(b.

(59) ko tft
(a.
(b.

(60) t&
(a.
(b.
(c.
(d.

(61) lo mo
(a.
(b.

(62) lo ko
(a.
(b.

(63) lo de
(a.
(b.

(64) Id tit
(a.
(b.

nan mo ko ’yti-’yur ’I will burn it’
J&da mo ko me-met ’I will see it’
...m6 ko ’bu-’btiyut ’...will sharpen it’

nan d§ ko ’yu-’yur ’I will burn it later’ 
nan dS ko me-met ’I will see it later’

nan ko tCi ’yu-’yur ’I am going to burn it’ 
nan ko tCi me-met 'I am going to see it’

nan d£ tCi ’ yu- ’ yur ’I’m going to burn it 
just now’
n&n d§ tCi me-mdt ’ I am going to see it just 
now’
. . .dS tin ku-kurCip ’ . . .will roast them’
...dS tCi to-tdjup ’...will dress him’

.16 mo ’yu-’yur ’...will be burning it’

.16 mo nye-nyer ’...will be cutting it to 
pieces’

.16 ko ’yu-’yur 

.lo ko nye-nyer

.16 de ’yu-’yur 

.lo de nye-nyer

.will be burning it for 
sure’

.will be cutting it for 
sure’

.will be burning it 
soon’
.will be cutting it 
soon’

. . . lo tCi ’yu-’yur ’...is going to burn it’ 

. . . lo tCi nye-nyer ’...is going to cut it’
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(65) Id mo ko

(a.) ...Id mo k6 ’yu-’yur ’...will burn it one
day’

(b.) ...lo mb kb ’nye-nyer ’...will cut it to
pieces one day’

(66) Id mo t&
(a.) . . . lb mo tii ’yu-’yur ’it looks like x is

going to burn it’
(b. ) . . . lo mo til nye-nyer ’it looks like x is

going to cut it to pieces’
(67) lo mo ko tii

(a.) ...lo mo ko tCi ’yu-’yur ’...is going to burn
it one of these days’

(b. ) ... Id mo kb tii nye-nyer ’ ... is going to cut
it one of these days’

There is another future particle that marks a distant 
future —  namely, molu. This looks as though it might be 
regarded as a combination of two particles, with the mo 
somehow related to the High-toned me and perhaps somehow 
related to Id. But we will regard it simply as a bisyllabic 
particle for our present purposes. This particle behaves 
like lo, mo, and dj* in triggering a LH shape on the 
reduplicative stem of a H monosyllabic root.

(68) High monosyllabic roots
(a.) ...molu la-lak ’...will untie it in the

distant future’
(b.) ...molu ki-kur ’...will borrow it (d.f.)*
(c.) ...mdlu de-der ’...will cook it (d.f.)’
LHL monosyllabic roots
(a.) ...molu yu-yuk ’...will tend animals (d.f.)’
(b.) ...molu ku-kur ’...will dig (d.f.)’
H bisyllabic roots
(a.) ...molu ’bu-’buyut ’...will sharpen it

(d.f.)’
(b.) ...molu nya-nya’ddt ’...will stick it

(d.f.)’
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LHL bisyllabic roots
(a.) ...molu nyfi-ny&’bur ’...will grind it

(d.f.)’
(b.) ...molu si-s&puk ’...will overturn it

(d.f.)’

The particle 
particles:

molu may also combine with other

(69) molu ko
(a.
(b.
(c.

(70) molu tii
(a.
(b.

(71) lo molu
(a.
(b.

(72) Id molu th
(a.
(b.
(c.

(73) lo molu ko
(a.
(b.

..molu ko la-lak ’ 

..molu ko yu-yuk ’
.will untie it (d.f.)’ 
.will tend animals 

(d.f.)’
.molu ko ku-kdrCtp ’ . . .will roast them

(d.f.)’

...molu th la-lak 

. . .molu tfi ku-kur

...lo molu la-lak ’ 

... 16 molu ku-kur ’

.will untie it (d.f.)’ 

.is going to dig it 
(d.f.)’

is going to untie it 
(d.f.)’ 

is going to dig it 
(d.f.)’

. . . Id molu tCi la-lak ’ 

. . . lo molu tCi yu-yuk ’ 

. . . lo molu tCi ny&-ny&’

. . . lo molu ko kd-k£ir ’ 

...lo molu ko ku-kur

... is going to untie 
it (d.f.)’

... is going to tend 
(d.f.)’ 

bur ’ ... is going to
grind it (d.f.)’

...is going to borrow 
(d.f.)’

’... is going to dig it 
(d.f.)’

We have now given a fairly exhaustive survey of the facts 
pertaining to the tonal shapes of reduplicative stems
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(based on simple roots) when used in conjunction with the 
various particles marking the present and future tenses. 
Let us attempt to draw some initial generalizations.

For polysyllabic verb roots, the reduplicative stem 
has the same tonal shape no matter what particle precedes. 
Bisyllabic H verb roots have the shape HHL in the
reduplicative form, whereas bisyllabic LHL verb roots have
the shape HLF. Trisyllabic LHL verb roots have the shape
HLHL.

It seems clear that these patterns do not have any 
deep connection with the tonological shape of the preceding 
verbal particles., since Low-toned particles like and tu 
behave the same as High-toned particles like and k6. 
Thus the tonal shape of the reduplicative stem is not to be 
treated as a result of the tonological effect of the 
preceding particle. Still, these patterns have a quite
appealing explanation in phonological terms. Suppose that 
we claim that the reduplicative prefix is assigned a H tone 
by the morphology and that the verbal roots maintain their 
underlying tonal melody.

Given these assumptions, if we allow the H of the 
reduplicative prefix to trigger High Tone Lowering on the 
following High verb root, we can predict that this HH root 
will have the shape HL. The following derivation 
illustrates.

(74) H
I

H
’bu-’buyut 
H H
I |’bu-’buyut UTAP
H H
i / \’bu-’buyut Free Syllable Association
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H L

’bu-’buyut High Tone Lowering

S A
H

’bu-’buyut High Tone Spread
H L 

’bu-’buyut Contour Simplfication

We will see later that there is striking confirmation for 
this analysis of the H verbs in the reduplicative form.

Consider now the LHL polysyllabic roots. If we assume 
that the reduplicative prefix has a H tone associated with 
it, then we again generate the correct pronunciations—  
but only if we exempt these roots from being affected by 
High Tone Spread. Example derivations are given in (75).

(75) H LHL 
!sa-sapuk 
H L HL

H L HL
I I 1 /sa-sapuk

inapplic.
inapplic.
inapplic.

UTAP

Free Tone Association 
High Tone Lowering 
High Tone Spread 
Contour Simplification

H L H L  
\
di-dilili 
H L H LI I I Idi-dilili 
inapplic.

UTAP
other rules
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While we have no explanation for why High Tone Spread 
should fail to apply in such derivations, this is just one 
of many cases where we have seen that this rule is barred. 
It is, of course, not the case that we can bar it from 
applying between the reduplicative prefix and the verb root 
in general —  after all we need it to apply in the case of 
the High roots in order to explain why we get * bu-1buyut 
rather than * *bu-’buyut (which is the output that High Tone 
Lowering gives).

Let us put aside for the time being the polysyllabic 
verb roots and turn to the monosyllabic roots in the 
reduplicative stem. The behavior of the monosyllabic LHL 
roots (which surface as HH after all the particles) is 
fairly straightforward in the light of the preceding 
discussion. The derivation of the HH pattern is shown by 
the derivation in (76) below.

(76) H LHL
Ime-met 
H LHL
I \me-met UTAP
H LHL
i \f „me-met Free Tone Association
H LHL
ml-met Rising Tone Simplification

In other words, a LHL root such as met surfaces with a H in 
the reduplicative stems by the very same principles as when 
it occurs in isolation.

The High monosyllabic roots are something of a 
problem. They appear in two different forms: either HL or 
LH. Which form they assume depends on the choice of the 
particle that immediately precedes them. If they are
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preceded by Id, m£, d§» or mdlu. H roots appear as LH in
the reduplicative stem. If they are preceded by ±£i or l&s, H 
roots appear as HL in the reduplicative stem. In cases 
where there are a combination of particles in front of the 
reduplicative stem, it is the last particle that determines 
the shape of the verb. Thus a sequence m6 ko triggers a HL 
pattern (e.g. ’yfi-’yftr) even though by itself would
trigger the LH pattern (e.g. ’yu-’yur). Notice,
incidentally, that the choice of a LH versus a HL pattern 
does not have any apparent connection to the tonal shape of 
the particle: Is, me, and all trigger a LH pattern, and
yet they all have different tonal shapes. ^2 and t& both 
trigger the HL pattern, but they have different tonal 
shapes.

The HL realization is the one that we would expect 
from the tonological analysis that we have given the 
reduplicative stem. Why the LH pattern should occur after 
lo. mo. and <J£; (as well as in the absence of any particle 
at all —  cf. Chapter 2) remains mysterious. It is of 
course the pattern that we have observed for bisyllabic 
(unreduplicated forms) in various contexts (the habitual 
construction, relative constructions, interrogative 
constructions) —  i.e. in what we have termed the "context" 
form. But why the context form for a High verb should be 
used just for bisyllabic verbs after Is, mo, and d& is not 
at all clear.

At this point, let us turn to an examination of the 
reduplicative stems of derived verbal forms. (77) 
illustrates the indefinite form.

(77) H roots
(a.) ...mo ye-yem-b-a ’...will marry’
(b.) ...16 la-lag-g-u ’...is untying s.t.’
(c.) ...mo ’bu-’buyud-dy-a ’...will sharpen

s.t.’
(d. ) . . .na kti-kuriib-b-& ’ . . . is roasting s.t. ’
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LHL roots
(e.) . . .tCi nye-ny£r-j-a ’...is going to cut

s.t.’
(f.) ...k6 md-med-dy-a ’...will see s.t.’
(g.) ...mo ny6-ny&’btir-j-4 ’...will grind s.t.’ 
(h.) ...k6 s6-sip6g-g& ’...will overturn s.t.’

Recall that H verb roots in the indefinite have the 
shape HL when the root is monosyllabic (e.g. *d6b-b-a) and
HHF when the root is bisyllabic (e.g. ’buyud-dy-£t). If we 
assume that the reduplicative prefix assigns a H to the 
tonal tier, and that this H is able to trigger High Tone 
Lowering on the following verb, then the forms of the H 
verbs in (77) are unproblematic. The derivations will 
proceed as follows:

inapplicable High Tone Spread
[The failure of High Tone Spread here follows the 
pattern that we have consistently found for HL 
words. Recall, e.g., that the noun k6nd becomes 
kdo6 in the post-H environment.]

H H L 
’bu-’buyuX-dy-a (after tone association etc.)
H H HL

la-lag-g-u (after tone association)
H L L
la-lag-g-u High Tone Lowering

’bu-’b _ d-dy-a High Tone Fission
H L HL
I A. \l’bu-’buyud-dy-a
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h\ a  \f’bu-’buyud-dy-a
h:H L

1̂  1’bu-’buyud-dy-a

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

The derivation of the LHL verbs is straightforward 
(given the assumption that the H of the reduplicative 
prefix cannot spread onto a LHL stem). Recall that the 
indefinite forms of LHL roots have the shapes LF (cf. med- 
dv-a). LHL (cf. sAntig-g-A). and LHLL (cf. dilili-.i-A). The 
addition of a High-toned reduplicative prefix to these 
shapes yields the correct phonetic outputs.

The reduplicative stem of benefactive verbs in both 
the definite and indefinite forms is shown in (79).

(79) High verb roots
...mo 'de-’dep-A-kin 
...16 ’bu-’buyut-A-kin

..mo ’de-’dep-a-kin-dy-a 

..Id 'bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a

LHL verb roots
...ko mo-mok-a-kin 
...mo sA-sApuk-A-kin 
...ko di-dilili-kin

..ko mo-mdk-a-kin-dy-A 

..mo sA-sApdk-A-kin-dy-A 

..ko di-dilili-kin-dy-a

The data in (79) provide striking support for our 
hypothesis that the H of the reduplicative prefix triggers 
High Tone Lowering on a following H-initial verb stem. 
Recall that H verb roots in the benefactive have a H on all 
their syllables, while in the indefinite they have a H on 
all their syllables as well but there is also a fall on the 
final syllable. Thus in the post-H environment we expect 
HHH to surface as HLH, HHHH to surface as HLLH, HHF to 
surface as HLF, and HHHF to surface as HLLF. Examination of 
the data in (79) shows that these are indeed the shapes
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that a H benefactive verb stem has when preceded by the 
High-toned reduplicative prefix. (80) provides a sample 
derivation:

’bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a (after tone association,
etc. )

H H HL
i N’bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a High Tone Fission 
H L HL
i M’bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a High Tone Lowering

HL
............ V’bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a High Tone Spread 
H L HL
l \  \J’bu-’buyut-a-kin-dy-a Contour Simplification

The derivation of the LHL benefactive verbs in (46) is 
unproblematic, given that we have assumed that the H of the 
reduplicative prefix cannot spread onto the following (Low- 
toned) syllable. Recall that LHL verbs in the benefactive 
have the shapes LHL, LHLL, LHLLL, etc. Thus the addition of 
a High-toned reduplicative prefix to these stems (without 
accompanying spreading of that H) will yield the data given 
in (79).

In (81) we illustrate the reduplicative stem of the 
direction toward form in both the definite and the 
indefinite.

(81) High verb roots
...mo ’de-’dep-un ...mo ’de-’dep-un-dy-a
... 16 ’bu-’buyut-un . ..16 ’bu-’buyut-un-dy-a
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LHL verb roots

k6 mo-mdk-un 
mo s&-s6puk-Cm 
ko di-dilili-yfin

ko mo-mok-un-dy-a 
mo sA-s&puk-Cin-dy-A 
ko di-dilili-yun-dy-a

Given that in the direction towards form High verb 
roots have the tonal shapes HH, HHH (definite forms), HHF, 
HHHF (indefinite forms), the pronunciations in (81) follow 
automatically from the analysis we have proposed. Sample 
derivations should not be necessary.

Given that in the direction toward form LHL verbs have 
the shapes LH, LHL, LHLL (definite forms), LHL, LHLL, LHLLL 
(indefinite forms), the pronunciations of LHL roots in (81) 
is also straightforward. The reduplicative prefix adds an 
initial H tone, but this H tone does not spread onto the 
verb root.

The reduplicative form of the direction away verb is 
straightforward (in the light of the preceding discussion) 
and we simply list the forms:

(82) High verb roots

(Examination of the direction away forms of H and LHL verb 
roots will show that the effect of the High reduplicative 
prefix on these verb stems is exactly parallel to all of 
the preceding data.)

The last (active voice) derived form that we will 
consider is the instrumental. Recall that the active 
instrumental is always indefinite —  there is no contrast 
between a definite and an indefinite form. Examples of the
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mo ’de-’dep-a-ra?
16 ’bu-’buyut-a-ra?

...mo ’de-’dep-ad-du 

...16 ’bu-’buyut-ad-du
LHL verb roots

ko m6-mok-a-ra? 
mo sfi-sipdk-A-rA? 
ko di-dilili-ya-ra?

ko mo-mok-ad-du 
mo s&-sApuk-Ad-dOi 
ko di-dilili-yad-du
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reduplicative stem of an active instrumental form:

(83) High verb roots
...mo la-lag-gi ’...will use s.t. for untying’
...16 ’bu-’bCtyud-di ’...will use s.t. for

sharpening’
LHL verb roots
...ko me-m6d-di ’...will use s.t. for seeing’
...ko s&-s&ptig-gi ’...will use s.t. for

overturning’
...mo di-dilili-ji ’...will use s.t. for

winnowing’
The data in (83) appear to be based upon a form of the 
instrumental verb where both H and LHL verb roots display a 
LHL melody. In general, a LHL pattern for both H and LHL 
verb roots is associated with what we have labelled the 
"context" form of the verb. It is not clear to us at 
present whether this context form is always used for the 
instrumental under reduplication, or whether in addition to 
the forms in (83) there are other forms where the tonal 
contrast between H and LHL roots has not been neutralized. 
If instrumental forms such as ’buvuddi are available as the 
basis for reduplication, then we would expect ’bu-’buyuddi 
as a possible reduplicated verb. Further exploration is 
required here.

The instrumental suffix may be combined with the 
direction toward suffix. The result is shown in (84).

(84 ) High verb roots
. . .mo kd-kCir-un-di-ri ’ . . .will use it for

borrowing s.t. this way’
...lo ’bu-’buyut-un-di-ri ’...is using it for

sharpening s.t. this way’
LHL verb roots
...ko mo-mdk-un-di-ri ’...will use for holding

s.t. this way’
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. . .mo sA-sApuk-Cln-di-ri ’.. .will use it for

overturning s.t.’
...ko di-dilili-yun-di-ri ’...will use s.t. for

winnowing this way’

Again, these data simply reflect the fact that in the 
instrumental, a LHL tone melody is assigned in place of the 
lexical root melody, and that the reduplicative stem simply 
adds a H tone on the reduplicative prefix.

The instrumental suffix may also be combined with the 
direction away form; the reduplicative version of this 
construction can be seen in (85).

(85) High verb roots
...mo la-lAk-Ad-di ’...will use s.t. for untying

that way’
...Id ’bu-’buyut-ad-di ’...is using s.t. for

sharpening that way’
LHL verb roots
...ko nye-nydr-ad-di ’...will use s.t. for

cutting that way’
...mo sA-sApuk-Ad-di ’...will use s.t. for

overturning that way’
...mo di-dilili-yad-di ’...will use s.t. for

winnowing that way’

Again, these data simply reflect the LHL melody associated 
with an instrumental formation plus the H assigned to the 
reduplicative prefix. No further discussion is necessary. 
(We remind the reader that it may be possible that there is 
an alternative reduplicated verbal form based on the case 
where H and LHL verb roots are not neutralized in favor of 
the LHL pattern.)
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We have now examined the reduplicative stems built on 

active verbal forms. Reduplicative stems built on passive 
verbal forms are dealt with below.

(86) illustrates the reduplicative of a simple passive
verb:

(86) High verb roots
...mo 'de-’ddp-a (cf. ’dep-a)
...16 'bd-’buydt-A (cf. ’bdyut-a)

I jH L  verb roots
...ko m6-mok-a (cf. mdk-a)
...mo s&-sApdk-A (cf. sApuk-A)
...k6 di-dilili-yA (cf. dilili-ya)

Comparison of the pronunciations of the simple passive 
forms with the reduplicative forms establishes immediately 
that these data follow exactly the pattern we have 
observed. A High reduplicative prefix has no affect on the 
tonal pattern of passive verbs built on a LHL root (these 
forms are L-intial). A High reduplicative prefix does 
affect passive verbs based on H roots. In particular, the 
HF pattern changes to HL and the HHH pattern changes to 
HLH. These are, of course, just the expected changes if 
High Tone Lowering applies between the High reduplicative 
prefix and the verb stem (after, of course, the operation 
of High Tone Fission).

The reduplicative form of passive benefactive verbs is 
given in (87).

(87) High verb roots
..m6 la-lak-a-ki-?
..16 ’bu-’buyut-a-ki-?

(cf. lak-a-ki-?) 
(cf. ’buyut-a-ki-?)

LHL verb roots
...ko me-met-a-ki-?
...mo sA-sApdk-A-ki-? 
...ko di-dilili-ki-?

(cf. met-a-ki-?) 
(cf. sApdk-A-ki-?) 
(cf. dilili-ki-?)
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The LHL roots in (87) present no difficulty. A High-toned 
reduplicative prefix is simply added to the verb stem. The 
verb stem appears just in the form that it would were the 
reduplicative prefix not there (in other words, the H of 
the prefix does not spread onto the following Low-toned 
syllable —  just as we have seen repeatedly above). The H 
roots are a problem, however. Given the forms lak-A-ki-? 
and *buyut-d-ki-?. we would have expected that the 
operation of High Tone Fission, High Tone Lowering, etc., 
would have produced *16k-&-ki-? and *'buyut-&-ki~?. That 
is, we expect a HHL sequence to become HLL and a HHHL 
sequence to become HLHL. (Compare the discussion of nouns 
in the post-High environment in Chapter 4.) At the present 
time we have no good account of this unexpected pattern.

Reduplicative stems based on passive direction toward 
forms are illustrated in (88).

The reduplicative forms based on LHL roots in the passive 
direction toward form are unremarkable. The reduplicative 
form of ’d£p-we~? is expected: a HL pattern should change 
to LL in the post-High environment. The reduplicative form 
of ’buyut-w-e-?. on the other hand, is surprising. We would 
expect ’buyut-w-e-?. but instead find ’buvut-w-e-?. The 
phenomenon is clearly the same one that we observed above 
with the reduplicative stem of a passive benefactive verb.
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(88) High verb roots
mo ’de-’dep-w-6-? (cf. ’dep-w-6-?)
16 ’bu-’bCiyut-w-e-? (cf. ’buyut-w-e-?)

LHL verb roots
ko m6-mdk-w-e-? 
mo sA-sApuk-w-6-? 
ko di-dilili-y-e-?

(cf. mok-w-e-?) 
(cf. sApuk-w-6-?) 
(Cf. dilili-y-e-?)
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The reduplicative stem of a passive direction away 

verb is shown below:

(89) High verb roots
...mo la-lak-6-ji-? ’...will be untied that way’
. . .m6 ’bti-’buyCit-&-ji-? ’...will be sharpened

that way’
LHL verb roots
...16 me-m6t-a-ji-? ’...is being seen that way’
..-ko s£-s&p<ik-&-ji-? ’...will be overturned

that way’
...mo di-dilili-y&-ji-? ’...will be winnowed

that way’
Given passive direction away forms like lak-a-.ii-? and 
’buvut-a-.ii-? (High verb roots), as well as forms like 
met-a-.ii-? and s&ptik-A-.ii-? (LHL verb roots) the data in
(89) are entirely parallel to what we have seen above. The 
forms based on LHL roots require no discussion. The forms 
based on H roots show that given a HHL and HHHL stem, the 
reduplicative prefix induces the shapes HLF and HLLF rather 
than (what might be expected) HLL and HLHL.

Let us turn now to the passive instrumental. The 
reduplicative stem of this derived verbal form is displayed 
in (90).

(90) High verb roots
...mo la-lak-a-ri (cf. lak-a-ri)
...lo ’bu-’buyut-a-ri (cf. ’buyut-a-ri)
LHL verb roots
...ko me-met-a-ri (cf. met-a-ri)
...mo s&-s&puk-&-ri (cf. sapuk-i-ri)
...ko di-dilili-ya-ri (cf. dilxli-ya-ri)

Given that one variant of the (non-reduplicated) passive 
instrumental of High verbs has the tonal shape HHF and
HHHF, we naturally would expect these stems to appear as
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HLF and HLLF respectively in the post-H environment 
provided by the High reduplicative prefix. Given that there 
is also a variant of the passive instrumental for High 
verbs that has a LHL melody, we predict that High verbs may 
also display a reduplicative stem analagous to those cited 
for LHL verb roots in (90). The tonal shape of the 
reduplicative stem of the LHL verbs in (90) requires no 
comment.

We will conclude this discussion of the reduplicative 
stem of passive verbs by citing some cases where more than 
one suffix has been utilised. The passive direction toward 
instrumental form is illustrated in (91).

(91) High verb roots
...mo ku-kdr-w-6-?-i ’...will be used for

borrowing this way’
...16 ’bu-’buyut-w-e-?-i ’...will be used for

sharpening this way’
LHL verb roots
...ko ku-kur-w-e-?-i ’...will be used for

digging this way’
...mo s£-s&-puk-w-6-?-i ’...will be used for

overturning this way’
...ko di-dilili-y-e-?-i ’...will be used for

winnowing this way’

The form of the High verb roots in (91) reflect (as their 
basis) a form of the passive instrumental direction toward 
form with the tonal pattern HHF and HHHF. The addition of a 
H reduplicative prefix then naturally triggers a conversion 
of these patterns to HLF and HLLF. The LHL verb roots in
(91) reflect a LHL melody which is unaffected by the 
addition of a H reduplicative prefix.

The reduplicative stem of the passive direction away 
instrumental verbal form is shown below:
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(92) High verb roots
...mo ’de-’dep-a-ji-7-i 
...16 ’bti-’buyut-a-ji-?-!
LHL verb roots
...k6 mo-mdk-d- 
...mo s&-s&ptik-&- 
...k6 di-dilili-y6-ji-?-i

These data are exactly parallel to those above and do 
not require discussion.

Recall from Chapter 2 that the lexically reduplicated 
verb stems pose some special problems in that they do not 
reduplicate further to form the reduplicative stem, but 
they do change their tonal structure. We turn to this 
problem now.

Consider the examples in (93).

(93) (a.) ...mo li-l£ng’ 'will smoothen it’
(b.) ...ko bo-bot ’will soil it’

Recall that a LHL monosyllabic root would appear HH in the 
reduplicative stem —  cf. m6-mok. while a bisyllabic LHL 
verb root would have the shape HLF in the reduplicative 
stem —  cf. s&-s&puk. Thus the shape li-llng' represents 
an analytical problem since it conforms to neither of these 
tonal shapes.

We suggest the following analysis. Suppose that we say 
that in the case of the lexically reduplicated verb stems 
what happens is the following: the LHL melody association 
with the lexical reduplication is mapped onto the stem 
first. Then a High tone is associated with the first 
syllable of this form (recall that in the case of ordinary 
roots, this High tone is associated with the reduplicative 
prefix). The following derivation is thus predicted:
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(94) L H L

<r <r
I 1

li ling*

L H L
' 1 /<r v'
I Ili ling’

HL HL
Y Y
I Ili ling’
HL HLI V<r <r
I Ili ling’

The reduplicative stem of an indefinite form of a
lexically reduplicated verb stem is shown in (95).

(95) (a.) ...16 t£-ten-dy-a ’...is fixing s.t.’
(b.) ...mo ’di-’dig-g-A ’...will test s.t.’

It should be obvious that the analysis that we provided 
above will correctly derive these forms. Given that the LHL 
tonal melody of the lexically reduplicated verb stem will 
result in the shape tA-ten-dv-a. the attachment of a H tone 
to the first syllable as part of the reduplicative stem
formation (followed by Contour Simplification) will
correctly produce a H tone on the first syllable.

The reduplicative stem of lexically reduplicated verbs 
in some derived constructions is illustrated in (96) below.
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OTAP and Free Tone Association

H-attacment aspect of redupli
cative stem formation

Contour Simplification
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(96) benefactive definite

(a.) ...mo li-ling’-&-kin ’...will smoothen it
for him’

(b.) ...k6 bo-bot-a-kin ’...will soil it for
him

benefactive indefinite
(c.) ...lo te-ten-^-kin-dy-6 ’...is fixing s.t.

for him’
(d.) ...mo ’di-’dik-4-kin-dy-& ’...will test

s.t. for him’
direction toward definite
(e.) ...mo li-ling’-Ctn ’...will smoothen it this

way’
(f.) . ..ko b6-bot-un ’...will soil it this way’
direction toward indefinite
(g.) ...16 te-ten-Cin-dy-a ’...is fixing s.t.

this way’
(h. ) ...mo ’di-’dik-Cin-dy-A ’...will test s.t.

this way’
direction away definite
(i.) ...mo li-ling’-&r&? ’...will smoothen it

that way’
(j.) ...ko bo-b6t-&ra? ’...will soil it that

way’
direction away indefinite
(k.) ...lo te-ten-ara? ’...is fixing s.t. that

way’
(1.) ...mo ’di-’dik-ArA? ’...will test s.t. that

way’

The derivation of these items is straightforward and we 
will not provide a sample derivation.

The reduplicative stem of a lexically reduplicated 
verb in the passive is illustrated in (97).
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(97) (a.) ...mo li-ling’-& ’...will be smoothened’

(b.) ...ko bo-bot-a ’...will be soiled’
(c.) ...Id te-ten-a ’...is being fixed’
(d.) . . .m6 ’di-’dik-fi ’...will be tested’
(e.) ...m6 ku-ku’di-yd ’...will be tickled’
(f.) ...m6 ma-mdrdng’-a ’...will be threatened’

These data likewise follow from our analysis. Recall that 
in the passive of a LHL verb root, we have patterns like 
sdpuk-d and dillli-yd. Thus from li-ling*-d (the passive 
form of the LHL lexically reduplicated verb li-ling*) we 
can derive the reduplicative stem by attaching a H to the 
first syllable, which (after Contour Simplification) 
produces li-ling* -d. Similarly, from kCi-ku’di-yd (the 
passive form of the LHL lexically reduplicated verb ku- 
ku’di) we can derive the reduplicative stem by attaching a 
H to the first syllable, which (after Contour Simplifi
cation) yields ku-ku’di-vd.

The reduplicative stems of derived passive forms of 
lexically reduplicated verbs are shown in (98).

(98) benefactive passive
(a.) ...mo li-ling’-d-ki-? ’...will be

smoothened for him’
(b.) ..,k6 bo-b6t-a-ki-? ’...will be soiled for

him’
(c.) ...16 te-tdn-a-ki-? ’...is being fixed for

him’
Again, the analysis that we have suggested accounts for 
this tonal pattern straightforwrdly. We forego any 
additional exemplification of the reduplicative stem based 
on lexically reduplicated verb stems.

5.4.6. The particle /ling’/ ’almost’.
The particle ling’ has a H tone and it does trigger 

High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread on a following 
verb. The data in (99) below show that an underlyingly High 
monosyllabic verb undergoes High Tone Lowering after ling’.
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(99) (a.) J&dd k ling’ tdk ’Jada almost cut it with

an axe’
(cf. tdk ’cut with an axe’, a H root)

(b.) Pdni a ling’ ’dep ’Poni almost held it’
(cf. ’dep ’hold’, a H root)

(c.) nln & ling’ ddr 'I almost cooked it’
(cf. der ’cook’, a H root)

(d.) Jdda a ling’ k&r ’Jada almost borrowed it’ 
(cf. ktir ’borrow’, a H root)

(e.) Jdd& a ling’ jdng’ ’Jada almost took it
away’

(cf. jong’ ’take away’, a H root)

The behavior of a H monosyllabic verb in the post-High 
position is parallel to the behavior of the monosyllabic 
nouns we have labelled Hi —  that is, the verb H changes to 
L and High Tone Spread is unable to extend the preceding 
word’s H onto the verb.

However, this change of a monosyllabic H verb root to 
Low in the post-H environment occurs just in the event the 
verb is phrase-final. This is demonstrated by the following 
data:

(100) (a.) Poni a ling’ der rabdld
’Poni almost cooked bananas’
(cf. der ’cook’, a H root)

(b.) nan a ling’ kam ki’bd
’I almost paddled the canoe’
(cf . kam ’ paddle ’ , a H root)

(c.) Jdda a ling’ ki mere
’Jada almost climbed the mountain’
(cf. ki ’climb’, a H root)

Notice that these monosyllabic H roots that remain H in 
phrase-medial position trigger the changes that a H-final 
word is expected to trigger -- thus ki’bd and mere both 
undergo High Tone Lowering, and rabdld undergoes High Tone 
Spread.
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Polysyllabic H-initial verbs are illustrated in (101) 
below:

(101) (a.) Jada a ling’ ’boro ’Jada almost smeared it’ 
(cf. ’boro ’smear’)

(b.) JAd& a ling’ jonga 'Jada almost took s.t.
away’

(cf. jdnga 'take s.t. away (indef.)’

In (101a), a HH verb becomes HL; in (101b) a HL verb
becomes LL; The behavior of a HH verb and a HL verb is
exactly parallel to the behavior of nouns of similar tonal 
shape. The main point of difference is merely the somewhat 
odd behavior of the HL verbs (which in fact are always
indefinite forms of H monosyllabic verb roots). These verbs 
are HL in isolation, and —  in phrase-final position—  
change to LL (as above) when in the post-H context. But in 
phrase-medial position, they are pronunced HH, and their 
final H is able to trigger the rules that a H-final word 
triggers. We provide exemplification of these points in
(102) below.

(102) (a.) Jada a ling’ ’yurja tdro
’Jada almost burned a papyrus mat’
(cf. ’yur-j-a indef. form of ’yur, and 
t£rd ’mat’)

(b.) Jada a ling’ kurjd kiteng’
’Jada almost borrowed a cow’
(cf. k&r-j-i indef. form of kur, and 
kiteng’ ’cow’)

A L-initial polysyllabic verb undergoes High Tone Spread 
(plus subsequent Contour Simplification) after ling’. This 
is shown in (103).

(103) (a.) Jada A ling' luluk ’Jada almost bribed him’ 
(cf. luluk ’bribe’)

(b.) Jada a ling’ gwdggd ’Jada almost gave up’
(cf. gwok ’give up’, a LHL verb; gwogga, 

indefinite form)
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There is one very interesting problem, however, that 

now requires discussion. The behavior of monosyllabic LHL 
verb roots after ling’ is illustrated in (104) below.

(104)(a.) JadA k ling’ luk ’Jada almost pulled it’ 
(cf. luk ’pull out’, a LHL root)

(b.) Pdni a ling’ mok 'Poni almost caught it’
(cf. mok ’catch’, a LHL root)

(c.) nSn k ling’ pi ’I almost asked him’
(cf. pi ’ask’, a LHL root)

(d.) Wani a ling’ met ’Wani almost saw him’
(cf. met ’see’, a LHL root)

(e. ) Jada k ling’ kiir ’Jada almost dug it’
(cf. kur ’dig’, a LHL root)

Notice that the LHL monosyllabic root behaves differently 
from the H monosyllabic root. The former remains H in the 
post-H environment, whereas the latter changes to L. How 
can this difference in behavior be explained?

Recall that we have claimed that the LHL monosyllabic 
roots undergo the following derivation:

(105) L H L  
luk

L H L\luk
L H L
Mluk
L H L

Iluk

UTAP

Free Tone Association

Rising Tone Simplification

Given a representation such as the above, High Tone 
Lowering could not affect the H of the verb root (it would 
be separated from the H of the preceding word by a Low).
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High Tone Spread could extend the H of the preceding word 
onto the monosyllabic verb. This would create a situation 
where two tones would be associated with the monosyllabic 
verb root —  the H of the preceding word as well as the H 
that belongs to the LHL root melody. (There would be an 
unassociated L located between these two High tones.) We 
suggest that one of these two H tones disassociates 
(possibly as the consequence of a universal principle that 
prohibits two identical tones associated to the same vowel, 
if there is no other tone in between associated to that
same vowel). There is no evidence as to which H
disassociates.

We have seen that the behavior of both H and LHL verb 
roots after ling* supports the view that this particle 
triggers High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread. In (106)
we cite some examples of the simple (unextended) passive
verb after ling*. These forms likewise support the 
contention that ling* triggers the rules mentioned above.

(106)(a.) Jada & ling’ ’depa ’Jada was almost taken 
care of’ (cf. ’depa, passive form of ’dep)

(b.) k&dini a ling’ t6kd ’the tree was almost 
cut’ (cf. t6kd, passive form of t6k)

(c.) sukuri a ling’ ddra ’the chicken was almost 
cooked’ (cf. dera, passive form of der 
’cook’)

(d .) Jada k ling’ moka ’Jada was almost caught’ 
(cf. moka, passive of mok)

(e.) matat a ling’ piya ’the chief was almost 
asked’ (cf. piy&, passive form of pi)

(f.) m616s§n a ling’ kuru ’the garden was almost
dug’ (cf. kuru, passive of kur ’dig’)

(g. ) wale a ling’ ’buyuta 'the knife was almost 
sharpened’ (cf. ’buyuta, passive of ’buyut)
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(h.) war&g& k ling’ nya’ddtd 'the paper was 

almost stuck’ (cf. nyd’d6t6 , passive of 
nya’ddt)

(i.) ki’b6 k ling’ s&pbk& ’the canoe was almost 
turned upside down’ (cf. s&pfik&, passive of 
s&puk)

(j.) k&dini k ling’ dodong’a ’the tree was
almost shaken’ (cf. dodong’a, passive of 
dodong’)

(k.) ’b616t a ling’ dililiya 'grain was almost
winnowed’ (cf. dililiya, passive of dilili)

(106a-c) show that a HF verb will become HL in the post-H
environment (the consequence of the combined application of 
High Tone Lowering, High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification). (106d-f) show that a LF verb will become 
HF in the post-H context (through the application of High 
Tone Spread and Contour Simplification). (106g-h) show that 
a HHH verb becomes HLH in the post-H context (through the 
combined applicationn of High Tone Fission, High Tone 
Lowering, High Tone Spread, and Contour Simplification). 
(106i-j) show the special behavior in the post-H 
environment that we noted earlier for passive verbs based 
on bisyllabic LHL verb roots: a LHH passive verb becomes
HLH. Finally, in (106k) a LHLH verb becomes HHLH (through
the application of High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification).

In order to further highlight the generality with 
which verbs will change in the post-H environment, we 
illustrate some passive verbs based on extended roots. In
(107) we show the passive benefactive form.

(107) (a.) k&dini a ling’ tukuki? kak ’the tree was
almost cut down’ (cf. tukdki?, pass, benef. 
of t6k)

(b.) waraga a ling’ nya’d&tCiki? kak ’the paper
was almost stuck down for’ (cf. nya’dutuki?, 
pass, benef. of nya’ddt)
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(c.) kiting’ k ling’ mdkfiki? kctk ’the cow was 

almost held down for’ (cf. mdkaki?, pass, 
benef. of mok)

(d.) ki’b6 k ling’ s&puk&ki? ’the canoe was
almost overturned’ (cf. s&p&k&ki?, pass,
benef. of s&puk)

In (a) and (b) we see that a HHL verb and a HHHL verb 
change to HLF and HLLF respectively. These changes would be 
entirely expected if the verbs had been HHF and HHHF rather 
than HHL and HHHL respectively. We suspect that it may well 
be the pronunciations HHL and HHL (i.e. the form in non- 
post-H position) that is "exceptional" in some sense. In 
other words, these verbal forms "should" be HHF and HHHF. 
But whatever may be the case, the alternations shown here 
for the passive benefactive will recur throughout the data.

In (c) and (d) we see that a LHL and LHLL verb change 
to HHL and HHLL respectively. Again, these are just the
expected changes for a L-intial word (due to the
application of High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification).

5.4.7. Negative marking particles: /ti/ and /ko/.
The particles ti and ko serve to indicate negation.

(108) shows that ii may be used by itself (i.e. as the only 
verbal particle) to mark negation.

(108) with a simple definite verb
(a.) nan ti ’b6k ’I do not want to dig it’
(b.) Poni ti ’buyut ’Poni is not going to

sharpen it’
(c.) nan ti s&puk ’I am not going to overturn

it’
with a simple indefinite verb
(d.) nan ti ’bdgga ’I won’t dig’
(e.) Pdni ti ’buyuddya ’Poni won’t sharpen’
(f.) nan ti sApuggA ’I will not overturn’
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In this construction, ii is Low-toned. It is not affected 
by the final tone of the word that precedes (in particular, 
it remains L after Poni in (b) above). Nor does it affect 
the tone of the word that follows (naturally, since we have
no evidence of a L-final word affecting the following
word).

The negative particle ii may be used in conjunction 
with the future tense particles d6 or m6 or ko.

(109) with simple verb roots in the definite
(a.) nan d£ ti met ’I will not see it’
(b.) Jkdk mo ti dilili ’Jada will not winnow it’
(c.) Pdni d§ ti kdr&n ’Poni will not rake it’
(d.) nan ti k6 der ’I will not cook it’
(e.) J&dA ti ko sApuk ’Jada will not overturn

it’
(f.) Poni ti ko kar&n 'Poni will not rake it'
with simple verb roots in the indefinite
(g.) nan d% ti middya ’I will not see’
(h.) JAd& mo ti dililij& ’Jada will not winnow’ 
(i.) Poni dS ti karandu ’Poni will not rake’
(j.) nan ti ko derja ’I will not cook’
(k.) Jkdk ti ko s6pugg& ’Jada will not overturn’
(1.) Poni ti ko karandu ’Poni will not rake’

Notice that ti follows the future particles de and mo but 
precedes the future particle M-

We see from these examples that ti is unaffected by a 
preceding particle, whether the F-final d§ and the H-final 
mo. And, of course, ii does not affect the following word, 
whether the verb or the future particle 3so. The future ko
does affect the following verb. We see that in (d) the H
verb der is changed to Low, in (e) the LF verb sapuk is 
changed to HF, in (f) the HH verb karan is changed to HL, 
in (j) the HL indefinite verb der.ia is changed to LL, in 
(k) the LHL verb s&pdesk is changed to HHL, and in (1) the 
HHF verb karandu is changed to HLF. These are, of course, 
just the changes that we would expect if a verb is subject
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to High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread after ti ko.

In (110) below we show how the ii k6 particle sequence 
affects monosyllabic High verbs and monosyllabic LHL verbs 
differently:

(110) monosyllabic H roots
nan ti ko tdk ’I will not cut it’
Jada ti ko ’dep ’Jada will not hold it’ 
Pdni ti ko der ’Poni will not cook it’
Wani ti ko kCir ’Wani will not borrow it’
monosyllabic LHL roots
n&n ti ko mok ’I will not hold it’
J&dd ti ko pi ’Jada will not ask him’ 
Pdni ti k6 met ’Poni will not see it’
W&ni ti ko kur 'Wani will not dig it’

These two differential patterns of behavior for 
monosyllabic roots are just the ones that we encountered 
above in the post-High environment provided by a ling*. 
Recall from that discussion, however, that the underlyingly 
H monosyllabic roots do not change to Low in phrase-medial 
position. This is true as well for such roots in postion 
after ti ko:

(111) (a.) nan ti ko ga? bodo
’I will not look for the craftsman’
(cf. bodo ’craftsman’)

(b.) nan ti ko kur kind
’I will not borrow the goat’
(cf. kind ’goat’)

(c.) Jada ti ko ’dep dupa?
’Jada will not hold the cradle’
(cf. dupa? ’cradle’)

In (109j) we showed the indefinite form der.ia
undergoing High Tone Lowering in position after ti ko. This 
change occurs just phrase-finally. In phrase-medial
position, verbs like der.ia appear HH (e.g. der.ia) and are
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resistant to any change after ti kd:

(112) (a.) Poni ti ko derja ambata
’Poni will not cook bread’
(cf. derja, indef. form of der)
(b.) nan ti ko kambu ki’bd 
’I will not paddle the canoe’ 
(cf. kambu, indef. form of kam)

In (113) we show how a variety of verbal tonal shapes will 
be affected by the High tone of ko:

(113) HF verb:
(a.) k&dini ti ko t6kd ’the tree will not be cut’ 

(cf. t6kd, passive of t6k)
HH verb:
(b.) W&ni ti ko wftl&k

’Wani will not dig up with a hoe’
(cf. wiilik ’dig with a hoe’)

(c.) Poni ti ko ’depun
’Poni will not hold it this way’
(cf. ’depun, dir. toward form of ’dep)

HHH verb:
(d.) wale ti ko ’buyuta ’the knife will not be

sharpened’ (cf. ’buyuta, passive of ’buyut)
(e.) Jada ti ko ’depakin

’Jada will not hold it for him’
(cf. ’depakin, benefactive of ’dep)

HHHH verb:
(f.) Poni ti ko kar&nyakin

’Poni will not rake it for him’
(cf. karanyakin, benef. of karan)

HHHF verb:
(g.) Jada ti ko ’depakindya

’Jada will not hold s.t. for him’
(cf. ’depakindya, indef. benef. of ’dep)
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HBHPF V Qyb:
(h.) nan ti ko kar&nyakindya 

’I will not rake for him’
(cf. karanyakindyfi, indef. benef. of karan)

LF verb:
(i.) W&ni ti k6 t6ku

’Wani will not preach’ 
(cf. tdku ’preach’)

LHL verb:
(j.) Jada ti ko mokakin

’Jada will not take care of it for him’ 
(cf. mdkakin, benefactive of mok)

LHH verb (passive of bisyllabic LHL verb root)
(k.) ki’bd ti ko s&p&k& ’the canoe will not be 

overturned’ (cf. s&puk&, pass, of s&puk)
LHLL verb:
(1.) nan ti ko s&puk&kin

’I will not overturn it for him’
(cf. s&pukdkin, benef. of s&puk)

(m.) Poni ti ko mokakindya
’Poni will not take care of s.t. for him’ 
(cf. mdkakindya, indef. benef. of mok)

LHLH verb
(n.) ’bdldt ti ko dililiya ’the grain will not be 

winnowed’ (cf. dililiya, pass, of dilili)
LHLLL verb:
(o.) Poni ti ko dililiyakin

’Poni will not winnow it for him’
(cf. dililiyakin, benef. of dilili)

(p.) J&d& ti ko s&puk&kindy&
’Jada will not overturn s.t. for him’
(cf. s&piik&kindyik, indef. benef. of s&puk)
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LHLLLL verb:
(q.) Poni ti ko dililiyakindya

’Poni will not winnow s.t. for him’
(cf. dililiyakindya, indef. benef. of dilili)

Examination of these data reveals all of the usual patterns 
—  an initial L word raises that L to H (through the combined 
effects of High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification), a HF 
word changing to HL (through the combined effects of High Tone 
Lowering, High Tone Spread, and Contour Simplification), a HHH 
sequence changing to HLH (through the combined effects of High 
Tone Fission, High Tone Lowering, High Tone Spread, and Contour 
Simplification), and so on. Notice also that the peculiarity 
we noted in our discussion of a ling* with respect to the passive 
of a bisyllabic LHL verb also obtains here: i.e., in the post-H 
environment, a LHH passive verb such as sanuka appears as HLH. 
The explanation for this change remains unclear.

In (114) we see that the particle ke may be used after the 
past tense particle a to indicate negation:

(114) with a simple definite verb root
(a.) Jada a ko ’dep 'Jada did not hold it’
(b.) nan a ko kurup ’I did not roast it’
(c.) Poni a ko s&puk ’Poni did not overturn it’
with a simple verb root in the indefinite
(d.) Jada d kd 'ddbb& 'Jada did not hold s.t.’
(e.) nan a ko kurvibbfi ’I did not roast s.t.’
(f.) Poni a ko sApdggA ’Poni did not overturn s.t.’

This construction is somewhat odd in that we find that the past
tense particle a, which is regularly Low-toned when it
immediately precedes the verb, is pronounced on a High tone in 
front of the negative particle ko. This alternation does not
appear to be in any way phonologically governed. Notice that the
negative particle kd is itself Low-toned. It contrasts thus with
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the High-toned prefix ka that is used to mark the future tense.

Examination of the above data reveals that the High-toned
past tense particle a remains unaffected by a preceding word—
thus Pdni in (c) has no effect on 3 . The Low-toned ko likewise
has no effect on the following verb. H verbs such as kfirflp remain 
all H, LHL verbs such as s&pflk retain a L on their first
syllable.

5.4.8. The particle /nyfrng’/ ’(not) yet*.
The particle nvflng1 combines with the negative particles 

such as a ko or ii to express the idea ’not yet’. E.g.,

(115) (a.) Pdni k kd nyting’ ddr
’Poni has not yet cooked it’

(b.) Pdni ti nyting’ ddr
’Poni is not cooking it yet’

In these examples, we see that nyung’ is pronounced on a High 
tone. We cannot tell whether nvung’ would be susceptible to High 
Tone Lowering or High Tone Spread in this environment since it is 
always preceded by a Low-toned negative particle.

nvung’ may not be used without the accompanying negative 
particle. It is possible, however, to vary the order of the 
verbal elements. Thus while in (115) nyung’ follows the negative 
element, it is also possible for nvung* to precede:

(116) (a.) n&n nyting' a kd met
’I have not seen it yet’

(b. ) Pdni nyCtng’ ti der
’Poni is not cooking it yet’

Notice that when nyting’ precedes the negative particles, nyung’ 
is realized on a Low tone. This Low tone shape for nyung’ does 
not appear to have a phonological basis to it. For instance, pre
negative nvdng’ is Low toned regardless of the tone of the final 
syllable of the preceding word:
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(117) (a.) n§n nyCuig’ A kd der

’I have not cooked it yet’
(b. ) Jada nyCuig’ ti met

’Jada has not seen it yet’
(c.) Pdni nyftng’ a kd tdbok

’Poni has not folded it yet’
Pre-negative nvflng* is also Low-toned regardless of the tone of 
the negative particle that follows —  whether the H-initial a kd 
or the L-initial ti.

We conclude, therefore, that when nyfing’ is post-negative it 
is impossible to determine whether it would be susceptible to 
High Tone Lowering or High Tone Spread. When nyung’ is pre
negative, it does appear Low-toned, but the fact that it is Low 
toned is not linked to any phonological characteristics of the 
preceding or following words.

Let us now consider whether nyung’ triggers High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread. When nyfaig’ is pre-negative, it is 
Low toned and it has no effect on the following negative 
particle. But when nvting’ is post-negative, it is High-toned and 
it precedes a verb. The possibility obviously exists that the 
tone of nvfing* may affect the tone of the verb.

Consider the examples in (118).

(118) (a.) nan ti nyung’ met
’I am not seeing it yet’
(cf. met ’see’, a LHL verb)

(b.) Jada a kd nyung’ ’yur
’Jada has not burned it yet’
(cf. ’yur ’burn’, a H verb)

(c.) Pdni ti nyung’ k&ran
’Poni is not raking it yet’
(cf. karan ’rake’)

(d.) nan a kd nyung’ tebok
'I have not folded it yet’
(cf. tdbok ’fold’)
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These data show the same patterns of change that we have 
witnessed before when a verb root is subject to High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread. A LHL monosyllabic root surfaces 
as H whereas a H root surfaces as L. We have already given an 
explanation for this difference in behavior between monosyllabic 
LHL roots and monosyllabic H roots (both of which are overtly 
realized as H in the post-Low environment). Similarly a HH verb 
surfaces as HL while a LF verb surfaces as HF. These changes are 
by now too familiar to require comment, though we should note 
that —  as usual —  a monosylllabic H root remains H in phrase- 
medial position, a HL (indefinite) verb changes to HH in phrase- 
medial position (both of these changes being independent of 
whether the preceding word is H-final or not). Examples:

(119) (a.) Kulang’ ti nyting’ kdr kiting’
’Kulang will not borrow the cow yet’

(b.) Pdni ti nyung’ der rabdld
’Poni will not cook the bananas yet’

(c.) JAdA ti nyting’ mAt yAwA
’Jada will not drink the beer yet’

(d.) nAn ti nyung’ kAmbu ki’bd
’I will not paddle a canoe yet’

(e.) nan ti nyCing’ derja AmbAtA 
’I will not cook bread yet’

To illustrate further the effect that nvung’ has on a verb, 
consider the benefactive verbal forms below:

(120) (a.) nan ti nyung’ metAkin
’I am not seeing it for yet’
(cf. met-A-kin ’see for’)

(b.) JAdA A kd nyung’ ’yurAkin
’Jada has not burned it for yet’
(cf. ’yur-A-kin ’burn for’)

(c.) Pdni ti nyung’ kArAnyAkin
’Poni is not raking it for yet’
(cf. kArAny-A-kin ’rake for’)
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(d.) n&n k kd nyung’ tebdkakin

’1 have not folded it for yet’
(cf. tdbok-a-kin ’fold for’)

(e. ) Jada ti nyung’ dililiyakin
’Jada is not winnowing it for yet’

The above data illustrate the lowering and spreading effects of 
nyung’ on longer verb stems. We see that LHL, LHLLL, or LHLLL 
verb stems all raise their initial L (via High Tone Spread and 
Contour Simplification). We also see that HHH and HHHH verb stems 
change to HLH and HLLH. These patterns of alternation reflect the 
High Tone Fission rule followed by High Tone Lowering followed by 
High Tone Spread plus Contour Simplification.

If the benefactive verb stem is made indefinite, we get the 
following results from the appearance of nvflng’ in front of the 
verb:

(121) (a.) nan ti nydng’ metakindyii
'I am not seeing for s.t yet'
(cf. met-a-kin-dy-d ’see s.t. for’)

(b. ) J&da k kd nyfing’ 'yurakindya
’Jada has not burned s.t. for yet’
(cf. ’yur-a-kin-dy-a ’burn s.t. for’)

(c. ) Pdni ti nyting’ karanyakindya
’Poni is not raking s.t. for yet’
(cf. karany-a-kin-dy-a ’rake s.t. for’)

(d.) nan a kd nyung’ tebokakindya
’I have not folded s.t. for yet’
(cf. tebok-a-kin-dy-a ’fold s.t. for’)

(e.) Jada ti nyfing’ dililiyakindya
’Jada is not winnowing s.t. for yet’
(cf. dilili-ya-kin-dy-a ’winnow s.t. for’)

We see from (121) that a LHLL, LHLLL, or LHLLLL verb all raise 
their initial L (via High Tone Spread and Contour 
Simplification). On the other hand, HHHF and HHHHF verbs all 
change to HLLF and HLLLF respectively (via High Tone Fission, 
High Tone Lowering, High Tone Spread, and Contour Simplfication).
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5.4.8. The particle /Husk/ 'then*.
The particle Ang& can be used in constructions such as the 

following:

(122) (a.) Jada a ryAju kijAku a ldpAng’ ung£ peja
’Jada found a wild animal and then he shot it’

(b.) k6 Jada k jCijumbii kAndyA & ldpeng’ mo ungA kAndya 
Bibilia ’if Jada learns how to read, then he 
will read the Bible’

(c.) Jada k wdrAn parik a CrngA kurftpAkindyA lopengAt
kCtmCirA ’Jada was very angry with them when he 
roasted the oil seeds for them’

(d.) Poni tti i jur a imgA dililiyundya ’bdlot
’Poni went to the village and then she winnowed 

grain and brought it here’

It is clear from the above data that ftngA not only triggers 
High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread but also undergoes High 
Tone Spread when preceded by a H tone. That it undergoes High 
Tone Spread is evidenced by the fact that it appears as ungA in 
position after a word-final H (cf. the cases in (122a,b) where it 
is preceded by loneng’ and m£), but as Ctngd when it appears in 
the post-Low context (cf. the examples where it follows a). That 
ungA triggers High Tone Lowering is seen from the fact that a HL 
word such as p£.ia and a HHHHF word such as kurftpAkindyA change to 
LL and HLLLF respectively. That ftngA triggers High Tone Spread 
is seen from the fact that a LF word such as kendy£ and a LHLLL 
word such as dililiyundva change to HF and HHLLL respectively.

As expected, monosyllabic H roots and monosyllabic LHL roots 
behave differently after xiTa.sk. as seen in (123):

(123) monosyllabic H roots
...Jada Ctngd tdk ’lest Jada cut it with an axe’ 
...Poni CingA ’dep ’lest Poni hold it’
...Wani ung& der ’lest Wani cook it’
...nan CingA kCir ’lest I borrow it’
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monosyllabic LHL roots
...Pdni &ng£ mok ’lest Poni hold it’ 
...nan fcng& pi ’lest I ask him’
... do CingA met ’ lest you see it ’ 
...Jkdk img£ kur ’lest Jada dig it’

Once again we see that a monosyllabic H root undergoes High Tone 
Lowering and becomes L. A monosyllabic LHL root, on the other 
hand, cannot undergo High Tone Lowering; a preceding H may spread 
onto this root, but the result is still just a High-toned 
syllable.

The monosyllabic High roots, of course, remain High after 
Cmgfi when they are phrase-medial, and the HL (indefinite) verbs 
change to HH phrase-medially even if after Oing&:

(124) (a.) Jada CrngA gk? ki’bd
’Jada then looked for a canoe’

(b. ) nan CingA ’yur tdrd
’I then burned the mat’

(c.) Pdni ungA ki mere
’Poni then climbed the mountain’

(d.) Kulang’ Cmgfi ga’yu dupa?
’Kulang then looked for a cradle’

(e.) Kulang’ CmgA kij£ mere
’Kulang then climbed a mountain’

5.4.9. The particle /an...kd/ ’lest’.
The discontinuous sequence of particles £&...ko is used to 

express the idea that something has to be done lest something 
else happens. Some examples:

(125) (a.) ’dele an Pdni ko der
’hide it lest Poni cooks it’

(b.) moggi? ki’bd Jada an Kulang’ kd s&puk 
’tie down the canoe, Jada, lest Kulang 
overturn it’

(c.) ...an Jada kd ’buyutakindyA 
’lest Jada sharpens for’
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(d.) . ..Jtn Poni ko dililiyundy&

’lest Poni winnows this way’

The examples above show that the sequence ŝ. . encloses 
the subject noun phrase. Notice that Jia is unaffected by 
the word that precedes it —  thus in (a) we see that An 
remains High-toned after the H-final imperative verb. The 
ko is also unaffected by the word that precedes it —  thus 
in (a,d) remains High after the H-final noun Poni.

Both Jin and &£> affect the word that follows them. In 
(a) we see that In raises the LH noun Pdni to HH (via High 
Tone Spread and Contour Simplification). In (c) In raises 
the LL noun J&dd to HL. In (b) In lowers the HL noun 
Kul&ng' to LL. In (a) we find that lowers the H
monosyllabic verb root ddr to Low, while in (c) lowers 
the HHHHF verb ’buvutakindy§ to HLLLF. These changes 
obviously reflect the fact that kfi triggers High Tone 
Lowering. In (b) we find that kq raises the initial L of 
the LHL verb s&puk and in (d) that it raises the initial L 
of the LHLLL verb dililivundya to H.

5.4.10. Negative imperative construction.
The negative form of the imperative verb in Bari is 

formed by placing a low-toned element ko in front of the 
verb. The verb, however, is not in its "imperative" shape, 
either segmentally or tonally. In (126) we illustrate 
simple verb roots in the negative imperative, where the 
verb root is in phrase-final position. For the sake of 
comparison, we also cite the affirmative imperative form

(126) H verb root
ko der ’don’t cook it!’ (cf. der-e ’cook it!’) 
ko ki ’don’t climb it!’ (cf. ki-ne ’climb it!’) 
ko ’buyut ’don’t sharpen it!’ (cf. ’buyut-e

’sharpen it 1’)
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LHL verb root
ko mok ’don’t touch it!’ (cf. mok-e ’hold it!’) 
kd ng’i ’don’t raise it!’ (cf. ng’i-ne ’raise

it! ’ )
kd sdpCte ’don’t overturn it!’ (cf. s&pCik-S

’overturn it!’) 
kd dilili ’don’t winnow it!’ (cf. dilili-ne

’winnow it!’)
In these data there is an apparent merger of H and LHL verb 
roots: we see that H and LHL monosyllabic verb roots are 
both realized with a Falling tone in the negative 
imperative, and bisyllabic H and LHL verb roots are both 
realized as HL in the negative imperative, while a 
trisyllabic LHL verb is realized as HHL in the negative 
imperative.

This merger of tonal shapes is somewhat superficial in 
the case of monosyllabic roots, but deeper in the case of 
bisyllabic and longer forms. To see why we say this, 
consider the data in (127).

(127) (a.) kd ki mere ’don’t climb the mountain!’ 
(cf.mere ’mountain’)

(b.) kd ’ddk tdrd ’don’t carry the mat!’
(cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(c.) kd der sukuri ’don’t cook the chicken!’
(cf. sukuri ’chicken’

(d.) kd ’ddk kerd ’don’t carry the gourd!’
(cf. kere ’gourd’)

(e.) kd ddk kere ’don’t fetch the gourd!’
(cf. kere ’gourd’)

(f.) kd mok ki’bd ’don’t touch the canoe!’
(cf. ki’bd ’canoe’)

(g.) kd ng’i tdrd ’don’t lift the mat!’
(cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(h.) kd ’buyut wale ’don’t sharpen the knife!’ 
(cf. 'buyut-e ’sharpen!’, wale ’knife’)
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(i.) ko sfiptik ki’bd ’don’t overturn the canoe!’

(cf. s&piik-6 ’ overturn! ’ , ki ’ b6 ’ canoe ’ )
(j.) ko dilili ’bdldt ’don’t winnow the grain!’ 

(cf. dilili-ne ’winnow!’, ’bdldt ’grain’)
The data in (127a-d) show that a phrase-medial 

monosyllabic H verb in the negative imperative behaves as 
though it simply has a H tone —  it triggers High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread on a following noun. The data 
in (127e-g), on the other hand, suggest that a monosyllabic 
LHL verb retains the Falling tone that it has in isolation 
and therefore ends in a Low tone and cannot induce changes 
on a following word. The data in (127h-i) show that both a 
H root such as ’bftvfrt and a LHL root such as sftpfik 
continue, in phrase-medial position, to show the same HL 
shape that they have in phrase-final position, and thus 
cause no change in a following word.

Given the complexity of the monosyllabic roots in the 
negative imperative, let us put these items aside for the 
moment and concentrate on the polysyllabic forms. The data 
in (126) and (127) suggest that this construction leads to 
a neutralization of the H vs. LHL root melody contrast for 
polysyllabic stems. In other words, it appears that we are 
dealing with another case where a certain construction 
assigns a tonal melody in place of the lexical melody of 
the root. The question then is: what is the melody
assigned? And how do we account for the surface forms of 
the negative imperative.

The data in (126) and (127) show that a bisyllabic 
verb in the negative imperative has a HL tonal shape while 
a trisyllabic verb has a HHL tonal shape. A better 
understanding of the pattern involved can be gleaned from 
considering the following examples of negative imperatives 
based on the repetitive stem.
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(128)(a.) kd sA-s&pftk ’don’t keep on overturning it!'

(cf. sA-s&piik-§ ’keep on overturning it!’)
(b.) ko ’bu-’buyut ’don’t keep on sharpening it!’ 

(cf. ’bCi-’buyCit-e ’keep on sharpening it!’)
(c.) ko di-dilili ’don’t keep on winnowing it’

(cf. di-dilili-ne 'keep on winnowing it!’)
These items show again the HHL pattern for trisyllabic 
verbal forms, but the last example shows that a 
quadrisyllable form evidences a HHLL shape.

We would like, at this point, to make a suggestion 
concerning the analysis of these data. Suppose that we 
assumed that the negative imperative construction involves 
assigning LHL melody to the verb word. But suppose that, in 
addition, we assumed that the negative imperative has an 
unassociated High tone following If we hypothesize that 
this unassociated H tone is able to spread onto the verb 
word as part of the phrasal tonology, then we can account 
for the patterns HHL (trisyllabic forms) and HHLL 
(quadrisyllable forms). Sample derivations are provided 
below:

(129) LH L H L  
ko dilili

LH L H L 
ko di-dilili

after the assign
ment of the LHL 
melody to verb

LH L H L LH L H L
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1ko dilili ko di-•dilili

LH L H L
i ! 1 l \inapplicable ko di--dilili

LH L H L LH L H L
i v j 1 i 1xi jko dilili ko di--dilili
LH L H L LH L H L
1 \ 1 1 I \ i IXko dilili ko di--dilili

UTAP

Free Syllable 
Association

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplif,
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We will see below that even the monosyllabic verb 

stems (which do not appear to neutralize their lexical tone 
shape in the negative imperative) provide some support for 
this analysis. The HL pattern is, however, quite
problematic for this analysis and we do not have a 
satisfactory account of their behavior. If we assume that 
bisyllabic verb stems likewise are assigned a LHL pattern 
and that a floating H follows then we predict the
following incorrect derivation:

(130) L H LHL
s \ \ko ’buyut

inapplicable High Tone Lowering
L H L HLI M  \lko ’buyut 
L H L HL
I \  Nko ’buyut

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

*ko * buyut is, of course, incorrect. We need to generate a 
HL pattern.

We are by no means certain what approach to take for 
these forms. One solution would be to say that bisyllabic 
forms are assigned a HL melody whereas trisyllabic forms 
are assigned a LHL melody. If bisyllabic forms are assigned 
a HL melody, then we would have derivations such as those 
in (131) for ko ’buyut and ko s&P&k.

(131) LH H L5 A Vko ’buyut 
LH L L
\  Wko ’buyut

LH H L
\ \ \ ko sapuk
LH L L
ko sapuk

(after replacement of 
lexical tone with 
the HL melody)

High Tone Lowering
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LH L LI XI Iko ’buyut 
LH L LI'X iko buyut

LH L L
JNI Kko sapuk 
LH L L
J.XL

High Tone Spread

Contour Simplification

Before attempting to justify this analysis
(specifically, the analysis of trisyllabic forms) any 
further, let us examine the negative imperative forms of 
derived verb stems. We begin with the indefinite form of a 
monosyllabic verb root:

(132) ko ki-j-a ’don’t climb!’ (H root)
ko ki-j-a mere ’don’t climb a mountain!’

(cf. mere ’mountain’) 
ko mog-g-a ’don’t take care of!’ (LHL root) 
ko mog-g-a ki’b6 ’don’t touch the canoe!’ 
ko t6g-g-Ci ’don’t cut (with an axe)!’ (H root)

These data show that indefinite forms based on monosyllabic 
verb roots are not merged in the negative imperative —  a H 
monosyllabic verb has a HL shape, while a LHL monosyllabic 
verbhas a HF shape. This confirms our observation 
concerning the data in (126) that the merger there of 
monosyllabic verb roots (cf. ko der and ko mok) is only 
superficial (as (127) established).

Let us consider the High monosyllabic verbs in (132) 
first. The HL shape —  ki-.i-£ —  occurs just phrase-
finally; in phrase-medial position, we find ki-.i-a. This 
is, of course, just the usual behavior of an indefinite 
monosyllabic High verb. Thus in (132), the form ki-.i-a/ki- 
i-a is in no way different from the behavior of such verbs 
in any post-Low context. The behavior of the indefinite 
form of a monosyllabic LHL verb root, on the other hand, is 
different from ordinary contexts. The usual form is LF -- 
cf. mog-g-a —  not HF.
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The appearance of a HF shape for mog-ga can be 

explained in terms of the analysis that we suggested above. 
That is, all we need assume is that the floating H that we 
suggested occurs after fee spreads onto mog-g-a. Subsequent 
application of Contour Simplification will then produce a 
level High tone on the first syllable of the verb word.

But what about the example ki-.i-a/ki-.i-d? Wouldn’t we 
expect the floating H after feo to trigger High Tone
Lowering on it? Earlier in this chapter we demonstrated 
that an indefinite form of a High monosyllabic verb will 
have the shape HH in phrase-medial position, regardless of 
the tone that precedes it. Thus we do not expect the 
floating H under discussion to affect the verb in an 
example like k6 ki-.i-d merd. However, the phrase-final form 
ki-.i-a is converted to ki-.i-d in post-H positions 
elsewhere. Therefore we would reasonably expect a floating 
H after ko to trigger High Tone Lowering on ki-.i-a.
producing ki-.i-d. We suggest that indeed it does. But this 
floating H is then able to spread onto *ki-.i-a. eventually 
leading to the restoration of the shape HL. Recall from
Chapter 4 that the floating H that we postulated after the
preposition i has this same ability to spread onto a LL
word derived from a HL word by High Tone Lowering (even 
though in most other situations, HL words do not accept a 
spread H once they have changed to LL).

We have now been able to give an analysis of the forms 
ki-.i-a and mog-g-a which supports the idea that there is a 
floating H tone after ko. Of course, we must assume that 
the lexical tone shapes of monosyllabic verb roots is
retained in the negative imperative (whereas longer verb 
roots undergo a shift to a LHL melody).

At this point, let us return to the behavior of the
monosyllabic verb roots noted in (126) and (127). Consider
the High verb roots first. Recall that they appear simply 
as H in phrase-medial position. This is, of course, just
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the behavior of High monosyllabic verb roots in general, 
even when post-H. So this shape is consistent with assuming 
that there is a floating H after M  and that the verb stem 
simply has a High tonal melody.
In phrase-final position, the H roots appear with a Falling 
tone. Recall that in post-High contexts, a H root such as 
der would appear as der -- i.e. the monosyllabic H root 
undergoes High Tone Lowering. So would we not also expect 
it to undergo High Tone Lowering after an unassociated 
High, and thus surface as der (as in other post-H
contexts)? We suggest that der does indeed undergo High 
Tone Lowering after the floating High tone that follows ]so. 
However, we also assume that this floating H is able to
spread onto *d£r to create a Falling tone. This assumption
is of course perfectly in line with our proposed account of
why ki-.i-a surfaces as ki-.i-a in the negative imperative 
rather than as *ki-.i-a.

Now let us turn to a LHL verb root in the negative 
imperative. It shows up with a Fall both phrase-medially 
and phrase-finally. If we assume that kq has a floating H 
after it, then we need to compare these pronunciations with 
those observed in other post-H contexts. Recall that LHL 
monosyllabic verb roots simply remain H in other post-H 
contexts. But here they appear as Fall. Let us consider how 
we might produce a Fall in this situation.

One possibility is that we allow High Tone Spread 
(from the floating H) to apply prior to Rising Tone 
Simplification. This would yield a representation where a 
HLH sequence is associated with the monosyllabic verb root. 
We could then invoke a special rule that would disassociate 
the last H, yielding a Falling-toned word. However, notice 
that these Falling-toned words do not behave as though they 
end in a H in terms of the phrasal phonology, so it would 
be necessary that this H be eliminated from the tonal tier. 
These items would then contrast wih the LHL verbs in other
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post-H contexts where no spreading of a preceding H would 
be allowed.

We have now arrived at an analysis with the following 
properties: (a) there is a floating H after ljo (and this H 
always spreads onto the next syllable), (b) a verbal word 
that consists of a monosyllabic root in either the definite 
or the indefinite retains its lexical tone, and (c) 
bisyllabic and longer verb roots acquire a LHL melody in 
the negative imperative construction.

Let us now turn to the indefinite forms of bisyllabic 
or longer verb roots:

(133) ko s£p(ig-g-& ’don’t overturn!’ (LHL root) 
ko ’buyiid-dy-d. ’don’t sharpen!’ (H root) 
ko dilili-j-a ’don’t winnow!’’ (LHL root)

These data demonstrate again the neutralization of the 
lexical tone melody (since H and LHL roots show the same 
tonal shape). Furthermore, we see that trisyllabic forms 
have the shape HHL and quadrisyllabic forms the shape HHLL. 
These shapes are consistent with our analysis of a floating 
H after ]jo and a LHL melody assigned to the verb word as 
part of the negative imperative construction.

The negative imperative of benefactive (definite) verbs 
is shown in (134):

(134) kd ki-kin (cf. ki-kin)
ko ki-kin mere ’don’t climb the mountain for

him! ’
ko ng’i-kin (cf. ng’i-kin)
ko ng’i-kin tdrd ’don’t raise the mat for him!’
ko mok-a-kin (cf. mok-a-kin) 
ko tuk-ii-kin (cf. tuk-u-kin) 
ko sdpuk-i-kin (cf. sdpuk-&-kin) 
ko ’buyut-a-kin (cf. ’buyut-a-kin) 
ko dilili-kin (cf. dilili-kin)

The data in (134) show that in all cases there is complete
neutralization between underlyingly H and LHL verb roots.
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This neutralization even extends to the benefactive forms 
based on monosyllabic roots. We assume that as soon as a 
monosyllabic root is extended by the benefactive /kin/, it 
falls into the category of a polysyllabic stem and thus has 
its lexical tone supplanted by the LHL melody. (Notice, 
however, from (132) that the indefinite suffix is not 
treated in the same fashion —  its addition does not lead 
to the assignment of a LHL melody.)

The bisyllabic pattern (HL), the trisyllabic pattern 
(HHL) and the quadrisyllabic pattern (HHLL) in (134) are 
just the same as the patterns observed in (127) and (128) 
for polysyllabic roots. No discussion of their derivation 
is required.

The negative imperative of benefactive verbs in the 
indefinite is exemplified in (135):

(135) kd ki-kin-dy-A
kd mok-A-kin-dy-A 
ko tuk-u-kin-dy-A 
ko s£p<ik-A-kin-dy-A 
ko ’buyut-A-kin-dy-A 
kd dilili-kin-dy-a

Again, these tonal shapes (HHL, HHLL, HHLLL) are entirely 
expected and no discussion is required.

The data in (136) illustrate the negative imperative of 
a direction toward verb in the definite and indefinite:

(136) kd ’dep-un kd ’ dep-Oin-dy-A (H root) 
kd mdk-un kd mdk-un-dy-A (LHL root)
kd ’buyut-un kd ’buyut-un-dy-A (H root) 
kd sApuk-Cin kd sApuk-Cm-dy-A (LHL root)

We see that the suffixation of /Un/ to a monosyllabic root 
leads to a neutralization of H and LHL roots —  i.e. the 
assignment of a (L)HL melody in place of the lexical 
melody. The various tonal shapes in (136) —  HL (e.g. *dep- 
us, mok-un). HHL (e.g. *buyut-un, sAp&k-Cua. *ddp-un-dy-A)■
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HHLL (e.g. ,’̂ yfeAnzdy.-&, sdpftk-ftn-dy-A) -- are just the 
ones that we expect (given the data from (126) and (127)).

The data from the direction away verb in (137) is 
parallel and require no comment:

(137) kd 1ddp-dr-a? kd ’ddp-dd-du (H root) 
kd mdk-ar-d? kd mdk-dd-du (LHL root)
kd ’buyAt-dr-d? kd ’buyAt-ad-dA (H root)
kd sfipAk-dr-d? kd sdpAk-dd-dA (LHL root)

We have given sufficient data- from various derived 
(active) verbal forms to support the view that the tonal 
patterns observed first in (126) and (127) are indeed 
pervasive in the negative imperative. The negative 
imperative of a passive of a simple verb is rather
illuminating and we turn to these data now. For the sake of
comparison, we cite the corresponding simple passive form 
as well as the (affirmative) imperative passive form:

(138) kd ’dep-d (’ddp-d, ’ddp-e) 
kd met-a (met-d, mdt-e)
kd ’buyut-d (’bAyAt-d, ’buyut-e) 
kd sdpuk-& (sdpAk-d, sdpAk-S) 
kd dilili-ya (dilili-yd, dilili-ne)

Examination of the data in (138) shows that the 
assignment of a (L)HL melody as part of the formation of 
negative imperatives over-rides not only the lexical melody 
of the root but the tone of the imperative suffix as well. 
That is, even though the simple passive form seems to have 
a H on the suffix (cf. ’bAyAt-d. s&pAk-d, dilili-ya). the 
negative imperative gives no hint at all that such a High 
tone is still present in the tonal tier. Rather, a verb in 
the negative imperative behaves as though it has just the 
(L)HL melody that is assigned to it by that construction. 
Notice, incidentally, that the addition of the passive 
suffix, like the addition of the benefactive, the direction 
toward, and the direction away suffixes, leads to
monosyllabic roots losing their lexical tone.
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The negative imperative of derived passive forms is 

shown in (139) below.

(139) benefactive Passive
ko ’dep-a-ki-? 
kd m6t-£-ki-? 
kd ’bdydt-li-ki-? 
kd s6ptik-&-ki-? 
kd dilili-ki-?

direction toward passive
kd ’ddp-w-d-? 
kd mok-w-e-? 
kd ’btiyut-w-d-? 
kd s&puk-w-d-?
direction away passive
kd ’ddp-d-ji-? 
kd mok-A-ji-? 
kd ’buyiit-&-ji-? 
kd sdpuk-d-ji~?

The data in (139) are entirely consistent with the view 
that in the negative imperative, a (L)HL melody is assigned 
in Place of the lexical melody of the root as well as any 
tonal shape assigned to the passive suffix. The data in
(139) are not very crucial in supporting this proposition, 
however, since these passive forms ordinarily end in a L 
tone in any case; thus the fact that they end in a Low in
(139) does not establish that this Low must come from the 
(L)HL melody of the negative imperative formation.

From the discussion in this section, we conclude that 
there is some evidence that (a) the negative imperative 
construction assigns a (L)HL melody in place of not only 
the lexical melody of the root but also of tonal 
specifications on suffixes, (b) this replacement does not 
operate when the lexical root is monosyllabic, (c) the 
attachment of any suffix other than the indefinite makes a
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root polysyllabic and thus subject to the above tonal 
replacement, (d) there is a floating H located after kd. 
and (e) this floating High triggers High Tone Lowering and 
High Tone Spread.

5.5. The verb as a trigger of High Tone. Lowering and
High Tone Spread.

Up until this point we have been concerned only with 
the changes that a verb word undergoes. We have not been 
concerned with the matter of whether a verb word triggers 
such phrasal rules as High Tone Lowering and High Tone 
Spread. There are many examples in Chapter 4 which 
establish the fact that in general a verb word does trigger 
these changes. In the present section, however, we will 
review this matter by taking examples from many of the 
major verbal types discussed in Chapter 2 and examining 
their potential for affecting a following word.

Let us consider monosyllabic verb roots first. In
(140) we illustrate underlyingly H verb roots:

(140) (a.) nan k rip ’doput
’I sewed the cloth’

(b.) Jada a ’dep kdpd
’Jada held the cup’

(c.) Poni a ga? dupa
’ Poni looked for the cradle’

We see that an underlying H verb root triggers High Tone 
Lowering (as can be seen from (141a) and (142b) where 
’ddput and kdpd change to ’doput and kdpd) as well as High 
Tone Spread (as can be seen from (lc) where dupa changes to 
dupa).

Further examples attesting this behavior are given in
(141):
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(141) (a.) Pdnx a d6r sukCiri

’Poni cooked the chicken’
(cf. sukuri ’chicken’)

(b.) Poni k ’de? birigolan 
’Poni hid the horns’
(cf. birigolan ’horns’

In (142) underlying LHL verbs are exemplified:

(142) (a.) Poni k dok ker6
'Poni fetched the gourd’

(b.) Jkdk a met dulur
’Jada saw the castor oil seeds’

(c.) nan a ng’i t6rd
'I raised up the papyrus mat’

From (142) we see that the behavior of underlyingly LHL 
verb roots is exactly the same as underlying H roots. They 
trigger High Tone Lowering (as shown in (142a) by the 
change of ker6 to kere and in (142b) by the change of 
dulur to dulftr) as well as High Tone Spread (as shown in 
(142c) by the change of t6rd to t6rd).

Recall our analysis of LHL monosyllabic roots. We
claimed that they have a LHL melody in underlying 
structure. The initial L of this melody is linked to the 
root syllable by the Universal Tone Association Principle 
and then the H is linked by the Free Tone Association rule. 
The last Low in the melody is left unlinked. Eventually, 
the initial L of the melody is delinked by Rising 
Simplification. This leaves the monosyllabic root 
associated just with the H part of the melody.

The data in (142) establish that the unassociated L at 
the end of the melody must be deleted from the
representation prior to the phrasal tone rules, since the 
LHL monosyllabic verbs act as though they end in a H in
their ability to trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone
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Spread.

Further examples appear in (143) showing that a LHL 
monosyllabic verb behaves as though it is H-final in terms 
of the phrasal tonal rules:

(143) (a.) WAni & met pirlt
’Wani saw the place’
(cf. pirit ’place’)

(b.) JAdA & mdt kirikok
’Jada saw a chameleon’
(cf. kirikok ’chameleon’)

Bisyllabic H roots also trigger High Tone Lowering and 
High Tone Spread, as shown by (144):

(144) (a.) JAdA a ’buyut wAle
’Jada sharpened the knife’

(b. ) Pdni a kCirdp dulur
’Poni roasted the castor oil seeds’

(c. ) Poni A ’ b<5r6 dupa
’Poni smeared the cradle’

(d.) Poni a ’boro ki’bd
'Poni smeared the canoe’

As expected, wale changes to walA. ki’bd changes to ki’bd. 
and dulur changes to dulur as a result of High Tone 
Lowering, and dupA changes to dupA as a result of High Tone 
Spread.

A bisyllabic LHL verb root, on the other hand, cannot 
trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread since the 
last syllable of such words end in a Falling tone (not a H 
tone):

(145) (a.) bar a sApuk ki’bd
’the flood overturned the canoe’

(b.) matAt A yAki JAdA
’the chief sent Jada to do s.t.’
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In these two examples, we see that a bisyllabic LHL verb 
root does not trigger High Tone Lowering on a noun such as 
hi * b6 . nor does it trigger High Tone Spread onto a L- 
initial noun such as J&d&.

Let us now review the behavior of indefinite verbal 
forms (based on simple verb roots). Recall that a High 
monosyllabic verb has a HL shape in the indefinite (e.g. 
’d£b-b-&) while a High bisyllabic verb has a HHF shape 
(e.g. *buytid-dy-&). The HL shape, however, is replaced by a 
HH form in phrase-medial position. This HH form is able to 
trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread on a 
following word. The HHF indefinite form has no affect on 
the word that follows. These points are exemplified in the 
following data:

(146) (a.) Poni a ’ ddggCi t6rd
’Poni carried the mat’
(cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(b.) J&da k siriddya kanyung’
’Jada squeezed the sesame seeds’
(cf. kdnydng’ ’sesame seeds’)

LHL verbs in the indefinite have the shape LF if the 
verb is monosyllabic, LHL if the verb is bisyllabic, LHLL 
if the verb is trisyllabic, etc. In every case the verb 
does not end in a High and therefore it has no effect on 
the following word:

(147) (a.) Jada a mogga gurd
’Jada caught a dove’

(b.) nan k dogga terd 
’I fetched the mat’

(c.) nan a surja d&ru
’I pulverized some grass’

(d.) nan a teboggd t£rd 
’I folded a mat’
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From these data, we see that indefinite forms of LHL verb 
roots do not affect a following H-initial noun (e.g. gurA, 
d&ru) or a following L-initial noun (e.g. tArd).

Next consider the benefactive verb. If a monosyllabic 
verb root is vowel-final, then in the benefactive 
(definite) form the verb is H-final: 16-kin (H verb root) 
’spread s.t. to dry in the sun’ and ng* i~kin (LHL verb 
root) ’raise’. As discussed in Chapter 2, the last L of the 
LHL melody does not associate in a form like ng’i-kin. The 
following data show that both of these verb types behave 
(at the phrasal level) as H-final verbs:

(148) (a.) Kulang’ A lo-kin JAdA tArd
’Kulang spread the mat in the sun for Jada’

(b.) Pdni A ng’i-kin tArd
’Poni raised the mat for (him)’

In (148a), 16-kin raises the first syllable of Jada, while 
in (148b) ng* i-kin raises the initial syllable of tArd.

All other (definite) benefactive verbs are H-final if 
the verb root has a H melody, or L-final if the verb root 
has a LHL melody. The former verbs trigger the appropriate 
changes in a following word, whereas the latter have no 
effect.

(149) (a.) Poni A der-a-kin sukuri
’Poni cooked chicken for him’
(cf. sukuri ’chicken’)

(b.) nan A tAb6k-A-kin kiti
’I folded the chair for (him)’
(cf. kiti ’chair’)

(c.) Poni a wiwijA pata?
’Poni weaved the rope’

(d) bddd A tetendyA kiti
’the craftsman made a chair’

(e.) nan A gAga’yu tArd 
’I looked for a mat’
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The indefinite form of a benefactive verb ends in a 

Low regardless of the underlying melody of the verb root, 
thus these forms can never affect the word that follows:

(150) (a.) Pdni k 16-kin-dy-§ tdrd
’Poni spreads for s.o. a mat in the sun to

dry’
(b.) J&da a ng’i-kin-dy-a 16ri

’Jada raised the drum for him’
(c.) Pdni & der-a-kin-dy-a ng’utu? kinyd 

’Poni cooked food for someone’
(d.) Jkdk tdbok-d-kin-dy-d tdrd 

’Jada folded a mat for him’

In the above data, none of the post-verbal nouns —  t&rd. 
l&ri. or ng’utu? —  is affected by the verb.

Direction toward (definite) verbs are Low-final in the 
case of monosyllabic roots —  cf. *dep-un (H root) and mok- 
un (LHL root). The form mok-un recall is H-final because 
the last L of the LHL melody is prevented from associating.
The data in (151) show that both H-roots like ’dep-un and
LHL roots like mok-un behave at the phrasal level in
exactly the same way —  as though their last tone is a
High.

(151) (a.) Pdni k ’dep-un kere
’Poni held the gourd this way’
(cf. kere ’gourd’

(b.) Pdni a mok-un dupa?
’Poni held the cradle this way’
(cf. dupa? ’cradle’)

Direction toward (definite) forms built on polysyllabic 
roots are High final in the case of H roots, but L-final in 
the case of L roots. They behave as expected in the phrasal 
context:
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(152) (a.) JAdA a ’buyut-un w£l£

’Jada sharpened the knife this way’ 
(cf. w£16 ’knife’)

(b.) JAdA A sApuk-Cin lAri
’Jada overturned the drum this way’
(cf. l&ri ’drum’)

We will not bother to provide examples of indefinite 
direction toward verbs since they are all L-final (and we 
showed above for the benefactive verb that the L at the end 
of an indefinite verb has no affect on the next word).

Direction away (definite) forms of High verbs all end 
in a Fall, while the forms for Low verbs all end in a Low. 
Thus they have no effect on a following word, as shown 
below:

(153) (a.) nAn A tdkdrd? ki’bd
’I cut the canoe that way’

(b.) Jada a sApukArA? lAri
’Jada overturned the drum that way’

Again, indefinite forms will be omitted.
Instrumental (active indefinite) verbs are always L- 

final or F-final and thus they never have any effect on a 
following word:

(154) (a.) nan a laggiri tArd
’I used it for untying the mat’

(b.) nan a sApuggiri ki’bd
’Jada used it for overturning the canoe’

Instrumental passive verbs are also always L-final or F- 
final and thus never have any effect on a following word:

(155) (a.) mu’dA a derAri AmbAtA
’the pot was used for cooking bread’
(cf. ambatA ’bread’)
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(b.) mu’da a der&ri sdmdt

’the pot was used for cooking fish’
(cf. s6m6t ’fish’)

(c.) k61e & kururi d&ru
’the hoe was used for digging the grass 
up’ (cf. d&rti ’grass’)

(d.) k&dini k s&p&k&ri ki’bd
’the piece of wood was used for overturning 
the canoe’ (cf. ki’b6 ’canoe’)

We have briefly surveyed the following verb types (in 
their isolation form): simple verb roots (definite and
indefinite), benefactive verb stems (definite and 
indefinite), definite direction towards and away verb 
stems, and indefinite active as well as passive 
instrumental stems. In each case we have established its 
ability to trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread. 
We have seen that in each case it is the surface tonal form 
(rather than the underlying melody) that is crucial to 
whether the form triggers these rules. That is, if a verb 
ends in a H (even if, on the basis of its underlying root 
melody, we might have expected a Low after that H), then 
that verb will trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone 
Spread.

We will forgo any exemplification of causative/ 
reciprocal verbs (recall they impose a LHL melody in place 
of the root melody, and thus just pattern like other LHL 
verbs of similar syllabic structure). We will likewise 
forego any discussion of the repetitive stem, since it also 
involves the assignment of a LHL melody in place of the 
root tone melody and thus repetitive stems behave like 
other LHL verbs of similar syllabic structure.

Some mention of the reduplicative stem is, however, in 
order. Recall that the reduplicative stem of a monosyllabic 
High root has the shape LH when no particle precedes it or 
when the particles !£, j q6 , or precede. When this stem
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form is used, then the verb is able to trigger High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread.

(156) (a.) Poni nyAnyAr ki’bd
’Poni likes the canoe’

(b.) Poni nyanyar Jfidi 
’Poni likes Jada’

Recall, however, that after and tfii, a monosyllabic High 
verb in the reduplicative stem assumes the shape HL. 
However, this HL shape is used only in phrase-final 
position. Phrase-medially, it adopts the shape HH and is 
thus able to trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone 
Spread. These facts are illustrated in (157).

(157) (a.) Poni ko deddr
'Poni will cook it’

(b.) Pdni ko deddr sukCiri
’Poni will cook the chicken’
(cf. sukuri ;chicken’)

(c.) Poni ko deder ambata
’Poni will cook the bread’
(cf. Ambata ’bread’)

A LHL monosyllabic root in the repetitive stem always 
has the shape HH (without regard to which particle precedes 
it). These verbal forms are able to trigger High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread:

(158) (a.) Pdni ko ng’ing’i tdrd
’Poni will raise up the mat’
(cf. tdrd ’mat’)

(b.) Jada lo dodok kere
’Jada is fetching the gourd’
(cf. kere ’gourd’)

The repetitive stem of a bisyllabic High verb has the 
shape HHL in isolation —  cf. ’bu-* buyut. ’de-’dep-un. When
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a noun follows, however, the verb assumes the shape HHH 
(cf. ’bu-*buvfrt and * d6-’d<§p-tin) and is able to trigger 
High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread:

(159)(a.) J&da Id ’bu’btiyiit 
’Jada is sharpening it’

(b.) J&da 16 ’bu’btiytit gfili
’Jada is sharpening the whittle’
(cf. gdli ’whittle’)

(c.) J&dd 16 ’bo’bord dupa
’Jada is smearing the cradle’
(cf. dupa ’cradle’)

The remaining reduplicative stems do not show any 
tonal variation between their phrase-final and phrase- 
medial forms and their tonal affect on a following word can 
be inferred directly from the isolation forms listed in
5.4.5. We will provide just a couple illustrative examples 
in (160).

(160) reduplicative stem of a LHL bisyllabic root
(a.) nan k6 sdsapuk ki’b6

’I will overturn the canoe’
(b.) nan ko s&s&p&k&kin t6r6

’I will overturn the mat for him’
reduplicative stem_of a H benefactive verb stem
(c.) Jad& lo ’bu-’buyut-&-kin

’Jada is sharpening it for him’
(d.) Jada lo ’bu-’buyut-a-kin gdli

’Jada is sharpening the whittle for him’

We see that the L-final verbal form s&-sapuk does not 
affect a following word, whereas the H-final ’bu-’buyftt-a- 
kin does.

We have now given a representative survey of the 
various active verbal forms and their potentiality for 
affecting a following word. Let us consider passive forms
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briefly. The simple passive is illustrated in (161). The 
passive form of a monosyllabic root is L-final, whereas the 
passive form of a bisyllabic root is H-final. Thus in the 
former case we do not have the verb affecting a following 
word, whereas in the latter case we do.

(161)(a.) ki’b6 & kdmfi Jkdk
’the canoe was paddled, Jada’

(b.) ng’&ro k ’ddpfi Pdni
’the child was held, Poni’

(c.) kiti a doka Jada
’the chair was fetched. Jada’

(d.) w&le a 'buyuta Jddd
’the knife was sharpened, Jada’

(e.) kiti a sdpukd Pdni
’the chair was overturned, Poni’

Unfortunately, very few items (susceptible to the phrasal 
tone rules) can follow the passive verb. In (161) we have 
cited vocative nouns (which in Bari are affected by a High 
tone of a preceding word) to show that L-final passives 
have no affect on the next word, whereas H-final ones do.

Passive benefactive verbs are all L-final and have no 
affect on a following word:

(162) (a.) sukuri a deraki? Jadd.
’the chicken was cooked for Jada’

(b.) tero a mdkaki? bddo
’the mat was held for the craftsman’
(cf. bodo ’craftsman’)

Passive direction toward verbs are all L-final or F-final 
and thus have no effect on a following word:

(163. (a.) ng’uro a ’depwe? Pdni
’the child was held this way, Poni’
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(b.) ng’Cird a mokwe? Jada

’the child was held this way, Jada’
Passive direction away verbs are all L-final and have no
affect on the word following:

(164) (a.) kdpd a ’ddpAji? JAda
’the basket was held that way, Jada’

(b.) wald A mdkaji? Pdni
’the knife was held that way, Poni’

The passive instrumental is always L-final or Fall-final 
and thus has no bearing on the pronunciation of the next 
word.

(165)(a.) wald A lAkari tArd
’the knife was used for untying the mat’

(b.) tlirA k sAp&kAri ki’b<5
’the stick was used for overturning the

canoe’

At this point, let us consider the imperative form of 
the verb. These forms are either H-final or F-final (with 
no very simple pattern determining which constructions are 
H-final and which F-final). The H-final verbs all trigger 
the expected changes, whereas the F-final ones naturally do 
not:

(166) simple verb roots
’ddp-e ki’bd ’hold the canoe!’
’dep-d tdrd ’hold the mat’
mok-e kind ’catch the goat!’ 
mok-e bddo ’catch the craftsman!’
’bCiyut-e ldwe ’sharpen the arrow!’ (cf. lowe

’arrow’)
’buyut-e wale ’sharpen the knife!’ (cf. wale

’knife’)
sApdk-A tdrd ’ overturn the mat! ’ 
sApdk-d ki’b6 ’overturn the canoe!’
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indefinite verb
’ddb-bi-? lowd ’hold the arrow!’
’ddb-bi-? wald ’hold the knife!’
mog-gi-? raba ’hold the bottom of the granary!’

(cf. riba 'bottom of the granary’)
mog-gi-? wdri ’hold the pig!’

(cf. wftri ’pig’)
benefactive verb
der-a-ki Jada ’cook for Jada!’ 
mok-a-ki Jada ’catch it for Jada!’
direction toward verb
’ddp-u tdrd ’hold the mat this way!’ 
sdpCtk-u ki’bd ’overturn the canoe this way!’
direction away verb
’dep-dr-d? tdrd ’hold the mat that way!’
’ddp-ar-a? kere ’hold the gourd that way!’

(cf. kere ’gourd’) 
mok-dr-a? tdrd ’hold the mat that way!’ 
mdk-ar-a? wale ’hold the knife that way!’

In this section we have examined a great many of the 
verbal forms in Bari and we have seen that in every case 
the tonal behavior of a verb (in terms of the phrasal 
tonology) matches the final tone of the verb’s 
pronunciation. In particular, those verb form that fail to 
associate to the last L of the LHL melody (and end instead 
with their final syllable associated to a H) always behave 
tonologically as though they end in a H. The unassociated L 
is not present as far as the phrasal tonology is concerned. 
Those verbs that end in a L in phrase-final position, but 
end in a H in phrase-medial position, all behave as though 
they are H-final in terms of their ability to trigger High 
Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread.
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5.6.. Phrasal tonology and adverbs.
In Chapter 3, we presented a description of the tonal 

shapes of Bari adverbs. It was clearly demonstrated there 
that Bari adverbs (like nouns and adjectives) exhibit non- 
melodic tone —  i.e. each syllable of the adverb selects a 
tone independently of any other syllable. The present 
section examines how adverbs behave in terms of the phrasal 
tonology that we have been examining in Chapters 4 and 5.

We should emphasize that this study of the adverb is 
preliminary. We have not examined in detail the tonal 
behavior of all the adverbs in all their various syntactic 
environments. Since there is no syntactic study of the 
adverb available to serve as the basis for our study, we 
are not in a position to draw upon any syntactic insights 
that such a study might have provided. The best that we can 
do, then, in this section is to provide data on a sampling 
of Bari adverbs and draw whatever tentative conclusions 
seem possible.

We begin by considering monosyllabic adverbs. Examine 
the data in (167) where the simple, monosyllabic adverb d& 
’much’ appears.

(167) (a.) Pdni a ’y&lakin dd
’Poni increased it for him a great deal’

(b.) J&da a ’yalakin P6ni d&
’Jada increased it for Poni a great deal'

(c.) ndn ny&nyard. d£ Jadd.
’I am liked much more, Jada’

(d.) nan gwe biyd? dfi W&ni
’I am much better now, Wani’

(e.) Pdni yiying’ d£ Kulang’
’Poni hears much better, Kulang’

(f.) ng’uro gwe dd maddng’
’the child is a little bit better’

(g.) nan gwe bang’a da maaang’
’I am much better now ’
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The examples in (167) demonstrate that d£, an underlyingly 
H monosyllabic adverb, remains High no matter what tone 
precedes it. In particular, it does not undergo High Tone 
Lowering after a H-final word, whether a verb (as in 
(167a,e)) or a noun (as in (167b)) or an adjective (as in 
(167d)) or another adverb (as in (167g)). Its failure to 
change in the post-H environment is true for both phrase- 
final (cf. (167a,b)) and phrase-medial (cf. (167f,g).

In general, d& does not precede a noun or a verb, thus 
it is not easy to determine whether it triggers High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread. It is possible, however, for 
a proper noun to be used vocatively after d£- The examples 
in (167c,d) show that <i£ does trigger High Tone Spread on a 
following (vocative) proper noun —  J&d& and W&ni change to 
J&d& and Wdni respectively.

Whether d& would trigger High Tone Lowering on a 
following vocative proper name cannot be determined easily. 
The best test case would be if we could place a HH... 
proper noun after d&. If the noun changed to HL..., we 
could conclude that dj£ does trigger High Tone Lowering. 
Unfortunately, there are no proper nouns (to our knowledge) 
that have the tonal shape HH... We suspect, however, that 
d& would trigger High Tone Lowering. For example, if we 
were to use a HH... common noun vocatively (which is not a 
normal construction in Bari), High Tone Lowering would 
apply to it (in our judgement):

(168) (a.) do nyany&ra d& narakwan
’you are much more liked, wife’
(cf. narakwan ’wife’)

(b.) ga’yi gtirut dfi ng’utu?
'look for much more money, person’
(cf. ng’utu? ’person’)

The example in (167e) might at first glance suggest 
that d£ cannot trigger High Tone Lowering on a following 
vocative proper noun, since Kulang’ remains HL. But recall
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that a HL... noun remains unaltered after the Low-toned 
preposition i ,  even though that preposition ordinarily 
triggers High Tone Lowering. Our approach to that 
phenomenon was to claim that a HL... noun does undergo High 
Tone Lowering after i  but that the preceding (floating, in 
the case of i )  H is able to spread back onto the initial 
(now Low) syllable. Recall that in general a KL... noun 
does not accept the spreading of a preceding High once it
has undergone High Tone Lowering. It would be possible to
give a similar treatment to the facts of (167) —  i.e. to
say that the adverbial H first lowers a noun such as
Kul&ng’ to *Kul&ng* and then spreads its High onto 
*Kulang’. producing (after Contour Simplification) Kul&ng’ 
(which just happens to be the shape that this noun starts 
off with).

Until further evidence can be brought to bear, we will 
assume that a final-H adverb like dfi does trigger High Tone 
Lowering just as it triggers High Tone Spread. We have 
evidence, however, only that it triggers these changes on a 
following vocative proper noun. Notice incidentally that in 
(167f,g) d& does not affect the LL adverb madang*. We will 
see below that Low-initial adverbs regularly do not accept 
the spreading of a preceding High.

The High monosyllabic adverb nv6 is illustrated in 
(169) below. (We have underlined the adverb for the sake of 
clarity.)

(169) (a.) do deder nyo
’why are you cooking it?

(b.) nvo ta deder
’why are you cooking it?’

(c.) nyo dak gwagwalaka
’why was the pipe broken?’

(d.) nyo ng’un nyanyar ng’utu?
’why does God like people?'
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(e. ) nvo le mam&tA

’why was the milk drunk?’
(f.) nyd ki’b6 kakdma

’why was the canoe paddled?’
(S-) nv6 kdre gw&gw&laka

’why was the gourd broken?’
(h.) ny6 tdrd ti ng’iyu

’why was the mat not raised up?’
(i.) nyo JAdA p6pd

’why did Jada come?’
(j.) ny6 pilili a napi?

’why is the small knife sharp?’
(k.) nv6 kdpd gwAgwalAka

’why is the cup broken?’
(m.) JAdA tdtdk ny6 ki’bd

’why did Jada cut the canoe?'
(n.) Poni ng’ing’i nyo tArd

’why did Poni lift up the mat?’
(o.) JAdA ’be’beleng’ nyo pilili

’why did Jada break the small knife’
(p.) Jada gwagwalak nyo kdpd

’why did Jada break the cup?’
(q.) do ti pipijA nyo Kulang’

’why did you not ask, Kulang?’
(r.) Pdni ti yemA nyo Jada

’why has Poni not been married, Jada?’
(s.) JAdA ’bA’beldng’ pilili nyd

’why did Jada break the small knife’

The first thing to note about (169) is that nyo does 
not undergo High Tone Lowering. A H-final verb does not 
affect nyo in (169a,m,n,o,p) and a H-final noun does not 
affect nyo in (169s). Furthermore, nyo does not trigger 
High Tone Lowering nor High Tone Spread on a following 
sub-iect noun (cf. (169b-k)). On the other hand, nyo does
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regularly trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread 
on a following object noun (cf. (169m-p)). Notice, in 
particular, that it causes a HL noun such as k6o6 to change 
to k6pd. The example in (169r) shows that nv6 spreads its 
High onto a following vocative. (169q) shows that a 
vocative HL proper name remains HL (perhaps, as suggested 
above, because it is subject to High Tone Spread after 
undergoing High Tone Lowering). These data suggest the 
strong probability that the tonal behavior of the adverb is 
closely linked to syntactic structure.

A third High-toned monosyllabic adverb is nyin:

(170) (a.) tiki wini nyin
’put medicine into it’

(b.) tiki bdngd? nyin
’put the cloth in it?’

(c.) nan a tin ’balAng’ nvin Wani 
'I put salt into it, Wani’

(d.) Jada a t&makin nvin Poni
’Jada did the expected thing, Poni’

(e.) nan A tetenakin nvin ’bura
’I made it to fit into it properly’

The data in (170a,d) show that a H-final word, whether 
a noun or a verb, does not trigger High Tone Lowering on 
nvin. It is not possible in general for nyin to precede a 
noun or verb, thus we cannot provide much in the way of 
evidence with respect to whether nyin triggers High Tone 
Lowering and High Tone Spread. (170c,d) show that nyin can 
trigger High Tone Spread on a following vocative proper 
noun. Notice in (170e) that nvin does not affect a 
following LH adverb. Again, this is the general pattern 
with Low-initial adverbs, as we will see below.

At this point, let us look at the Falling-toned 
monosyllabic adverbs. We will illustrate two such adverbs 
below. In (171) we exemplify the behavior of nvo ’what?’
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Since nvo ends in a Low tone, we would not expect it to 
affect a following word. Thus our examples in (171) will 
concentrate on whether nvo is able to undergo High Tone 
Lowering.

(171) (a.) do gA’yu nyd
’what are you looking for?’

(b.) d6 kSndya nyd
’what are you reading?’

(c.) d6 A tin JAdA nyo
'what did you give Jada?’

(d.) do A tin Poni nyd
'what did you give Poni?’

These data show that nyo remains Falling-toned whether it 
is preceded by a H-final or a L-final word. It seems, then, 
that nyd is not subject to High Tone Lowering.

The second Falling-toned monosyllabic adverb to be 
discussed is nvin ’here’:

(172) (a.) pd nyin JAdA
’come here, Jada’

(b.) galu nyin Jada
’look for it this way here, Jada’

(c.) jou kere nyin
’bring the gourd here’

(d.) jou kdpd nyin
’bring the cup here?’

Again, we see that nvin remains Falling-toned regardless of 
the final tone of the preceding word. It seems then that 
nyin is not subject to High Tone Lowering.

At this point let us consider the Low-toned
monosyllabic adverbs. We would not, of course, expect them 
to trigger any change in the following word. Likewise, they 
would not be subject to High Tone Lowering. The question 
that faces us is whether they are subject to High Tone 
Spread. The data in (173) illustrate a few Low-toned
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monosyllabic adverbs. We have underlined the adverb for the 
sake of clarity.

(173) (a.) kisuk y6na’ gagala
’cattle must be sought for’

(b.) k6pd y^ng’ gdgal&
’the cup must be looked for’

(c. ) k6re ’dCt kdta
’the gourd is still here’

(d. ) Kulang’ *dh wuwCirjA
’Kulang is still writing’

(e.) Jada ti nyar kw&ng’
’Jada never liked it’

(f.) Poni ti k£ndy§ kw&ng’
’Poni doesn’t read at all’

In (173) we see that the Low monosyllabic adverbs remain 
unchanged in their pronunciation whether the tone that 
precedes them is High or Low/Falling. It seems then that
these adverbs are not affected by High Tone Spread.

We turn our attention now to bisyllabic adverbs. There
are three HH words that function as adverbs and behave
differently from the adverbs cited above in that they are
subject to High Tone Lowering. These three items are ’b6r6n
’early, certainly’ katd ’present, be in’, and ’diri ’truly.
really’. We will examine each of these words in turn.

In (174) we illustrate ’b4r6n:

(174) (a.) nan a ’dur ’bdrdn
'I arrived very early’

(b.) nan & ’dur ’b^rdn dika
’I arrived very early today’
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(c.) Pdni a ddrjd. ’b^rdn dik£

’Poni cooked very early today’
(d.) KullLng’ k renya ’b6r6n 

’Kulang refused indeed’
(e.) yi? toddn kdju ’bdrdn

’we knew each other a long time ago’
(f.) nSn k k&m ki’bd ’b£r6n dika

’I paddled the canoe early today’
(g.) n&n k ddgg§ kerd ’bdrdn dika

’I fetched the gourd early today’
(h.) ’bdrdn Pdni ti ’burdna

’certainly Poni does not lie’
(i.) ’bdrdn ki ’ bd a likin

’indeed the canoe is lost’
(j.) ’bdrdn pilili k napi?

’indeed the small knife is sharp’
(k.) Pdni ’bdrdn a naron 

’Poni is indeed bad’
(1.) ki’bd ’b£r6n a likin

'the canoe is indeed lost’
(m.) Pdni a derja ’b£rdn Jada

’Poni cooked much earlier, Jada’
(n.) nan a ’dtir ’bdrdn Jada

’I arrived much earlier, Jada’

The data in (174) show that * b£rdn undergoes High Tone 
Lowering when it stands after a H-final verb —  cf. 
(174a,b), or after a H-final (post-verbal) adverb —  cf. 
(174e), or after a H-final object noun —  cf. (174g). 
Incidentally, (174f) shows that if an underlyingly H-final 
object noun itself undergoes High Tone Lowering and ceases 
to be H-final, then ’bdrdn will escape High Tone Lowering. 
The examples in (174k,l) show that a subject noun cannot 
trigger High Tone Lowering on ’bdrdn (of course, the 
meaning of * berdn also differs somewhat in its pre-verbal
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use from its post-verbal use).

Notice that even though the H in this adverb undergoes 
High Tone Lowering, the rule of High Tone Spread must be 
prevented from applying (we get *b&r6n, not *’b£r6n). 
Recall a similar failure of High Tone Spread to operate
between the associative particle and a following noun as
well as between the preposition i and a following noun. We
will see as we proceed that all adverbs regularly fail to
undergo High Tone Spread, even though some undergo High 
Tone Lowering (as *b6r6n does).

When *b6r6n precedes a subject noun, it triggers 
neither High Tone Lowering nor High Tone Spread on that 
noun —  cf. (174h-j). Recall that nvo in (169) behaved in 
exactly the same fashion. We have been unable to construct 
sentences where *b6r6n precedes an object noun, so we 
cannot determine whether it would trigger High Tone 
Lowering or High Tone Spread on such a noun. (174m,n) show 
that *beron does spread onto a following vocative proper 
noun.

The second bisyllabic HH adverb that undergoes High 
Tone Lowering is kata. illustrated in (175) below:

(175) (a.) nan kata
’I am present’

(b.) Poni kata
’Poni is present’

(c.) Jada katd Juba
’Jada is present in Juba’
(cf. Juba (name of a town))

(d.) ’balang’ kata Juba
’salt is available in Juba’

(e.) ng’utu kata kare
’there are people at the river’
(cf. kare ’river’)

(f.) ki’b6 k&t& kare
’there is a canoe in the river’
(cf. kare ’river’)
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(g.) Jada k&ta B&ri
’Jada is in Bariland’
(cf. Bari ’the Bari people, land, etc.’)

(h.) kdlong’ kata B&ri
'there is drought in Bariland’

(i.) JAdA kata K&r&k
’Jada is at Karak’
(cf. K&r&k, the name of a mountain)

(j.) Poni kata K&r&k
’Poni is at Karak’

The data in (175) clearly establish that kata 
undergoes High Tone Lowering when it follows a H-final word 
(always the subject of the sentence). While it undergoes 
High Tone Lowering, it will not be subject to High Tone 
Spread, thus it surfaces as LL. If kata remains HH (by 
virtue of not standing after a H-final word), it will 
trigger the rules of High Tone Lowering and High Tone 
Spread on a following word. For example, in (175d,g) k&ta 
raises a LL noun to HL (through the combined effects of 
High Tone Spread and Contour Simplification). In (175e,i) 
we see that k&t& triggers High Tone Lowering on a following 
HH noun, changing it to HL (of course, High Tone Spread and 
Contour Simplification operate here on the output of High 
Tone Lowering).

There is one tonal alternation that we at present have 
no explanation for which is exhibited by the data in (175). 
The noun kare ’river’ is HH when it is pronounced in 
isolation. We have seen that it changes to HL after k&ta. 
The explanation for this is straightforward. But notice 
that in the event kata itself becomes LL as a result of 
High Tone Lowering, as in (175f), kata will no longer end 
in a High tone. Given the left-to-right iterative 
application of High Tone Lowering, we do not expect kare to 
undergo High Tone Lowering. And indeed it does not. But 
it should be noted that kare does assume an unexpected
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tonal shape: kare. It is not clear what principle (if any)
determines this tonal alternation.

The last HH adverb to be considered is ’diri. We 
illustrate ’diri in (176).

(176) (a. 

(b. 

(c. 

(d. 

(e.

(f.

(g-

(h.

(i.

(j-

J&d& gaga’yu ’diri 
’Jada is truly looking for it’
n&n & mdt ’diri 
’I truly saw it’
Pdni ’diri a met 
’Poni truly saw it’
Jada ’diri a met 
’Jada truly saw it’
nan ’diri k&ta 
’I am truly present’
’diri P6ni 
’truly, Poni’
’diri Poni a pd 
’truly Poni came’
’diri ki’bd a kama 
’truly the canoe was paddled'
Pdni a met ki’bd ’diri 
’Poni truly saw the canoe’
Pdni a meddya ki’bd ’diri 
’Poni truly saw a canoe’

Examination of (176) shows that ’diri undergoes High Tone 
Lowering in post-verbal position both after a verb and a 
noun -- cf. (176b,j), but not when it follows a subject 
noun —  cf. (176c). In this ’diri behaves like ’bdrdn. It 
differs, however, in that after undergoing High Tone 
Lowering, * diri appears to be subject to High Tone Spread 
(i.e. it surfaces as ’diri in the post-H environment, not 
as *diri).

When ’diri precedes a subject noun it does not trigger 
either High Tone Lowering or High Tone Spread (cf.
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(176g,h). It does, however, trigger High Tone Lowering on 
the following adverb kdta in (lOe). It also triggers High 
Tone Spread on a following vocative proper noun in (176f).

Consider next some HL bisyllabic adverbs. In (177) we 
illustrate kana.

(177) (a.) n&n a tin kana
’I gave it to him for nothing’

(b.) Pdni rdnya kdna dsut
’Poni is uselessly denying it’

(c.) n&n a tin Jada kana
’I gave it to Jada for nothing’

(d.) n&n & tin Pdni k&nd
’I gave it to Poni for nothing’

Since kitna is Low-final, the issue of whether it can 
trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread is not 
present. (177) demonstrates that kana is subject to High 
Tone Lowering after a verb or after an object noun, kand 
does not appear to occur in pre-verbal position, thus we 
cannot examine its behavior after a subject noun.

In (178) we give examples of koke?.

(178) (a.) Poni a lak koke?
’Poni untied it openly’

(b.) Poni a ddgga kdke?
’Poni fetched s.t. openly’

(c.) Poni a dogga kere koke?
'Poni fetched a gourd openly’

(d.) Pdni a dok kdrd koke?
’Poni fetched the gourd openly’

These data are entirely parallel to those in (177) and 
require no discussion.

It is not the case that every HL adverb alternates 
like those in (177) and (178). Consider, for example, ka.ie
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’yesterday’. It appears to be invariant, as shown in 
(179):

(179) (a.) matat ’dur kdje
’the chief arrived yesterday’

(b.) ng’urd a tdliki? kaje
’the child was lost yesterday’

We are not at present certain as to why ka.ie behaves 
differently than k&na and kdkd?. Perhaps it is an 
idiosyncratic fact, but it may have a deeper syntactic/ 
semantic explanation.

The HL adverb n&nu? ’when?’ alternates its tonal shape 
depending on the tone that precedes it, but this 
alternation does not seem to be a simple reflection of High 
Tone Lowering, nanu? appears in the form HL when the 
preceding word is Low-final, but in the form LF when the 
preceding word is H-final.

(180) (a.) do sdn ndnu?
’when did you send him?’

(b. ) do ’b&rindu nanu?
’when did you shave?’

(c.) do munyetakin n&nu?
’when did you pulverize it for him?’

(d.) Pdni met Jdda nanu?
’when did Poni see Jada?’

(e.) do sdndu nanu
’when did you send s.o. away?’

(f.) do ’barin nanu?
’when did you shave it?’

(g.) Jada deder nanu?
’when will Jada cook it?’

(h.) Jada met Pdni nanu
’when did Jada see Poni?’
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We have no explanation for this alternation pattern.
Our data on HF adverbs is too sparse to be very 

conclusive. The time adverbial dika ’today* is invariant—  
i.e. it does not appear to be subject to High Tone 

Lowering when it follows a word that ends in a H.

(181) (a.) nan met dika
’I saw it today*

(b.) nan kdndya dik§.
* I read s.t. today’

(c.) n&n met Poni diki 
*1 saw Poni today’

(d.) n&n met Jadd dik&
*1 saw Jada today’

(e.) J&da dika g&’yu do
’Jada was looking for you today’

(f.) Poni dika ga’yu do
’Poni was looking for you today’

Notice that the preceding H-final word may be a verb or an 
object noun or a subject noun, but in no case is dika 
affected.

The locative adverb ng’ini, on the other hand, seems 
to be subject to High Tone Lowering. We illustrate this in 
(182).

(182) (a.) nan a ry& ng’ini kaje
'I found it (near) there yesterday’

(b.) nan a derja ng’ini 
’I cooked (near) there’

(c.) nan a ry& Poni ng’ini
’I found Poni (near) there’

(d.) nan a ry& kind ng’ini
’I found the goat (near) there’
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In these examples, ng’Ini changes to ng’ ini after a verb or
an object noun that ends in a High. At first glance it
might be thought surprising that a HF word would change to
LF in the post-H environment —  the usual change is for a
HF word to become HL. However, ng* ini actually consists of 
ng* i- (a demonstrative element which appears in such 
demonstrative forms as ng* ild. ng’il&, ng* inA. ng* inCi) plus 
Hi ’here’. Thus it appears that it is the monosyllabic H 
element ng* i- that is undergoing High Tone Lowering 
separately from the ni.

LL bisyllabic adverbs would not, of course, be 
expected to trigger any change on a following word. 
Neither, of course, could they undergo High Tone Lowering 
(since they are not H-initial). We will, therefore, focus 
just on their ability to undergo High Tone Spread. In (183) 
we provide some data for the LL adverbs aka ’purposely’, 
Asut ’completely’, and pAtA ’just now’:

(183) (a.) KAji p6 Aka
’Kaji came purposely’

(b.) Poni ying’A Aka
’Poni kept quiet purposely’

(c.) Jada ryok Poni aka
’Jada stepped on Poni purposely’

(d.) nan ti nyar asut
’I don’t like it at all’

(e.) nan a renya AsCit
’I refused completely’

(f.) JAdA ti nyar meddya Pdni Asut
’Jada does not want to see Poni at all’

(g.) JAdA A dAr pAtA
’Jada cooked it just now’

(h.) JAdA A derjA pAtA
’Jada cooked s.t. just now’

(i.) Jada pAtA derjA
'Jada has just cooked’
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(j.) Poni pdtd der ja
’Poni has just cooked’

The data in (183) show that the LL adverbs are not affected 
by a preceding H-final word. It does not seem to matter 
whether that word is a verb, or a subject noun, or an 
object noun.

LF adverbs again would not be expected to affect a 
following word nor to undergo High Tone Lowering. The 
following data bear on the question of whether such adverbs 
are subject to High Tone Spread.

(184) (a.) yi? & kdn a’dyan
’we read it continuously’

(b.) kb tdtd d’dyan J&da
'don’t sleep continuously, Jada’

(c.) kd gwCit Pdni a ’ dy&n
’don’t beat Poni continuously’

(d.) n&n ti nyar k&dyfi.
'I’d rather not like (to do s.t.)’

(e.) nan ti b&n k&dyfi.
’I’d rather not do it’

(f.) nan ti nyar 'yfi’yti Poni kddyfi 
’I’d rather not visit Poni’

(g.) Pdni k&dyft nyanyar Jada 
’Poni might like Jada’

The data in (184) show that these LF adverbs do not undergo 
any change after a H-final word whether that word is a 
verb, an object noun, or a subject noun. Clearly, LF 
adverbs —  like LL adverbs —  are not subject to High Tone 
Spread.

LH bisyllabic adverbs, on the basis of the data 
examined above, would not be expected to undergo High Tone 
Spread. We will see that this is correct. But the question
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remains as to whether these adverbs, being H-final, are 
able to trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread.

We discussed in detail earlier some verbal particles 
that might be included among the "adverbs"; two of them—  
namely, fing’& and nvu’bak —  were LH and were shown to 
trigger High Tone Lowering and High Tone Spread on a 
following verb. Below we examine some other LH adverbs.

Consider first the adverb *bftra? ’well’:

(185) (a.) J&da a t6r ’bdrd?
’Jada tied it well’

(b.) Poni a d6t6 ’bCira? kaj6
’Poni slept well yesterday’

(c. ) JAdsv a tor kdd6n ’ bCird?
’Jada tied the firewood well’

(d.) n&n a tor ’b&ra? Jada
’I tied it well, Jada’

This adverb remains LH after a H-final word regardless of 
whether that word is a verb or a noun. In other words, High 
Tone Spread is inapplicable. We have not been able to find 
sentences where ’bura? precedes any noun except for the 
case of a following vocative proper noun. (185d) shows that 
’bura? does spread its High onto a vocative proper noun.

Consider the adverb kirut ’then’ in (186):

(186) (a.) k kirut Jada t6ggi? ki’bd
’and then Jada cut the canoe with an axe’

(b. ) a kirut ki’bd s&pCtggi? s&pugga 
’and then the canoe overturned’

(c.) a Jddd kirut ga’yi? ga’yu
’and then Jada started looking for it’

(d.) a Poni kirut pondi? po 
’and then Poni came’

(e.) a J&di pondi? p6 kirdt 
’and then Jada came’
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(f.) A Jada tdggl? ki’bd kirut 
’and then Jada cut the canoe’

(g.) a nan pondi? p6 kirut Jad&
’and then I came, Jada’

In (186) we see that the adverb kirut does not undergo High 
Tone Spread when preceded by a H-final word: that word may
be a subject noun, or a verb, or an object.noun. In no case 
is kirut affected. We also see that kirut does not trigger 
High Tone Lowering or High Tone Spread on a following 
subject noun. We have found no cases where kirut naturally 
precedes an object noun, so we cannot determine whether it 
would affect such a word. (186g) shows that kirut does 
spread its High onto a following vocative proper noun.

There are relatively few morphologically non-complex 
adverbs and all of them are Low-initial (e.g. g61&r6 
’once’, k&lftmb& ’on the contrary’, arabat ’badly’). Their 
behavior in phrases does not seem to add significantly to 
the preceding material.

We have now surveyed the tonal behavior of the simple
adverbs in terms of the phrasal tonology. Bari has a few 
morphologically complex adverbs. Their phrasal behavior 
will be sketched below.

The adverb k&.ielu ’day before yesterday’ (apparently 
related to k£.ie ’yesterday) is illustrated in (187):

(187) (a.) Wani a ga? kajelu
’Wani looked for it the day before

yesterday’
(b.) Jada a renya kajelu

’Jada refused the day before yesterday’
(c.) Wani a g&? Poni kajelu

'Wani looked for Poni the day before
yesterday’
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(d.) kdjelu nan a rtim kd Jada

’the day before yesterday Jada and I met’
(e.) kajdlu ki’bd a sdptiggd

’the day before yesterday the canoe
overturned’

(f.) ki’bd kdjdlu d skpvtggk
’the canoe overturned the day before

yesterday’
(g. ) ndn k gd? kd idlu Pdni

’I looked for it the day before yesterday, 
Poni’

The data in (187) show that, as expected, ka.ielu is not 
subject to High Tone Spread in any environment. These data 
also show that kd.ielu does not trigger High Tone Lowering 
or High Tone Spread on a following subject noun. (187g) 
shows that kd.ielu does spread its final H onto a vocative 
proper noun. In every way, the behavior of this complex 
adverb parallels the behavior of simple adverbs examined 
above.

There are two other complex adverbs that are Low- 
initial —  namely, sundna ’now’ and song* inana 'just now’. 
The former example, like all L-initial adverbs, is not 
subject to High Tone Spread. Since it ends in a Low, it 
cannot trigger any change on a following word. Exempli
fication of this adverb is unnecessary. Examples of 
sdna* inand are provided in (188):

(188) (a.) Jada a ga’yti Poni song’inana
’Jada looked for Poni just now’

(b.) nan ga’yu sdng’inana
’I’m looking for it just now’

(c.) song’inand Jada ti po
’Jada won’t come just now’

(d.) song’inana ki’bd k likin
’just now the canoe got lost’
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(e.) Poni song’in&na ti po

’Poni is not coming just now’
(f.) nan ’ dOir&kin song* inana Jada 

’I arrived just now, Jada’

The data in (188) show that a preceding H-final word 
(whether a verb, or an object noun, or a subject noun, does 
not affect sdng’inana —  i.e. this adverb is not subject to 
High Tone Spread. The data in (188) also show that 
sdng* inand does not trigger High Tone Lowering or High Tone 
Spread on a following subject noun. We have not found 
natural constructions where this adverb precedes an object 
noun, so we cannot determine whether it would trigger High 
Tone Lowering/Spread on such a noun. It does spread its H 
onto a following vocative proper noun, as seen in (188f).

There are some H-initial complex adverbs. For example: 
tu kwd.ie ling’ ’the whole night’ (cf. kwa.ie ’night’), tu 
paran ling* ’the whole day’ (cf. p&rin ’day’), tu kwa.ie tak 
’all night long’, tu paran tak ’all day long’. In (189) we 
illustrate the behavior of these items with tu kwa.ie ling* 
(tu paran ling’ is precisely parallel) and tu paran tak (tu 
kwa.ie tak is entirely parallel):

(189) (a.) Jada a jambu kd Pdni tu kwaje ling’
’Jada talked to Poni all night long’
(tu kw&.ie ling’ may also be used here)

(b.) Pdni a jambu kd j&da tu kwaje ling’
’Poni talked to Jada all night long’

(c.) Jada d& deddr tu kwaje ling’
’Jada will cook all night long’
(tu kwa.ie ling’ is also possible)

(d.) Jadd a w&ra tu kwaje ling’
’Jada walked the whole night’

(e.) tu parantak tdrd na gala
’all day long the mat was looked for’

(f.) tu parantak ki’bd lu gala
’all day long the canoe was looked for’
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(g. ) t£rd n& gala tu paran tdk
’the mat was looked for all day long’
(tu paran tdk is also possible)

The data in (189) show that these particular items 
involving the element ±u exhibit a possibility (apparently) 
of undergoing High Tone Lowering. That is, tu paran... and 
tu kw&16. . . may be converted to tu p&ran. . . and tu kwa.ie. . . 
in a post-High environment. These changes would seem to be 
the consequence of High Tone Lowering changing tu paran... 
to *th paran... followed by High Tone Spread yielding *tu 
paran... followed by Contour Simplification producing tu 
paran... The only problem with this analysis is that we 
have seen that High Tone Spread does not generally operate 
between a H and a following adverb.

We in this section provided a brief look at the
phrasal tonal behavior of Bari adverbs. We have seen that 
there seems to be some dependency on grammatical factors in 
that the adverbs seem not to trigger High Tone Lowering or 
High Tone Spread on a following subject noun. Generally it 
is not possible to place an adverb in front of an object 
noun, therefore we cannot always determine whether the 
adverb could affect such a noun. In those cases where it 
was possible, the adverb did trigger High Tone
Lowering/Spread.

We have also seem that adverbs seem not to be
susceptible to High Tone Lowering after a subject noun
although some of them seem to undergo this rule after verbs 
and object nouns. Low-initial adverbs seem to never be 
susceptible to High Tone Spread. regardless of the
syntactic category of the preceding word. Doubtless,
further research will shed mor- light on the interaction of 
syntax and the phrasal tone rules of Bari. The adverbs have 
merely served to suggest that there is such an interaction.
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5.7. Conclusion.
At this point, let us review some aspects of the 

phrasal behavior of verbs that are especially pertinent to 
our overall analysis. First, in Chapter 2 we argued that 
verb roots could be characterized as having one of two 
tonal melodies —  H or LHL. We claimed that this is true of 
monosyllabic verbs, even though monosyllabic verbs of both 
types surface as H. Our analysis of the LHL monosyllabic 
verbs involved (a) allowing the first two tones to 
associate to the root but (b) preventing the third tone 
from associating. We then invoked a phonological rule of 
Rising Simplification to disassociate the L part of a LH 
sequence associated with the same tone-bearing unit.

The phrasal tonology offers some evidence relative to 
this analysis. First, there is evidence that LHL 
monosyllabic verb roots end in a H when it comes to the
phrasal tone rules. These verbs trigger High Tone Lowering 
and High Tone Spread just like any other words that end in
a H. Thus, the Low tone in the LHL melody that fails to
associate must be deleted prior to the phrasal tonology. On
the other hand, the initial L of the LHL melody, which in
our analysis associates with the first tone-bearing unit of 
the verb and then disassociates by Rising Simplification, 
must still be in the tonal tier at the point where the
phrasal tone rules apply. This Low tone prevents a LHL 
monosyllabic root from undergoing High Tone Lowering in the 
post-High environment.

Although the verbal particles that precede the verb do 
not undergo High Tone Lowering or High Tone Spread (thus 
effectively sealing off the verb phrase from any tonal 
influence originating with a preceding subject noun 
phrase), they do trigger these rules on a following verb.
We have shown in Chapters 4 and 5, that the rule of High
Tone Lowering must be applied iteratively, left-to-right 
across the sentence.
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